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SEVENTH SEMINAR PROCEEDINGS

Preface

This Seminar, the seventh of this biennial series to be held in the United States, continues the
trend of more papers, more participants, and greater breadth of representation internationally.
These Proceedings include 18 papers from 9 countries outside the US, and it appears that about
16 countries will be represented at this Seminar. This is especially encouraging at this time when
we have just founded the International Pyrotechnics Society. A copy of the Constitution and By-
laws of this Society is included in this Proceedings, as well as an application for membership. Please
look these over and let us have your input in the form of advice, ggestions, and hopefully your
participation and support by way of membership. There will be an open forum for discussion re-
garding this Society at this Seminar.

As most of you know, Bob Blunt has yielded the reigns of these seminars after six continuously
more successful efforts. His talents have been put to good use, however, as it has been mostly his
effort that has resulted in the founding of the International Pyrotechnics Society. We can be certain
that Bob will remain in the forefront of pyrotechnic activity for many years to come.

We now have a Steering Committee to assure that these seminars will continue to provide the
international pyrotechnics community with a forum for the interchange of technology and develop-
ments in this important area of science and engineering. As Chairman of this Steering Committee
it is my desire and obligation to continue these seminars in the spirit that they were conceived,- but
this can only result from the continued interest and participation of the pyrotechnics community at
large. I am therefore most grateful to you, the attendees, and especially to you, the authors, for
making this Seminar the success it is anticipated to be. I also wish to express thanks to my fellow
committee members and to the Session Chairmen for their efforts for this Seminar.

-, At this Seminar, for the first time we have scheduled a Poster Session. We hope that you find
this alternative form of presenting new technology a refreshing experience. Please let us have your
comments.

Regardinq these Proceedings, it has finally become necessary to split them into two volumes. If
we should need three volumes in 1982 we would gladly accommodate you. Please continue your
support, particularly with the submission of papers.

Finally, I wish to thank Dr. H. Rosenwasser on behalf of the Naval Air Systems Command for
their interest and support. The Navy, particularly the Naval Weapons Support Center at Crane,
Iriu'lana, spearheaded by Dr. Bernie Douda, has provided both moral and direct support in the way of
attendance and papers contributions to these seminars from their inception, and in no small way has
been responsible for their success.

Allpn I. Tulis

Chairman
Steering Committee
International Pyrotechnics Seminars

July 1980 lIT Research Institute
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i
Thoughts on Pyrotechnics

Pyrotechnics is a fascinating subject for research because it
sooner or later requires the investigator to apply mnst of the analy-
tical tools that are available. Of course, one shouldn't overlook the
appeal to the boy's love of noise and excitement that is present in much
of our experimental work, whether we admit it or ,..t In addition to
providing us with challenging problems and exciting experi,,-rits, Dyro,
in many cases, has afforded the only practical way to achieve the result
that is desired. A special expertise is needed for the solution of the
problems associated with these practical applications and the expert
pyrotechnist appears to have become one of the "endangered species' in
recent years. I hope the thoughts which I have presented in this paper
may help to avoid his extinction. If they have any claim to merit, it
is due to the people who have been my colleagues during forty years in
ordnance research, which has included terminal ballistic effects, phenomena
due to the detonation of explosives, missile destruct systems and incen-
diary ammunition functioning.

Much of my more recent experience has been with pyrotechnics, - to
me, the most fascinating area of all ordnance research. In preparing
this talk, I read several definitions of pyrotechnics, and would like to
present them to you along with one of my own. It appears to be difficult
to create a precise derinition and I think it is important that we have
a good one. I believe a clear definition of pyrotechnics to be a basic
necd if wc are to attract the financial support that is needed for the
conduct of research and development studies, studies that will increase
our ability to design items which will function as expected, without
relying so heavily on experience and testing to achieve the desired
resu i ts

After some comments on this matter of a definition of pyrotechnics,
I will first discuss what I believe are some of the basic research areas
on which attention should be focused, second, what I call the ''image
problem" of pyrotechnics and, in conclusion, the formation of an Inter-
national Pyrotechnic Society.

First, let me present some definitions of pyrotechnics by the authors
of several books on this subject. Brauer, in his "Handbook of Pyrotechnics",
states that "Pyrotechnic means explosive devices in which explosives are
burned rather than detonated". I find this definition too restricted
and unimaginative because it lumps all kinds of pyrotechnics together in
the category of explosives. I did not find a definition of pyrotechnics
in the work by the Reverend Ronald Lancaster; the excellent quality of
his work led me to ask the Reverend for his definition, which he very
kindly furnished: "Explosives are reactions which perform at the highest
speed and leave gaseous products. Propellants are similar to explosives,
but somewhat slower. Pyrotechnics are reactions between two or more
solids which produce flame or glow and which leave solid residues and
gaseous products."
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While Weingart does not specifically define pyrotechnics, he implies
that it is the art and craft of utilizing chemical decomposition, partic-
ularly those reactions which occur at rates that produce burning or
explosion. He specifically excludes detonations, except in rare cases.

Cackett in his monograph says, 'Broadly speaking, pyrotechnics are
employed to produce light --- , to produce smoke --- , to produce fire and
incendiary effects, to measure intervals of time. They may also be
required to function as propellants, igniters, and primers etc,."
Although this is rather lengthy and, perhaps, more a description than a
definition, I find it is close to the mark.

Shidlovsky has defined pyrotechnics as "--- the science concerning
methods of production of pyrotechnic compositions and products, and of
their properties". This is a circular definition, to be sure, but he
goes on to say what is meant by "pyrotechnic compositions". "Pyro-
technic compositions, when ignited (or exploded), give illuminating,
thermal, smoke, sound or reactive (jet) effects

Ellern's definition follows a two page discussion of pyrotechnics
in his treatise on Military and Civilian Pyrotechnics. He states,
"Pyrotechnics is the art and science of creating and utilizing the heat .0
effects and products from exothermically reacting, predominately solid
mixtures or compounds when the reaction is, with some exceptions, non--
explosive and relatively slow, self-suszaining and self-contained." A
very good definition, but a bit long.

Webster's Dictionary, widely accepted as a reliable source of .
definitions, say "the art of making, or the manufacture and use of
firewoks". This surely is an understatement and oversimplification,
which is of little help. One must seek the definition of fireworks, and
finds this: "Firework; a device for producing a striking display (as of
light, noise, smoke) by the combustion of explosive or flammable compo-
sitions especially for exhibition, signalling or illumination, typically .9
consisting of a paper case containing combustible material

Brock provides no definition as such, although he traces the history
of pyrotechnics in a most interesting presentation.

I have presented these authorities' definitions to illustrate the
difficulty of arriving at a precise definition, which is evidert in the
variation among these. The best that can be done, I think, is to try
tc frame a definition that is acceptable to most pyrotechnists and that
is basic enough to encompass all of the great variety of applications
served by pyrotechnics. I have been rash enough to attempt this arid to
offer it for your consideration.

" Pyrotechnics: The science of controlled exothermic chemical
reactions which are used to create timing devices, sound effects, aerosol
dispersions, high pressure gas, intense heat, electromagnetic radiation.
or combinations of these, and produce the maxiirum effect froy the least
volume. High explosives are excluded, but initiators are included". Your
comments and improvements on this definition will be welcomed.

3



Next, I would like to present to you the areas of research which I
believe should be pursued most assiduously. It seems that the materials
of pyrotechnics have always been regarded with suspicion, fear and some
awe by tha general public, from the times of the alchemist in The Middle
Ages until now. Knowledge of the applications of these materials in
pyrotechnic devices has been restricted to a few people, and today we
see the solution of production problems in miiitary pyrotechnics hampered
by the restrictions of "Security Classif;caticn", and the production of
display fireworks a closely held commercial secret. As a conseauence,
much useful research that could be performed in university laboratories
is not done, because university personnel must publish their results in
the open technical literature. Besides the loss of basic information
for the pyrotechnist which follows from this lack of attention, another
result is the general lack of knowledge concerning pyrotechnics that
prevails among those who have no experience with it. My esteemed col-
leagues in the chemistry and physics departments of my own university
hzve, on occasion, referred very disparagingly to it as "dirty research' -

whatever that is - or as "Oh, you mean fireworks", or ''that's kid stuff''.
Furthermore, most university professors are unaware that many thesis
subjects suitable for students who seek advanced degrees can be found in
the problems now facing pyrotechnics, e.g., theses of Douda and Chazal.
The advancement of pyrotechnics as a science is slowed because these
subjects are not beino investigated; consequently, badly needed research
is not done with any plan or logic. If it is done at all, it is usually
a result of the need to solve an immediate problem ar, d not to lay a
broad foundation for the future.

Why do I discuss all of this? Because I believe that today pyro-
technics is at a point of decision. If it is to grow and be recognized
as one of the major subdivisions of science and engineering, to be
considered on an equal footing with specialities such as perfume or
polymer chemistry or explosive forming, a change in its image must be
achieved. Otherwise it will continue to limp along as part black art
and part experience, plus a little science. Furthermore, I think a
change in the way pyrotechnics is perceived by the military is essential
for its survival in the future. So long as black powder rockets could
be fired a few hundred meters to terrify the enemy, or to set his haystacks
on fire, the technical demands made of the pyrotechnist were rather
modest. Until WW I, the demands of the military on the pyrotechnists'
skills were simple; reasonably pedestrian chemistry or physics served
him quite adequately and the raw materials and processing that were
needed were relatively easy to obtain as standard items of commerce.
That time has passed. Although the complexity of pyrotechnic devices
has increased greatly in response to the growing difficulty of the
problems for which they provide solutions, our understanding of the
fundamental processes of pyrotechnic systems does not appear to have
kept up with these demands. It is relatively easy to create a red

signal flare, but it is very difficult to create an infrared decoy flare
that satisfies all of the requirements of storage, safety and effective-
ness as a decoy for a guided missile designed to seek the hot regions of
a target. It is no longer sufficient for the pyrotechnist to mix saltpeter,
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sulfur and antimony sulfiae with some gum arabic solution to produce a
"white" signal flare. Today, he must understand spectroscopy of the
combustion process well enough to identify the cmitters that create a
green flame when certain mixtures which contain barium are burned and
the effect of flame temperature on the purity of the color. He must
understand physics and physiology well enough to compute the color
Spurity of the green flame, and physical chen,iistrv if hle is to improve
it. But this kind of information would never have been obtained by the
empirical methods which characterized pyro up to about 1940, and which
are still used in many cases. Information of this sort is obtained only
by careful laboratory work, guided by the best available theory and Zhe
latest techniques of physical chemistry; these requirements are frequently
best satisfied in the laboratories and graduate study programs of our
universities. It is just this kind of study, as I mentioned earlier,
that can be done as thesis research for advanced degrees - but it is
very rarely done. Sometimes it is done as a part of a practical study
which has some important and immediate objective that can be more quickly
achieved by applying the resul.s of a directed research study. This is
usually a small ancillary research study, which generally results in
supplying only one more bit of data not the bron'd data base that would
be a firm foundation for future problem solving. Useful, of course, but
far from adequate; worse; it may very likely be available to very few
persons because of publication restrictions which are usually placed on
studies conducted with governmient funds whether they are performed at a
university or a government laboratory. I am not aware of any research
that is funded by the display fireworks industry, but if it exists. I'm
sure that in tnost cases the results arc kept for thF sole honefit of the
sponsor. As a consequence of these government and commercial restrictions,
the science and technology of pyro progress very slowly. I am suggesting
that there are research studies that should be done because they are of
interest to everyone who is involved in pyrotechnic manufacture. The
areas I believe to contain these fundamental problems of pyrotechnics
which should be the subject of a continuing research program are: (1)

* properties of materials, (2) reaction processes, (3) flame structure.
In addition, there are two areas of common need and interest which
require data from laboratory investigations, and sometimes some specific
testing, but which are not usually included as research subjects. These
are: (4) standards and (5) safety. Finally, to support these there is
a requirement for (6) formalized special education and (7) a recognized
technical society to help focus our efforts. 0

In the materials category, I believe there is a need for research
that will first define the properties which are of interest specifically
for pyrotechnic uses, that is, to determine what trust be quality-
controlled to achieve reproducible behavior w.•hen the materials, including
those used for containment, binders or sealants etc., are used for -6
pyrotechnics. I believe this task has not received the attention it
should and that it has only begun. If studiez, of material properties had
received adequate attention and support, the ratter of consistently
manufacturing black powder to perform the s %-.i way in all of its applica-
tions probably would have been solved long acm, and it could be bought
from any supplier anywhere, with complete confidenco in its performance
in the de,ice in which it is used. Such is nr t the catc. fle i Lher would
the manufacture of delay trains be up •t bi a change in the source of,
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say, tungsten powder. You can surely add many examples of your own.
The point of all this is simply that we do not understand the materials
and the reactions of pyrotechnic compositions well enough to write good
specifications for the quality control of the basic ingredients. Perhaps -

we can never accurately specify the quality of every ingredient, but a
good research program would certainly improve many specifications and,
probably, lower mateilal costs. The specification of "Chemically pure"
or "Reagent grade" material is often simply an indicator that the user
is ignorant of the impurities that are really imtportant for his purpose
and he therefore takes the costly approach of minimizing every impurity.

Reaction processes are closely connected with some material properties,
for example, melting and boiling points. In addition they define specific
stages in reactions that must be understood before an accurate and
useful model can be constructed for the purpose Of predicting the changes
in performance which follow changes in formulation or asseibly of pyrotechnic
items. As an example, consider an illuminating composition of magnesium,
sodium nitrate and a binder. It is customary to speak of stoichiometric
compositions of the components and to estimate the radiant output as
though the combustion reactions were all proceeding in the gaseous, or
at least in the liquid, phase. This is not usually the case and it

0 leads to some highly erroneous estimates of the radiant output. If

combustion really were proceeding from a stoichiometric basis, the
composition of the ambient atmosphere would have no Jffect on the radiance
of the flame. In fact, it does have an effect. When the ambient air is
replaced by an inert gas, such as argon, the output nay be reduced by a
factor of one hundred or more. Examination of high speed motion pictures
of the burning surface of the flare help- tn explain this by showing
what a moments' thought would predict. Even though the solid ingredients
are indeed present in the proportions computed from some assumed reaction
equation, they cannot react stoichiornetricall,; because the nitrate melts
and surrounds the magqnesium particles, which are btiil solid. What is
the concentration of fuel and oxidizer at this interface? What is the
real oxidizer --- nitric oxide, nitrous oxide, or so'mething else? No
one knows, yet it is certainly of crucial importance to the progress of
this combustion reaction. It is reaction processes in this sense that I
believe should receive serious attention in a continuing pyro research
program. The luminous output of the flame fromi this reaction is due
mainly to excited sodium atoms and any process that quenches them will
reduce the luminosity. Therefore, one must also include consideration
of atomic processes of this nature in a good model of flame reactions.

The structure of pyrotechnic flames is of (Ireat importance to the
manufacture of incendiaries, initiators, illuminating/signal/decoy
flares, yet it is almost completely unknown. I will define flame struc-
ture in the context of this paper as the chemical and physical composition
and the extent of the flame; that is, the spatial distribution and the
nature of the chemical species in the fla ne arid the jas/p/articulate
velocity and temperature at every point. Years ago efforts -were rjade by
the U.S. Air Force and are currently ,up,ý-rt.ed b-i th 2: Navy to establish
data bases on specific flames to obtain data that can iu used to create
a theory for the prediction of radiant output as) th(e percentage composition
and the physical size are voried. As far as I 1now there is no continuinq
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effort to obtain the data that will be required for the establishment of
a general flame model of practical use to pyrotechnists. Many papers
and books have been published on the structure and properties of flames -

but there are very few on flames from pyrotechnics. By their
nature, pyro flames are transient and full of particulates - dirty
flames that may be almost opaque - and therefore not attractive subjects
for research when there are much simpler and easier systems to study.

But if we are ever going to acquire the ability to predict with
accuracy the static and dynamic radiance of a flare from its composition
and construction, continuing studies of the flamne structure produced by
pyrotechnic devices are required to provide the data for a model, or
models with which such predictions can be made. These studies are
challenging to the theoretician because of the boundary conditions and
extreme temperature and composition gradients to be modelled and the
reactions that must be identified. The challenge to the experimenter is
equally great because of the difficulties in measuring temperatures,
species, concentrations and the spatial and temporal variations of
these. Studies of this complexity will require the commitment of funds
to a long term program; year-by-year studies cannot conquer the problem.

There are at least two kinds of standards required by the pyrotechnist.
One is a standard of measurement, or testing, so that the results from
different laboratories may be compared without the question arising "are
the reults truly different, or is the difference due to the measurement
tecrhniques?".An outstanding example of this need for standardization is
the measurement of radiation. Radiation measurements in the range from

ft ultravioleL though infrared are among the most difficult, even when the
source is a nice cooperative one with an "infinite" lifetime, such as an
electric lamp. Unfortunately, our pyrotechnic sources are usually
transient, unstable, and generally frustrating to work with; nevertheless,
the need for good, comparable radiation measurements is of great technical
and economic importance. Although there are documents of a quasi-
official nature (e.g., Parish & Dinerman) which attempt to state what
the measurement conditions should be, they are of very limited authority
and acceptance. UnforLunately, many times it becomes necessary for
those of us who are quasi-competent to make these measurements. I'm
afraid much disagreement in the results from different measurements is
due to this quasi-competence and to people working without the help of
the experts. This hel] is one of the essential parts that would have P
been incorporated into a detailed specification of the marner in which
the radiation is to be measured. Much the same comment can be made
concerning burning rates, frictional and electrostatic sensitivity,
impact sen3iti"ty, chromaticity, etc. It is necessary to come to an
international c'ement on the meaning of term5 and the methods of
measurement, and then to document the test methods in sufficient detail S

that even thc quasi-competent worker can obtain results. Perhaps then
it will be possible to settle many long-standing arguments as to which
device is the best.

A second form of standara is the purchasing standard, or, as it is

often called in the U.S., a ''Mil Spec'' - a vilitary specification of -

quality. As I mentioned earlier, much money can be saved by knowing
what elements of a specification must i closely controlled and which
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need little control. At present, there doesn't seem to be any way to
write accurate specifications for purchasing such simple things as
elemental tungsten powder for use in delay trains, or sodium nitrate for
illuminating flare compositions, simply because the reactions in which
they are used are not well understood. Perhaps, when they are, standards
can be written to insure that changes in the source of supply will not
cause changes in the performance of any item in which the material is
used. The problem is not entirely a technical one and, probably, national
rather than international committees will have to write the specifications
for each country because of the political and economic factors which are
different in each country and affect the decision as much as purely
technical factors. Although the standards really should be based solely
on good engineering practice, sometimes it w;ll he necesc-ary to use
alternate materials because they are preferred for political or economic
reasons and the specifications must be able to accommodate these nontech-
nical requirements.

Safety should be based on an understanding of the fundamental
mechanisms which are responsible for ignition, or the initiation of an
explosion. Much work has been done on these subjects which, in conjunction
with the increasing concern of both industry and government over loss of
life and injury to personnel, has certainly resulted in much better
safety regulations than were followed some years ago. However, we still
depend heavily on precautions which are the result of experience rather
than the predictions of a good theory - avoid sparks, whether mechanical
or electrical, impact, friction uLL. Our quontization of ho.' much
friction one must avoid, or how energetic an electric spark, is rather
poor - by which I mean that it, is variable from one laboratory to another
and from one test to another. In other words, the experimental deter-
mination of these quantities would appear to be based on a very limited
understanding of the true nature of the phenomena.

I think much of the variability can be rtiaoved by improved, standard
test methods which are well defined and accepted for use in ali pyro
laboratories and factories, Some tests w.'e ran to determine the sensitivity
of various materials to ignition by an electric spark exemplify a rather
bad test method. A spark passed from a pointed tungsten electrode
though a thin layer of the powder to a flat ',t'eel plate; ignition was
determined by the appearance of a flame. This is a standard test method

but great variability was found in the
results. Some of he variability could be assigned to the effects of
Thariges In the reJý.tlve humidity of the air, which was not controlled.
My own opinion is that the varying energy in the spark not only affected
the energy available to ignite the powder but also affected the dispersion
of the powder because of the changing intensity of the acoustic and
thermal effects in the air around the spark, Watching the tests, some
of these changes could be seen with tile unaided t.ye; as the energy
supplied to the spark increased, the size of the cloud of powder it
created also increased, but the increase was gru:ater for the less dense
oaterials. The test is simple to purforui, but I think w..jithout much
value as a guide to the establishment of electrical safety regulations.
At present, ,e must often rely on data from t.st , such as these that are
designed to meet the necds of others, uch a, thiw cooal mining indcustry
and from tests that differ in tLiir d ;.•ii whui, pe:rformed it) different



laboratories. Good, meaningful standardized tests which give consistent
results in every laboratory will greatly improve the protection that can
be provided for workers and plant equipment engaged in the production of
pyrotechnics. It should be the objective of on-going, well funded
research studies to create such tests. I would expect these studies to
be useful in achieving better ignition, as well as in their primary
objective of preventing it. Uniformity of safety practices would be
another result of general acceptance of good test methods, especially if S~~some effort was put forth by a generally accepted body to draft the _4
standards to be followed.

It may appear from these coinents that I am not aware of the existence
of a vast literature on combustion and, I am sure, there is indeed a

_ -great deal of it with which I am ,,t familiar. However, the bulk of the
papers on combustion I have seen do not deal with pyrotechnic subjects
but with propellants, or explosives, or even more general combustion
systems than these. For example, there is an interesting collection of
papers edited by Ingo May that has been published by the U.S. Army
Ballistic Research Laboratories on the subject of ignition. The papers
were prepared in response to recognition of real-world problem areas
which involve ignition in an attempt to fill basic information gaps and
more efficiently solve problems. The general area of concern to which
these papers were addressed was propellants. Some excellent research
was reported in them, but it was done on propellant compositions, not on
pyrotechnic.compositions. Consequently, while the material presented
and the experimental techniques that were used are of considerable
general interest to pyrotechnists, there are few specifics that can be
employed to improve the performance of pyrotechnic devices. We should
certainly borrow as much as possible from our colleagues in explosives
and propellants research, but that does not avoid the necessity of doing
our own work. Since black powder is an important component in pyrotechnics
as well as a propellant, I will paraphrase some of the comments Ingo May

* and Austin Barrows made in the introduction to their work on ignition.
"Black powder remains one of the great examples of the triumph of art
over science. It remains an important part of many ignition trains and
yet the production of it is to a large extent a "black" art. The residue
is quite a serious problem in some applications; other probiems are the
manufacture of it in safety and with reproducible characteristics.

"4 After hundreds of years of use, the chemical and physical properties of
black powder are still not adequately characterized." Much the same
comment would apply to pyrotechnics in general.

While pyrotechnics can borrow much from ihe worlk in other areas of
combustion, the problems are stili sufficienily uniquje to our field as
to require solution by research directed 5 1)cifically to that end. I
bel ieve that a formal course in pyrotechnics t•,d i.,; a nrw wIy toward
providing solution, to thcse lrobltrn:.,. It 9i "il I i), toit , i t UI kinivers ity
and result in the granting of flasters• or Doc,. ni.ji (IAJrCs in Py'otechnic
Science and Engineering. At present one bucoi. a pyroLechnist by
chance and usually with one of the enoinueri 1 j ,r 'I ciurtific disciplines
as background. The novice pyrotechnist is .,:.-1.,_d to w.mny hazards and
may soon view essential experimentation a,, 1(,, i) jei when, in fact,
it is not. On the other hand hc iany r inure i ,1i darI,;_-r arnI in Jre
himself and others He is also prone to ''ru-irrve:nt tho'... e 1', hecause

: . -. = . • . . • o , . • .9



he doesn't know the history of pyrotechnics. In contrast, a graduate
with his degree in Pyrotechnic Science and Engineering would be competent,
safe, knowledgeable, and capable of making useful contributions to the
solutions of his employer's pý'oblecn soon after his employment. If there
were a course like this, it would do more than provide trained profes-.
sionals; it would also result in recognition of Pyrotechnic Science and
Engineering as an area of professional competence, just as chemical
engineering or microbiology are recognized. It would then follow that
studies which would be beneficial to pyro would become a fruitful source
of material for graduate research problems and the resulting work on
these would soon begin to provide answers to the problems of variable
material properties, reaction processes and flame structure. Furthermore,
this would be a source from which one could expect the appearance of
talented young workers with new ideas in comnmercial pyrotechnic applica-
tions. A greater commerical use of pyrotechnics would expand the market
and reduce the dependence of the manufacturer on military programs for
his income. The resulting stabilization in the demand for pyrotechnic
products would certainly improve the stability of employment and of
funding for in-house research, in contrast to the present variable need
for competent personnel. The faculty that teaches the courses would be
a continuing resource as a depository of the knowledge which is now kept -

in the memories of older pyrotechnists and lost when they leave the
field. I hope you will agree that it would be beneficial to both the
manufacturer of pyrotechnics and to pyro research laboratories if some
university could be persuaded to take the initiative of establishing a
degree in pyrotechnic science and engineering. At one time I attempted
to do this at my own university and nearly succeeded, but was blocked by .
the tenor of the times which caused the administration Lo fear student
reaction to programs which had military overtones; I don't believe this
would be true today. Since that time the College of Engineering has
been closed and I have no desire to make another attempt. If it is to
happen, it will require a champion at some university to initiate the
program and that champion will appear only with continuing effort by the
pyrotechnics community. You must convince the university administration
that a need exists, that it will continue, and that graduates will find
employment. You may have to secure guarantee, from qovernrment agencies
who are users of pyro, that they will provid( slirdcnt-, for the first
years of the degree program, a,,a nocan fi f -iJrt iAiq ; i t i - expL,ns i incurred
by the college. In Europu thIL educaatiolar l )s.1L', . (lit rs from ours so

. that I cannot conmment on the nature of the efliw t that would be needed,
but I am sure thatL my European col leagues will know whlat is required in
their own countries.

Perhaps the first step in the direction of ctstahlishing university
degrees in pyrotechnics and solving some of the technical problems would
be the creation of a group which could speak for the entire industry, as
is true in the United States fo," societies such C 1s the Institute of
Electrical and Electronic Engineers, the Illuminatinq Engineering Society
the Sporting Arms , Ammunition Manufacturers xssa)ciation , a rid tIe Institute
of Makers of Explosives. Such an "'International Pyrotechni, :octy'
should, I believe, supply several very much nrecdAd services to its
members. It should promote and facilitate the cxchange of information .. _
concerning the art and science of pyrotechnic. a,,,ong all interested
persons. It should create and iiainta a can iFor;,ation banr. -hich can
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"speed or simplify a member's search for information on a pyrotechnic
material, composition, device, manufacturer or research study. It
should sponsor meetings on pyrotechnics at such intervals and on such
subjects as may be appropriate to further its purpos.-.. It should en-
courage pyrotechnic education and educators. It shcald establish
standards of safety, performance and quality for pyrotechnic materials,
devices, manufactures and research. And, I would hope, It will publish a
journal - even though at first it might appear only annually.

The group which is now responsible for presenting future Interna- p
tional Pyrotechnic Seminars - what I am told my European colleagues call
"the Denver meeting" - are also preparing the constitution and by-laws
for an International Pyrotechnics Society. Those who would like to help
may write to me in Denver and I will see that you receive copies of the
constitution and by-laws. Your constructive comments and criticisms
will be most welcome. p

In conclusion, I would like to summarize by saying that a good
definition of pyrotechnics seems to be essential as a means of discrim-
inating between it and closely related subjects, such as propellants and
high explosives. I am convinced that an International Pyrotechnics
Society and graduate degrees in Pyrotechnic Science and Engineering are p
essential foundation blocks for the support of ongoing research on
materials, reaction processes, flame structure and the preparation of
accurate purchasing specifications. While I believe that safety is,
fundamentally, an attitude or habit of thought, much can be done to
protect the individual from lapses of good practice when better informa-
tion becomes available from the research programs on standards. I have
enjoyed my experiences with pyrotechnic research, perhaps because, like
most boys, I like to hear a good loud "bang", but more because it is a
challenging field that employs almost every scientific and engineering
discipline.

You have been very patient, but you have listened to me for long
enough, and it is time to say thank you very much for your courteous
attention and for the honor of addressing you. Thank you.

11
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THE DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF PROGRESSIVELY BURNING PYROTECHNIC FORMULATIONS

Ii: James L. Austing
lIT Research Institute

Su Chicago, Illinois 60616

Paul W. Cooper
Sandia Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115

ABSTRACT

The design and evaluation of a pyrotechnic that burns for 2 msec and

generates gas cubically with time is described. The charge is a mixture of

two aluminum-plated pyrotechnics, viz., aluminum-potassium perchlorate

(Al-KC0O.) and aluminum-vanadium pentoxide (Al-V 2 0 5 ). The Al-KClO, is a

gas generator, each gram of which produces 320 cc of gas referred to stan-

dard temperature and pressure; the A1-V420, on the othe- hand, is a gasless

L pyrotechnic. Progressive generation of gas is achie~eo by utilizing mixture--

of two pyrotechnics in incT,,.ments that are progressively richer in gas

generant, over a range of ''.6% to 100% Al-KC104 by weight. ",ie deflag:

tion rate of the system is a unction of the Al- '04 content, and ranges
from 16.2 in./msec for a mixture with 14.6% Al-KC104 y'/ weight to 30.0 in./

msec for pure Al-KCl0,,.

An evaluation of the pyrotechnic charge fired in air showed that the
design goals were adequateiy a, ieved. The growth of the gas cloud was

monitored by high speed Fastax photography. Two criteria were utilized to I, .

verify the performance: (a) a plot of gas cloud volume as a function of

time on logarithmic coordinates approached and maintained the required slope

of 3, and (b) a plot of cloud diameter versus time on these coordinates

achieved a slope of 1. In addition, the gas specific volume maintained a
consistent value of about 27,000 cc/g of reacted Al-KC10 throughout the

2.0-msec burning time.
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INTRODUCTION

The objective of this work was to develop a progressively burning

pyrotechnic formulation specifically defined as one that generates gas

volume cubically with time. Mathematically, this requirement can be

stated as

V = f(t 3 ) (1)

The design specifications required a total burning time of approximately

2 msec, a total charge weight of approximately 5 grams, and a working

pressure range of 15-500 psi.

A review of the burning rate data for conventional solid propellants

revealed that these could not be expected to burn rapidly enough to consume
a 5-gram charge in 2 msec at the above pressures. Consequently, considera-

tion was given to pyrotechnic formulations such as aluminum-potassium per-
chlorate (Al-KCIO), which for example has a burning rate of 30 iri./msec

and higher at ambient conditions (Ref. I and 2). The work of Austing,

Kennedy, and Weber (Pef. 3) showed that this pyrotechnic is art effective gas

generator and has a force constant in the neighborhood of 300 ft-lbf/gnl,

even though the products (A120 3 and KCI) are gases at the reaction tempera-

ture but solids at ambient temperature. A charge that would generate only
"temporary" gas may have desirable characteristics for some applications.

In the Second International Pyrotechnics Seminar and the Seventh Sym-
posium on Explosives and Pyrotechnics, Austing and Remaly (Ref. 4 and 5)

reported on the development of a family of aluminum-plated pyrotechnics.

The plated pyrotechnic is prepared by pyrolysing a metal alkyl such as tri-

isobutylaluminum in the presence of the oxidant powder; the end product

consists of a continuous metal film or metal particles in intimate contact

with the oxidant particles. Because of the improved burning characteristics

of the plated pyrotechnics, in the present work aluminum-plated potassium

perchlorate was considered as the gas generator, in preference to a mechan-
ical mixture of aluminum and perchlorate powders. In order to obtain

progressive generation of gas, the Al-KCIO, could be diluted incrementally

II
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with decreasing percentages of a non-gas-producing pyrotechnic such as

aluminum-plated vanadium pentoxide (Al-V 2O), which reacts at the same

& temperature as the Al-KCIO%, viz. 3370 0 K (Ref. 3 and 6), but produces

only molten species, The goal, therefore, was to prove the feasibility

of this approach by suitable design and experimental evaluation.

DESIGN OF PYROTECHNIC CHARGE

Preparation of Plated Pyrotechnics

_. Two plated pyrotechnic systems were required for the pyrotechnic for-

mulation, viz. aluminum-plated potassium perchlorate and aluminum-plated

vanadium pentoxide. The plating procedure is fully described in References

4 and 5, and essentially consists of pyrolysing triisobutylaluminum in a

paraffin oil slurry of oxidant particles at a temperature of 250 0 C (Ref. 7):

(CHg)3Al 1500C_ (CH 9 ) 2HAl + CH2 =C(CH 3 ) 2

(CHg)zHAI 2500C.; Al + 2CH 2 =C(CH3 ) 2 + 3/2 H2

The isobutylene and hydrogen are driven off, and the aluminum that remains

plates itself onto the oxidant particles. After the slurry has cooled to

room temperature, the product is washed several times with petroleum ether

to remove the paraffir oil, filtered in a Buechner funnel, and then "dried"

under vacuum for 8-16 hours.

Both plated pyrotechnics utilized in this work were stoichiometric

formulations, as defined by the following reactions:

8/3 Al + KC104 -- 4/3 A12 0 3 + KCl (2)

10/3 Al + V205 ---- > 5/3 A12 0 3 + 2V (3)

This choice was purely arbitrary, and perhaps in future work improved per-

formance could be obtained with fuel-rich formulations. Fifty-gram batches

of the stoichiometric formulations 'e prepared. The oxidant powders

utilized for the process wi,.e ball-•iilled for 1.1.-6 hours; as shown in

15
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References 4 and 5, this procedure results in an average particle size of

1-2 microns. It is also shown that the aluminum film makes very little

difference in the particle size distribution of the product, which indicates 1

that the thickness of the film is small compared to the particle diameter.

Measurement of Deflagration Rate

The design of the progressively burning pyrotechnic required that the

deflagration rate of Al-KCl0O/Al-V 2 05 mixture be measured as a function of

composition in the same configuration that would ultimately be utilized in

the charge fabrication. The experimental arrangement is depicted in Figure

1. The pyrotechnic was loaded by hand into the soft aluminum tubing having

an inside diameter of 0.117 inch. The charge was initiated with a mild

electric detonator,* in which the total explosive charge was 97 mg of lead

azide. The deflagration was monitored with two ion probes utilized in con-

junction with a Tektronix oscilloscope equipped with a Polaroid camera; one

probe was at the detonator-pyrotechnic interface for oscilloscope trigger,

while the other was at the opposite end of the charge for determination of

time-of-arrival-of the reaction wave. The deflagration rate was then easily

computed from the measured transit time and the known distance between the (

probes.

The deflagration data for the Al-KCIO/Al-V 2 0 5 pyrotechnic is summarized

in Table 1 and plotted in Figure 2 as a function of the logarithm of weight

percent Al-KCIO. The significance of the various weight percentages of -- -

Al-KC1O, that were chosen will be clarified in the next section. The de-

flagration of the mixture containing 5.6% Al-KCIO, appeared to be erratic

and slow, and so this mixture was not utilized in subsequent charge design.

Tile other data points almost lie on a straight line in Figure 2, and so it

has been assumed that the true correlation lies on a straight line through

the upper two points.

*DuPont DFP-8 Mild Electric Initiator.

4
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Table 1

DEFLAGRATION OF Al-KCIO,/Al-V 2 05 PYROTECHNIC MIXTURES p

(Experimental arrangement is depicted in Figure 1.)

Charge
Test Weight Percent Weight, Density, Deflagration Rate,

No. Al-KC10 4  grams g/cc in./msec

60 5.6 1.02 0.97 <0.6

58 14.6 1.13 1.07 16.2

61 38.1 1.02 .97 24.0

62 100.0 0.99 0.94 30.0

Gas-Generating Criterion

Thermocheriical calculations show that a significant portion of the

product alumihum oxide formed in the aluminum-potassium perchlorate reaction

decomposes at 3770'K according to the reaction (Ref. 8):

A1203(0) - 2A10(g) + 1/2 0 2 (g) (4)

Thus the aluminum-potassium perchlorate reaction produces three gaseous

species, viz. AlO(g), 02 (g), and KCl(g). The calculated quantity of gas

represented by these three species is 0.0143 mole/g of reactant, which is
equivalent to 320 cc/g at standard temperature and pressure. This volume

together with the required total burning time of 2.0 msec constitutes one
design point. To obtain generation of gas cubically with time, gas must be

produced along a line having a slope of 3 on logarithmic coordinates and
rising to the above design point. This relationship is depicted in Figure J.

Progressively increasing amounts of gas in accordance with Figure 3
were obtained by diluting the aluminum-plated potassium perchlorate with

aluminum-plated vanadium pentoxide incrementally in varying percentages.
The products of the aluminum-vanadium pentoxide reaction are aluminum oxide

and vanadium, both of which are in the moltent state at 3770'K (ref. 6);
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however, thermochemical calculations show that very little of the aluminum

oxide decomposes into the gaseous species. Hence, aluminum-vanadium pent-

oxide is an essentially gasless pyrotechnic. The percentage shown In

Figure 3 for each increment refers to the weight percentage of AI-KC10O,

which was calculated by assuming that the amount of gas formed was directly

proportional to the Al-KC1O 4 content. The interval between each point on

the line was arbitrarily selected as

A log V = 0.20875 (5)

The corresponding times at each point were then noted; two of these times,
viz. 1.05 and 2.0 msec, are shown to illustrate the graphical calculation.

Details of the Charge Design

The deflagration rate curve of Figure 2 and the gas-generating criterion

of Figure 3 permit the complete design of the pyrotechnic system, the de-

tails of which are shown in Figure 4. The design calculations are straight-

forward, and are easily followed if the reader scans them from top to bottom.

The soft aluminum tubing was identical to the 0.117-inch inside diameter con-

figuration depicted in Figure 1, except that now the total length was 41.9

inches. Each charge increment was loaded by hand to approximately the same

range of densities quoted in Table 1; a special long round ram was utilized

to pack the pyrotechnic into the tubing. The length of each increment was

dictated by the deflagration rate and by the criterion for generation of gas

m cubically with time. The calculated total pyrotechnic weight was 6.98 g,

of which 3.10 g was Al-KCIO4 . Ignition was achieved by a mild electric det-

onator that contained only 97 mg of explosive; ignition with a detonator in

lieu of a squib significantly reduced the time jitter at the initiator-pyro-

technic interface.

To achieve a more compact design package than provided by the long tube

in Figure 4, after the loading had been completed the tube was coiled around

a 1-inch diameter guide, with the space between each coil equal to approxi-

mately 1.5 tube diameters; the guide was then removed. In final configura-

tion, the charge resembled a coiled spring about 4 inches high. The begin-

ning of the tube was then inserted into a small holder in which the mild

21
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detonator was positioned; care was exercized to provide good interfacial

contact between the detonator and pyrotechnic train.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF THE PYROTECHNIC CHARGE

"Experimental Arrangement

The pyrotechnic charge designed as described above was fired in air,

and its performance was monitored by means of a 16-mm Fastax camera operated
at 6 frames/msec. The essential features of the experimental arrangement

-, can be deduced from Figure 5, which presents enlarged prints from the high

speed photographic sequence. The distance between the lines on the back-

ground grid is 4 inches (10.16 cm). The coiled spring configuration for
the pyrotechnic train can be discerned in the initial photograph at t=O;

the detonator is at the bottom of the pyrotechnic charge in this experiment.

In looking through the original film and through these prints, it appeared
that the total burning time was very close to the specified design value of

2.0 msec, since after that time the gas cloud begins to assume an irregular

shape and becones very fuzzy in its overall contour.

Analysis of the Record

The analysis of the photographic record in Figure 5 showed that the

required cubical rate of cloud growth was achieved. Table 2 shows the cal-
I culation of cloud volume at each time interval, and Figure 6 presents a plot

of total gas volume as a function of time in logarithmic coordinates. It is
seen that the volume growth rate approached a cubical relationship at 0.833

msec, and slightly exceeded a cubical relationship at 2.0 msec.

The procedure for calculating gas volume from the two-dimensional
photographs in Figure 5 was as follows. The cross-sectional area of the
cloud was determined by counting squares provided by a piece of linear graph

paper superimposed over the photograph. The diameter of an equivalent circle
having the same cross-sectional area as the observed gas cloud was computed

from
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de [ 0 (6)
e T

where

de is the diameter

A is the cross-sectional area.

Values of this diameter are tabulated in the third column of Table 3. The
cloud volume was then easily deduced from the formula

V = -A d (7)3 e

The above method for calculating cloud volume is obviously an approximation.
The procedure was an expediency that was justified in the absence of three-
dimension observation of the cloud growth.

If a spherical volume is increasingly cubically with time, the diameter
should increase linearly with time. It is of interest, therefore, to examine
the rate of growth of the cloud diameter as another test of how well the
cubical rate of gas volume generation was achieved. It will be noted that

K three diameters are tabulated in Table 2; the diameter of the equivalent
circle has already been discussed. The other two are the maximum vertical
and horizontal cloud diameters measured directly from the record in Figure
5. All three diameters are plotted as a function of time on logarithmic

* coordinates in Figure 7, and a smooth curve has been drawn through the
points by eye. It is observed that the rate of diameter increase approached
and finally maintained the required linear relationship, which is equivalent
to a slope of 1 on these coordinates.

Calculation of Gas Specific Volume

Another verification that the cloud growth observed in Figure 5 is real
can be established by calculating the gas specific volume at each time inter-

val. The gas specific volume is defined as the total gas volume at a given
time divided by the total mass of Al-KCIO,, reacted at that time; this latter
figure can be estimated from the weight percent Al-KC104 and the deflagra-
tion rate of each increment. The calculations are summarized in Table 3.
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WJith the exception of the first entry where the pyrotechnic is just beqinnin 9

to burn, the specific volume is essentially constant over the entire burning

time, and all of the values agree reasonably well with the average value of

26,700 cc/g. From these observations, it can be concluded that the defla-

gration proceeded as predicted by the design curves, and that the pyrotechnic

generated gas consistently throughout the entire 2.0-msec burning time.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The design, fabrication, and performance of a pyrotechnic charge that

generates gas cubically with time has been demonstrated to be feasible.

The Al-KC104 and AI-V 2 02 plated pyrotechnics utilized in this formulation

were stoichiometric systems. Perhaps better performance could be achieved

by utilizing fuel-rich pyrotechnics. This parameter should be investigated

more fully in future work.

The design procedures developed in this work can be extended in several

directions to meet the requirements of other applications. For example,

charges can be designed to generate gas at other mathematical powers with

respect to time. The possibility exists that detonating explosives charges

reacting in microseconds could be designed to generate gas non-linearly with

time.
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GLASS CERAMICS FOR EXPLOSIVE DEVICE HEADERS

Clifford P. Ballard, Robert J. Eagan, & Edwin A. Kjcldgaard
Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

SAND80-1170C

ABSTRACT

The desired features of a header for our advanced explosive

dKvices include small size; 700 Mpa static burst strength; cor-

rosion resistant alloys for electrodes, bridgewire, and housing;
integral charge holder; high thermal conductivity (approaching

that of alumina ceramic); no braze around the electrodes; design

flexibility and quick turnaround time for fabrication of develop-

ment prototypes; and low cost.

I. INTRODUCTIO'N

To meet new. requirements for pyrc technic devices which must

function reliably, at high pressures, aftcr long storage times,

we have initiated a research program to develop better explosive

device headers. Such headers u'ually u-se a glass or ceramic

insulator to isolate electrical feedthroughs, often Niron or

Kovar, from a stainless steel case. We are developing new. insula-

tors, e.g., glass ceramics, and processes for sualing then to

strong, corrosion resistant super-alloys.

In this report, we summarize the desirable attributes of

an explosive device header and discuss the status of our program

to produce such a device.

II. DESIRABLE DESIGN FEATURES

Following is a discussion of the most desirable features

an ideal header for our explosive devices would possess.
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A. High Strength -- A miniature valve actuator currently

under develcpment has a 700 MlPa (- 100 kpsi) burst strength

requirement. The purpose of the requirement is to cnsure the

integrity of the actuator in the event of a valve failure which

results in no volume expansion during actuator firing, e.g.,

piston locking up. An actuator's survivability is tested by firing

it into zero volume, i.e., pressure cube test, and measuring the

output. An ideal response (Curve A of Fig. 1) is survival at a

peak pressure of 700 MPa (100 kpsi). Actuators currently in pro-

duction do not meet this requirement (Curve C of Fig. 1).

Specifying burst criteria for the header alone is

inadequate. Static and dynamic burst pressure test results do not

agree. The static burst test involves pressurizing the charge

cavity of the header with a hydraulic fluid for times that are

orders of magnitude longer than those observed during actual valve p

operation. In the static pressure test, two failure modes were

observed for one of our header designs; failure in the glass, at

187 MPa (c = 16.5 N!Pa); and failure in the steel housing, at

375 MPa (a ý 20.7 MPa). In the dynamic pressure test, only the p

housing failure mode is observed, at 549 MPa (C = 75.9 MPa).

The observed differences are unexplained at this time.

Finite element stress analysis of the header, with no rate dependent

material models, predicts similar "static" and "dynamic" burst

pressures.

The goal of our actuator development program is to

achieve a static burst pressure of 700 MPa.

B. Corrosion Resistance -- To meet cemponent life require-

ments of twenty-five years or more wlril, i1sing oot.-ntial]y cor-

rosive pyrotecinics such as Tillx/KCl0 4 , more corrosion resistant

materials for the electrodes, bridgewire, and housing are required.

Severe corrosive attack may occur witlh the commoply used Alloy S2

electrodes and Tophet C (nichrome) bridgewires, (Scc. Fig. 2.)

Continued use of Till /KC1O is dcsirable :,ince it i, the only

pyrotechnic that has the proper ignition and output chiracteristics

while being spatk insensitive.
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700 A 101.5 -a70 A Idealized Pressure Pulse Requirement:

Rise Time - 16.5 microsecdnds

60 .__ .Pulse Duration 58.S microseconds -•87.0

600 r\ !Peak Pressurg 700 MPa (101.5 kpsi)

S o .72..5

\ Measured actuator output with

volume expansion due to piston

S400 4358.0

C43

Measured actuator output .)

with no volume expansion
It

(Pressure Cube Test) 29.0

100 .14.5

0 0
050 100 150 200

Time, Microseconds

Figure 1 VALVE ACTUATOR PRESSURE-TIME HISTORY
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C. Integral Charge Holder -- An integral charge holder

(see Fig. 3) is desirable for two reasons. Compatibility prob-

lems are reduced by eliminating adhesives and the gap between

the charge holder and the housing (see Fig. 4) where undesirable

materials could be trapped during assembly. Lower costs should

result due to fewer parts and simplified processing.

D. Unbrazed Electrodes -- Brazed electrodes have three major

disadvantages (see Fig. 5): 1) Precise electrode-to-electrode spacing

is difficult to maintain since the electrode cannot be centered in
the hole. 2) Bridgewire welding is more difficult and less reliable

since it is often difficult to see the electrode/braze junction and - -

the weld can occur on the braze material. Such a weld is not per-

manent and can lead to an open circuit after environmental exposure.

3) Compatibility problems are associated with the ubiquitous voids
present in the braze which can trap corrosive materials to which

the header is exposed during manufacture.

E. High Thermal Conductivity -- To meet a 1A, 1W no-fire

requirement in a small component, the thermal conductivity of the
header must be greater than commercial sealing glasses. The high

thermal conductivity of alhmina ceramic is a primary reason why

it is used in the majority of our components.

F. Quick Development Turnaround -- A significant disadvantage

of ceramic headers is the long lead times required; typical delivery)

time for a few hundred headers is 9-12 months. Thus the number of

design iterations possible during a typical :wo-year development

program is severely curtailed.

G. Low Cost -- Another significant disadvantage of ceramic
headers is their high cost. Concern over cost is amplified in

situations requiring high reliability since approximately twice

as many headers arc produced and destructively tested as are used,

in order to provide the data for statistical assurance of quality.

It. Electrostatic Safety -- The relative insensitivity of
Till x/KCG0 4 pyrotechnics to spark ignition has greatly improved the

handling safety of actuators during loading and use. 11 wever,

another approach toward eliminating the possibility of accidental
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ignition (which is especially important when TiHx/KCl is rot
used) is to electrically short the electrodes and housing during

exposure to dangerous levels of electrical discharge. Varistors,

zinc oxide ceramics with nonlinear current/voltage characteristics,

are being investigated for this application. Preliminary experi-

ments using clip-on varistor shunts have been extremely successful.

Our ultimate goal is to incorporate varistors integrally within

the header design.

We assessed the feasibility of achieving these requirements

on the basis of engineering design, materials availability, and

* fabrication technology. A model header configuration has been

designed which appears to satisfy all of the design requirements.

(See Fig. 6.)

Integral Charge Holder

Strong Interfacial Bond

Strong Nonporous Insulator

Corrosion Resistant Electrodes

Varistor Shunt

High Strength Housing

Figure 6. Model fleader Configuration for
Advanced Actuator

111. MATERIALS S]:IEC(TION

,\ survey was conducted to identify the most suitable alloy:

for use in headers. Five strong, corrosion-resistant alloy .

40
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candidates were selected for careful consideration (26-1 stainless

steel, Inconel-718 and 625, Hastelloy C and 6-C Titanium). These

alloys are weldable and have moderate coefficients of thermal
F expansion (e = 100-160 x 10" 7 /'C). (Moderate thermal expansions S

improve the feasibility of hermetically sealing these alloys to

insulators.)

A study) was conducted to assess the relative machinability

of candidate alloys for each operation used to fabricate housings:

turning, boring, cutoff, facing, drilling, reaming, and threading.

Large machinability differences were observed and this suggests that

header requirements be divided into three cost/strength categories,

i.e., low cost/moderate strength (- 200 MPa), moderate cost/high

strength (- 500 MPa), and ,i~X cost/very high strength (- 700 MPa).

We ranked the relative machinability of Inconel-718 and 625 with

metals more commonly used in header manufacture. (See Fig. 7.)a p
Table 1 lists the alloys appropriate to each strength category.

Table 1

CANDIDATE AI,LOY COMBINATIONS FOR PYROTECHNIC DEVICE HEADERS

* Performance Hous ing Electrodes

Moderate Strength 26-1 Stainless 26-1 Stainless
Steel Steel or

liastelloy C

High Strength Inconel-625 Inconel-625 or
flastelloy C .

Very Hligh, Strength Inconel-718 Inconel-718
or orý-C Titanium llastelloy C

• .

W(e have als•o invcsti•,,ated the feasibility of using 'various

type. of insulators in these headers. Glasse s, glass-ceramics and

41
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brazed ceramics were evaluated on the basis of ease of fabrica-

tion, cost and technical reliability. Brazed alumina ceramic-

to-metal seals are difficult to fabricate, require 'multiple

firing operations, are expensive, and often dictate device design.

To minimize stress cracking, the seal configuration must compensate

for the difference in thermal expansion between the insulator and

netal members. (Aluminum oxide has a low thermal expansion

- coefficient (60 x 10" 7 /OC) relative to most metals used in headers.)

A flow chart of the principle operations necessary to fabricate a

brazed ceramic header shows that many steps are required (see

Fig. 8).
S

Although many different glasses readily seal to metals, most

commercial headers with glass-to-metal seals are fabricated using

preforms of pressed and sintered glass powder. During charge

cavity grinding the porous bubble structure of this material is

exposed; these voids are traps for cleaning solvents and electro-

plating solutions. (See Fig. 9.) These contaminants can promote

the corrosion of electrodes and bridgewires. In addition, most
glass-to-metal seals are weak.

Glass ceramic-to-metal seals offer the greatest probability

of meeting our ccnsolidated header requirements. Glass ceramics

can be molced like glass and bonded directly to oxidized metal

n surfaces, but they are stronger, more refractory, and have higher P

thermal conductivities than glasses. Another advantage of glass

ceramics is that they can be made with a wide range of thermal

expansion coefficients (0-230 x 10- 7/*Q. (See Fig. 10.) There-

fore, they permit great flexibility in seal design. For example,

dog-legged electrodes, concentric ring electrodes and convoluted

internal housing surfaces can be economically incorporated into

the header design. (See Fig. 11.)

4
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FORMU LATE

AN i)

PRESS CERAMIC

1*

NJCKEL OXP C•ATE

S FIRE (950°C) ],,. ..

BRAZE ELE{CTRODES .-

~1O~oCS FIRE 11000°C

BRAZE HOUSIN G

[FIRE 840 0 C

ELECTROPLATL

mA -

GRIND CHARGE CVT

Fig'ire 8. Typical Brazed Ceramic hleader Fabrication
Steps
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/, ----- Glass Ceramic .

SI, o

, ,' , / Contoured Steel
, . ' Housing

"I t.
,,,, ¼'s,/,. /I Dog-Legged Electrodes

;;'Jl Ele~ctrodes-

Figure 11 Glass Ceramic Seals Permit Great
Internal Design Flexibility --A

IV. PROCESS DEVELOPMENT

At present, most glass and glass ceramic pyrotechnic headers

arc, fabricated using preforms of sintered alass powder or solid

olass tubing. The preforms and metal piece-parts ar-C assem~bled

on graphite, or metal fixtures, then heatedJ to melt and flo%, the
1)reform. A hermetic cal is formed during this high temperaturie

0o1patioTi. Athough the technique works well for most vitreous
glasses, many glass ceramics tend to devitrify while heating the

assembly to the sealing temperature. Viscosity igtcreases as a
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result of devitrification and often the glass ceramic does not

flow and form properly. Bubble entrapment is a frequent problem.

If seal temperature is raised above 1000 0 C, reactions between

the graphite tooling, metal piece-parts, and glass impair tooling

disassembly.

To address these probl ems, we are developing tc:hniques for

die casting hermetic seals. In this technique, a charge of
molten glass ceramic (- 1300°C) is cast directly into a heated

mold (- 450°C) containing several arrays of preoxidized metal

piece-parts, e.g., electrodes and housings. (See Fig. 12.) A
heated plunger is used to extrude the molten glass through runners -

connecting th1' charge cavity and the individual piece-part arrays.

.\ hermetic seal is formed during the molding eperation. After

forming, the header is thermally processed to crystallize the

,,lass ceramic. We have used this technique to fabricate several .

miniature pyrotechnic devices having complex internal configura-

tions. These headers arc leak-tight (< 10 std cc atm/sec) after

glass ceramic processing and externally appear to be bubble free.

iio•,eve, V, flit, acicular bubbles, scattered randomly along the

metal/,>Jass ceramic interface are frequently observed.

E;fforts to identify and eliminate the source of gasses which

caus;e these bubbles are underway. Attempts to degas the metal

piece-parts, remove volatile constituents from the glass ceramic

and engineer a process which precludes bubble formation have

1)ehrc unsuccos:;ful to date.
Although our laboratory experiments utilize discontinuous,

hWitci type fabrication operations, the usc of focussed infrared

heaters, hot gas jets or RI: induction heaters could permit auto-

1:1at ion of this processing tochnique once the critical material

;and process ing parameters are identified. We are also developing.,

.;"L;s ceramic material- and procCs ing techniques which permit

>in:11taneous alloy precipitation hardening and glass ceramic
* & r"vs t a 1 lii at i on.
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V. SUMMARY

Although much additional experimentation is necessary we

are confident that the combined efforts of our research, enginccr-

ing and design programs will provide solutions compatible with

our consolidated header requirements.

II
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STUDIES OF FACTORS AFFECTING TRACER PERFORMANCE

by

T J Bartcn and M J Bibby

Royal Armament Research and Development Establishment
Fort Halstead Sevenoaks Kent

Abstract

Studies of the effect of spin and high velocity upon tracer per-

formance are reported. Evidence is provided for the increase in
burn rate with spin being due to the formation of a convex burning
surface and consequent increased heat flow. The effect of velocity

in reducing light output is shown tobe due to reduced flame size. p
Improvements to tracer performance in high wind streams are possible
by employing high magnesium content compositions, especially if

pressurized by a restricting orifice. Even greater improvements
[ in light intensity under blown conditions can be achieved with S

titanium fuelled compositions.

Introducti on
U S

Tracers are small pyrotechnic flares designed to provide a visible
signature so that the trajectory of a projectile may be observed.

To meet this requirement tracers must emit visible light (or infra-
red if thermal imaging systems are employed) of sufficient intensity
to be clearly observed, in bright daylight conditions, at the
maximum range of the particular projectile. Figure I shows a

typical tracer.

The range requirement for the projectile is a vital factor in tracer

desior since this will determine the intensity of light output that
must be achieved, together with the necessary burn time.
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Figure 2 shows the relationship between distance and intensity of

light required for the source to be visible to the naked human eye.

New technology in gur design together with new natures of

ammunition have greatly increased the range requirement for tracers. a

Some rounds now need a tracer that is visible at ranges in excess of

3.Okm(2). At the same time the rear end profile of the projectile
has been dramatically decreased thereby decreasing the flame size.

These new conditions have necessitated the manufacture of much

brighter tracer compositions.

In addition to burning steadily to produce bright visible light

tracers must withstand very adverse environments. Firstly the

tracer must be readily ignited by the propellant gases, but at the

same time must not be broken up, penetrated or dbmaged by the blast

effect.- Following the hot propellant blast effect the tracer

experiences a violent acceleration with a consequent set back force.

When the round emerges from the barrel the tracer undergoes a very
rapid change in external pressure, dropping from a value of several

tons per square inch to a partial vacuum, the vacuum value depending
m

upon the shape and velocity of the mund. During the flight to target

the tracer continues to experieice the low pressure region at the
base of the round as well as a supersonic wind stream. (3)

t.

These in-flight conditions are shown in figure 3; their main effect

upon the tracer is to contain the flame to a small region at the

base of the projectile. One further factor that affects tracer

functioning is the spin of the particular round of ammunition.
Depending upon the design of the round a tracer may have to function

at spin rates between 0 and 1500 rps.
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Results

To aid the tracer development programmes currently being carried out,

RARDE has instigated research work to examine the effect of the

various environmental factors upon tracer functioning.

Spin-

The rate of burning of many tracers is very significantly increased

by high spin rates. Some previous workers have suggested that the

increase in burn rate is caused by pressurisation of the burning

surface by slag constricting the orifice (4). Puchalski postulated

a different mechanis;n in which a convex burning surface is formed in

the spinning tracer and this increases the heat transfer into the un-

reacted composition (5). However, he was not able to produce much

evidence for a convex burning front. He also observed that with

fuel deficient magnesium compositions the candle power was barely

altered by spin whereas with stoichemetric or fuel rich compositions

the light output increased with spin.

In this investigation it was shown that there was little evidence

for pressurisation being responsible for the burning rate increase.
The size of orifice formed by the slag was measured and it was shown

that it was not small enough to cause any significant pressure rise

over the burning surface. This was demonstrated by directly

measuring the pressure, using a piezo gauge, created by burning

tracers when constrained by steel plugs with various diameter holes

in them. In addition examination of the spectra of tracers burning

under spin showed no evidence for any pressure broadening of the

bands.

Tracers burning both statically and under spin were examined by

X-ray. Statically the tracers burnt with a flat or slightly

concave burning front but under spin this burning surface became
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convex. These results are shown in fiqure 4 and confirm the
previous work of Puchalski. S

The explanation for the increase in burn rate appears to lie in an
increased heat flow back into the unburnt composition. Under spin
"the slag produced by conmustion is centrifuged to the side of the
tracer capsule, or cavity, increasing the heat flow at the edge,
leading to a convex burning surface. This convex surface has a
larger area than a flat one and thus feeds more energy into the un-
burnt composition. A crude caiculation shows that an increase of
only 20% in heat flow could account for the maximum observed in- P
crease in burning rate.

These results outlined above were obtained from a study of existing
slow burning tracer compositions; for much faster burning, high mag-
nesium content compositions, very different behaviour was observed.
Fast burning compositions showed very little change in burn rate with
spin and X-ray examination indicated a virtually flat burning surface
under spin. It would seem that the higher burning rate prevents the
formation of the convex burning surface, possibly due to a different
slag nature or simply that the slag concentration at the sides is in-
sufficient to increase the edge heat flow at the faster burning rates.

The variation in light output with spin rate and from composition to
composition was rather complicated. It was generally found that the
slow burning compositions (0.07in/sec) increased their light output
as the spin rate was raised from 0 to 400rps, above 400rps the light
output tended to remain roughly constant. This also agrees with
Puchalski's model. However changes in the particle size of the oxi-
dant could cause a decrease in light intensity above 400rps. For the
faster burning compositions (0.35in/sec) the light output usually de-
creased slightly between 0 and 800rps. This was beyond the range ex-
plored by Puchalski.

5
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Wind Stream Effects

The effect of supersonic wind streams upon tracer functioning using

a Mach 1.5 wind tunnel has been examined. Preliminary studies showed

that projectiles with narrow cross sectional area exhibited the

greatest reduction in light intensity at Mach 1.5. Consequently

most of the studies were carried out on narrow projectile models.
The results quoted here do not necessarily carry over to other

shapes.

Traditional magnesium/strontium nitrate tracer compositions exhibited

an initial increase in light output with increasing wind velocity,
due to clearance of smoke. This was followed by a decrease tending

to level off above Mach 1. The rate of this decrease in light

intensity varied from composition to composition but was steepest

for the slow burning low magnesium content formulations. For example

a 38% ma'gnesium composition hadits light output reduced from 4K

1 candelas static to 50 candelas at Mach 1.5, whilst a 59% magnesium 0
compositlon was only reduced from 50K candelas static to 6K candelas

at Mach 1.5. (Figure 5)

In addition to conventional magnesium based compositions, ones using

titanium metal as the fuel were examined. Although titanium based

tracers have a lower static light intensity they are much less

susceptible to degredation of light output by velocity. Eventually

titanium compositions were produced which were virtually independent
of wind speed up to Mach 1.5. The light output of these very fast
burning titanium compositions at Mach 1.5 was three times that of

the brightest magnesium tracer.

A film study of the tracers burning in the wind tunnel revealed a

correlation between flame size and light intensity. For the magnesium
tracers as the wind velocity increased the flame size, due to con-
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tainment, decreased.

Fast burning titanium compositions completely broke out of the
constriction region at all wind velocities and exhibited completely

Independent light intensity with wind speed.

The fact that flame size seemed tobe the contrulling factor for

light Intensity, this being the main reason for the very good

results obtained with titanium fuelled compositions, suggested that
improvements in the performance of magnesium fuelled tracers were
possible by use of flame shapers or pressurisation. When a re-
stricted orifice plug is used with a tracer an internal pressure is
generated which can cause the combustion products to be ejected at

sufficient velocity to break out of the confinement region.

Experiments at Mach 1.5 with small diameter orifice retaining plugs

produced very large increases in flame size and consequently light
output. There was naturally a penalty in terms of severely reduced
burn times. These small orifices did have the useful property of

making the burning rate independent of the external pressure. This
was demonstrated in vacuum tank experiments. This independence of

pressure means that the tV'a.er will not be subject to non-propagation
problems caused by the partial vacuum at the base of the projectile.
Figure 6 shows how the light output and burn time change with
orifice area.

Conclusions

A probable explanation for the increase in burn rate with spin has
been produced. It would also seem possible to improve the performance

of tracers for spur ammunition by the use of higher magnesium content
faster burning compositions, whichwill be much less effected by spin.
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It has been shown that light output of tracers is related to flame

size and shape and consequently wind velocity, once again higher

magnesium content ccnpositions produccd the best result. It was also

demonstrated that titanium fuelled tracers could produce the highest

light intensity under supersonic wind conditions. However improve-

nfents to magnesium based tracer performance could be achieved by
"Mr. pressurisation using small exit nozzles. These small orifice plugs

also protected the tracer against the effects of the low pressure

region at the base of the projectile.
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INSENSITIVE CONDUCTING COMPOSITION IGNITERS

John R. Bentley
Materials Research Laboratories

Defence Science & Technology Organisation I
P.O. Box 50, Ascot Vale, Victoria 3032, Australia

T

ABSTRACI

An insensitive conducting composition igniter has been -

developed which is particularly suited to pyrotechnic stores where

electrostatic or induced electromagnetic energy could present a

hazard. The igniter has been designed to not function when

subjected to transients equivalent to electrostatic discharge

from charged personnel and to dissipate a minimum of 1 Amp/l Watt

continuously applied to the firing pins.
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Electrical initiation is one of the most cotTmn means of

igniting pyrotechnic and other expicsive materials. In all cases

electrical energy is degraded to heat which in turn raises the

temperature of a small quantity of explosive abova its ignition

temperature and the ensuing reaction ignites or initiates the main

charge. Various systems have been used to convert the electrical

energy into heat but the two most common systems are bridgewires

(BW) and conducting compositions (CC). For a BW system a small

metallic filament is connected across the firing ele-odes;

the filament is embedded in pressed or plastic bonded explosive.

Passage of electric current heats the wire and so ignites the

explosive. CC devices have two electrodes separated by a gap

across which is pressed an explosive composition made conducting

by the admixture of 3.5% graphite or metallic powder. A large

number of non-uniform conducting paths are formed through the

composition and, when a voltage is applied across the electrodes,

IL current flowing through the network of paths causes localized

heating of the explosive. If the current is above a threshold

level, ignition will result.

The electrical characteristics of CC caps (resistance and

sensitivity) are related to the pressing load, the geometric

configuration of the elnctrodes and the percentage, particle size

and shape of the graphite. The major disadvantage of CC caps is

that it has proved very difficult to control these parameters.

Within a batch of caps a wide range of resistances occurs and the

variance of electrical sensitivity is large.

Despite this fairly major technical limitation and

production problem, CC caps are widely used where their particular

characteristics are roquired. In particular, CC caps are cheap to

produce and have a fast functioning time. They can also be designed

to be very sensitive and can function reliably from about 10 pJ.

Their major application is thus in cartridge case primers for high

tate of fire small calibre munitions and fast reaction time/limited

power supply electr-)nic fuzes.
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CC caps have also been used in other applications where

high sensitivity and fast reaction are not required and the N43

primer is one such example. This primer is used in Naval 4.5"

ammunition and has a no fire level greater than 100 JiJ. It is

therefore comparable to the more sensitive bridgewire devices, e.g.,

T30 detonator (100 1iJ all fire, functioning time 5 Ws and

resistance 2.10 Q). The resistance and threshold sensitivity of

a range of CC and BW initiators are given at Table 1.

Table 1

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF BRIDGEWIRE
AND CC IGNITERS

Bridgewire Conducting Composition

R E I R E V
t t t t

0.9-1.6 2.3 mJ 0.3A 20-250 100 VJJ 10

10-16 0.2 m.! 0.045A 20-250 1 IJ 4

2-2.5 1.6 mJ 0.22A 20-250 35 PJ 4

0.4-0.6 7.5 mJ 0.6A 500-2000 1 VJ 4

0.9-1.7 7.0 mJ 0.45A 15-50 100 PJ 4

E = Energy required for 0.1% functiont
it = Current required for 0.1% function

Vt = Voltage required for 0.1% function

For modern weapons and commercial usa it is desirable to

minimise the possibility of inadvertent initiation from induced

currents and electrostatic discharge. Devices should therefore be

as insensitive as possible commensurate with the firing supply.

MIL-I-23659C is the US general design specification for electric -

initiators and states that devices should not fire when subjected

to 1A or 1W continuous power. It has proved difficult to

dissipate this amount of power from conventional bridgewires into

the explosive surrounding them without exceeding the ignition 2

temperature of the explosive. Low sensitivity BW devices can be
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constructed using techniques such as lengthening the bridgewire,

increasing its surface area by flattening it or increasing its

I) diameter, bonding the bridgewire to an inert thermally conducting

substrate and using hign temperature of ignition or thermally

conducting explosives around the wire. Usually, deposited etched

bridge elements using semiconductor technology are required to meet

1A, 1W criteria.

CC devices have traditionally not been used where high

levels of power dissipation are required. The aim of the work

described in this paper was to develop a CC igniter which would

dissipate large amounts of energy, both continuous and transient,

yet maintain the advantages of low cost, ruggedness and fast

functioning times associated with CC systems.

In a CC cap, the graphite forms a large number of high

resistance paths between the two electrodes. These paths are not

of uniform resistance but have areas of high resistance at points

of contact between adjacent graphite particles. These contact

points serve to concentrate the energy in a number of hot spots

rather than distribute It over a well defined area as in the case

for a bridgewire. The minimum firing energy for CC caps has been

estimated at 1 VJ whereas the minimum hot spot energy to cause

Sinitiation is less than 10-5 PJ. Thus even in the most sensitive

CC caps there are probably a very large number of hot spots and a

large number of conducting paths. The approach used to

desensitize CC caps was to increase the number of hot spots and thus

- divide the available energy between more ignition sites. This was

achieved by increasing the percentage of graphite, which would

increase the number of conducting paths, and decreasing the

particle size of the graphite, which would increase the number of

junctions or hot spots in each path.

In order to meet the 1A and 1W no fire criteria without

excessively decreasing the sensitivity of the device the mean

resistance should be close to 1 0. Two types of graphite were

used to produce these igniters and for both types the percentage of
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graphite was increased until the resistance of the device was

close to 1 S1. For the smaller particle sized graphite (Foliac

Super Fine Flake) 7% graphite was required; for the larger particle

sized material (Dohms Air Floated Graphite passing a 45 Pm sieve)

16% was required. The particle size and shape of both types of

graphite were estimated from photomicrographs. These are shown

at fig. 1. A composite batch using 5% Foliac and 7% DAF graphite -

was also tested. The explosive selected for these tests was

monobasic lead styphnate, a relatively low Dowered primary explosive

which will not buri. to detonation. It has been used widely for -

initiating pyrotechnic stores where very vigorous ignition can be

detrimental to performance. This material was especially prepared

in a fine particle size to aid mixing with the graphite. Readily

available standard CC igniter bodies were used as a test vehicle --

and pressing was carried out using a dead load press and a pressing

load of 650N. The experimental igniters are shown at fig. 2.

25 igniters Gf each group were produced and the resistance

of each igniter was measured. The results are shown at Table 2.

For each group the mean and standard deviation was calculated. The

spread of resistance was similar to that normally observed in BW

devices.

Table 2

RESISTANCE CHARACTERISTICS OF INSENSITIVE CC CAPS

Composition Mean Resistance Pange Standard
(ohms) (ohms) Deviation

MBLS 93% 1.54 1.23 - 1.74 0.18
Foliac Graphite 7%

MBLS 84% 0.78 0.63 - 0.94 0.10
DAF Graphite 16%

MBIS 88% 0.39 0.63 - 1.45 0.17
DAF Graphite 7%
Foliac Craphite 5
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x140 x140

Feliac Super Fine Flak* Dehm$ Air Floated graphite

Fig 1: SCANNING ELECTRONMICROSCPE MICROGRAPHS

IL Conducting Composition

-- Electrode Gap

- Fig 2 TYPICAL CONDUCTING COMPOSITION CAP
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NON-FUNCTIONING TESTS

Each device was subjected to a static sensitivity test. - -

The test apparatus was designed using MIL-I-23659C as a guide. The

test involves discharging through a 5 kQ resistor a 500 PF capacitor

charged to 25 kV, connected to the firing leads and the case. This

arrangement is used to simulate the worst conditions which could -

pertain for a charged human body. All igniters passed this test

without functioning.

A 100 s, 1A DC pulse was then applied to each device.

Those which had a resistance of less than 1 Q were then subjected

to a further 100 s pulse at a current determined such that 1W was

applied to the devices. All igniters passed these tests without

functioning.

FUNCTIONING TESTS

15 igniters from each batch were subjected to 0.5 s

terminated DC pulses to determine their 50% firing current. The

remaining 10 igniters were subjected to capacitor discharge firing

tests to determine their 50% fire energies. The Bruceton

technique was used to determine the test levels and calculate all

fire and no fire current and energy. These results are summarised

at Table 3.

Table 3

FUNCTIONING TESTS

50% Fire 50% Fire
Composition Current (A) O.A Energy WJ C0iJ

MBLS 93% 2.59 0.11 64 9 vJi
Foliac Graphite 7%

MELS 84% 3.90 0.10 94 20 1J
DAF Graphite 16%

MBLS 88% 3.48 0.23 63 15 0J
DAF Graphite 7%
Foliac Graphite 5%

ML
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These tests indicated that CC caps could be produced which

met the major clauses of MIL-I-23659C but, although the power

dissipation characteristics of these devices was very good, all

devices tested had similar and low energy sensitivities. Other

investigations at MRL have shown that ignitions by static discharge

of CC devices with relatively high resistances can occur if the

threshold energies are less than 100 VJ. The threshold energy for

each of the devices tested indicated that they could possibly be

initiated by static discharges from charged personnel.

- It was considered desirable to increase the threshold

energy of these devices and initially an empirical approach was

used. Devices were filled using various explosives and sufficient

foliac graphite to produce an igniter with a nominal resistance of
1i•. r

This aspect will be investigated in detail at a later

date, but preliminary results gained from firing a very small

sample of devices are given at Table 4. The results show that ,: -

devices can be produced with energy thresholds in excass of 1 mJ"

and are thus similar in this respect to bridgewire igniters which

have an established safety record for electrostatic discharge through

the firing leads.

Table 4

Composition T of I Sensitivity E 50% I 50%
to Static

- Boron/Lead Chromate > 500 0.45J ignites 1.8 mJ 4.75A
Foliac Graphite 7% 0.045J no ign

Potassium Picrate 260 0.45J ignites 0.7 mJ 2.5A
Foliac Graphite 10% 0.045J no ign

Basic Lead Styphnate 310 3 11J 64 oJ 2.6A
Foliac Graphite 7% L

Normal Lead Styphnate 280 15 iiJ 72 pi 2.75A
Foliac Graphite 7% 150 pJ

Foliac Graphite 8%
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For a BW igniter most of the threshold energy is required

to raise the temperature of the wire tc the ignition temperature of

the explosive. For an ICI type A fuze head E is 2.3 mJ. In
t

excess of 1.7 mJ is required to raise the temperature of the wire tD

300 C. Thus for BW devices the thermal response characteristics of

the explosive are of secondary importance, These results indicate

that such is not the case with CC devices and that the thermal

response characteristics of the explosive is an important factor in

determining threshold energy for these devices. Other explosives,

particularly those which are relatively insensitive to electrostatic - - -

discharge will be tested later in an attempt to increase threshold

energy.

CONCLUSIONS

This preliminary investigation indicates that insensitive

CC igniters can be produced which will dissipate between 2-4 watts

continuously applied to the firing leads. These devices can

withstand a 25 kV transient which simulates an electrostatic

discharge from a charged person even when the threshold energy of

the devices is low (50 PJ).

By selecting insensitive explosives for the filling the

threshold energy can be increased to in excess of 1 mJ. Future

work will be aimed at increasing this threshold to approximately

5 J.
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I* DISPOSAL OF COLORED FLARE COMPOSITIONS

Shib C. Chattoraj
Theresa A. Drehobl
Clarence W. Gilliam

Applied Sciences Department
Naval Weapons Support Center

Crane, Indiana 47522

ABSTRACT

* This is the final report of an exploratory development project

performed on the disposal/reclamation of colored flare compositions under

the pollution abatement program. The objective of this study was to

develop physical and/or chemical processes on a laboratory scale for

disposal of excess, obsolete or unserviceable Navy colored flare devices

in an environmentally acceptable manner. The technical knowledge gained

from this study is to be used in the design, construction and operation

of a pilot plant for disposal of these devices and to reclaim, if possible,

some of the major ingredients in the flare compositions.

A disposal/reclamation method was developed which consisted of

L separating the soluble material from the insoluble material in a flare

composition by water dissolution. Flare compositions were dissolved

in water and the insolubles separated by filtration. The aqueous solution

obtained after filtration contained the salts, such as, potassium

U perchlorate, strontium nitrate and barium nitrate. These salts were

recovered as a mixture by concentration and addition of appropriate

reagents. The magnesium can be separated from the rest of the insolubies

by flotation or sieving. Complete separation and reclamation of all

the major components of the flare composition could not be achieved by

using water alone. Explanations are given for the observed behavior.

Reactions were observed in the systems which led to the production

of hydrogen and hydrogen sulfide as reaction products. Sensitivity

tests on the separated mixtures show that the separated solubles and

insolubles are less sensitive than the original compositions and could

be safely stored or sold as the recovered mixtures.
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INTRODUCTION

Almost • decade ago the Naval Sea Systems Command initiated a broad

program of pollution abatement concerning pyrotechnics. To date, a

number of important studies 1 6 have been made under this program. These

studies include research and development of disposal methods on a

laboratory scale and on a one-tenth pilot plant scale. Pilot plants for

the disposal of illuminating flares and red phosphorus smoke compositions

have been successfully demonstrated.
5 ,6

The objective of this study is to develop physical and/or chemical

processes on a laboratory scale for disposal of excess, obsolete and/or

unserviceable Navy pyrotechnic colored flare devices in an

environmentally acceptable manner. Consistent with this objective, an

effort has been made in this study to develop a single general approach

or process applicable to all colored flare devices and to reclaim some of

the chemical ingredients present in the flare compositions.

According to a recent inventory of Navy colored flare devices, there

are a large number of different devices containing a total of a few

thousand kilograms of -lare compositions awaiting disposal. Additional

quantities of scrap material are generated each year as a result of

production operaticns.

The compositions for some representative red, yellow, green, blue and

white flare devices are given in Tables I - 5, respectively. An analysis I
of Tables 1 - 5 snows that a great majority of the flare compositions

P contain magnesium in substantial amounts and that each composition

generally contains many ingredients. In addition to the composition,

each flare device will contain numerous other ingredients present in the

first fire/ignition compositions, expellant charge, primer mix, delay

mix, and other formulations. Needless to say, a very complex mixture

must be dealt with and will undoubtedly complicate whatever approach or

method might be chosen to attain the objective of this study.
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TABLE 1. RED FLARE COMPOSITIONS (WEIGHT %)

Mk 66 Mk 13 Ilk I Mk 2

Strontium Nitrate 37 45 45 42 -

Potassium Perchlorate 15 15 25 - -

Potassium Chlorate - - - 42 64
Magnesium 29 20.4 17.5 - -

Strontium Carbonate - - - 18
Hexachlorobenzene - 12 - - -

Polyvinyl Chloride - -5 - -

Asphaltum 14 7 7.5 - -

Shellac - - - 16 18
Binder Solution 5 - -- -

Linseed Oil - 0.3 - -

Castor Oil 0.3 - -

TABLE 2. YELLOW FLARE COMPOSITIONS (WEIGHT %)

Ik 115 Mk 118 Mk 99

Barium Nitrate 32 20 53
Potassium Perchlorate 17 21 -
Sodium Oxalate 24 19.8 15
Magnesium 19 30.3 12
Hexachlorobenzene - - 10
Asphaltum 4 3.9 -
Laminac - - 10
Binder Solution 4 5

TABLE 3. GREEN FLARE COMPOSITIONS (WEIGHT %)

Mlk 116 rk 117 Ilk 2

Barium Nitrate 46.55 22.5 40
Potassium Perchlorate 21.92 32.5 -
Barium Chlorate - - 50
Magnesium 15.28 21 -
Copper - 7
Polyvinyl Chloride 13.00 12 -
Shellac - 5
Red Gum - 5
Binder 3.25 5 -
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TABLE 4. BLUE FLARE COMPOSITIONS (WEIGHT %)

!.lk 1

Barium Nitrate - 19.5
Potassium Perchlorate - - 39.8
Potassium Chlorate 56 53 -

Cupric Chloride 22 - -
Cupric Oxide 13 14 -
Copper Ammonium Sulfate - 19 -

Paris Green - 32.6
Arsenic Trisulfide - 5 -
Shellac 7 9 -
Stearine 2 - 8.1

TABLE 5. WHITE FLARE COMPOSITIONS (WEIGHT %)

Mk 2

Potassium Nitrate 54
Antimony Trisulfide 18
Sulfur 13
Barium Nitrate 13
Dextrin 2
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The quantity of colored flare composition available for disposal is

relatively small when compared to other classes of pyrotechnics, e.g.,
illuminating, phosphorus, or infrared compositions. The small quantities

do not negate the need for a disposal process. However, because of the

relatively stmall quantities, the development of a sophisticated process

was not considered necessary nor cost-effective at this point. This

study has been limited to an investigation of a method for

demilitarization and disposal that converts hazardous pyrotechnic

compositions to safe, easy to handle materials that could be stored or

sold as mixed metals and as mixed oxidizers. Some of the more esoteric
questions about chemical reactions which occur during the disposal

process are beyond the scope of the study and are left ,1nanswered. It

should be pointed out that, while these answers may be important to an

understanding of the chemistry of the systems, the fact that they are
unanswered in no way affects the results of this work...

In earlier work, several techniques ir1 *'ing water dissolution,

organic solvent dissolution and incrinerati•, tave been investigated for

the disposal of different types of pyrotechnic compositions. From these

SL and other studies a general method has been chosen and developed in this

report. This method consists of treating the flare devices with water in

an attempt to separate the water-soluble ingredients, such as metal

nitrates, perchlorates, etc., from the water-insoluble ingredients, such
I as magnesium powder, asphaltum, sulfur, charcoal, etc. Treatment with

water is an attractive concept for more than one reason. In the first

place, the device is immediately deactivated. ThIe metal salt oxidizers

can be dissolved in wat,- which forms a phase separate from the
waM.--insolutie fuel materials. The aqueous phd33 containing the

oxý _ers can then be separated from the fuel materials by filtration.

The two separated and dried components are believed to be less energetic,

less hiazardous and, therefore, safer to handle and to store than the

parent flare compositior,. This method is applicable to all the colored

flare devices. The present study includes:
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1. Experimental work on separation and recovery of soluble and

insoluble ingredients from a number of flare compositions.

2. Friction, impact and electrostatic sensitivity tests of some of

the separated components to determine their stability, safety in handling

and storability.

3. A suggested method for disposal-reclamation of colored flare

devices.

EXPERIMENTAL*

Separation of Soluble and Insoluble Products

Flare samples were obtained either from disassembled devices or from

loose compositions prepared by mixing required ingredients according to

O specifications. A weighed amount of flare sample was treated with 4

sufficient distilled water to dissolve the least soluble salt, such as

potassium perchlorate, at room temperature. In some cases the flare

pellet was broken up into pieces under water and the mixture was warmed

to 50-65 C to facilitate disintenration of the sample and dissolution

of the soluble components.

The aqueous mixture was filtered and the insoluble residue was washed

repeatedly with 20 - 25mL of water. The combined filtrate and washings

(Volume, 500 - 700mL) were evaporated almost to dryness. The resulting

wet crystalline procuct was dried overnight in an oven at 105 - 1100 C.

The insoluble residue was dried in a similar manner. The water-soluble

and insoluble products thus separated were weighed and stored. The

*In order to specify procedures adequately, it has len necessary
occasionally to identify commercial materials and uipment in this
report. In no case does such identification imply commendation or
endorscment by the Navy, nor does it imply that the .aterial or equipment
identified is necessarily the best available for the purpose.
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soluble products, supposed to be colorless, had a slight color because of

the presence of impurities. Sensitivity tests were conducted with some

of these separated products. The results of separation and recovery

operations are given in Table 6 for a number of different flare types.

Purification of Recovered Magnesium Powder

Magnesium powder obtained from the sample of MK 13 Mod 0 red flare

(Sample No. 1, Table 6) was collected from the bottom of the beaker after
filtration. The powder, after drying, appeared black in color. The dry

impure powder was purified by repeatedly washing it with small quantities

of tetrahydrofuran (THF) and filtering the mixture. The black adhering
impurity dissolved partly in THF, giving the filtrate a dark red-brown

color.

Qualitative Experiments

Tests for Strontium and Magnesium

The fraction of the black insoluble residue on filter paper obtained

from the sample of MK 13 Mod 0 (Sample No. 1, Table 6) was collected and
dried. Approximately O.05g of the residue mixed with about irIL of water

was treated with a few drops of dilute nitric acid. Solid ammonium

chloride and ammoniLm hydroxide solution were added to the filtered acid
extract. The resulting alkaline solution, upon addition of potassium

carbonate solution, gave no white precipitate, indicating the absence of

strontium, calcium, and barium ions in the acid extract. A few drops of

disodium hydrogen phosphate solution were added to this solution. A

copious white crystalline precipitate appeared immediately, thus

confirming the presence of magnesium ions in the acid extract of the

insoluble residue.

I
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TABLE 6: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF SEPARATION AND
RECOVERY FROM COLORED FLARE COMPOSITIONS

Grams Recovered (actual/theoretical) -

Sample Slu1 es Insolubles Total

RED FLARES:
(1) Mk 13 Mod 0; pressed pellet; 13.3/17.4 11.0/7.5 24.3/24.9

Mg*: A-I-2; without first fire

(2) Above with first fire 15.5/16.6 9.1/7.2 24.6/23.8 -

(3) Above with first fire** 11.6/14.6 11.5/6.4 23.1/21.0

(4) Mk 2 Mod 0, Red; device pellet; 8.9/8.6 4.2/4.8 13.1/13.4
no Mg; Quickmatch, wad, priming
composition removed

GREEN FLARES:

(5) Mk 116 Mod 1; Loose composition; 7.9/10.3 6.7/4.7 14.6/15.0
Mg: 111-18; composition
without delay

(6) Above with delay composition 12.8/16.1 15.8/12.4 28.6/28.5

(7) Mk 2 M4od 0, Green; device pellet; 9.8/10.7 1.9/1.2 11.7/11.9
no Mg; Quickmatch, wad, priming
composition removez. -

YELLOW FLARES:

(8) Mk 115 Mod 1; loose composition; 9.4/14.6 10.9/5.4 20.3/20.0
Mg: 111-18; without delay
composition

(9) Mk 118 Mod C; loose composition 8.8/12.2 11.2/7.8 20.0/20.0
Mg: 111-18; without first fire

WHITE FLARES:

(10) Mk 2 Mod 0: pellet; no Mg; with 10.5/10.3 4.2/4.6 14.7/14.9
Quickmatch, wad, priming composition

BLUE FLARES:

(11) Mk I Mod 1; pellet; no Mg 12.4/11.9 7.3/8.2 19.7/20.1

"*Mg;A-,-2 means magnesium is type I, granulation 2, and cinforms to JAN-M-382.
*"Prolonged contact with water and exposure to air.
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"Alkalinity

About 0.5g of magnesium powder (Type III, granulation 15) was added

with stirring to 225mL of distilled water. The pH of the resulting

mixture was meadsjred with a Leeds & Northrup Model 7415 Research pH

meter. In one and one half minutes the pH of the mixture rose from 6.0

to 9.5 units. Evolution of microbubbles of a gas (presumably hydrogen)
was observed. The pH of the mixture then rose slowly to 10.7 over a

period of hours and remained almost constant.

Formation of Hydrogen

The rate of evolution of microbubbles of hydrogen was observed by

adding small amounts of different varieties of magnesium powder to
distilled water. The following varieties of magnesium powder were used:

(1) Type I: Flaked and/or chip; Grade A: 96 percent minimunm
magnesium content; Granulation 2: 40 - 80 mesh size.

(2) Type III: Atomized: 98 per cent minimum magnesium content;

Granulation 15: 100 - 200 mesh size.

(3) Type III: Atomized: 98 per cent minimum magnesium content;

Granulation 18: 30 - 50 mesh size.

Magnesium powder of type I, grade A, granulation 2, was found to be the

most reactive variety as evidenced by hydrogen bubble evolution in water

at room temperature. With type III, granulation 15, bubble evolution was

slower. There was little or no evolution of hydrogen microbubbles with
type III, granulation 18, and water at room teriperature during the first

fifteen to twenty minutes. It has the slowest rate of gas evolution. It
is therefore the least reactive variety while type III, granulation 15,

occupies an intermediate position. The increased reactivity of type I,
granulation 2 is probably a result of the increased surface area of the

flaked material.

GII
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Sensitivity_ Tests . -

The following samples were submitted to the Materials Analysis and .

Technology Division, Weapons Quality Engineering Center at Crane for

sensitivity tests:

(1) Water-soluble product from pellet with first fire; MK 13 Mod 0,

Red.

(2) Water-insoluble product from loose composition; MK 116 Mcd 1,

Green.

RESULTS & DISCUSSION

Water-Soluble and Insoluble Products

A pyrotechnic composition with its many associated formulations is a

complex mixture which contains numerous chemical ingredients in major,

minor, trace and ultratrace amounts. Essentially, it is a rmiixture of

oxidizable (fuel) and reducible (metal salt oxidizer) materials designed - -

to undergo combustion (a combination of oxidation-reduction reactions) in

the dry condition at high temperatures. When such a mixture is treated

with water, it is possible that oxidation-reduction reaction(s) may occur

when a very reactive ingredient, such as magnesium powder, is present.

The extent of these reactions will depend on time, temperature, nature

and concentrations of the chemical specie-, involved.

Evidence of one such reaction has been found during experimentation

with MK 13 Mod 0 red flare composition (Sample No. 1 - 3, Table 6) which

contains magnesium powder. Evolution of hydrogen takes place upon

treating this flare composition with water. This observation has led to

experiments on pH measurement and reactivity of different varieties of

magnesium powder. Magneium is a reactive element. Its reactivity

depends, among other factors, on the surface area (state of subdivision

or particle size) and the condition of the surface. The apparent

stability (decreased reactivity or non-reactivity) of magnesium stems
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from the fact that an oxide film on its surface resists further

penetration and corrosion by oxygen or water. Magnesium oxide is

slightly soluble in water to form magnesium hydroxide which gives rise to

the alkalinity of the resulting solution. As mentioned in an earlier

section, a great majority of the colored flare compositions contain

magnesium powder. In these compositions the possibility of hydrogen

formation and other subsequent reactions exist during reclamation

operations.

Table 6 shows the calculated and actually recovered amounts of

water-soluble and insoluble products obtained from flare compositions.

As may be seen, in most cases the actual amounts recovered differ from

the theoretical amounts calculated from their respective compositions.

In some cases the difference is considerable. The Mk 2 Mod 0 and Mk 1

Mod 1 compositions give results that agree with theoretically predicted

amounts. The MK 13 Mod 0, Mk 116 Mod I and the Mk 118 Mod 0 give

insolubles greater than predicted, solubles less than predicted and total

quantities correct within experimental error. There are three basic

differences between these two groups. The Mk 2 Mod 0 and MK 1 Mod 1 are

actual device pellets removed from hardware and are at least ten years

old, while the other group is composition prepared specifically for this

task. The Mk 2 Mod 0 and Mk 1 Mod I contain no magnesium and the other

group contains various particle sizes of magnesium. The Mk 2 Mod 0 and

Mk I Mod 1 do not contain LaminacR as the binder and the other group
does (except for the Mk 13 Mod 0).

The most reasonable explanation for the observed differences in

weight is that part of the soluble salts are either coated with the .

LaminacR or retained by it in some other manner and are therefore not
"accessihle" to the water used for dissolution. Another explanation that

cannot be dismissed completely is that the ingredients undergo chemical

reactions while in the water that lead to products which are lighter,

i.e., have lower atomic weights, than those predicted. For example, the

nitrate could undergo reaction to form ammonia which would then be lost
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to the atmosphere. It is evident from the changes observed in the pH of

the solution and from the generation of hydrogen that some of these

reactions are occurring to a limited extent. However, it seems unlikely -

that short-term exposure to water could result in the large discrepancies

in the yields.

Several experiments were performed in an effort to explain the

observed differences. The insoluble residue from the Mk 116 Mod 1 -

(Sample 5, Table 6) was sieved on a standard No. 140 screen. This screen

will pass particles with diameters less than 105 micrometers. The

granulation 18 magnesium contains no particles less than -- -

250 micrometers. The insoluble residue could then be separated by
sieving into two fractions, one of which appears to be essentially all

magnesium. The recovered weight of the magnesium fraction agrees within

experimental error with the theoretical magnesium weight calculated from

the initial formula. Although no tests were done to determine the purity
of the recovered magnesium, the close agreement between actual and

theoretical magnesium weights indicates that the magnesium in the Mk 116

Mod I is not reacting to a large extent. This supports the argument for --

retention of some of the solubles by the binder.

A sample of Mk 116 Mod I composition was made without the binder.

The solubles in this composition were separated from the insolubles in

exactly the same way that the Mk 116 Mod 1 composition (Sample 5, Table 6) ....

was separated. Temperature, stirring rate, volume of water and contact
time in water were identical. In the case of the composition without

binder, the actual and theoretical amounts of solubles and insolubles

were identical. There was no evidence of the large discrepancies

observed in the samples which contain the binder. This result also

supports the argument for retention of the solubles by the binder.

The inricluble residue from the Mk 13 Mod 0 red flare composition was
treated with nitric acid and qualitative tests were run for alkaline
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earth metal cations. The acid extract of the insoluble residue did not

contain strontium ions. This does not, of course, confirm the absence of

the soluble metal salt oxidizer, strontium nitrate, in the insoluble

product. The acid wash may not have extracted the strontium nitrate from

the insolubles. It should also be noted that Mk 13 Mod 1 red flare does

not contain the LaminacR binder and has flaked magnesium rather than

atomized magnesium. The magnesium used in the Mk 13 Mod 1 has been shown

to be very reactive with water. The possibility exists that the

secondary magnesium reactions may be more important in this composition
than in those which contain the granulation 18 atomized magnesium. The

mechanism and explanation foi the discrepancies in actual and theoretical

product weights may be entirely different for this class of compositions.

The pronounced effect of prolonged exposure to water (at room

temperature and on warming) and to air is evident from the weights of 0

products recovered from Sample Number 3, Table 6. Such undesirable

experimental conditions have been avoided in obtaining the products from

other samples.

I p

Formation of Hydrogen Sulfide

- During the disintegration and dissolution processes of MK 13 Mod 0

red flare candles pressed with first fire composition (Sample Nos. 2

and 3, Table 6), hydrogen sulfide was detected by its strong odor. The

odor persisted throughout the subsequent operations. The first fire

composition contains, among other ingredients, black antimony trisuifide

and sulfur. The flare composition has, as one of its ingredients,

magnesium powder, type I, grade A, granulation 2, the most reactive

variety of magnesium powder. Hydrogen sulfide is a highly toxic gas.

Any proposed procedure for disposal and/or reclamation using water will
have to take into account the formation and liberation of this gas.

Hydroqen sulfide may be formed in two possible ways from a

MK 13 Mod 0 red flare candle pressed with a first fire composition when
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treated with water. One way is from the interactions between magnesium

powder, sulfur and water. At the interface between the candle and the

first fire, there is intimate contact between magnesium and sulfur

particles which may form magnesium sulfide. The magnesium sulfide can

then react with water to form hydrogen sulfide as shown in the following

equations:

Mg + S MgS (I)

MgS + 2H 2 0 - Mg(OH) 2 + H2S (2)

The other possible way in which hydrogen sulfide may be formed is
from the interactions between antimony trisulfide, magnesium powder and

water. It should be recalled here that the aqueous solution is strongly

alkaline. Formation of hydrogen sulfide directly from antimony sulfide - -

is highly unlikely. Only alkali and alkaline earth metal sulfides

hyJrolyze in water to form hydrogen sulfide (equation 2) and an alkaline

solution. Other metal sulfides including antimony trisulfide form
hydrogen sulfide only in acidic solutions. Therefore, one possible

explanation for the formation of hydrogen sulfide using antimony
trisulfide is that magnesium, a strong reducing agent, reacts with the

trisulfide to form magnesium sulfide as shown in the following equation:

Sb2S3 + 3 Mg - 2 Sb + 3 MgS (3)

Magnesium sulfide thus formed may hydrolyze in water to form hydrogen

sulfide as shown earlier in equation 2. Another plausible, much simpler

explanation is that naturally occurring antimony sulfide may form free
sulfur owing to partial atmospheric oxidation as shown by the following

equation:

2 Sb2 S3 + 3 02 ÷ 2 Sb203 + 6 S (4)
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Atomic hydrogen generated by magnesium powder from water may then react

with free sulfur to form hydrogen sulfide according to the following

equation:

2 H + S H H 2S (5)

Other possible explanations may be found from a careful consideration of

the chemical equilibria in solution.

Sensitivity Tests

The tests and the results for the two samples, one soluble product

and the other insoluble product, are as follows:

Friction Sensitivity--No fire at 1064 ft-lbs.

Dirpact Sensitivity--No fire at 100cm.

Electrostatic Sensitivity--No fire at 1.0 joule.

Test data show both the samples to be insensitive to all three tests.

These limited data indicate that the separated water-soluble and

insoluble products are stable and can be stored.

* =o

Toxicity of ingredients and Products

Some of the ingredients of Lolored flare compositions, associated

formulations, and products from these materials are toxic. A few of 2

these toxic substances are briefly mentioned below. Appropriate
precautionary measures should be taken when dealing with these substances.

(1) Hydrogen Sulfide: It is a reaction product when a flare

cor.)sition containing magnesium pjwder and a first fire composition

containing antimony trisulfide and sulfur are treated with water.
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(2) Antimony Trisulfide: It is present in some first fire

compositions and in Mk 2 Mod 0 white flare compositions.

(3) Arsenic Trisulfide: It is present in Mk 1 Mod I blue flare

compositions and also in orange shellac present in some flare

compositions.

(4) Paris Green: Cu(C 2 H302 )-3Cu(AsO 2 )2 , Cupric

Acetoarsenite: It is present as an ingredient in Mk 1 Mod I blue

compositions.

(5) Hexachlorobenzene: It is an ingredient in many red, green and

yellow flare compositions.

(6) Sodium Oxalate: It is present in all yellow flare compositions.

(7) DechloraneR, C10 C1 12: It is an ingredient in some green

flare compositions. It is a suspected carcinogen. It is also used in

the ignition composition of some red, yellow, and green sivnals.

Method of Disposal

Thp disposal procedure for colored flare compositions is shown

schematically in Figure 1. The initial step in the process is the
disassembly of the device to obtain the flare composition. Disassembly

will give the flare composition either as a pressed pellet or pressed

into a paper or metal container (tube or cup). The flare composition can

now be treated with water. For those compositions pressed into a

container, a high pressure water jet can be used to wdsh out the

container. Alternatively, the container and composition can be crushed

underwater to facilitate removal of the composition. If warm water is -

0used, the temperature should be kept below 60 C and the contact time in

either cold or warm water must be kept as short as possible (no longer

than 15 minutes) to minimize the formation of gaseous products. In the
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PYROTECHNIC UNIT

Disassemble Unit

HARDWARE ACTIVE
INGREDIENTS

Remove Composition by
Dissolution/Physical Methods

* HARDWARE SLURRY

Filter--

SOLUTION

Evaporate

*** I SOLUBLES " "

* MIETAL CASES, PAPER TUBES, CARDBOARD INSERTS, ETC.

** PRIMARILY MIETAL POWDERS, INERT INGREDIENTS, OR OTHER
POTENTIALLY HAZARDOUS MATERIALS WHICH MAY BE
SEPARATED FURTHER

TYPICALLY MIXTURES OF TWO OR MORE INORPANIC SALTS,
PRIMARILY NITRATES AND PERCHLORATES, WHICH ;iAY BE _.
SEPARATED FURTHER

Figure 1. Flow Chart of Disposal *lethod for Colored Flare Compositions
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case of compositions containing magnesium powder the gaseous product is
mainly hydrogen. Hydrogen gas forms an explosive mixture with oxygen in

air and is highly flammable. A proper venting system should therefore be

provided. Noxious and toxic gases such as hydrogen sulfide and ammonia

may form in some cases. These gases may be trapped in absorbent trains.

When flare compositions are treated with water the metal salts (e.g.,

barium nitrate, potassium perchlorate) dissolve in the water; the
magnesium settles quickly to the bottom of the container, and the

remaining insoluble residue floats in the water. The simplest procedure

for separating the fuels and oxidizers is filtration. This leaves a
water solution of mixed salts and a mixture of insoluble fuels and

additives. The filtrate can be evaporated to dryness to recover a solid

mixture of salts. The separated mixed fuels and oxidizers can be stored

or sold in this form. Sensitivity tests on the recovered mixtures have - -

shown that the materials recovered from Mk 116 Mod 1 and Mk 13 Mod 0 are
insensitive to the standard electrostatic, impact, and friction tests.

Tests were not done on recovered products from the compositions

containing metal chlorates. Since the metal chlorate compositions are . .

typically more sensitive than compositions without the metal chlorates,
it is recommended that sensitivity tests be done on these mixtures prior

to storage.

The mixed salts and mixed fuels/additives can be separated further,

if desired. The metals can be separated from the other insolubles
(generally, additives or binders) by sieving the dry material through an
appropriate screen. The metal particles are typically much larger than

the additive particles and will remain on the screen. Another method of

separating the metals from the additives is to float the additives away
in a suitable solvent. The metal particles settle to the bottom of the

container and the other insolubles can be removed by continuous addition

of solvent to float away the less dense additives.

One or more of the soluble salts can be recovered from the mixture by

selective precipitation. The alkaline earth metal salts can be separated
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from the alkali metal salts by adding carbonate or sulfate anions to a

solution of the mixed salts to precipitate the alkaline earth metal
n cation. The choice of reagent for selective precipitation will depend on

the exact nature of the soluble salt mixture. The precipitate can be

recovered by filtration and the remaining solution evaporated to dryness
to recover the soluble salt(s).

These separation and recovery techniques have been demonstrated to a

limited extent using the Mk 116 Mod 1 green flare composition. The
techniques will have to be modified if applied to other compositions
containing different species.

CONCLUSIONS

A technique has beeti demonstrated for separating the fuels and

oxidizers in colored flare compositions. The technique consists of
dissolving the soluble materidls (generally, the oxidizers), filtering

the mixture to separate the soluble materials from the insoluble

5 materials (generally, fuels and additives) and recovering the soluble

materials by evaporating the filtrate to dryness. In this way the

hazardous pyrotechnic compositions can be converted to safe, easy to
handle separate mixtures of fuels and oxidizers which can be stored or

sold. General techniques for further separating the mixed fuels have

been given.

Several potential problem areas have been identified. Complete

separation of the soluble and insoluble components of flare compositions
cannot be achieved in flares which contain an organic binder using water

alone. This problem was also encountered in the illuminating flare
reclamation program and was solved by the use of a methylene

chloride-methanol solvent. 6 This same solution will probably be

applicable in this case.

In the flare compositions which contain the smaller magnesium

particles (diameters <150 micrometers) or the flaked variety of
magnesium, hydrogen is liberated when the composition is placed in
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water. A hydrogen removal system must be used if the water dissolution

method is used. In the flare compositions which contain sulfur, antimony

j trisulfide or arsenic trisulfide hydrogen sulfide can be generated when.

the composition is placed in water. In most cases the sulfur-containing

compounds are only present in the first fire compositions. Thus, the

hydrogen sulfide problem can be eliminated either by trapping the gas or

by removing the first fires before the water dissolution process.

The results of this study indicate that the colored flare

compositions can be demilitarized by a solvent dissolution and

%k filtration. The general procedure is quite analagous to the illuminating

flare and photoflash reclamation operations. It appears that the colored

flare devices can be handled in the demilitari~ation facility designed

for photoflash cartridges if controls for hazardous or toxic gaseous

reaction products were installed.
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TRANSIENT THERMAL TESTING OF AN ELECTROEXPLOSIVE

BRIDGEWIRE DETONATOR
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ABSTRACT

The transient thermal testing studied by Rosenthal has been adap

ted to an electroexplosive bridgewire detonator containing only secon-

dary explosive.

This non-destructive testing consists in following the heating curve

of the bridgewire due to a constant current of very short duration

(0, 5 ms).

Bridgewire resistance function of the temperature increase gene-

rates a voltage variation AV during the constant current flow.

The voltage variation curve as a function of time AV (t) may be

represented by a straight line whose slope allows calculaLion of the

parameter d/iCp where (I is the thermal coefficient of the bridgewire

material and Cp is the equivalent heat capacity of the system.

In a preliminary .-3tudy, direct measurements of wire temperature

in air with an infrared microscope have been performed and perturba-

tion thresholds have been determinated for a given EBW detonator.

Differents types of defaults have been manufactured and tested

showing that transient thermal testing is very sensitive and allows

P detection of :

- welding defects of the bridgewire,

- air gaps as thin as 0, 05 rinm, at the wire-explosive interface,

- loading density differences of 0. 10,
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- voids and impurities close to the wire.

A production quality control device has been defined by taking in

account all the error sources : imput current, resistance spread, etc.

Thermal transient testing results concerning a batch of EBW

detonators, with and without thermal cycling are compared with their

functiunning criterion.

I - INTRODUCTION

Transient Thermal Testing (TTT) is a widely used method for

non-destructive investigation of the quality of electroexplosive devices -

(EED) (r6f. 1 to 13).

As fpr as we know, Thermal Testing has been applied to seconda-

ry explosive exploding bridgewire detonators only by CEYRAT[131, who

used a constant current test.

We have adapted TTT in order to inspect the bridgewire.explosive

interface of a timing EBW detonator for it is known that the quality of

this interface conditions proper functionning and reliability of EBW

detonators.

After a perturbation threshold study, we tried differents testing

methods and we have finally adopted a single square current method. ..

In order to investigate the limits of this control, we manufactured

and tested devices with known defects (welds, air gaps, different

loading densities) and we followed damage caused by thermal cycling

on a batch of detonators.
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II - EXPLODING BRIDGEWIRE DETONATOR

The timing detonator we want to test is represented on the folio-

wing sketchplan

PETN Booster Super-fine PETN Plastic header
NichPlastic header

I

Figure 1 EBW Detonator

The plastic header is obtained by injection molding and the bridge-

wire is spot welded on the electrodes, the resistive bridgewire in

Nichrome,has 0.03 mm in diameter and is in close contact with super-

fine PETN %,,hose loading density is about 0.5 of the crystal density of

PE'TN. The booster charge is highly compressed coarse PETN.
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III - THERMAL TESTING METHOD

Superfine PETN is very sensitive to temperature and partical

size changes rapidly near melting point at 140°C. Thus a constant

current method is limited in current and the very low thermal coeffi-

cient of the wire material (Nichrome) leads to very low voltage change

across the device.

At first we used an infrared microscope to measure wire tempe-

rature in air in order to have a first evaluation of thermal characte-

ristics of our system.

The study of the perturbing current threshold shows that very

short duration impulses leading to wire temperatures highly above

PETN melting point (140"C), do not alter the functionning characte-

ristics of the EBW detonator.

This lead us to Transient Thermal Testing.

Our first system used a heating impulse generated by a capaci-

tance discharge with a dynamic Wheatstone bridge to measure resis-

tance variation. Stray current during heating limited resistance

variation measurements to the cooling curve .

The use of a square voltage impulse generator enabled us to

follow the heating curve by using the following diagram
p

generator oclocp
ridgewire

I 1
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During heating wire temperature is given by the following equation
R 1 2 R o O I o2 -
S0 - exp ( t)0

-R, ZCp

where is the thermal conductivity,

Cp is heat capacity.

The current impulse time is very short compared to the time cons-

tant of the system - Cp ; for our system T is close to

10 ms ; thus a first approximation leads to

Ro Io
@ - tCp

And voltage variation across the device
2 2

_•V Rolo•t

Cp

If the current and a remain constant, this gives a linear evolution

of the voltage as a function of time, the slope being the followed

parameter.

The generator, we used, limits the maximum current to I A and

the perturbing threshold of the detonator tested corresponding to an

amp'itude of I A has a 4 ms duration.

We used for our test an impulse duration of 0.5 ms with an ampli-

tude of about 1 A as shown on figure Za.

The comparison of the voltage variation across a passive resistor,

a bridgewire in air and a detonator confirmed the linear variation

ex\pected and the possibility o. a non-destructive testing of our FBW

detonators.
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Figure 2a. Heating impulse Figure Zb. Voltage variation across

a passive resistor ( . = 0)
A(R

PETN

Figure Zc. Voltage variation across a bridgewire in air and in a

detonator

A differential system is used to collect voltage variation across

the wire and a transient sampling device allows different operations

arothing, elimination of the non-linear part of the signal, slope

measurement, integration, ect.

For our st-udy the following experimental set up has been used.

9
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Transienti'mepeuas~e .r1 + Sample

S.=A=. _ Device

I 7-)7- - tri wgee-

Atdjustable u Vtnerical

stblie Voltmneter
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Figure 3 Experimental set up.
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IV - TEST RESULTS

I 'We manufactured different devices including knowrn faults defec-

tive welds, air gaps, density variations in order to evaluate the limits

ot the testing method

IV. I - Manufactured defects

IV. 1. 1 - Welds

PETRICK (12) stated that TTT coult detect solder defects, we

manufacture defective welds which lead to the following diagrams

IL

Figure a. Normal signal Figure 4b. Crushed weld

Figure4c. Erratic contacts.

Figure 4-: Defective welds
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IV. 1. 2 -Air gaps

A well known defect of EBW is the wire contact with the superfine

explo.Ave.

We tested calibrated air gaps of 0. 05 , 0. 1 mm and this showed

that a 0. 05 mm air gaps leads to the same signal a bridgewire in air;

it is thus )ossible to detect air gaps lower than 0. 05 mm.

IV. 1. 3- Loading density

We have tested EBW detonators with loading densities ranging

from 0. 75 to 0. 95 the followving results have been obtained.

Density 0. 75 0. 80 0. 85 0. 90 0. 95

Signal slope 6(.V / IVs) I64 55 49 47 45

TTT is not very sensitive to density variation.

IV. 1. 4 - PETN

We use different PETN recrystallization piocessesloading to super-

fine PETN having different physical characteristics.

One kind of superfine PETN (type E) has isometrical
2

crystals and a specific surface of about 0. 5 m /g, an other kind of

superfine PFTN has stick shaped crystals with a specific surface of

about 3 m 2/g (PETN type S).

With the same type of EBW detonator it is possible to differentiate

the two types of PETN for we obtained the following values for the

signal slope PETN E = 48 5 V/s

PETN S = 62- + V/s.
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Figure 5a : Functionnini time versus capacitance voltage.

frequency

Reference

after 6 cycles

4ý 5r0 5 60 65 slope (Vls)

Figure 5b Sample distribution. p
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The spread allows to differentiate batches of detonator but not

each detonator individually. - _

IV. 2 - Thermal cycling effects.

It is well known that EBW detonators with plastic headei are sensi-

tive to thermal cycling. A same batch of detonators has been thermal-

ly cycled and we followed the evolution of the signal slope and the

functionning parameters (functionning time and dispersion). The

obtained results are shoA-n on the next diagrams. At first an evolution

is observed without noticing alteration of the functionning time, after

6 cycles, functionning time is affected near threshold.

Thus Thermal Transient Testing is a very sensitive method to
0 -4

follow damage generated by thermal cycling on EBW detonators.

V - CONCLUSION

Thermal Trdilsient Testing of an EBW timing detonator is possible

and allows detection of air gaps lower than 0.05 mm, weld defects of

the bridge wire and other defects localized close to the wire.

It allows to follow damage caused by thermal cycling before this

damage is brought to evidence by the functionning characteristics of

the EBW detonator.

Thermal Transient Testing is a very simple non-destructive

testing that we include now in our mant facturing control process.
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THERMAL AND ELECTROSTATIC INITIATION OF TiH BASLD PYROTECHNICSX

12L.W. Collins
Monsanto Research Corporation

Mound Facility
Miamisburg, Ohio 45342

ABSTRACT

The thermal and electrostatic initiations of TiH based pyrotechnics
x

have been investigated to determine the material properties which in- --

fluence these processes. Controlled electrostatic sensitivity experiments

showed that the initiation reaction for TiHx/KC1O 4 pyrotechnic involved

a reaction of the fuel with oxygen gas and that the KC1O 4 chemically

interacts with the titanium to desensitize the material to electrostatic

ignition. Other factors which influence the initiation process were also

identified. As a result of these experiments, a new theory for the

electrostatic initiation of TiHl based pyrotechnics has emerged which

L relates the sensitivity to ignition to the chemistry of the titanium

oxides which coat the metal particles.

Thermal ignition of the TiHx /KClO 4 was shown to be controlled by

chemical processes associated with the titanium fuel. DTA experiments

* were correlated v;i th Auger spectroscopic measurements to demonstrate the

role of the dissolution of the oxide coating in the thermal ignition of

titanium.

*Mound Facility is operated by Monsanto Research Corporation for the

U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-ACO4-76-DPO0053.
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INTRODUCTION

Although there are several models which describe the physics of
ignition for pyrotechnic materials, there has been relatively little

effort to determine the chemistry of initiation processes. For example,

the ignition reaction for Ti/KCIO4 pyrotechnic compositions is generally

assumed to be the pyrotechnic reaction, i.e.,

2Ti + KC1 4 0 2TiO 2  + KCl.

While this seems to be a logical assumption, several observations

related to the behavior of this material exposed to different environ-

mental conditions raised questions that could not be adequately explained

by this reaction. As a result, a number of studies were performed to
P resolve tne chemical processes associated with the initiation of Ti/KClO 4

pyrotechnics. Thus far, the electrostatic and thermal initiation reac-

tions have been studied and were shown to have some common characteristics

while following different initiation mechanisms (Ref. 1-3). In this
d paper, the ignition data from these st,,dies are reconciled with a pro-

posed theory of initiation. The implications of this theory with

respect to pyrotechnic material properties are also discussed with

preliminary data which test behavior predicted by the theory.

EXPERIMENTAL

The instrumentation, experimental techniques, and material

preparation and analyses have been previously reported in some detail

(Ref. 1-3).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The nominal electrostatic sensitivities of TiHx/KCIO 4 (x 0.15,

0.65, 1.3) pyrotechnics in a fixed powder bed configuration were deter-
mited as a function of the oxygen concentration in the atmosphere
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surrounding the sample. The sensitivities of these powders were shown

to be strongly dependent on the oxygen gas concentration at low atmos-
pheric concentration levels while independent of oxygen concentration

at high levels as shown by the curves in Figure 1. The dehydriding
process used to produce the lower stoichiometry subhydrides (Ref. 4)

shifts the region of oxygen dependence toward lower concentration

I - levels. If an electrostatic insensitive material is defined as one
which will not be initiated by a 20 kilovolt pulse (Ref. 5), then the
minimum hydride stoichiomet acceptable for a "safe" blend can be

determined from the plot of hydride stoichiometry versus percent oxygen

required for initiation from a 20 KV pulse. This is done by finding
the hydride stoichiometry corresponding to the natural abundance of

oxygen in air as shown in Figure 2. Thus, stoichiometrIes of about
TiH or less should be considered to be electrostatic sensitive in0.65
air while stoichiometries above this value are considered insensitive. P

Two additional observations should be noted regarding the curves

in Figure 1. First, the oxygen dependence of the pyrotechnic blends
shows that the electrostatic initiation reaction involves the titanium

Sfuel with oxygen gas and is not the expected p> otechoic reaction with p
KC1O 4 . Secondly, the addition of KC1O 4 to TiH. acts to desensitize

the titanium/oxygen gas reaction to electrostati, ,nitiation as .now
by the consistently lower sensitivities of the blends as compared to

Stitanium subhydride alone at the higher oxygen concentrations. i

Numerous experiments were performed to determine the nature of the
desensitizing effect produced by KC10 4. Figur 3 shows the relationship

between blend ratio and electrostatic sensitivity for titanium (TiH 0 . 1 5 )
blended with KC1O4 as compared with Ti/AI203 mixtures. These curves

show that physical dilution does not seriously affect the initiation

energy for the titanium/oxygen gas reaction until the titanium/diluent

ratio falls below 1/10. Thus, the desensitization must be due to a
chemical mechanism. Table I indicates that the chemical effect is not 1

related to a particular chemical specie. There is apparently a unique
property associated with KCIO 4 and, to a lessor extent, KCIO 3 which
produces a chemical interaction with the titanium that results in a

lower sensitivity to electrostatic initiation. 0
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The electrostatic initiation of TiH and its interections withx
potassium perchlorate has been explained by considering the effects

Sof oxides in the titanium powder. The titanium powder actually con-

sists of titanium metal covered by an oxide coating which acts to

reduce its reactivity--otherwise, the material would be pyrophoric

as observed when titanium powder with a fresh metal surface is exposed

to air. This oxide then controls the accessibility of the titanium

to the oxidizer. Thus, we postulate that the chemistry of the material

is determined by the accessibility of titanium or titanium suboxides at

the surface at reactive sites or regions.

Applying the proposed model to the electrostatic initiation process, .o

the oxygen dependence at low concentrations is due to a requirement that

a minimum number of the reactive sites must have oxygen in contact for

sustained combustion to occur. The curves in Figures I and 2 then re-

flect the variations in reactive site density on the surface of the o

particle and the oxygen concentration in the atmosphere necessary to

give the minimuni number of oxidation points for ignition. Titanium

metal must have the maximum reactive site density on the surface and

therefore requires a lower oxygen concentration in the surrounding

atmosphere to achieve the minimum oxidation site requirement than the

higher hydrides which must have a low reactive site density. Variations

in the reactive site density with respect to hydride stoichiometry

n could be associated with phase changes in the material or the surface •

could be activated by the dehydriding process.

The potassium perchlorate would also interact with the titanium

oxide surface. It has been shown that titanium oxides catalyze the

thermal decomposition uf KCIO, (Ref. 6); this suggests that at elevated o

temperatures, some type of intermediate complex is formed between the

KC1O 4 and titanium oxides which provides a lower energy pathway by

which the decomposition can proceed. If this interaction also occurs

at lower temperatures, it could produce the desensitizing effect of £

KC10 4 on the ele :trostatic initiat )n of the titanium/oxygen reaction.
Table 1 shows the number of degrees by which two catalysts lower the

decomposition temperature of the oxiiters which is a measure of the

effectiveness of the metal oxide as a catalyst (Ref. 6). Those
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TABLE 1. Electrostatic sensitivities of titanium powder blended with

various oxidizers in the ratio 33 wt . fuel/67 wt % oxidizer -

and tested in a 50' 02/50% Ar atmosphere. A thermogravimetric

determination of the effect of two metal oxides on the thermal

decomposition temperature of the oxidizers is also shown for
mixtures containing 10 mole , metal oxide/90 mole % oxidizer.

Effect on Decomposition

Nominal Sensitivity Temperature, t/if
Oxidizer of blend with TiH 0 . 15  MnO 2  TiO 2

Air <1 mJ -- --

KC1O 4  12 mJ -120" -400

RbCIO <1 mJ -250 N.D.

KIO4  <1 mj -100 N.D.

KCI0- 4 mJ -850 -220

KNO 3  <1 mJ N.D. N.D.

N.D. = not detectable
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oxidizers that can be catalytically decomposed by the metal oxides

are the same ones that exhibit the desensitizing effect.

Since titanium oxides are relatively poor catalysts for the P

decomposition process, a strong catalyst MnO 2 , was added to the pyro-

technic mixture to determine its effect on the electrostatic sensi-

tivity. The addition of the MnO 2 lowered the electrostatic sensitivity

from 12 mJ to 2 mJ. This can be explained by considering a coml'ex

interaction between the KC1O 4 and titanium oxides. While this complex

produces a lower activation energy for the decomposition of KC1O 4 , it

raises the activation energy for titanium oxides or suboxides (reactive

sites) in their oxidation reactions. The addition of the strong catalyst

disrupts the Ti xOy-KClOt complex to form the more preferred MnO 2 -KCIO 4

complex. The active Tix0y regions on the surface are then free for

reaction with 02 so that the blend becomes more sensitive to electro-

static initiation.

Thermal initiation of Ti/KCIO4 pyrotechnics has also been studied

and reported (Ref. 3 and 7). It was shown that thermal initiation was

controlled by the dissolution of the oxide coating into the metal particle

with the production of active titanium species on the surface. When P

the dissolution rate became fast enough, the heat produced by the rapid

reoxidation reaction led to self-sustained reaction or ignition.

The titanium oxide coating on the particles then influences both

* the electrostatic and thermal initiation of titanium based pyrotechnics.

However, the mechanisms for the two processes are different in enough

respects to suggest that the electrostatic sensitivity might be altered

without changing the thermal initiation characteristics. The objective

of a "safe" hot wire initiated device then appears feasible if we assume

that hot wire initiation is similar to the processcs occurring in DTA

type experiments.

Based upon the proposed theory, we would like to block the active

sites to raise the electrostatic sensitivity without affecting the

dissolution process which controls the thermal initiation. As an added

benefit, blocking the active sites might also decrease the equilibrium

water adsorbed by the material since it has been suggested that these
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sites have a high affinity for water (Ref. 1). The decreased water

content should then reduce the possibility of establishing an electro-

chemical corrosion cell within a device which could lead to ignition

failures.

A batch of TiHO.65 was treated with carbon monoxide to determine

if this molecule would attach to the reactive sites to alter the surface

chemistry. The electrostatic sensitivity was decreased by about 6

kilovolts due to this treatment. The moisture level for the treated

material was 0.05 wt % which is below background for the untr-eated

material.

Since the reactive regions seem to be associated with titanium

suboxides, some TiH0 .15 powder was heated to 300 0 C in oxygen and held

isothermally for a period to determine if the surface could be more

fully oxidized. This treatment resulted in a decrease of about 5 kilo-

volts in the electrostatic sensitivity and a change in moisture content

from 0.82 to 0.57 wt %. Moisture levels were determined after exposing

the material to 60% RH at 22 0 C for five days. Thus, the preliminary

data suggests that alterations in the surface chemistry can alter the

electrostatic initiation and water aJsorption properties of the mater al.

DTA ignition was unchanged by the treatment.
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GAUGING WITH PENETRATING RADIATION
FOR NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING OF PYROTECHNICS

r)onald G. Costello

H. R. Lukens
Lewis A. Parks

Anthony P. Trippe

IRZT Cornoration
San fliego, California

ABSTRACT

Accurate measurements of thickness, density, weight, and composition of

nvrotechnics can he rapidly made through the aonlication cf the princinles of

radiation gauging. Equipment designed for automation is perfoiming continuous,

noncontact irspections and process control functions in manufacturing and load,

assemble, and pack (LAP) facilities. This paper discusses some of the considera-

tions ,,vhich influence the use of an automated penetrating radiation gauge. - -

The physical configurations most commonly used in radiation gauging include

transmission, s( -ttering, and backscattering arrangements. The incident energy of

the nonetrating radiation will depend on the material under test and the required

sensitivity for the measurement. The selection of a specific type of radiation and --

energy spectrum can generate an inspection beam which will barely penetrate a

few inches of air or will nenetrate several feet of concrete. Interaction of this

heam with the material in question causes energy to be removed from the beam by

several physical processes. Nleasurement of the scattered radiation or measure-

ment of the transmitted radiation with appropriate detectors provides the relevant

inspection or process control data.

1ild detonating fuze (:.lF) is a vital component in many aerospace designs.

',Ianmfacturincý variations strnily v alter the performance of .IF, necessitatinu a

ne-e' for a nondestructive insnection. X-rav-hased methods are nrimarilv sensitive

to the metal sneath of the ý11)F and are not capahle of directly measuring the

explosive contents. Since it is the exnlosive core that basically determines the



performance characteristics of the MDF, it is desirable to perform the inspection

with a technique inherently sensitive to this core. Thermal neutrons exhibit a -

much greater sensitivity to the hydrogen, and to a lesser degree the nitrogen, in

the exnlosive than the metal sheath. A filmless neutron gauging technique with

californium-252 as the neutron source was utilized to provide an automated MDF

gauge which continuously scans the MDF with a 2 percent precision at feed rates of

100 feet per minute.

The automated equipment for counting the number of igniter pellets in an

ignition system component is used to illustrate the application of low energy

gamma transmission techniques for 100 percent inspection of 30 mm ammunition. S
Another example discusses the design of a production-compatible, prucess control

instrument to monitor the amount of black powder on a real-time basis in a hand

fired simulator.

Other configurations for penetrating radiation gauges rely on measuring

Compton scattered gamma rays or backscattered gamma rays to determine

thickness, density, or weight. The composition of a sample can be determined in

some cases by fluorescent or prompt gamma techniques. Occasionally, a difficult

inspection problem can be solved through the use of dual gamma energy gauges

which analyze the differential signal from a sample scanned by two beams, one low

energy and one high. Dual energy gamma gauging is often effective for

discriminating between elements having significant differences in their atomic

numbers.

The selection of a radiation source to provide the desired sensitivity, the

subsequent matching of detectors and electronics to interpret the data, and the

engineering of a fully operational automated system will provide reliable, rapid

inspection and process control of pyrotechnic materials and assemblies by means of

penetrating radiation gauging.

I. PRINCIPLES AND TECHNIQUES

An isotopic radiation source is most commonly used for industrial gamma

gauges. By selecting a specific radioisotope source, (and thereby a specific type of
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radiation or specific energy spectrum), one .can generate an inspection beam which

will barely penetrate a few inches of air or will penetrate several feet of concrete.

Other factors which effect source selection are half-life, cost, and availability.

Some commonly used gamma emitting isotooes are described in Table 1. The half-

life of an isotope is the time that is required for half of the atoms initially present

in the source to disintegrate. The source size is often stated in units of the curie.10-- "
A one curie source produces 3.7 x 10 disintegrations Der second. Some isotopes

produce multiple gamma rays at each disintegration [e.g., cobalt-60 (6 0 Co) yields

two gamma rays per disintegration] and therefore the source beam sti'-ngth is

governed by the isotope type, its size, and the solid angle of collimation. An -. -

uncollimated or unshielded isotope produces gamma rays which travel away from

the source in all directions: this condition is described as a 4 radian solid angle.

Commonly, restrictive collimators are fabricated from dense materials (see

Figure 1) such that the gamma rays from an isotopic source form an inspection

beam which is described in terms of solid angle. As shown in Figure 1, any gamma

ray that does not travel in a straight line from the source to the exit of the

collimator hag a high probability of being absorbed in the shielding.

Table 1. Characteristics of Selected Radioisotopes

Half-life, Principal gamma
Isotope years enf rgies, MeV

Iron-35 2.7 0.005-0.009

Americium-24 1 433 0.060

Barium-133 10.8 0.05-0.38

Iridium-192 0.2 0.20-0.61
Cesium-137 30 0.660
Cobalt-60 5.2o 1.17-1.33 0
Radium-226 1600 0.05.-2.20

The interaction of the insoection beam with the material in question causes

some of the gamma rays to be absorbed and some of them to be scattered.

'¶casurement of the scattered gamma rays and/or measurement of the transmitted

gamma rays with appropriate detectors provides the relevant inspection data.
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Figure 1. A typical _,llimator and radioisotope source arrangement

In general, detectors convert the photons of gamma radiation into e!ectrica1

signals which can be processed by conventional circuits. Two common types oi

detectors are an ionization chamber and a crystal scintillator coupled to a

photomultiplier tube. The ionization chamber is designed to output an electrical

signal generated by the flow of electrons in a wire. The gamma rays ionize the gas

as they pass through the chamber. The flow of electrons through the detector is

proportional to the amount of ionized gas. A crystal scintillator absorbs the

gamma radiation and this excites the molecules in the crystal. As the molecules

relax to their unexcited state, they emit visible light. The Nal(TI) scintillator

crystal is very efficient for converting gamma radiation into visible light and the

wavelength of its resulting scintillation photons is well-matched to the spectral

sensitivity of common photomnuLtiplier tubes. The tube produces a burst of

electrons for each burst of photons of visible light which impinge on its photo-

sensitive face. An electronic circuit is used to measure this flow of electrons. In

this manner, gamma rays are detected by converting the gamma ray photons into a

burst of visible light photons by the crystal and then converting the light into an

electrical pulse by _.ie photomultiplier tube. An important fact, often made use of,

is that proportionality is maintained throughout this chain of events so that the

electrical pulse height is proportional to the gamma ray energy deposited in the
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scintillator crystal. This enables gamma ray spectrometry to be performed. Other

common types of gamma ray detectors are Geiger counters, proportional counters,

lithium-drifted germanium counters, and photographic film.

One common penetrating radiation technique performs gamma ray trans-

mission measurements using the typical component arrangement shown in Figure 2.

This technique measures the portion of a gamma ray beam which passes through -

the test material. This method utilizes the fact that the gamma radiation

interacts with the material in its path by scattering and/or absorption of a portion

of the incident beam. The three processes of gamma absorption and scattering are

(I) photoelectric absorption, (2) Compton scattering, and (3) pair production (an

absorption process). The degree to which each process contributes to the total

absorptior is dependent upon the gamma ray energy, the atomic number of the

absorber, and the amount of the absorber material. The attenuation of the gamma

ray beam can be described by the simple exponential law:

RT R oex ( e)"

where RT detector response to primary (unscattered) gammas with a sample in

the oath of the beam, R0 = detector response to primary gammas with no sample in

the oath of the beam, p-- linear absorption coefficient (cm- ), and x = material

thickness (cm). 'The absorption coefficient accounts for all three absorption
3

processes mentioned above. In many practical cases the density, P, (g/cm ), of the

material is often taken into account by writing the equation as:

RT = Roe -(P/P)px. (2)

In this case p/P is called the mass absorption coefficient is expressed in cm 2/g.

In order to gauge, for example, the thickness of a sheet of steel, the source is

Dlaced on one side of the sheet and the detector on the other. If the density of the

steel is 7.86 g/cm3 and the mass absorption coefficient is 0.08 cmr2 /g (assuming .

that the incident beam is generated by a cesium-137 source which produces

0.66 \leV gamma rays), by rearranging equation (2) we obtain

-In R. /R° = (0IP)Px -- 0.629x (3) 4
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where x is the steel thickness in centimeters. If the detector measured
_R° Z 10,000 counts per second (cps) before the steel entered the gauge and then

measured RT = 2,500 cps after the sheet is inserted, the transmission (RT/Ro)

would be 0.25 (or 25 percent). This results in a calculated steel thickness of 2.2

centimeters (0.87 inch). This method, using an automated system with the

necessary high speed electronics under computer control, can be used to gauge

individual steel sheet parts as they pass or can monitor the thickness of a

continuous steel strip by analyzing the variation in the transmission signal. The

system can incorporate a feedback loop so that the transmission signal is used to

keep the product within acceptable parameters.

CARTRIDGE SOURCE
CASE COLL1M.\OR

TRANSMISSION
DETECTOR

- - OETECTOR
COLLIMATOR

Figure 2. Typical transmission gauge arrangement. The cartridge
case shown here could be any object.

- .

The measurement of density by the gamma transmission principle is another

important application. Density measurements can be used to monitor the percent

solids in a liquid slurry or the ratio of two components in a two-component liquid,

solid suspension or solution, as well as in conjunction with linear flow-rate meters

to obtain mass flow rates of liquids in pipes or solids on a conveyor belt.

For density measurements, the sample thickness must be fixed since the

absorption and scattering in the sample are a function of density and thickness.
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The measurement of average HEI (high-explosive, incendiary) density in a steel

projectile is a good example of this noncontact technique. By passing the -

collimated beam of gamma rays through the longitudinal axis of a loaded, unfuzed

projectile, a measure of RT and R can again be obtained. The attenuation of the

beam is described by

- Px P x

RT Ro-e e (4)

where the subscripts s and H stand for steel and HEI respectively. The first

exponential term describes the beam attenuation due to the steel base material

( 0.25 inch) and the second describes the beam attenuation due to the HEI

material ( 4.0 inches). The mass absorption coefficients for steel and HEI are

constants as long as no drastic chemical changes occur. The density of the steel is

not expected to change from projectile to projectile. The steel and HEi

thicknesses are controlled to within small tolerances. Therefore, the measurement

of R and RT using a suitable gamma detector enables calculation ot the HFI

density, which is the only unkniown in the equation. Absolute measurement of the

average HEI density is obtained by calibrating the gauge with a standard of known

density. Relative density measurements are obtained by setting an accept/reject

threshold level against which the measured transmission value can be compared.

2. SPECIFIC APPLICATIONS

Mild detonating fuze (MDF) is a vital component in many aerospace designs. A

usual configuration of .MDF is a metallic outer sheath (0.1-0.25 inch diameter) with

a high explosive i'iner case. One application is for signal transmission under

extremely high radiation and/or electromagnetic noise environments. \lanu-

facturing variat.ons strongly alter the performance of MDF, necessitating a need

for a nondestructive inspection. X-ray-based methods are primarily sensitive t(

the metal sheath of the MDF and are not capable of directly measuring the

explosive contents. Since it is the explosive core that basically determines the A
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performance characteristics of the MDF, it is desirable to perform the inspection

with a technique inherently sensitive to this core. Thermal neutrons exhibit a

much greater sensitivity to the hydrogen, and to a lesser degree the nitrogen, in

the explosive than to the metal sheath. A filmless neutron gauging technique was

utilized to provide the real time inspection capability at high throughput rates in a

fully automated, production compatible inspection process. The MDF gauge

completely eliminates the need for human interpretation of the inspection results.

The system is configured for maximum inspection sensitivity. Californium-252 is

utilized as the neutron source. The gauge has the necessary biological shielding to

accept up to 15 milligrams of 252Cf. It uses a two-detector data acquisition

channel which views the Nr)F through a precision collimation system. A

continuous source monitor is utilized for an independent calibration of the system.

The gauge is designed so that by simply changing the guide bushings, any size of

explosive cord between 2 and 18 grains/ft can be tested. It can be operated either

in a static mode (stop and count) or a dynamic continuously scanning mode. In the

dynamic mode the gauge continuously scans the MDF with 2 percent precision at a

95 percent confidence level at feed rates as high as 100 feet per minute. Figure 3

BI I 1 I I I I I I I I . .-•

3.5

..-j. CORD SPEED 10 FT/MIN.

-XL CORD SPEED III FT/MIN.

*3.0 R S

* L__ . _I__

2.0

_ _ _ I I . I I I I L I
I D 0oo 300 400 Soo 600 700 8oo 900 1000 oo 0O

APPROXIMATE DISTANCE FROM '8" END OF CORD (FT)

RT- 14209

Figure 3. Data from a variable load MDF cord
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shows a typical output signal displaying the grains/ft of explosive (core density)

versus the distance from the end of the cord. Notice that the solid line represents -

the output at a scan rate of 10 feet per minute and the dotted line for 111 feet per

minute.

In high speed, automatic cannons (especially externally powered models) a

hangfire round will function after the breach has opened and result in damage to

the gun and other items close by. Therefore, it is important to correctly assemble

all igniter components during the ammunition loading operations. An automatic,

noncontact, penetrating radiation gauge based upon a gamma transmission con-

figuration is currently used to count the number of igniter pellets in 30 mm - -

ammunition cartridges. Missing IB-52 igniter pellets are detected and identified by

this computer controlled gauge at a rate of '45 parts per minute. Reject cartridge

cases are segregated for operator removal and disposal. Operational character-

istics of the igniter pellet inspection gauge are shown in Table 2. Cartridge cases

containing two pellets or less are rejected. Notice that the signal difference

between the two pellet reject and the normal production (three pellet) case is

approximately ten standard deviations. This separation allows for extremely

reliahle operation.

Table 2. Operating Characteristics for the 30 mm Igniter Pellet Gauge

Mean Standard Number
Signals Deviation Samples

2-pellet standard 2746 13 60
one cartridge case

3-pellet standard 2616 10 64
one cartridge case

Normal production 2636 13 40

ACounts (2-Pellet to 3-Pellet) = 130 pulses •--10 Standard Deviations

A third application involves the inspection of signal and flare simulators used

for training purposes. The two gram, black powder propelling charge ignites the

delay on the pyrotechnic candle and launches the candle/parachute assembly from

the hand held gun. If the propelling charge is lost during the loading operations,

the percussion primer output gases ignite the delay element, but are insufficient to
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launch the item. Subsequent functioning of the pyrotechnic in the hand gun can

result in serious inury to the user. The data in Figure 4 illustrates the signal

generated by a gamma transmission gauge as a function of the weight of propelling

charge in the simulator. Since visual inspection of finished simulators will not

detect missing or partially loaded propelling charges, a penetrating inspection

technique must be utilized. Normal inspection approaches might require 100

percent x-ray radiography (film) inspection of each simulator. The use of an

automated, self-calibrating, computer controlled gauge at the end of the assembly

line will prove to be a more cost effective inspection procedure.

I I I CHARGE RESPONSE,
WEIGHT I'

2.93 81.8
.95 1.7S 84.6

1.0 SO 87.3
1.25 90.0
1 .00 92.2

o .50 97.0
"- .90 Q 0 .25 98.7

DETECTOR EMPTY 100.0SSOURCE SHIELD COLLIMATOR|

.85 'T• - - -1 -

[:TUBE

WEIGHT OF PROPELLING CHARGE IN SIM.IULATOR (GRAH5)
RT-19186

:-igure 4. Gauge transmission response for propelling charge variations

A more complex penetrating radiation inspection system is under development

to insDect the high explosive (HE) filler in artilery projectiles. The Automatic -

!nspection Device for Explosive Charge in Shell (AIDECS) technique scans a shell

with a beam of radiation and observes the Compton scattering through a unique

collimating system similar to that shown in Figure 5. The hardware consists of the
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source, a beam collimator, a detector collimator, a set of radiation detectors, and

a computer for system control, data collection, and analysis. During inspection,

the projectile is inserted in the beam path and moved through a fixed scan pattern

by a mechanical handling system. Since the amount of Corrmpton scattered

radiation is directly related to discrete density zones in the projectile, the system

is capable of generating a three-dimensional data matrix representing the density

of the explosive filler. Voids are identified as zones of low density and are

classified according to their general shape, size, and location. On this basis, the

system decides shell acceptability in accordance with military specification

requirements.

NARRO%
BEAM

FOCUSING DETECTOR

R ADIATION
SOURCE PHOTOMJ

1 
TIPLI ER

TUBE

RT-19125

Figure 5. Typical scattering gauge arrangement

The AIDECS technique can be used in many other applications. In the one

described ahove, it will replace an existing film radiography inspection procedure

and eliminate the need for human interpretation and judgement. Thus, the AIF)ECS

inspection of artillery projectiles will provide more consistent and 'eliablc results

at lower costs.
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3. SUMMARY

Other configurations for penetrating radiation gauges besides transmission and

scattering arrangements rely on backscattered gamma rays to determine thickness,

density, or weight. The composition of a sample can be determined in some cases

by fluorescent or prompt gamma techniques. Occasionally, a difficult inspection

problem can be solved through the use of dual gamma energy gauges which analyze

the differential signal from a sample scanned by two beams, one low energy and

one high. Dual energy gamma gauging is often effective for discriminating

between elements having significant differences in their atomic numbers. In

several instances, this has proven to be a powerful inspection technique.

The measurement of neutron transmission or scattering can provide important

information for certain samples. A commonly used and available isotopic source of

neutrons is californium-252. IRT's portable narcotics detector is an example of

neutron gauging.

The selection of a radiation source to provide the desired sensitivity, the

subsequent rm'atching of detectors and electronics to interpret the data, and the

engineering of a fully operational, automated system are some of the high-

technology services provided by IRT Corporation. Prototype manufacture and

testing, full-scale systems fjbrication, installation to existing production machines,

and system maintenance ire typical activities performed under the broad designra-

tion of penetrating radiation gauging.
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ILLEGAL MANUFACTURE AND USE OF PYROTECHNICS

Arthur L. Cunn
Explosives Enforcement Officer
Explosives Technology Branch

Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms
Washington, DC 20226

ABSTRACT

This is a brief description of federal regulation and laws

relating to the manufacture, storage, transportation, and sale of

fireworks. A case history is presented by use of slides to show -

illegal manufacture in various geographical locations in the United

States and the slovenly way in which the manufacturing process takes

place. Also presented is a case of an accidental explosion of a

residence, where illegal fireworks were made. An eyewitness account ...
ofof te fire and explosion were filmed by a neighbor who had a camera

in hand. This one incident involved over 4 million dollars in

damage, one death, and numerous injuries. Another case history

depicts the manufacturing process and storage of illegal fireworks,

including the crude manufacturing process and almost non-existent

safety precautions.
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INTRODUCTION

The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms established in 1972 is

a federal bureau under the Department of Treasury. It combines law

enforcement, industry regulation and tax collection. One of the Bureau

of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms primary missions is the suppression and

investigation of explosives incidents and crimes including arson.

The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms assumed explosives

regulations under Title XI of the Organized Crime Control Act of 1979,

and published regulations which were effective February 12, 1971. The

status of the pyrotechnic industry under this law was unclear. Accidental

explosions and the multitude of injuries, as well as great amounts of

property damage dictated that the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms,

enforce safe storage requirements on this industry. At auout this tine the

Consumer Product Safety Commission and State and federal agencies

notified the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms of a rapid 0

profliferation in the traffic of illegal fireworks and this is the problem

I will address today.

Obviously, fireworks in general are very popular in the sense that they

are desired by Americans in large numbers. Many thousands of fireworks -0

related injuries are reported each year and the most common cause of

these injuries are misuse, principally by children under 14. The federal

government, specifically the Consumer Products Safety Commission

conducted studies, and as a result the Child Protection Act of 1966, an

amendment to the Federal Hazardous Substances Act instituted a ban on

large exploding fireworks, items such as cherry bombs, silver salutes,

and M-80's. Also, banned were mail order kits designed to build

such fireworks. This ban on the public sale of these items were •

supported by the legitimate fireworks industry because of the extremely

hazardous nature of the items. By 1976, other regulations were adopted

to limit the powder content of "Class C" or common fireworks to less

thdn 50 milligrams.

The Department of lransporttion with the help of the fireworks

industry, separated fireworks into Class B and Class C catagories. This
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regulation under the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 49 for the first

time set limits on the amounts of pyrotechnic composition that could

be in items offered for transportation in interstate commerce.

In the State of Illinois alone a fireworks plant exploded each

year between 1970 and 1973. During these years 7 persons died, 39 were

injured and many millions of dollars of property damages resulted from .

fireworks plant explosions. This is only a small example of the

magnitude of the fireworks safety problems in this country. In 1978

the criminal misuse of explosives resulted in 116 deaths, 247 injuries

and more than 2 billion dollars in property loss.

With various regulations effecting the manufacturing, storage,

transportation and sale of fireworks, injuries involving Class C items
were reduced. Unfortunately a large illegal market in Class B .-

fireworks was flourishing and clandestine illegal manufacturing plants

were making fireworks and supplying raw niaterial to individuals

throughout.the United States. This became a very significant problem in

our country due to extensive accidents and injuries, as a result of both

misuse and poor quality control. In 1978, several hundred persons were

injured with one illegal manufacture's production of M-80 fireworks

with a defective fuse. The fuse when lit had no delay and caused the

firework to explode instantly before the person using it could release
it from his hand. One of the illegal manufacturing plants of these .

devices was found to be a two story frame house with part time

employees, having absolutely no training or pyrotechnic knowledge,

constructing fireworks in the kitchen and living room areas. Over

twenty-two (22) 55 gallon drums of flash powder were stored in the
garage. An electric hot plate was used to heat coffee for theJ

workers and a small kitchen exhaust fan was utilized to remove the

explosive dust from the area. The floors and walls of the entire first

floor were covered with powder and they never had an accident in the

time they were in operation. None of the machinery used had explosion

proof motors and ordinary concrete mixers were utilized in mixing
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black powder.

This is almost typical of the type of operation that is used by

the illegal manufacturer. There exists absolutely no quality

control and no safety requirements involved in manufacture, storage

or transportation are used.
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I will now show some slides depicting some of the things I

have talked about. .4

SLIDE 1 THROUGH 22 - SMOKE COMING FROM RESIDENCE.

On St. Patricks Day 1978, a wood frame structure valued at

$'OO,O0 dollars located in an upper middle income community in the
State of Illinois was oestroyed by a fire and explosion within two

minutes. Very few neighbors expected a fireworks factory to be

situated in their own backyards.

The set of slides you are viewing were taken by a neighbor who was ...

photographing his own residence when he spotted smoke coming from a

house across the street. This entire sequence was captured on film in

three minutes. The photographers wife called the fire department and

being only a few blocks away they responded almost immediately.

Shortly after the arrival of the fire department to what first

appeared to be a small smoking fire, a loud explosion occurred and the

house started to breakup. Almost immediately a second explosion occurred

leveling the house. At this time a burning person was seen running from

the explosion. He was assisted by the firemen and removed to a

hospital where he later died of burns.

The fire and explosions caused S4 million dollars worth of damage

to the area including the loss of two fire trucks and one police car.

A followup investigation disclosed that the victim, the owner of

the house was manufacturing illegal fireworks in the basement and over

600 pounds of explosives consisting of perchlorate explosive powders

arid black powder was on the premises before the fire. The cause of

the accident was determined to be a spark from a fuse cutting machine.
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CASE STUDY OF ACCIDENTAL EXPLOSION OF
RESIDENCE WHERE FIREWORKS WERE MANUFACTURED

Slide 1. Smoke observed emanating from house.

2. Fire starting to progress.

3. Firemen arrive fro what appears to be small confined fire.

4. First explosion occurred.

5. This explosion injures firemen, damages fire truck and

police vehicles.

6. Second explosion follows.

7. House starts to explode and fall apart.

8. Fire and police personnel flee immediate area.

9. Smoke now obsuring house.

10. House completely devasted.

11. New flare up of chemicals causes smoke.

12. Fire personnel return to site to fight fire.

13. Person seen leaving ruins and smoldering.

14. Victim is observed by fire chief.

15. Victim is aided by firemen and flames on cothing are

smothered.

16. Remains keep exploding and emitting dense smoke.

17. Fire and smoke continues.

18. Fire will not remain out, keeps relighting.

19. More minor explosions occur.

20. Final smoldering ruins.

21. Aerial view of accident site.

22. Final cleanup as water turns to ice. -
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CASE STUUY OF ILLEGAL FIREWORKS
FACTORY MANUFACTURING M-80 TYPE FIREWORKS

Slide 1. Typical M-80's

2. Outer containers prior to filling.

3. M-80 is marked as smoke.

4. Typical illegal and danagerous storage.

5. Sample of typical packing.

6. Cardboard carton packaging of fireworks.

7. Sacks of M-80's,

8. Preparation trays for M-80's

9. Empty cases ready for filling.

10. Filled and sealed fireworks in storage trays.

11. Typical work area.

12. This scene depicts slovenly storage and work areas.

13. Mixing machinery.

14. Homemade mixing tub.

15. Non-explosion proof machinery (air compressor).

16. Fireworks ready for shipment.

17. Storage of 55 gallon drums of perchlorate mix.

18. Non-explosion proof hydraulic press.

19. Dirty/contaminated work area.

20. Cement mixer used to mix black powder.

21. Floor used as work area.

22. Numerous cartons filled with fireworks.

23. Outside view of building used for manufacturing site.

24. Picnic table used outside for assembling fireworks.

25. An almost neat and clean work area.

26. Flash powder covers entire inside of building.

27. Sealer for ends of fireworks drying.

28. Mlislabeled sacks of filler material. -

29. Thousands of 1-80's in drying process.

3;. Same as above (another view).

31. Powder all over interior of building.

32. Work bench covered with fireworks powder.
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33. Fuse cutting machine without benefit of explosion proof

motor.

34. Fifty-five gallon drums of fireworks mix.

35. Work bench and storage area.

36. Finished fireworks prior to packaging and shipment.

37. Filler material of corn cob grits.

38. Contaminated work area.

39. Propane torch used to melt glue for casings.
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A MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEM FOR FLARE TEST ANALYSIS

by D. R. Dillehay
Thiokol Corporation

Marshall, Texas 75670

Abstract

A test system was needed to provide rapid analysis of

data from flare tests. Data was being recorded in two band

passes on a recording oscillograph and manually reduced to

determine critical times and peaks. An inexpensive micro-

computer was installed in the test tunnel and a program

written to take the sensor data, store the values in the

computer memory and subsequently analyze the data. Complete

analysis of a flare test is now available within 10 seconds

after the flare is burned. The data are formatted and

printed with averages and standard deviations for distribu-

tion immediately after completion of testing. Cost savings

on one program amount to over $183,000 per year. -
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Background

Flare testing at Longhorn Army Ammunition Plant has

Straditionally been accomplished with strip charts , stop 0

watches, electronic integrators and manual control of start

and stop parameters. With the advent of more sophisticated

flares, test requirements have become more stringent with

"data requiring millisecond resolution and more accurate de-

"termination of peak output values. In order to meet these

requirements, data had to be taken with a recording oscillo-

graph. The oscillograph traces were taken to the Documenta-

tion Group for manual reduction for the desired parameters.

The traces were reduced by measuring displacements from the

base line and comparing with calibration steps. Reduction

of minimal data required approximately 30 minutes per test.

In addition to standard lot acceptance tests, special mix

qualification tests are run before a mix is consolidated

which resulted in a very large workload for data reduction.

The time factor for evaluation of the data necessitated much

of the work to be done on overtime. Even with overtime, it -
frequently was the second day after testing before all the

data could be analyzed, averaged, and copied onto forms for

distribution.

Experimental Results

The oscillograph trace shown in Figure 1 represents a

typical output versus time plot from a sensor. For this

particular flare program, it is necessary to determine the

time required for the output to reach a predetermined thres- J

hold level or "rise time". The time that the output remains

above the threshold level is called the "action time". For

Quality control purposes, it is desirable to determine the

"total time". It is necessary to determine the maximum or
"peak" value that occurs during the first 0.5 beconds of the
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test and the overall peak value during the test. It is pos-

sible for the overall peak to coincide with the peak in the

first 0.5 second. The time at which the overall peak occurs

must also he determined. The integral of the trace is deter-

mined to monitor the total energy output of the flare. These

values are necessary for the two different channels of data

on each flare tested representing information on output in ,

two different wavelength regions.

A TRS-80 microcomputer was available and it was decided

that the only practical way to take data and get immediate

results for production acceptance and quality control was to *

use the computer in the test tunnel itself.

Telesis Laboratories custom built an 8 bit analog-to-

digital converter with two channels for data acquisition.

The cost was about $400. The A/D converter used a signal

from the computer to trigger a read action on both channels

simultaneously. The conversion takes 800 microseconds and

the values are latched for input to the computer on command.

Figures 2 and 3 show a flow chart of the desired program

functions. The initialization routine clears memory and sets

up arrays of the proper size to handle the data. The program

then accepts input data to describe the test. These data are

responses to prompts to the operator asking for the date,

test identification (such as lot number), the number of mixes

to be tested, the quantity of flares from each mix, and test

set-up conditions. The computer program then sets up a book-

keeping system to keep track of each flare by an identifying S ..

number. Using the flare number allows the operator to test

the flares in random order, with the computer keeping track

of the data for final formatting. Calibration involves input-

ing a voltage that has been calibrated against a black body

to determine watts/steradian. The computer reads the voltage

and calculates a calibration factor in watts/steradian/volt.
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Thereafter, the input voltage multiplied by the calibration

factor yields the output in watts!steradian.
Using BASIC programming language, the computer could

not read the input ports fast enough for millisecond resolu-

tion or reduce the data in a reasonable length of time. To

solve this problem, machine language routines were written

to clear blocks of memory for data storage, read the data
into memory and then analyze the data. From the oscillo-

graph traces, it was noted that some AC signal was super-

imposed on the input lines. While this can be smoothed out
a by manual data reduction, it was felt that it could lead to

sizeable errors in the computer analysis. To improve the

quality of the trace, a 16 sample smoothing correction was

chosen. Over a 16 millisecond time period, 60 cycle noise

would complete one cycle and thus the positive and negative

portions will cancel. The program takes 16 values and aver-

ages them, and stores the value in a temporary buffer block

of memory. The program then drops one value and picks up .

the next value and averages the new set of 16 values. This

program then moves the smoothed curve back to the original

location.

Clearing the blocks of memory for data storage was sim-

ply a matter of loading each memory location with a value .

corresponding to zero input. To take the data, it was de-

termined that 8 seconds was sufficient to cover the expected

range of flare burn times. An 8000 byte block of memory was
reserved for each channel of data and an 8000 byte buffer

area was set aside to temporarily hold the smoothed curve.

To conserve the 8000 bytes of memory for each channel, it

was desired that data storage not begin until the flare ac-

tually started burning. To accomplish this, a loop is set

up by the program to check the input from Channel I and to

keep looping until the input value exceeds a set value.
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When the set value is exceeded, the program begins to sample

both channels each millisecond and store the values in memory

for 8 seconds. The set value to trigger data input was

chosen to be just slightly abcve the input noise level. When

a flare ignites, the rate of rise causes the data input to

begin not more than 1 millisecond after flare ignition. This

"is more than adequate for the current system. This technique

also permits the use of slow acting igniters, such as quick-

match and boron/potassium nitrate pellets, instead of the

more expensive electric match igniter. At the end of 8 sec-

onds, the program ruins the smoothing average on the data from

Channel 1 and then repeats the process to smooth the data re-

corded from Channel 2.

Once the data is recorded and smoothed, the program re-

turns to BASIC to check the firing results for normal data P

and to determine the exact time that the flare started to

burn. The first check is to allow for the possibility of a

misfire. Occasionally, the ignition circuit fails to func-

tion. The program reads the value stored corresponding to P

0.5 second. If the program happened to be triggered by any

external noise pulse, and took data for 8 seconds, the data

at 0.5 second would be less than some arbitrary minimun value.

If the value is less, the computer program asks if it was a

misfire. If "yes", control is returned to the program to

test again without altering the flare number or test number.

It "no", the program proceeds to analyze the data. The sec-

ond check is necessary if a noise pulse triggers the system

to ¾egin reading too soon. Finding the correct zero loca-

tions for each channel is accomplished by reading val at

intervals until the rise time threshold is exceeded. i',e

program then steps backward through the input data I milli-

second at a time until a zero reading is obtained. This

memory location corresponds to the start of incoming data

145
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At the end of testing, the program averages all the data

for each mix and prints the average and standard deviation

Ij for each parameter. The data are then printed in summary --

form by mixes for ease of review with a final listing of the

overall lot averages. A list of flares that were flagged as

not being included in the averages is also printed.

The program has been implemented and has proven to be

highly effective. A comparison of data values reduced manu-

ally from the traces with the computer values showed excel-
lent agreement. The differences noted were with experimental

W error of the manual data reduction. Approximately 10 seconds--

after testing a flare, a complete analysis of both channels

of data is presented for evaluation. Errors due to miscopy-

ing of the data are eliminated. The summary of the data is

ready for reproduction and distribution less than 10 minutes

after completion of a test. Data reduction cost savings on

one program are calculated to be over $183,000. The system

will be applied to other types of flares for additional cost

savings. In addition to direct savings in data reduction,

the immediate availability of test data provides faster re-

sponse to production problems adding incalculable savings in

the production operations.

In the future, disk drives will be added to the system

for stoiqg- of the computed values to permit correlations and

summary reports without the necessity of re-entering the data.

For reference purposes, the cost of a complete system suitable

for this analysis is aplproximately $4,000, not including soft-

ware or program cost.
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RP SMOKE PERFORMANCE MODELING USING A MICROCOMPUTER

* by D. R. Dillehay
Thiokol Corporation

Marshall, Texas 75670

Abstract

The XM-803 is an experimental 155mm red phosphorus

composition smoke round. It is loaded with 228 wedges of

RP smoke composition and air bursts over the target. The

wedges aze ignited and land on the ground and generate a

smoke cloud. To aid in evaluation of the burning rate of

the wedges, a computer simulation was written to calculate

a concentration-path length product for comparing effec-
tivity of the round with different burn rates for the

smoke composition. The effect of wind velocity on the

smoke cloud can also be studied. The computer program can

also handle other smoke rounds based on phosphorus smokes.
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Background

The experimental evaluation of smoke compositions is

tedious, time consuming and expensive. A computer simu-

lation was needed to allow rapid evaluation of performance

under different conditions and with varying burning rates.

Using this simulation, it would be possible to optimize

the burning rate to give the maximum smoke obscuration for

some minimum time requirement.

The CL product is the product of concentration of

smoke times the path length. The CL product is used in

sophisticated smoke models to determine smoke obscuration

under various lighting conditions, target contrasts, and

other external parameters. For the purposes at hand, the

assumption was made that all other factors would remain -. -

constant and only the CL product would vary. Therefore, if

the CL product is known, then obscuration would be propor-

tional.under fixed external conditions.

Experimental Results 4

From previous field tests and laboratory measurements,

it is known that the effective CL product is 2.3 gm/mr2

for phosphorus smokes. The following listing will detail

the assumptions and variables used by the computer program.
1) The round has an incoming angle of 600.

2) Height of burst can be varied from 50 to 200

meters.

3) The cylindrical load of 228 wedges expands radi-

ally during descent of the wedges. The rate of

expansion and descent velocity were chosen to give

a 148 meter circular pattern if burst at a heightj0
of 125 meters at an incoming angle of 900. This

was related to field tcst patterns.

4) An elliptical pattern of wedges is produced on the

ground due to the 600 angle. See Figure 1.
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5) Due to the angle and rate of expansion, the

wedges are more densely distributed in the pat-

tern towards the incoming direction.

6) The wedges are randomly distributed on the ground

within the density bounderies.

7) Each wedge starts to burn at a uniform linear

rate,

8) A cross wind of assignable velocity blows across

the minor axis of the elliptical pattern.

9) The smoke from each wedge follows a half-cone

pattern in the direction the wind is blowing.

10) The computer program calculates the CL product

for a 2 meter line-of-sight at 10 meter intervals

from the edge of the elliptical pattern out to

300 meters for each wedge and sums the values at

each position at 10 second intervals.

11) A plot of the CL product against distance allows

an evaluation of the obscuration front of the

pattern at a given time.

By using several patterns, it is possible to deter-

mine the expected range of variations from rounds of a

given type. This is of benefit in comparing computer

data with limited field test data.

The computer used for this simulation is a TRS-80

from Radio Shack. A system capable of running the pro-

gram and plotting the data can be obtained for less than
$4,000. Pending receipt of a printer-plotter, the data

from the computer has been copied and manually plotted

to give results comparable to Figures 2, 3, and 4. The

patterns shown in Figures 2, 3, and 4 represent 3 dif-

ferent burning rates of the wedges. The program permits - -

running the same ground pattern under different input

conditions.

This program is just getting underway to optimize

the burning rates for application to new smoke rounds
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utilizing red phosphorus smoke compositions. The use of

an inexpensive microcomputer for simulation will reduce

testing requirements and save time in program implementa-

tion.
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BLAST OVERPRESSURES FOR CONFINED EXPLOSIONS

G. F. Kinney, R. G. S. Sewell, and K. J. Graham
I)Naval Weapons Center

China Lake, California 93555

ABSTRACT

Confined explosions of combustible and explosive fuels in grain

elevators, coal mines, or ship compartments can be very damaging. The

peak overpressures that such explosions can generate have been computed

from first principles of conservation of mass and energy, and minimum

Gibbs free energy. The amounts of the various chemical species that are

present (including dissociated species) at the explosion temperature are

found by iterative methods using a small tabletop computer. The peak 0

overpressure, flame temperature, and products composition are calculated.

Computer-generated overpressures agree closely with experimental observa-

tions on confined explosions of TNT in air for a three-decade range of

fuel-air ratios.

The relative effectiveness of an explosive fuel in generating blast

overpressure is described in terms of an internal blast yield. This is

the inverse ratio of the amount of an explosive relative to some standard

Im that is required to produce the same overpressure. Two blast yields are
assigned to a given explosive--one yield for the low overpressure range and

one for the high. Blast yields are presented for representative chemical

explosives, and solid, liquid, and gaseous conventional combustible fuels.
I

CHARACTERJSTICS OF INTERNAL BLAST

Blast in an internal explosion is characterized largely by its peak

overpressure and duration of application. Confined air is suddenly warmed,

generating a pressure rise that can be quite damaging. Examples of inter-

nal blast include blast from explosions in ship compartments, dust explo-

sions in grain elevators or in coal mines, explosions of gasoline fumes

in motorboat hulls or in refinery tanks, and natural gas explosions in L
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kitchens or in entire buildings. Internal blast may also account for the

mysterious disappearance of an oil tanker at sea.

Maximum peak overpressures in internal explosions occur for the -

special case of (1) no venting effects, and (2) adiabatic conditions with
no cooling effects by heat transfer to confining walls. Such maximum peak
overpressures are the subject of this paper.

Internal blast from explosions with conventional fuels is a direct -

result of a simple combustion process. Explosive fuels, however, differ
somewhat in that an initial detonation sets up a transient explosive shock,
one that is quickly dissipated and can often be neglected in the overall -

energy effects. For explosive fuels that are also oxygen-deficient (e.g.,
TNT), the initial detonation is followed by combustion in an afterburn; it
is the combined detonation-combustion reaction that generates internal blast.
For explosive fuels that are oxygen-rich (e.g., nitroglycerin), there is

no afterburn; internal blast is only a result of the warming effect of a

detonation.

With conventional fuels the internal blast overpressure reaches a
maximum at a fuel-air ratio that corresponds to optimum utilization of the
oxygen present. Less fuel leaves unused oxygen, while more fuel does not
give any increased energy release. Excess fuel serves only to increase
the amount of products to be warmed, and the reduced temperature rise that
results gives a decrease in developed overpressure. The characteristic

maximum overpressure for conventional fuels (ca. 10 bars) contrasts with
the behavior of explosive fuels that carry their own oxygen; developed

overpressures for explosive fuels increase monotonically with the amount

of the fuel.

In an internal explosion, after the peak overpressure is attained, a

quasi-exponential pressure-decay phase is caused by cooling effects of
confining walls and by gas leakage due to venting. This decay effect is
relatively slow compared with rates that ordinarily occur after detonations
in the unconfined atmosphere. The decay, however, causes the pressure to
approach an equilibrium value that for vented explosions is also the

ambient. For non-vented explosions, this equilibrium pressure can be
greater than ambient if additional gas volume is created.
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The slow pressure-decay rates for internal explosions lead to rela-

tively long overpressure duration times that are perhaps as long as a

major fraction of a second. The time integral of the blast overpressure

is the blast impulse per unit area. Blast impulse can be an important

factor in blast damage capability (Ref. 1).

THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

"Efforts to describe internal blast mathematically date back to at

least 1945, when the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (Ref. 2) suggested

an empirical equation

P = 3000(W/V) (1)

in then acceptable units of overpressure (AP) in pounds per square inch,

mass of explosive (W) in pounds, and confined volume of air (V) in cubic

feet. In modern metric units of bars, kilograms, and cubic metres, this

can be written as

"AP= 13(W/V) (2)

U The metric pressure unit is the bar, defined in terms of SI units as
lO pascals (newtons per square metre), or as one-tenth of a megapascal.

One bar corresponds to a pressure of 14.5 psi, approximately that of the

ordinary atmosphere. The units of the term (W/V) of the equation, kilo-

3 grams per cubic metre, are almost identical with ounces per cubic foot.

Overpressures computed through Equation 2 for internal explosion with
TNT in air are shown in Figure 1. Also shown are experimetal values for

ordinary sea level conditions (Ref. 3). Rough agreement is indicated.

An equation for internal blast overpressure has been derived using

the ideal gas law, but ignoring many complicating effects (Ref. 4). This

equation states that for adiabatic nonvented conditions the overpressure

(pounds per square inch) is -

AP 8.8(H/V) (3)

where the term (H/V) is the heat of combustion in kilocalories per cubic
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FIGURE 1. Internal Blast Overpressures
for TNT-Air Explosions.

foot of product gases. In metric units of the bar and the joule per cubic

metre, this equation becomes

AP = 10- 5 (k - l)(H/V) (4)

where k is the ratio of heat capacities for the confined gas (taken as 1.4,

as for air at room temperature). Derivation of this equation ignores the

effects of chemical dissociations in the flame, the effects of gases

formed in the explosion, and the effects of temperature on heat capacity.

Equation 4 may thus greatly overstate internal blast overpressures, par-

ticularly for explosions with appreciable fuel-air ratios (Figure 1).

An alternative approach to internal blast is afforded by thermodynamics.

A rigorous thermodynamic analysis of internal blast takes into account the

complicating effects of chemical dissociations that set an effective

ceiling on both explosion temperature and blast overpressure. Combustion

products at mechanical, thermal, and chemical equilibrium must be con-

sidered in this analysis.
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THERMODYNAMIC CALCULATION OF INTERNAL BLAST

OVERVIEW

With internal blast, considering both conventional and explosive fuels

composed of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, and oxygen, and including argon

from the air, there are five types of atoms in the products. These prod-

ucts involve 12 (or more) different chemical species including unstable

- ones such as hydroxyl and monatomic hydrogen, monatomic oxygen, and mona-

tomic nitrogen. To characterize 12 species, 12 independent relations are

required. Five of these are provided by the law of conservation of mass,

one for each type of atom. The seven additional relations are obtained

through the second law of thermodynamics where the minimum Gibbs free

energy restriction is utilized in the form of chemical equilibrium con-

stants. These form 12 simultaneous nonlinear algebraic equations that

can be solved by a simple heuristic method that is aescribed below, and

for which a tabletop computer is quite suitable.

To determine blast overpressure in an internal explosion it is neces-

sary to knlow the explosion temperature and conposition of products at that

temperature. To determine explosion temperature, the conservation of

energy princiole is utilized. The energies involved must include both

thermal energies associated with temperature and chemical energies associ-

ated with chemical ccmposition. When these are known, the blast overpressure

is computed through the ideal gas law.

CONSERVATION OF MASS RELATIONS

The conservation of mass principle is utilized in terms of individual

elements. Thus all carbon in the products system is supplied by the fuel

and can be expressed as the number of moles of carbon atoms. aC. This

equals tne sum of the number of moles of carbon dioxide, CO2, and carbon

monoxide, CO, in the products; i.e., aC = C02 + CO, where a chemical

formula is used to indicate the number of moles of a designated species.

This type of equation is identified as a material balance. Similarly the

material balance for hydrogen atoms, aH' equals twice the number of moles

of water vapor, plus twice that for molecular hydrogen, plus that for
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monatomic hydrogen and hydroxyl OH. Such material balances for the five

chemical elements are written as f lows:

Carbon aC = CO2 + CO (5)

Hydrogen a H = 2H20 + 2H2 + H + OH (6)

Oxygen a0 = 2C0 2 + CO + H20 + 202 + 0 + OH + NO (7)

Nitrogen a N = 2N2 + N + NO (8)

Argon aA = Ar (9)

These material balances represent five of the required 12 relations;

the remaining seven are obtained from free energy consideration.

GIBBS FREE ENERGY RELATIONS

The second law of thermodynamics states that a closed c'stem in

equilibrium at uniform pressure and temperature shows a minirr , in its

total Gibbs free energy. The same rules apply to the quas 1c situa-

tions with internal explcsions. Gibbs free energy values for particular

species are conveniently expressed in alternative form as equilibrium

corsta I of formation; data are available in sources such as the JANAF

thermochemical tables (Ref. 5). These tabulated data are readily con-

verted into conventional thermodynamic equilibrium constants, and in turn

into working equilibrium constants in terms of mole numbers, •

The seven mole-number relations required here and obtained by Gibbs

free energy considerations are shown below. In the chemical equation to

the left, a chemical formula identifies a specific component in a mixture

at chemical equilibrium. In the equilibrium constant equations to the

right, a chemical formula represents the number of moles of that component

present in the equilibrium mixture.

Dissociation of carbon dioxide:

CO2 =CO + 10O2 : =CO x 02 /CO2  (10)
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Dissociation of water vaDor:

H 20 = H2 + ½02 K n H 2 X 02 /H2 0 (11)

Formation of monatomic hydrogen:

½H2 = H K = H/H22 (12)

Formation of monatomic oxygen:

S= 0 Kn = 0/02½ (13)½02

Formation of hydroxyl:

H2 +02 OH OH/ 02!1 x H2  (14)

Formation of nitric oxide:

2 +½N2 + ½02 K n = NO/ N2 X 0 2 (15)

Formation of monatomic nitrogen:

N N 2 = N/N (16)2 ~ n 2

Numerical values for a mole number equilibrium cons-ant K depend on

the species involved, the temperature, and the volume of the system. In

principle such extensive equilibrium data could be stored in the memory

of a large computer and utilized as required. The needed tabulations can
U be condensed into relatively simple algebraic equations for the (logarithm

of the) equilibrium constant of formation as a function of absolute temper-

ature I. Thus

log 10 .9 A + 31/(14+c) (17)

where constants A and 3 are essentially those of the classic van't Hoff

equation, and constant .;', a curvature constant, provides for small dis-

crepancies between experimental and van't Hoff values. Constants of

Equation 17 are tabulated in Reference 6 for the seven chemical equilibria

in the internal blast generated by C-H-N-O fuels. The temperature range

for these is from 4000 K, well above the temperatures of ordinary explo-

sions, down to 1500 K, a quench temperature below which rearrangement
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reactions for explosion products are so sluggish that chemical equilib-

rium may not be attained.

DETERMINATION OF EQUILIBRIUM COMPOSITIONS

Twelve simultaneous equations for defining the equilibrium composi-

tions described above (five linear material balances and seven nonlinear

equilibrium expressions) are to be solved. Many methods for solution,

some of them quite elegant, have been suggested. A relatively simple

heuristic method of successive approximation, where each approximation

seeks to improve on previous ones, is utilized here. The advantage of

this method is that it can be adapted to manual solution and is also

readily programmed for a small computer.

The iterative calculation begins with the nominal composition obtained

through material balance considerations. Then the program computes, through

equilibrium constant expressions, the amount of other species (the minor

components) that would be in chemical equilibrium with these nominal species

(the major components) at the assigned temperature. The amounts of major

components are corrected for minor components by using the material balance

equations. The minor components are then recomputed, the major components .

recorrected, and so on, until all requirements for equilibrium have been
met as shown by identical successive results in the computation.

The iteration depends on whether the products mixture is oxygen-rich

(the nominal products contain molecular oxygen) or oxygen-deficient (they .

contain molecular hydrogen or carbon monoxide or both). The calculations

combine a material balance/equilibrium expression such as the one obtained

by combining Equations 6 and 11. The number of moles of water vapor pres-

ent is expressed as

H2 0 = T02/(•. + 02;) (18)

where

'H - H - OH
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i.e., the number of hydrogen atoms available for the water vapor equilib-

rium. Such combined expressions have mathematical advantages because

possible negative answers are avoided for amounts present. Further details

are available in Reference 6.

When products composition has been determined, a blast overpressure

can be computed from the known volume of the system and its assigned tem-

perature by use of the ideal gas law. This overpressure, however, is not

necessarily the riaximum for that internal explosion. This maximum for non-

vented explosions corresponds to adiabatic conditions where the energy of

the products just equals that for the original fuel and air. Hence to

ascertain this maximum, energy considerations become involved.

CONSERVATION OF ENERGY RELATIONS

The measure for energy effects in a system at a specified volume is

the system's internal energy (Ref. 7), a thermodynamic item that differs
from the energy item usually encountered--the enthalpy ("heat content").

Two rather different types of internal energy are involved: one thermal in

nature, the other chemical. The thermal aspect is associatea with tempera-'' ture and heat capacity; the chemical aspect is associated with chemical

composition. These two diverse aspects can, however, be combined into a

single term if they relate to a common basis. The basis selected for com-

putations is the elements in their ordinary form at a reference temperature

* of 25°C and pressure of the standard atmosphere (but pressure level is
relatively immaterial for thermal items). On this basis, an element is
assigned a chemical energy of zero, and its energy is given rather simply

as the temperature integral of its heat capacity. A compound such as carbon

dioxide (or an element not in its ordinary form such as monatomic oxygen)
shows both this thermal aspect and an additional chemical aspect known as

energy of formation. The total energy for such a material becomes the sum

of these two separate aspects.

I

Chemical Energy 
k

The chemical energy aspect for a constant volume system is given by
the internal energy of formation, which by definition is the internal energy

16
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change for the formation reaction. This item is not directly available for

most materials. It can, however, be obtained indirectly by standard thermo-

chemical methods from data such as heat of combustion as provided in stand-

ard sources for conventional fuels (Ref. 8) and for explosives (Ref. 9).

Tables listing internal energies of formation for many of the fuels

that are important here are available in Reference 6.

Thermal Energy

The thermal component of an internal energy, the temperature integral

of the heat capacity at constant volume, must relate to the selected refer-

ence temperature of 250C. The pertinent interval for integration then

becomes that from 250 C to the actual temperature for fuel, air, or explosion

products, respectively.

Data on heat capacity for many fuels, particularly ones in a condensed

phase, may not be readily available. Heat capacity may often be adequately

approximated by the Kopp rule for additive atomic constants. These constants

have been evaluated for metric units and are given in Reference 6. The

values pertain to temperatures near room temperature, and within their
inherent uncertainties apply to both constant volume and constant pressure

conditions.

Ordinary air contains 78-mol-', nitrogen, 21-mol-, oxygen, and l-mol-%

argon. It is a diatomic ideal gas and at temperatures near 25"C its heat

capacity at constant volume has the classic value of c 5/2 1?. In metric

units the gas law constant is 8.31434 J/(mol'K), so that the molar heat

capacity for air at constant volume becomes

5/2 x 8.314 = 20.8 J/(mol-K) (19)

The number of moles of air, ;-, can be found by the ideal gas law with

B/P,/. Since no chemical item is involved, the total internal energy

for air at temperature T in kelvins and relative to the elements at 250C is

= 20.8 (: - 298)n (20)
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- The gaseous products from combustion-explosion reactions show heat

* capacities that are conveniently described by three coefficient equations

(Ref. 10). These thermal items can be combined with pertinent chemical

items, the internal energies of formation, to give a four-coefficient

equation for the (total) internal energy for each component, relative to

the elements at 25°C. Thus

S- E 0 = a + bT + cT2 + d/T (21)

where E0 is the standard internal energy per mole at temperature T and a,

b, c, and d are arbitrarily selected coefficients. The four coefficients

for this equation have been evaluated for the 12 components from data of

the JANAF tables for the temperature range 500-4000 K (Ref. 5). These are

tabulated in Reference 6. The total energy for a products mixture is then

a summation of individual values per mole times the number of moles of each

component present.

ADIABATIC COMBUSTIONS

The total energy of the products (sum of chemical plus thermal) just

I equals that for the original fuel plus air at the adiabatic flame tempera-

ture of a combustion-explosion reaction. A trial value for products tem-

perature is assumed for computation of this flame temperature. Then by

iteration, as described above, an associated equilibrium composition and

._ internal energy of products for this assumed temperature are computed.

Successive trial values for temperature are selected until the desired

equality for the internal energies is found.

Given the adiabatic flame temperature, peak products pressure (for

a nonvented internal explosion) can be computed by the ideal gas law

P! = (r,/M)RT where m is the total mass of fuel plus air, and :, is the

apparent formula mass for the products. Blast overpressure is then

obtained by subtracting the ambient atmospheric pressure.
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RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS FOR INTERNAL EXPLOSIONS WITH TNT I .-I
The conventional explosive TNT (formula C7H5 N306 ) also serves as a

reference for explosives in general. In an internal explosion, TNT acts

as an explosive fuel where its inherent oxygen content supplements that

of the air and so may supply a substantial proportion of the oxygen for

the combustion-explosion reaction. Results of calculations for internal

explosions of TNT/air are reported below. - 1
OVERPRESSURES

Overpressures generated in internal explosions with TNT are shown

graphically in Figure 2 for overpressures in bars (1Os pascals) over a

three-decade range of TNT-air ratios (in kilograms of TNT per cubic metre

of air at 25°C and 1 bar). Also shown are the experimental results

(Ref. 3). The agreement obtained is gratifying and leads to confidence

in the thermodynamic computations. ,
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FIGURE 2. Computed (solid line) Versus Exper-'nental(points) overpressures for TNT-Air Internal Explosions.
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Both calculated and experimental results for internal explosions with

TNT show a point of inflection at an intermediate fuel-air ratio, although

this was not recognized in the original report of these experiments. --

Beyond this point fuel-air ratios are such that the primary reaction is a

detonation where increasing overpressures result largely from formation of

additional gases. Below this inflection point the air provides sufficient

oxygen so that combustion effects in the afterburn contribute to the over-

all temperature rise and resulting pressure increase.

FLAME TEMPERATURES

Computations for internal blast overpressure also allow for other

characteristics of the blast. Figure 3 shows adiabatic flame temperatures

for the combined combustion-explosion reaction of TNT in air at 25°C and

1 bar for a wide range of TNT-air ratios. These temperatures are appreci-

ably higher than those for constant pressure conditions.

In contrast with pressures for internal blast with TNT, which increase

monotonically with fuel-air ratio, the blast temperature curve for TNT

reaches a maximum at about 3055 K at a TNT-air ratio of about 0.7 kg/mr3 .

4000.

M 3000.

a:0
I-

W 2

0 4.

0 "1.0 2 0 3.0 4.0

MASS-VOLUME RATIO, kgrm
3

FIGURE 3. Temperatures in Internal Blast
With TNT-Air Explosions.
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This ratio lies between the C02-H2 0 and the CO-H 20 stoichiometric reference

points for TNT and is close to the fuel-air ratio at the point of inflection

in the overpressure curve. This temperature maximum corresponds to a

maximum utilization of oxygen in the afterburn.

PRODUCTS FORMULA MASS

Chemical dissociations at high temperatures give products such as mon-

atomic oxygen and hydrogen and reduce the overall formula mass for the

products mixture. The formula mass for these products decreases as much

as 10% at high temperatures. The corresponding increase in the number of

moles of gases present can make an appreciable contribution to blast over- - -
S|

pressures.

PRODUCTS COMPOSITION

The extent of chemical dissociation in the products of an internal

explosion with TNT is shown in Figure 4. Composition of products versus

the TNT-air ratio (logarithmic scales) is plotted. Maximum dissociation
occurs in the general region of the C02-H2 0 and the C02 -H2 stoichiomnetric

reference points and at approximately the fuel-air ratio for peak adiabatic

temperature. In general any particular product of dissociation is present

only in a small amount, but together these dissociations have substantial

influence on products temperature because of their pronounced endothermic

nature.

RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS FOR OTHER EXPLOSIVE FUELS -

OVERPRESSURES

Explosive fuels generally show internal explosion overpressures similar

to those for TNT--overpressures that increase monotonically with fuel-air

ratio. The more highly oxygenated fuels require less oxygen from the air

for complete reaction and consequently show lesser afterburn effects.

Overpressures developed in internal explosions with many explosive

fuels, both oxygen-rich and oxygen-deficient, have been computed for a wide
range of fuel-air ratios with air initially at 1 bar and 25'C (Tables 1 and

2). For these explosive fuels the overpressure always increases with the

fuel-air ratio, but actual overpressures depend on the type of fuel. A

characterization of this aspect of internal blast follows.
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FIGURE 4. Composition of Products for Internal
Explosions With TNT-Air Mixtures.

INTERNAL BLAST YIELDS

S• In the low overpressure range, the overpressures developed by a given

fuel-air ratio of PETN are less than those for TNT. The internal blast

yield for PETN is therefore defined to be less than that for TNT. Such
internal blast yields are conveniently expressed relative to TNT, an ex-

plosive with a definite chemical formula and reproducible characteristics.
The internal blast yield for PETN in the low overpressure range is only

52% of that for TNT on a mass basis; i.e. 52 grams of TNT give the same

internal blast overpressure as 100 grams of PETN (in the low overpressure
range). On a volume basis where relative density must be taken into

account, the yield for PETN is 567a of that for TNT; i.e., 56 cm3 of TNT
give the same internal blast as 100 cm3 of PETN (in the low overpressure

range, which corresponds to explosions in a relatively large volume of air).
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Internal blast yields can readily be assigned by a graphical method

that utilizes plots of blast overpres-sure versus logarithm of the fuel-air

ratio. The plots for the two materials are superimposed so that overpres- --

sures in the range of interest closely coincide. The relative internal

blast yield for this range of overpressures is then given as the inverse

ratio of the two corresponding fuel-air ratios.

Blast yields relative to TNT for a large number of explosive fuels are

given in Table 3. Two values are included for each of these explosive fuels,

one for the low overpressure range (on the order of 5 bars) and one for high

overpressures (20 to 30 bars). These two values may be quite different.

In the low overpressure range, the yield includes contributions from

the afterburn effect, which can be quite significant for oxygen-deficient

explosives. At low overpressures an oxygen-deficient explosive fuel with

substantial afterburn effects (dinitrotoluene, for example), can generate

a more damaging internal explosion than an oxygen-rich explosive such as

mannitol hexanitrate.

The higher overpressures generated in internal explosions with explo-

sive fuels result primarily from detonations, and so are little influenced

by the afterburn. An explosive fuel with hign oxygen content does not

utilize all its oxygen, and the excess oxygen is simply a diluent that

reduces the yield in the higher overpressure range. Maximum internal

blast yields in the high overpressure range are obtained from explosive

fuels that are approximately balanced in oxygen.

RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS FOR INTERNAL EXPLOSIONS

WITH CONVENTIONAL COMBUSTIBLES

OVERPRESSURES

Ove'rpressures generated in the internal blast for three conventional

fuels--benzene, JP-4 (a hydrocarbon fuel with an empirical formula, C9 H1 7 ),

and ethylene oxide--are plocted as a function of fuel-air ratio (Figure 5).

The corresponding curve for the explosive fuel TlT is incliuded for compari-

son. All the curves for three conventional cornbustibies show a maximum

overpressure on tie order of 9 to 1i bar-s that characteristically lies
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TABLE 3. Internal Blast Yields.

Yield, %TNT

Formula Name At low overpressures A! high overpressures

By mass By volume By moss By volume

A Pure Explosives

CH3 NO 2  NM. Nitromethane 71 49 120 93

CH9N 9  TAZ, Triaminoguanidine azide 91 79

C3 H 5 N3 0 9  NG, N,troglycerin 40 39 97 94

C3 H6 N 6 0 6  RDX. Cyclonite, cyclotrimethylene- 63 65 111 115

trrflit!amine

C4 HBN 8 08  HMX, Cyc:oletramethylenrveira ,- 1 70 115 132

nitramine

C5 H8 N4 0 12  PETN. Pentaery thrrtoltet ranirate 52 56 103 110

C6 N 6 0 1 2  HNB, Hexanitrobenzen,. 48 57 94 112

C6 HN 5 0 10  Pentantrobenzene 55 64 107 123

C6 H2 N 4 0 8  Tetranilrobenzene 68 74 118 129

C6 H3 N 3 0 6  1 NB. 1.3, 5 Tirmitrobenzene 83 85 115 b118

C6 H4 N 2 04  DNB. 1. 2D-,mtrObenrene 109 103 81 78

(C6 HTN 3 0 1 1), NC, Celuiose trnitrate, 14 1% 57 58 100 102

nit roger.

IJ
C6 H8 N6 0 18  Mannitol hexanitrave 41 43 89 93

C 7 HSN 3 0 6  TNT. 2,4, 6-Triniltrototuen. 100 100 100 100

C 7 H5 N 5 0 8  Tetryl. 2,4. 6 Tr,n,tiophenvIrfipthyl. 78 82 115 121
nitramrine

C 7 H 6 N 2 0 4  ONT 2. 4-Dinitrotoluene 127 102 6"- 54

C1 2 H4 NgO 8  TACOT, Tetrantro-1, 2. 5.6 tetra- 91 102 122 137

zadibenzocyc looctatet rache

C 12 1-H6 N 8 0 1 2  DIPAM. 3, 3-Diamino-2. 2 , 4.4', 78 85 103 112

6. 6'.hexanirobiphenyM_

B Explosive Mxtuies

Camp. B-3 75 75 117 116

Cyclotol 56/38 87 89 111 113

Cyclotol 75/25 71 74 125 130

LA 01 66 49 114 132

- Octol 75,'25 69 76 120 132

PBX-9007 78 80 125 128
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bet~entheCO2- 2 0 and the CO-H 20 stoichiometric reference points. The
two hydrocarbon fuels, benzenie and JP-4, show typical behavior even though

I neir hydrogen-carbon ratios are ati-ite different. Ethylene oxide (C H-H.0),
an oxygen.-containina fluel, also shows a maximum in its overpressure

but one that is broader and that occurs at an appreciably greater fue i-air
ratio. This is a colisequence of the diluting effect of oxygen in tL-hu mol-

* cule. For some purposes the greater mass of ethylene oxide required to
achiieve a maximum blast overpressure can be -disadvantage, while the
broad range for high overpressures can be ar advarage.

The internal blast behavior of selected conventional fuels is summar-
ized in Tables 4 and 5 for initial conditic,-s with air at 1 bar anid 25'C.
The maximum overpres,,ure that each fuel can gener~te in cuwi~ned air is
sh-own along with the required fluel-air tatio. The tables also show rnaAi-

mujm flame temperatures and Lhe associated fuel-air ratio. 1;, gueneral the
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fuel-air ratio for maximum temperature is approximately that for maximum

blast overpressure. This is to be expected because at lesser ratios some

of the available oxygen is not utilized, while at greater ratios any excess

fuel contributes only to the mass of products to be warmed and gives reduced

temperature and pressure rises.

The flame temperatures given in Tables 4 and 5 for combustions at

constant volume are appreciably greater than those for constant pressure

conditions, since (1) the heat capacity at constant volume Is less than

that at constant pressure so that a given energy release produces a greater

temperature rise, and (2) the chemical dissociations in the flame are
partially suppressed by the higher pressure conditions of constant volume.

SUMMARY

Confined explosions such as those in grain elevators, coal mines, or
ship compartments can be very damaging. The peak overpressures that such

explosions can generate have been computed from first principles of con-
servation of mass, conservation of energy, and minimum Gibbs free energy.

The amounts of the various chemical species that are present, including

* those resulting from chemical dissociation in the products mixture at

explosion temperature, are found by using iterative methods. This iteja-
tion is readily performed on a small tabletop computer. The peak over-

pressure is then found by the ideal gas law from produ,.ts composition and
Stemperature. Other items such as formula mass and heat capacity for the

products can also be determined. Computed overpressures agree closely
with experimental observations on confined explosions of TNT in air for a

three-decade range of fuel-air ratios.

Peak overpressures have been comp'ted for a large number of confined
explosions with explosive fuels, both pure chemical explosives and mixtures

of these, and for a wide ranne of fuel-air ratios. They pertain directly

to nenvented adiabatic explosions that occur so rapidly that there is little
time 1,,r gas leakage or for heat transfer effect5. These overpressures

increase monotnnically fron very Iov values at low fuel-air ratios up to

more than 70 bars at high fuel-air ratios (Tables 1 and 2).

1751
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The relative effectiveness of an explosive fuel in generating blast

overpressure can be described in terms of an internal blast yield. This

is the inverse ratio of the amount of an explosive relative to some stand-

ard, here taken as TNT, that is required for producing the same overpressure.

These yields depend on both the type of explosive and the fuel-cir ratio.

Thus oxygen-deficient explosives in the low fuel-air range show pronounced

afterburn effects that contribute to the pressure rise. But in the high

fuel-air range, relatively less oxygen is available and afterburn is less
important. Also, for oxygen-rich explosives afterburn effects are not

pertinent. Considerations such as these make it possible to correlate the

chemical structure of an explosive with the internal blasts it can generate. -

These considerations also indicate that two different internal blast yield

valaes should be assigned to a given explosive--one yield value for the

low overpressure range and one for the high. These yield pairs are given

in Table 3 for representative chemical explosives and explosive mixtures.

Internal explosions with ordinary combustibles such as fuel oil, coal

dust, or starch can also be important. For these explusions the maximum
adiabatic overpressures attainied are on the order of 8-10 bars, at a

definite fuel-air ratio that characteristically lies between the C02 -H20

and the CO-HF20 stoichiometric reference points. At fuel-air ratios below

the nmaximum overpressure there is unutilized oxygen from the air, and above
it the extra fuel acts only as material to be warmed, depressing the tem-

perature rise and associated pressure rise. Maximum adiabatic overpressures, _
along with Esoci.ated flame temperatures and fuel-air ratios, are given
for a number of liquid and solid combustibles in Table 4 and for combusti-

ble gases in Table 5. Values at the lower and upper explosive limits are

also included in TDle 5. Blast yields relative to benzene (for liquids

and solids) or relative to methane (for gases) are also tabulated.
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SOLUTIONS FOR RESISTANCE-AFTER-FIRE PROBLEMS

IN AN ELECTRIC MATCH*

By

A. A. Heckes and A. P. Montoya
Initiating and Pyrotechnic Components Division

Sandia National Laboratories
Albuquerque, New Mexico -

Abstract

Current leakage in an electric match after firing is a

problem if it drains power that can be used elsewhere or if

it induces unwanted fluctuations in other electrical circuits.

This paper describes two novel techniques which significantly

reduce the RAF sensitivity of a Ti/KCZO4 loaded electric

match which is used to ignite the pyrotechnic materials in

a thermal battery. In the first technique, a thin (less than

10 um thick) film insulator, such as Parylene** or SiO2 , is

vapor deposited within the match cavity prior to the loading

the pyrotechnic. The insulator tends to smooth the cavity

surface as an aid to ejection of firing residues and to decrease

the exposed metal surface area to prevent pin-to-pin short

circuits. The second technique involves placing a length

of heat shrinkable tubing on the match so it extends from

the output end so that the shrink tubing is activated by

the heat of the match and the thermal battery when fired.

The shrinkage of the tubing effectively decreases the cross-

secticnal area for mass and heat transf~r from the battery

back into the match.

*This work was supported by the U. S. Department of Energy.

"*Trademark of Union Carbide Corporation.
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SOLUTIONS FOR RESISTANCE-AFTER--FIRE PROBLEMS

IN AN ELECTRIC MATCH

I. INTRODUCTION 0

Electrically actuated, pyrotechnic, fire-starting

devices are known by the various names of electric matches,

squibs, igniters (ignitors), and initiators. All names are

synonyms for the purposes of this discussion as all function

through the action of electrical heating of a resistive

bridgewire to ignite a pyrotechnic charge so that ignition

may be subsequently transferred to other reactive materials.

The bridgewire is connected between two electrical leads

which are separated from each other by an insulator. The

insulator is usually located at the base of the pyrotechnic

charge and makes up at least part if not most of the match 0

body.

The preferred mode of operation for the electric match

is that, after ignition transfer is achieved, the bridgewire

and pyrotechnic "disappear" to give an open electrical

circuit which serves to indicate that the unit has functioned.

If the resistance after firing, as measured between the

electrical leads, is not truly infinite so that a partially open

3- circuit exists, then the resistance should be sufficiently

large that an insignificant current flows with applied

voltages similar to those used to fire the match.

A nroblem condition of low resistance-after-fire (RAF)
exists when conductive materials are retained hetween the

match leads (pin surfaces) after the match has been fired

so that a significant current continues to flow. The

current that is needlessly drawn tends to deplete the

energy contained in the power supply or to nlace deman!.

loads on the power supply sc that it cannot perform other
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required functions. When the RAF problem is intermittent

or noisy in character, the pulsations are capable of

inducing unwanted fluctuations in other electrical compo-

nents such as oscillators, amplifiers, transistors, trans-

ducers, and switches.

Techniques to decrease or eliminate RAF problems are

required in order to be able to upgrade electrical matches

with otherwise excellent firing characteristics but only

marginal to poor RAF properties. For maximum effectiveness

P the technique used to improve RAF should not affect the -

end use and cause minimal changes in the firing characteris-

tics of the match. Several such techniques have been

investigated and found to be effective. Consequently,

adaptation of these techniques may prove effective in other

pyrotechnic devices with RAF problems.

II. Discussion

1. General

A low resistance RAF problem was encountered at Sandia

National Laboratories where an electric match used to ignite

the pyrotechnic heat source of a thermal battery gave

unacceptable failure rates. The match, shown in Figure 1,

gave after-fire current leakages of 10 mA or more in up to

6n percent of the battery test firing experiments and over

250 mA, which was a failure, in up to 2 percent of the

experiments.

The match was loaded with 10 mg of Ti/KCZO4 pyrotechnic.

A standard 1 ohm, 1 watt no-fire bridgewire was used. The

lead wires were nickel plater- Kovar which were silver brazed

in place. The match body was composed of AZ 2 0 3 ceramic

which had been tungsten metallized and nickel plated. Match
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closure consisted of a Teflon disc pressed against the

powder face and sealed with RTV silicone rubber. -

The conditions that caused the RAF problem were

defined by trial and error experimentation. The investi-

gation indicated that the failures were caused by high

temperatures plus the deposition of residues from both the

match and the battery between the pins of the match.

Initial experimentation was performed in the apparatus

shown in Figure 2. It was designed with removable parts so

that various volumes within the battery could be simulated.

The early experiments showed that varying the degree of

confinement of the output from the match did not produce

RAF even when the match was fired at elevated temperatures

up to 300*C which were representative of battery equilibrium

temperatures. Conversely, elevated temperature battery

firings had increased the severity of the RAF.

Only after the test fixture was modified so that the

match ignited a quantity of the thermal battery Fe/KCZO4

pyrotechnic was any electrical conductance observed. Even

then, the RAF condition was of a different character that

observed in battery experiments. Finally, when small

quantities of the thermal battery cell stack materials

were added in the form of LiCk, LiCZ/KCZ electrolyte, and/or

DEB (depolarizer/electrolyte/binder) material, then the

RAF conditions of the battery experiments were simulated.

See Figure 3. These battery simulation experiments gave

conditions more severe than those in actual batteries

because the failure rate was now 100 percent for unprotected

matches. The principal advantages of the simulation

experiments were a much lower cost than battery experiments

and the high failure rate so that major RAF improvements

might be better compared.
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FIGURE 3. Igniter Test Fixture for Simulation of
Battery Environment
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2. Methods of RAF Improvement

The first successful attempts to improve RAF were those

where the inner surface of the bridged but unloaded match

was coated with an insulating material. Two different

methods of applying the insulation were used. in one

series, SiO2 was vapor deposited to cover the exposed ends

of the electrical leads in the match cavity. The other

series used Parylene*, a chemically vapor deposited organic

polymez, which was also deposited throughout the match

cavity so that the exposed ends of the electrical leads and

the bridgewire were covered. An example is shown in Figure

4. The principal differences in the materials were that

SiO2 is a high melting temperature inorganic material that

is deposited line-of-sight while Parylene is an organic

material with a lower decomposition temperature (but still

quite thermally stable compared to other organics) that is

uniformly deposited on all exposed surfaces so that it

provides a completely ccnformal coating.

Two different thicknesses of Parylene were used, 0.34

jim and 1.2 pm. Also, two different thicknesses of SiO2

were employed, 0.4 um and 7 pm. Some of the bridgewires

were masked to prevent deposition of SiO2 on the center

portion of the bridgewires so that the effect of coatings

on the ignition characteristics could be determined. Later

experiments showed that changes in ignition characteristics

due to these thin coatings could be ignored but that RAF

protection was significantly improved (probably due to the

hiah dielectric strength of the materials).

*Parylene is a trademark of the Union Carbide Corporation.
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These experiments suggested that RAF could be avoided

by excluding battery residues from the match cavity. Com-

plex trap doors and other mechanical schemes were considered .

but discarded for a simpler technique. A piece of shrink

tubing placed on the outside of the match with a short length

(2 to 4 mnH extending past the match face would be activated

by the heat of the match and battery to cause it to shrink A

and greatly reduce the area for mass transfer. The shrink

tubing technique is shown in Figure 5. The idea was tried

with ordinary, unimproved matches in the battery simulation

apparatus. The approach was more effective than the internal

coatings were for the same type of experiment.

III. Experimental Results

Electrothermal response (ETR) experiments were

performed on the internally coated matches both before and

after loading. A control group of matches without internal

coating was also included in the ETR experiments for pur-

poses of comparison. Matches which had shrink tubing applied

to the match exterior were not placed in the ETR experiments

because it was believed that no measurable changes would be

observed.

The ETR results are shown in Table I. Groups 1, 2,

and 3 should have had similar SiO2 coating thicknesses but

had a range of 6.2 to 7.1 jim due to run-to-run changes in

the vapor deposition process. Although large changes in 0

the thermal conductance, y, and the temperature rise, 0,

were expected because of the application of a thermal

insulator to conductive metal parts which were in contact

with the pyrotechnic powder, such was not the case. The 3

changes were relatively minor, presumably due to the very

thin nature of the insulating film.

18
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TABLE I

ETR Data Summary for Electric Matches

Averaae Values
Resistance Theta Gamma C Tau

R 0 y P T

GrouD Condition Quantity Ohms 0C W/0 C J/*C msec

1 Unloaded* 25 1.068 105.6 659 20.78 31.97

2 " 24 1.067 10q.2 631 20.68 33.01

3 " 25 1.049 137.0 504 19.39 39.13

4 " 25 1.064 134.8 509 21.19 41.93

5 of 20 1.024 142.1 466 19.70 42.68

6 " 50 1.032 141.6 465 19.49 41.98

7 50 1.039 142.9 467 19.13 41.20

1 Loaded** 25 1.085 85.0 4543 31.61 6.97 p

2 o 24 1.075 84.5 4527 31.13 6.88

3 25 1.076 80.7 4755 30.30 6.38

4 15 1.091 85.6 4568 29.93 6.58

5L 20 1.033 83.2 4418 28.61 6.48

6 50 1.021 75.0 4834 30.51 6.32

7 40 1.043 87.3 4264 30.57 7.19

S*Pulsed with 250 mA current for- 200 msec.

"*Pulsed with 600 mA current for 200 msec.

Group Coating

1 6.A ým SiO2 with masked B.W.

2 7.1 vim SiO2 with masked B.W.

3 0.4 Irm SiO 2 no mask

4 6.2 Irm SiO 2 no mask

5 None - Control

6 1.2 urm Parylene

7 0.34 urm Paryleoe
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The firing characteristics of both coated and uncoated

matches were determined for small samples of the matches.

See Table II. Again, the changes, if any, were small enough

to be within the experimental variation between samples.

The difference could therefore only be determined through

statistical measurements on large samples and these

were unavailable. -

TABLE II
Firing Characteristics of Electric Matches - _

Average Values
Light Output

Ro 0 ign Eign Rign bw-brk T
Group Ohm msec mJ r'hIm msec rosec

1 1.134 5.04 71.88 1.196 5.14 5.06

2 1.045 5.35 70.62 1.108 5.42 5.34

3 1.091 5.50 75.20 1.113 5.56 5.'u

4 1.129 4.93 69.6a 1.187 5.21 4.94

5 1.070 5.18 70.43 1.102 5.27 5.19

6 1.038 4.55 59.65 1.081 4.61 4.54

7 1.096 5.66 78.34 1.176 5.72 5.64

(,roup Code - See Table I.

Battery simulation experiments were performed with

limited numbers of each match group. The shrink tubing

techniaue was tried on, matches from lots that had failed

in prior battery applications and also on matches from

groups 1 through 7 above. The shrink tubing technique

was the only one that gave 100 percent protection in

these experiments. Parylene coatings were second best.

Silicon dioxide was third best. All were much better than

the unprotected matches which showed 100 percent failur@
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rates in the battery simulation experiments. Again, it must

be emphasized that the battery simulation experiments pro-

S duced a much more severe environment than that found in the

actual battery.

The Parylene coating was tested 4n 10 batteries (con-

sidered to be a minimum number to show RAF problems, if

present) and was found to show no current leakage. The S

shrink tubing is in the process nf being evaluated in battery

experiments as of this writing.

Postmortem analysis of the residues in the match tend

to indicate that the coatings protect the match by changing 0

the surface so that less powder residue sticks to the area

between the match pins. The shrink tubing is believed to

protect the match by closing off nearly 90 percent of the

area for the transfer of mass and heat from the surroundings

to the cavity. Residue deposition is greatly decreased and

the transfer of heat into the cavity is blocked so that the

electrical conductivity of the burned residues remains low.

Parylene is resistant to thermal decomposition but may also

absorb some heat to keep the electrical conductivity of the

residue low.

Comparison of the costs of the various techniques was

made based on the small quantities produced for these

experiments. The quantities ranged from 25 to 100 piece

parts in each group. Production in large quantities would

undoubtedly reduce the cost per piece to change the absolute

numbers but probably not their relative positions.

Fortunately, the most effective techniques were also cheapest.

The cost of shrink tubing was estimated at 3 to 5 cents.

Parylene coating, applied commercially, cost $2.50 for each

piece part. Silicon dioxide, commercially vapor deposited,

cost about $25.00 for each piece. This also included some

non-recurring fixturing costs.

19i



The compatibility of the coatings with the match

components has not been measured to date. There is no

obvious reason that they would not be compatible. The

ability of the shrink tubing to withstand some of the

battery processing and storage environments has been

questioned. However, information exists which indicates

that the shrink tubing has a strong chance of surviving

these environments.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

1. Two techniques have been developed for protecting

electric matches (sauibs) from RAF problems. In the first,

heat shrinkable tubing is placed on the outer match surface

so that it is activated by heat from the reaction and acts

as a trap door to exclude both heat and materials from the

match cavity. In the second technique, the inner surface
of the match is coated with an insulator to change the ••-

character of the conductive path. Parylene and SiO2 are

examples of insulators which can be applied in a sufficiently

thin layer so that there is no significant change in the

firing characteristics of the match.

2. The effectiveness of the materials evaluated were

shrink tubing > Parylene > SiO >> nothing.
2

3. The most effective techniques were also the cheapest.

However, the cost of coatings dependson the number processed

at a time and the development of the fixtures and methods

of processing.

4. Compatibility of the materials in the usage

environments was not evaluated, but is expected to be - -

acceptable.
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INSTANTANEOUS SMOKE SCREENING SYSTEMS

By

Kjell 0. Jacobsen

A/S Raufoss Ammunisjonsfabrikker

N-2831 RAUFOSS

NORWAY

ABSTRACT

The object of this development effort was to establish a

smoke for screening purposes as fast as possible, without a

pillaring effect and unaffected by ground conditions such as

snow, mud, water, etc.

L A smoke screening system which is suitable to all types of

vehicles has been developed. It is able to produce a smoke

screen of 80 m extent within one second of firing.

* A 76 mnm instantaneous smoke grenade is developed for the

smoke grenade launching system on the Leopard tank. This

smoke grenade is a combination of a bursting and burning

type smoke. A smoke screen is established within 1.5 sec.

from firing and maintained for a period of 2 minutes.

Thc instantaneous smoke has also been introduced into a hand
,Týe:.ad e.

This instantaneous smoke is adaptable to a wide variety of

systems such as mortars, artillery shells, etc.

i9•



40 MM INSTANTANEOUS SMOKE SCREENING SYSTEM

Tanks and mechanized forces moving to attack must anticipate

fighting through a system of integrated anti-armor defense

which can start as far as 3000 m from the enemy's defensive

positions. The anti-armor weapons, the light anti-tank

weapons, the tank gun and wire guided missiles complement

each other resulting in a high kill probability.

When employing smoke as a countermeasure against these tank-

killers, it is essential that the obscuration is instant-

aneous rather than longlasting.

A 40 mm instantaneous smokL screening system has been

developed to suit modern battlefield operations. With this

system a vehicle can be screened with smoke to an extent of

80 meters within 1 sec. from firing.

The complete system consists of a launching device, firing

unit and the smoke ammunition.
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Employment

The smoke cartrigde is inserted head-first into the

launcher. The rubber protective cap must be firmly seated.

This will waterproof the loading and also insure satis-

factory ignition.

An electrical charge released from the comnmand section

within the vehicle fires the cartridge.

The current flows to the contact rings of the cartrigde and,

in turn, ignites:

* - primer

- ignition/expelling charge
- smoke pellets

- pyrotechnical delay

- expelling charge for the empty cartridge.

The pressure inside the tube expells the smoke pellets with

high velocity through the rubber cap. out to a distance of

30 to 40 meters. During flight, the smoke bodies are produc2ng

smoke. The spread from one tube covers an arc of approxi-

mately 450, i.e. 5 tubes cover an arc more than 1800. The

exothermic reaction while the pellets are burning, takes

place in a large volume and will cause a negligible tempera-

ture rise (0.3 0 C). Pillaring due to high temnperature is

thus negligible, and the smoke screen will stay on the

ground and enable the vehicle to escape to a safe position.
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The duration of the smoke screen depends on the weather

characteristics and vegetation, but field operations have

shown that the screen lasts long enough to enable the

vehicle to escape or go into new positions. The emrply

cartridges are ejected from the launcher 2 seconds after

firing. This is accomplished by using a pyrotechnic delay

system igniting an expelling charge. In this way the

launcher -utes are reloadable from the hatch immediately

after firing.

76 MM INSTANTANEOUS SMOKE GRENADE

This smoke ammunition was developed in accordance with

German Military Requirements to suit the Leopard Smoke

Launchers. and has the following characteristics.

- The smoke grenade consists of an instantaneous and a

slow producing smoke.

- The system establishes an instantaneous smoke screen

maintained for a period of 90 seconds by a smoke producing

cannister.

Besides being fired form the launching tubes, the Smoke

Grenade can be thrown by hand. When functioning as a smoke

handqrenade the initiation is performed by a handoperated

tiring device. The delay is 4.5 sec. to maintain operator

safety.

Thie grenade can be fuzed with either electrical or mechanical

ignition systems.
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Functioning

When electrically ignited, the instantaneous smoke container

is ejected from the Smoke Grenade and bursts in the air,

establishing a smoke screen within 1.5 sec. from firing.

After a short delay the cannister is ejected from the

launcher tube. This grenade maintains the smoke screen for a

period of 90 seconds.

This concept was chosen due to the 45° elevation angle of

the launchers and the required delay of maximum 1.5 sec. for

establishing the smoke screen.

,The system is illustrated on the figure.

76 mm INSTANTANEOUS SMOKE GRENADE
L FUNCTIONING

15m

30m

35m

191'
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SMOKE HANDGRENADE

The Norwegian Army had a requirement for a individual smoke

screening system. This requirement could be met with a smoke

handgrenade, if an instantaneous smoke screen could be

established unaffected by ground conditions, such as snow

which is a specific problem for Norway. The different para-

meters were established in cooperation with the Norwegian

Army and the Norwegian Defence Research Establishment.

This smoke handgrenade consists of a plastic container

filled with smoke pellets, a fuze with a pyrotechnic delay

and an ignition/bursting charge.

Container

This is a cylindrical plastic container with screw cap. The

container shall secure safe handling and storage, i.e. it

shall protect the smoke bodies from the environment under

severe conditions. The container also contributes to the

confinement, and therefore affects the bursting.

Smoke charge

The smoke charge consists of approximately 30 smoke dics

with center hole.

Fuze

The fuze body is also a plastic material. The delay column

with primer and delay charge is made from brass.

A safety level is secured by a safety pin, when the safety

pin is released, a spring will throw the safety lever away

and move a striker ..!ith the necessary energy to ignite the

ptimer. This in turn ignites the pyrotechnic delay charge.

After a burning time of approximately 1.3 seconds the

±crnition/bursting charge is ignited.
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Employment

On throwing, the delay column is ignited and the grenade

bursts after 1.3 seconds from leaving the hand. It is

important that the delay is short to ensure that the burst

takes place in the air, and that the smoke screen is

established as soon as possible. On bursting, the smoke

bodies are ignited and spread to an extent of approximately

10 meters. The safe distance between the operator and the

burst point is only 5 meters. Burst tests have shown that

the smoke grenade is not dangerous at all even if it bursts

less than a meter from a person.

f rDue to the safety aspects, this smoke handgrenade can be

used for training purposes without any precautions. Toxicity

is low because of the relatively low smoke concentration,

but should not, of course, be used indoors.

INSTANTANEOUS SMOKE HAND GRENADE
FUNCTIONING

.1

-, / . , , -. . .

/
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OTHER APPLICATIONS

This smoke concept demonstrating

- Instantaneous effect

- Unaffectiveness by snow or ground conditions

- No pillaring effect

- Non-toxic to personnel

has been introduced into different mortars, short range

rockets and anti-aircraft projectiles.

The applicability is therefore general and could be adopted

to a great variety of systems where a rapid smoke screen is

more important than the duration.

An ammunition concept for the 120 mm Rheinmetal-aun will be

initiated in cooperation with Germany in the near future.

The smoke screens offer adequate protection in the visible

and near infra-red range of the electromagnetic spectrum. j
The intention in Norway is to improve the concept to include

the far infra-red part of the electromagnetic spectrum as

well. A cooperative effort between the Norwegian Defence

Research Establishment, the Norwegian Army and Raufoss

Amnunition Factory has been initiated.
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Cthi.,,,s i1're.cisirnn M ci~ r r<l•

i ij inrr h i

"hfBSiMACT

Thet eaectrostritic spark res~nr:ne of 9o:.-.-e pyroteclhnics
--to a .er::ir,•d wit), t',e u.;l-

Sstandardcized elelctrostatic sensitivity tueter with needle-

ylaie electr.,l1es c-.nfic.,iration. TKe enc!rit.1 conditions

of c A.' T s:'ark f r,It-ti . orf ryr(:t,-c nic. 1r;- a7, follws:
" p'- ,tei-tja brakird.r c.ip of the s':2p~e

-I; d -,'edti break!e down the e2e't

shiould be hi ,t er tr:ir, Its thres),old vo(t•:p. The erer#.y

deliverv rate should be hikier thV'.n th':t of the losses. The

duratir' c f di A;.c.gin• wust be 1,-ng enou,-h to give rise to

r prop':i ttnr. "not spot', which wi support a self-sustain-
int: cii.f-ica] reaction..

A• for t.- ur.:y';.:r:tr';ca1 (clectrdI*s, the polaritY of

ne.,d e ~ectrroe i1ý:,'ed an im-,orl.a;vt role. '."e found t 'it

LYt}',, prfrrv i ni t: ig spo produced wereo j,•st near the

.,tive electrudt-. n.re aitit (" tnj,:- t-Iict-, tic 9ens) t i-

vity for noral lead styphnate, -- 1.ire, zirrcor.i ui

h'.';ri.le n;iA bla.k po l'er ar,* sz:owr ,, t, v:iri os factorFr

U_' * 'eotu oni tic '.1tA at, di , : th s ':ro t.
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INTROD)UCTION4

A lot of inve3tigations had been made on electrostatic

spark sensitivity of energetic materials, several apparatus -

and technics had also been devoloped(1-5). Very oftern, the

electrostatic ser,.sitivity expressed as a threshold (or mini-

murk) energy was strcr4gly depenuled or. the mode of discharge

and the rate of enery delivery.

R. X.,It Wyatt, etc. (i), ard M.S. Kirshenbaum (3,4) showed

that a lot of primary explosives were sensitive both to slow

dlschnriges (large series rfsintanrce) and rapid discharges

(:nc seriej resistance). The least tl.reshol-I energy for

initiation war, ohserved when the RC time constant was in

the range of 0.1--i ms. The optimumn gap length for maximum ,

probability of initiation was between 0.075 and 0.175 mm.

:imilar result3 have been obt;Ained in our experirments with

conventional primary explosives.

Differ frrm primary explosives, the mechanism of chemi-

cal rtuctjor, of jyrotechnivs which composed of cxidants and

fu.els is more complex, and also, the longer delay period is

needed wlCe, ipnitino. Corisequently, in the experiments of

ue5Ectru-stat4c :ez.sjtivitv of pyrL(tefcuhnic3, stimulus and

s.i•flpl proprtici iruot be considered together.

4 The objeýt ol thi- paper is to demonstrate the essen- -

tal cond3itions of ieniting the pyr(,technics by electrostatic

dJsnhýrjes.

1. Apparatus

The JGY-50 standardized elelotrostatic sensitivity
tuster which we us-,ed with thc voltare range in 0-*50KV. had

a I,{edle-piane electrode confI4,uration. The fixed-gnp of

]'J (: t r(,,: a• .,b~y rnmih t be adjus ,Le'd from 0-4 mr., with pre-
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cision +0.01 mm. The values of capacitance and series res1s-

taiice might be selected arbitrarily. The Inructance inherent

in the discharied circuit was 1.534.

2. Hfproluci bili tv

Fifty four series of tests, during one year, were carried

out with riormfi. l-td sty .;I.r. ate to tcQrrine tLe rcprc iua- -

lity of the JGY-50 teater. TPhe experimental conditions were

an f(Ilowl:

Caipac-,tance, 5')0 pf

Ga- length, 0.12 mm

Polatrity of net. d)e, nera tive

he (, firinr vcfta[wc Vsc vas det.-.mired by way of

iruceton method (6). The relative frequen-cy histogram of V50.

in shown 4fn Fi[7are 1 . The hypothe3is test had shown that

the distribution of V50 ccnformedl w! t. nor;Ll distribution.

(samp]e mean, 0.9 ý; starndard1 deviatico:, 0.057 iV)

The repr(aucibi. ty ex.res.e!ed ns -i'rfiderce interval

at ¶Y, cc.nfideoce ,'or-ffic-lent w•.s 0. 31(, 115 YV. If the

polarity rf needle wUs positive, it was 1X.2C!G.C8 KV. -

05 '

I-

0.755 L"Z -,I', oj',: . - Vso, KV

}' , Pure 1. Pc].itive Frurier~c' lii q!,q•rarn of
f ; .. .. d F....f
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3. 1.:atr als

Small Granuiarr h)auk powd3r kirrar dinension 0.36-

c..57 i)

Ye'low fiare (1.I2G; 37'U, yip 30-, : 2', f' ' I r
Z 4 r, fm r.! -,: ,. o....,e I -- (

4. 1Pr,? c-..t ure

A,': t tty t c% thirty m11i.li,-rr.s of p-.rot Chnics

rowder were p i.,o into a ]o'v3t.yrone ha-ly• bolder shown in

,'i p - ? T. ''.e u ,i rx c- ra,--t ,r L•d re ss t ,'r we re cor.,t ! ', .e c

in 10-i- ftrirg, circuit. 'The need,,` electrode was adi.justed,

so that a desired fixed-gap would be obtainei. The polarity

c-f rn"!1e electrode wi!j 3' ,•.ct,'ýi. The 2tor.age caracitor,

cha.. tc t!.e '._ni. r d vc tape, wu3 Ji-cua r,-ed bet-,een t. e

e,!c - by' r:. . --. - c ' ;1 c--, ý S- V :C S, -'J

frr v 1 - t':g: c-f **~ y w" d t r red jyv 4'

w~3 2nh Kot.!.r cv i&ncif. c- com,'ust c-rn

-J

:.'.j

1 :. j 5,t- P." f i~C"f v.,!t:, j .,'I ,.tancc on d- ;t' jir n1, Vol tage

. ., , ..;.r:: f '., J. 1 i r , .\ ,:1 ,,, . f sr--.:i rr1'-'.r-

:..-i.r :,- w',t t- ,:.,.: i:Qr.-: fr.• : ot-.c~ cv d cc- ~ c cor u t on ±

't c .- be firoi , '. t},'- r . r rc w 2.2 r:- t', -2.2

1:. i*) '..rd ,,r c '.2'!,:S IR 'Ž .wL~lC' Or:; (.- ."- -r'rgn , Vo ta -

ti'.•...' '.c. P . r'€? i']t:, -:, 1 1-- .1. KV-, w> :.'.• r~V J ',-k Jourr(e s, c. - ,
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• ~ ~ - - - t ,,r - -r -w .... o . ... " . %."- ' . '* - -'; ' - , • :• - -, .. : • < '

Needle

- .Polystyrene holder

base electrode

fg re 2.'edepaeEetoeAsml

P~ ~ ~ i c a g w-a3 lea than 1 m.. •h l th pol rit of the. - ' - • , • -. . "; . .. ,.f .•

* . .. °* ."| ,,. . .•

. , . .. .l '

"* *-.S a.p l e " • . p

t .. ,tPigure 2. "Needle-plane Electrode Assembly'"

, .discharge was less than i mA. When the polariy of the

th needle electrodae wf pitive the .east 5orsl firing voltagen.. 'r.awas obtained with 82 Kouseries resistance ,pprox(mately. If

the needle polarity is negative the least u. voltage was

obtaiced with 160 kthr approximately. For sathe series reeis-

tances, the sample was nt ore sensitive when needle electrode

hhwas negative. The series resistances were 10 K-- M, thewit• . -. threshold voltage of firing was r,e:ir or slightly lower than .• ,':.i:
., ,..the breakdown voltage of air gap without _imp'es (see the,.--

•;.. straight line in Figur• 3). ' '* 1

'* . The uim.ilrr re.u].ts could be obtained using various
,"I'•opacitances and gap Jlengthes, as well as various pyrutech- "

-• flies. 0bviou.sly, there were two limits in the series -resis- ."
" • ~~tanoes. If the series resi s ance was less thatn lower limit, .

.*< th-e samples vouled not be fir1 .,d even wlier the voltage was as
*high as 20 KV, arid tLe di sch1arge wun accom~panied with:
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C,0.22,if

Gap, 0.5 mm

Needle,+,

1NeeJle,_,

* -1N

t +

0

2 7= ..ir -Lan 0 S2-- - -- ------- £m---- ,

K 0

00

I' o g'1 , I I ! • I i I !
1 2 3 4z 5 6" 7 ".':"

* Log,0R, • -

Figure 3. 50% Firing Voltage of Granular Bilack Powder
as a Functior: of Res1stan, ce
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apparent soued adl blue spark. The duration of discharre waq

d(ep. :(-,.d uiPn,. t'he prTduct of the lwelr li-rit r•. stace and

the cupaici tmnce, so that the RC was defined as cri tical RIC

time constant, If tr c s3t.ries resititarce was trL;e:" t.:n the

i urer lirrit, tl:e sarslez alsc could not be firtd.at the

voltar:. up to 2C KV, under this condition, the peak current

Of capncitor disctarre was defined as critical current. Both

cri1tic.ul W.' tine cornti.rt ani critica] currerit had statis-

tical ra,:ture and couI,, nt be det.t,:rrirted pr', se

2. The Factors Effecting on the Critical RC Time Cpr1stant

Whe-n the cz1pacitance was constant, the effect of the

p charnge of 1.ap lerenth on the critical PC time constant was -

s.own in fi.urt: 4. As the gap was smaller than a particular,

the cri tical !(2 t 1-J.curft:±rt incr-ase4' n~ickly. When the

Ga; was !,-i':iier tfl.,: a critical value (C.Im!r.') fcr gr-nular

black powder, ti~e firinr: of t!e samnles could not be ob- -

served with th.e vol tngc rearvt'e from 0i--2 iKV; series

rt s a nc e , (G-- - -. UPne critic-ic itJ tirrie conr'tatrt was

unvarying wihen th, gaps were 0.r1---1.5 mm. it should be

rnot.d that (.5 C -mn j;ap was just t.;e srre as Tr:,ixinluO crai-n

dirm.,nsicn of the tested grzanular blacy, powder..

The effect of the capaciItance cn the critical RC time

c C'n tailt I ISa sI:i, r, Fi fu re . In o .. e r;,:)te of .. 33.. f to

S(,.22 f, tKe criticil Re tlrr-& cornst:tnt incr'a-aned with the

decr. c r ,t,%! ,f c'1r.'t•,:ce . o firi ..... wer; ob.servtd for

c:;'.,c tare beIow; a cerial . 1ira1,. ( '00 rf--3 ;IC0f) with

ryririi Ia 'r hMack powder.

3 . TP~~ he: ea/ on ![, r of Crltic.il Curre-it and Capacitance

* 'PLu r,2 tjcrli of critical cu:-re:it and canacitance

is si.-..,' n'Yn"Fur- 6. ''h, crThtcl currert was calcul.ted

accc.r.--ijt' to the rax). nun, seh-er' r .s .st..nce reouir,ýd for

f"i. ri ri N', ow ,.,.°" },,, .. ,fl~ r-: t ce of 3~i rk1 jp wc5• r•2 r.1-.
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tored by, an oscillograph. It was se~veral. orders -of magri

ttide smaller than the series resistarice, so i..at it m~iýht

be di-,rYegarc'ed 'or calcu~lating t'Lu critica'. cvrrent. As

10 ~~shown iri Fi'f'ure '6, thIe crit~a :7zi~urmsKecren,9ed
rapidly a C a )ac C PrC.'s incro%-se.

1 6 Gap, 1mm
b'eed le ,

4 A
A

011111 001 0' a \-A' ..

!It-,ire 6. Ca:mtlcal C~irrer't rt7 a F'uncticr of Capacitance

4 . CI.uracteristic.9 of' Iolarl~ty of 1Needle

R.NF 2a tt. S!!oWe~. il Lý the rrinri.T.- enerey vulue
ef IVA lead azid-ý- decri'ýase-s ajp~roxiu~a-t62y .frcm 2.2X10 J to

I )ýI C;J wh.:n theý rc2lari ty of the st--el rneedle is changed

from ne'gative to positive rb~rbs electrclce).
* Our tests showed that all the converticonal non-additive

primary ex~plosives- wdere mcre senitive with polarity of the

needle xqrative, eEg. oy usint, p'jsitive ele-trode the mi~n-iiumn

enerey valve of the normal 1l-ad st-yphnate was 1.61 times the

1,i tl e cLI ~ : aze ~ th.l gr ltýfrth C.5'-1.5 mm,
thc~ snmal) tranular black pcw,-er was ai:.o m'ore sensitive when

ttc n-.:edle pc'lIari t- was n.-rotive. Whilep the mnp length de.-

creases to C.12 mnm, no firing occu.red. On the contrary,

£)Hrir occurtc, witit pc'oziti'."ý; nfeodl'e (nerie53 resqistance 10--

1C i) i t i :n.i a T rsi w, ~u uL.t2r~~ t! Ylo W fj.a Te.

Two p~~ soi th,ý Trcviu::t mr'r'ý r-rnl-ri ro on the
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steel bases with different polarity. of needle are shown: in
• • ~~I'i gure . ,-

1,J ar C, u..c rt, en Ie n &'e ae

Sample: Normnal Ita- stynhnate (r. conf~zied)

C>,
•;:'.t'" '• .r '.:'' i

. . L.2o •', ••: . V
__ 1

Ir~tr',sLatic .,rark Sensitivltj of Some i'yrrotechnics and

:. tTark ser.i -.. oit' of s7ome pyr.oteýchnics

L ..t r IS ,IVu ( Z;'ŽaI 1 1: fol o': .... .. to cptirur, g'p,

cr1 'T' -' series r's..•' strce and r-cJ rty, of rredle were selected

ic ootnin .i:-rus.m firing ener'fy'.

.' a. r 53 t es3:er.t ilc cor! iton of tfie snark inititintr, of

L. ' i s -:o .ct•r~ti.l hrrc-dist don the elecc.r,,ie rap
c., in l SI.ý.'A 01,U hA ~c r thran its th!r-r;1ro] ci 14j vrJtte

"to ;"• s'-r i2 :i8 bit: tri �t.�I t:_t,0•-r.-t . - f ti al was

.1.ý r. t, r-T t r i :{; ',.•; "•" .: .t. ..'. . ' --., :'.' ,,I "'ir--,, .: . ":'' •.. H*•T •.•..? pyr'' -

I
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fuur;rs for accidt.,r,t causFd L,' eic ttr(,.9 t u diacl ar,!s,

2. IL TjU , .t~Ct, US tr.: ": P" ' T .: 'mi" ti:t - t3 ltrger
Ilt.-~~ - -11. T'5), :0: 2ri t t ct v i ue, l n; -. : 3._ys tK. ms a...t o0f1

("T e;- : .4 ,rt;' - o . ,

t.:c 'i-'rrc r-'tr't L f ei..-'; i-of di ;o e

t.r:2s s r to 3L.CrrC h,'.'. a;i trW ra,' A .. ,,.- ?t of aur tnat
• ,''• r n-.. • u'... . . ..,., -.. .. 1%^•' Cr -- tt, .( : ,: " c d',sc•. art-n.
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CHARACTERIZATION TESTS FOR PY-ROTECHNIC IGNITION

AND IGNITION TRA\NSFER

R Kelly

G L Lindscly
iU R Williams

Foyal Arnament Research and Development Establishment

Fort Halstead, Sevenopks, Kent, UK

ABSTRACT

Little is known about the relative importance of heat shock and particles

in determining the ignition processes which ultimately lead to combustion

cf pyrotechnic compositions. For exam.ple it is impossible to predict, on

the basis of thermochemical, transport or other data, how easily a com-

position will ignite and which compositions will ignite each other. A

number of tests have therefore been devised to characterize the ability Cf

pyrotechnic and initiatory -xplosive compositions to ignite and transfer

i,onition to other similar compositions. The results of such tests can be

used to rank compositioils in terms of their ignitability for a particular

crnvironment and geometry and hence provide data to assist the designers of

py-rotechnic store- and to test theoretical models for ignition and

ignition s "ensitiveness.

Ignitability oas been ls:;sscd directly Ly means of a standard gap test

arnd indirectly by measuring times to ignition of'npcllets of composition

irunued :nto a or-eheated furnace at -.-Lrious temonratures. Pr•ssure-time

profiles obtained from combusation of pyrotechrjic coMpositions in sma-1ll

pressure vessels have Leen used to craracterize and compare post ignition

Sehavicui2.
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t-

Ignition transfer has been assessed by means of flash tubes in which hot

gases., shock and particles from the pyrotechnic or initiatory explosive

donor composition are channelled through sra.1l diameter metal tubes to P

ignite similar acceptor compositions. Thermal transfer of energy across

a metal barrier (through barrier initiation) has aiso been studied from

temperature-time profiles measured by a radiometric technique.

KD

1
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INTRODUCTION

Recently RARDE has considerably expanded both its intramural and extramural

effort on military pyrotechnics research and development under 3 broad

hkeadings. These are:

a. Ignition Studies

b. Solid State Propagation Studies

c. Gas Phase Studies.

Inevitably there is considerable overlap between studies carried out under

these 3 headings reflecting the fact that pyrotechnic reactions involve

comrlex interattions between the above Processes. For example the light

emitted from the gas phae species present in small amounts in the plume of .

a tracer or flare cormnosition is greatly affected by the combustion

reactions in the condensed phases. In generul one can learn a lot about

the characteristics of igniter materials under heading (a) and of delay arid

inccndiary compositions under headings (a) and (b). However, a comprehen- J

sive understanding of tracers, flares, other iliuminants and infra-red

decoys reauires extensive studies under each of the headings (a), (b) and

A fo-rth Peading: -- 4

d. Supporting Therrmal Studios

provide- valuabie quantitative data in support of work carried out sndc'r

tne : main headings (a) to (c).
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The work described in the present paper deals with heading (a) - Ignition D--

Studies - and in particular with characterization tests which have teen

developed with the aim of providing information of practical use to

designers of pyrotechnic devices. A persistent cause of problems in such

i_,vicz ic the iucertainty of the ignition process and, although

fundamental work is being done in this area at Leeds University and else-

where, the ignition and combustion process for each individual composition

is complex, the niuber of compositions in use is large and the number of

situations and configurations in which pyrotechnic compositions are used iseven larger. For these reasons the choice of pyrotechnic composition for a D..

particular application is usually made on empirical rather than scientific

grounds.

A common method of determining the closeness to failure of a pyrotechnic

process is to test its operation at extremes of temperature and pressure

but this requires large numbers of tests specific to that single situation.

Whilst it is not possible to devise general experiments which give informa-

tion of direct use in specific design situations, trends can be established

by means of simple experiments and large numbers of compositions can be

dealt with.

CON OSITIONS

Details of the compositions used in the present work are given in Table 1.

These vary from composition F, a gas producing initiatory explosive commonly

2S ___

S
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Table 1

Composition Details

Composition Formulation (Weight 0)

A Boron 30, Potassium nitrate 70

B Boron 20, Potassium nitrate 70, Silicon 10

C Gunpowder G40

D Silicon 50, Potassium nitrate 50

E Silicon 40, Potassium nitrate 40, SM?*20

F Potassium dinitrobenzfuroxan (TONBF)

G Boron 10, Bismuth oxide 90

* SMP = sulphurless mealed powder

used in explosive actuators, to composition G, a thermitic material which

is relatively gasless but produces a heat retentive slag.

IONITABILITY

Iwo main secnniques are described for assessing the ignitability of pyro-

technic compositions. First a gap test, in which a 5"a diameter cylindrical

donor pellet, consisting of lOrmg of pressed composition, is ignited

urpesite r. cIz arly pressed pellet of accepter composition. The distance

V etween thiem is adjusted using a irucet.oi staircase method for obtaining

and analysing the data. A mean ignition distance, defined as the

s-ýeflrratll which. correspoonds to 500r probability of igrni.tion of the accepter

composition, is determined from 30 to 40 separate tests. The donor pellet

is ignited from the rear surface so that the incan ignition distance is not
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dependent on the time of burning or the burning rate of different com-

positions. Rear surface ignition also corresponds to the common

configuration in an explosive train, for example where a composition is

pressed onto a delay column to ensure transfer of ignition to the

remainder of the system. Typical mean ignition distances in the gap test,

obtained with some of the compositions identified in Table 1, are given in

Table 2.

Table 2

Mean Ignition Distances from the Gap Test

Donor Acceptor Mean Ignition

Composition Composition Distance (mm)

A A 52

A B 44

A C 83

A D 19

A E 63

It is interesting to note from Table 2 that gunpowder (black powder) is

easily the most ignitable composition under the conditions of this

experiment. Secondly, addition of only 20% of sulphurless mealed powder to

the least ignitable composition (D-silicon/potassium nitrate) has the

effect of increasing the mean ignition distance by a factor greater than 3.

By extending this test in future work to embrace a wider range of com-

positions it i3 intended to rank pyrotechnic compositions in their ability

to ignite particular acceptor compositions and vice versa.

L
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The quality and quantity of combustion products from the donor composition

can be assessed in a parallel experiment by using a constant speed

rotating disc of filter paper set up at a fixed distance from the donor

composition. A deposit or smear of combustion products on the filter paper

gives a measure .of the reacrtion time and product distribution characteristic

of the donor composition and its manner of ignition. These smears of --

combustion products are photographed (Figure 1) to give an additional series

of performance characteristics. The common practice of using pellets with

perforations or conical indentations in the nonor surface can also be

investigated by this technique to support their frequent use to enhance the .

ignition process.

The second main technique for assessing ignitability is the measurement of

times to ignition of pellets of composition heated in a furnace. A hot- - -

stage microscope, described by Charsley and Tolhurst (1), has been used in

these experaments. The unit is brought to a steady temperature and a 50mg

pellet of composition is dropped into an inconel crucible positioned on

the tempera•tue measuring thermocouple. On inserticn of the samplc the

temperat-ure registered by the thermocouple falls but quickly rises until

ignition occurs whern there is a rrpid temperature rise. Typical

t emzerature-time curves are illustrated in Figure 2.

The isothermal temperature of The hot-stage mIicroscrope unit is varied over

a range in which ignition occurs for each particular composition. It is

fcLL:d that the measured tenmerature of ignition incroases as the tempera-

ture of the unit is raised, as shewn in Table 3 for composition B. This

2
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Table 3

1Time to Ignition Results for Composition B •

Temp T Time to ignition (see) Measured Ignition Temp

475 non- ignition

455 non- ignition

4900 3,- 510±10

503 39±5 502±3

525 32±-6 528±10

550 24+- 539±6

575 52±1 547±-2

600 16±-2 556±9

effect is thought to rise from the scmple temperature lagging behind the

measured temperature, especially for the shorter ignition times. For .

exa-mple after 10 seconds the sample is about 40oC below the measured

temperature indicated by the thermoccuple. Nevertheless it is apparent

that times to ignition can vary over a wide range and that a carefully

* designed furnace of high heat capacity will be required in future work to S

minimise this temperature lag. A thermocouple embedded in the pellet of

conposition is also highly desirable to monitor the sample terinmerature

aria to detect any self-heating caused by exothermic reactions below the

igEition temperature. Measurements made with s candardised equipment •

would indicate the lowest temreraturc at which ignition occurs and the

t~mn2 required to ignite at various temperatures.

Besults from this type of experiment have been reported (2,3) in which times2_

to ignit"on of more thart. 6 minutes have been measured, for example for

oxidant - oihenolformaldehyde castings -N3). 'Only gunpowder in the current
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work ignites in times as long as 2 minutes and this is believed to be due

to the slow oxidation of carbon which builds up heat in the sample until

ignition final!"V occurs. The results from these studies are being compared

with those from thermal analysis techniques (DTA, TGA and DSC) carried out

at much lower heating rates.

POsT IGL;TI0r

Pressure vessels of nominally 2, 5 and 10mi capacity are used to generate

pressure-zime carves characteristic of electric fuzeheads and pyrotechnic - -

compositions. The pressure changes are followed using a Kistler type 601h

piezoelectric pressure transducer, Kistler type 5001 charge amnplifier and

-otld 4l00 digital storage oscilloscope. A single sweep of the oscillo-

sccpe is triggered by the firing current and a pre-trigger section of ....

275 of t`.he full sweep allows an accurate baseline to be recorded.

The small 2n�l vessel is used to assess the performarnce of both existing

an: experimental fuzeheads. Fuzeheads which give consistent output are

i used to ignite and study pyrotechnic compositions in the larger 5 and Oml.

vessels.

Pressure-time cuarves are often analysed by evaluating the peak pressure aand

time to peak pressure. However it can be difficult to determine the peak

presua~re and the exact location where the pressure rises from the baseline.

A curve of dp/dt against t can help to overcome this problem. Ty pica! p

agai•nst u and dp/dt against t curves for 30nTg of loose powdered ccmposition

B it. tho 5ml vessel are shown in Figures 3 and 4 resppectively. Figure 5

snchw a graph of peak pressure, corrected for the volume occupied by the

sanrple, against sam.ple weight for composition B in the 5m.-1 vessel. A linear

relationship is observed up to 0.Sg of composition but at higher saiple

weiehs the pressure increese is greater, pres-unably as a result of
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increased gas phase temperature. A plot of rise time, defined as peak

pressure divided by the maximum slope, against iample weight is shown in - -

Figure 6 from which the burning rate can be seen to increase with

increasing weigýht of sample.

IGNITION TPA'IKSFER

An ignition stimul'is can be transferred over surprisingly long distances

by channelling the products of combustion (hot gases, shock and particles)

from a pyrotechnic or initiatory explosive donor composition through small

diamneter metal tubes called flash tubes. For the experiments described

here composition F (1MNBF) has been used as both donor and acceptor

compositions and these are connected by stainless steel flash tubes with

internal diameters varying in the range 0.6-2.5mm. The pressed donor -- -•

comnosition is sealed into onte end of the tube, .ignited by means of a

bridgewire, and the acceptor end is left utnsealed. This experimental

erranizement is shown in Figure 7.

Mhe critical length of tube for successful ignition of the acceptor

composition, ie above which ignition transfer does not occur, has been

determined for each internal diameter tube. The results are shown irn

Figure 8 for the experiments carried out at atmospheric pressure, from

which the critical length can be seen to increase with increasing internal

diameter up to 2.0mm and then to decrease to 2.5mm diameter. The maximum

critical length is greater then lm. Reducing the pressure further

increases the ciitical length indicating that energy transfer is more

efficient runder these conditions. For example at a pressure of lOOmPa the

crL±cai length cxcccdz im for flash tube internal diameters greater than

1m.
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Using composition F (KDNBF) in. flash tube experiments at atmospheric pres-

sure the critical length does not vary with the mass of the donor ..

composition when this exceeds 10mg. The critical length is however

dependent upon the pressing stress on the acceptor composition, as shown in

Figure 9. Not surprisingly bends in a flash tube reduce the critical

length. One way of studying this effect is to determine a critical radius

of curvature for a specific length of flash tube with a 1800 bend in it.

A standardised flash tube arrangement can be used to evaluate the effective-

ness of compositions, both donors and acceptors, in this mode of ignition

transfer by measuring critical lengths. For example at atmospheric pressure

arid with composition F (KDNBF) as acceptur and a tube of 1.78mm id, a

critical length of 780mm is obtained with composition F as donor while a

much smaller critical length of 70mm is obtained with the relatively -

gasless composition G as donor.

Flash tubes cap themselves be evaluated using standard compositions to

compare different flash tube materials and forms of tube. For these

exDeriments the choice of compositions can be based on gap test, rotating

disc or pressure vessel assessments.

Finally ignition transfer across a metal barrier acting as a pressure balk-

head (through barrier initiation) is being studied using a Barnes Spectral-

master model 12-55 Infra-Red Radiometer. This instrument has a Cassegrain

optical system giving a field of view of 2.5m/.P which permits focusing onto

; 31an diameter thermal septum at the acceptor end of the through barrier .

initiation device shown in Figure 10. The rise time of the radiometer,

being less than lOOps, is sufficiently fast to enable temperature-time

profiles, generated by ignition of pyrotechnic donor compositions, to ct-

measured on the acceptor side of the barrier. A
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Figurc 11 shows a typical temperature-time profile which indicates that,

in the arrangement shown in Figure 10, peak, temperatures of aboout 3500 C

are achieved in 0.4 second. Numerous experiments of this type have shown

that the ideal composition for this mode of ignition transfer should

1,ave a relatively high heat of combustion and produce a solid, heat

retentive slag with very little gas evolution, to ensure good thermal

"contact with the metal barrier. This technique of measuring

temperature-time profiles with a radiometer provides a direct means

of assessing the characteristics of compositions for use in this particular

environment. Data is also generated necessary for the correct choice of

acceptor composition, the post ignition characteristics of which will

depend on the function which it is required to perform.

CONCLUSIONS AIN RECOHNODATIONS
A

The various tests described in this paper have proved useful in initial

studies to characterize the ability of pyrotechnic and initiatory

explosive compositicns to ignite and transfer ignition to other compositions

in an explosive train. Each test producrcs results which are strictly only

applicable to the particular geometry and environment of each test. The

results of different tests, however, provide interesting comparisons

between different types of pyrotechnic composition. For example the

results from the gap test and flash tube experiments using gunpowder and

j:]BF respectively have given quantitative support to the long held view

wi.ong pyrotechnists that reliable ignition between compositions not in

direct contact is favoured by using gassy donor compositions to transfer

heat and particles to the acceptor compositions. Similarly radiometric

studies of through barrier initiatory devices have confirmed the role of

gasless, heat retentive compositions in producing efficient heat transfer

across metal barriers.
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The present range of tests needs to be extended in future work to add

further information on the effectiveness of a composition in its action

in an explosive train. At the same time impor-tant parameters such as

igniuion time, burning time, length of flame and flame temperature need

to be properly evaluated.
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HEXANITROSTILBENE (HNS): REVIEW OF SHIELDED MILD
DETONATING CORD (SMDC) PERFORMANCE UNDER BIASED

CONDITIONS OF FABRICATION

E. Eugene Kilmer
Naval Surface Weapons Center, W.O.

Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

ABSTRACT
p

The performance of explosives and explosive systems can be determined

by many different methods. The efforts of this task, have been directed

towards applying the results of High Performance Liquid Chromotography

(HPLC) to better understand the variability of the purity of explosives

in the-.r bulk condition and after loading into hardware. The performance

of Shielded Mild Detonating Cords (SMDC) was studied after exposure to

K elevated temperatures to determine what affect impurities have on p

performance of the explosive.

The performance of the cords subjected to elevated temperatures

of 218°C (425°F), 2600 C (500'F) and 282°C (540°F) is discussed.

Hexanitrostilbene produced in the United States and England were compared .

with respect to particle geometry and purity.

The variability in the particle size and geometry of the HNS-I

Deing produced raised the question of possible variable sensitivity

to explosive shock and fragment impact initiation. The results of

certain tests indicate sufficiency of explosive initiation with respect

to HNS-I variable particle geometry.

All of the HNS samples were acceptable in the design except

for one sample wnich assayed high in acid content before being subjected

to elevated temperatures.
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INTRODUCTION

The objective of this work was to determine if the variability

in the particle size and geometry of the HNS-I currently produced by

industry would affect its response to an explosive shock stimulus.

The test vehicle chosen for this study was the standard Shielded Mild

Detonating Cord (SMDC) end booster. A cutaway view of this piece of -

ordnance is shown in Figure 1.

A number of bulk HNS samples obtained fram various manufacturers -.

were sent to the McDonnell Douglas Corporation at St. Louis, Missouri

for testing by the QUEST method. '2 The first group of explosives loaded

and tested are listed in Table I. The explosives selected were typical

samples of the production lots that each vendor produces according to

his own proprietary techniques. Scanning electron photcmicrographs

(SEM) taken of each sample are shown in Figures 2 through 9 to document

the morphology of the crystalline explosive.

SMDC Sensitivity To Fragment Initiation

The test technique used to deteLmine the sensitivity of the explosives

to fragment impact was originally developed as part of the study by

Schimmel in 1973. Sketches of the hardware arrangement are shown in

Figure 10. The data collected in this study was obtained using two

test configurations for the SMDC end boosters: end-to-end and side-

to-end. The end-to-end (donor-to-accpetor) hardware, laboratory set-

up, was arranged with a constant one-half inch air-gap. The test variable

was the thickness of the steel shim placed between the donor and acceptor

end booster. The side-to-end configuration was arranged with a constant _

one-tenth inch air-gap test increment. Side-to-end initiation is always

more difficult than end-to-end initiation and therefore requires a reduced

air-gap to accomplish detonation transfer.

1. S*chimmel, M. L. "Quantitative Understanding of Explosives Stimulus
Tranocfer," riASA CR2341, December 1973.

S½>re, '-. L. , "Measurement of Explosive Output," Report E206,
McDonnell Aircraft Corp., 15 November 1965.
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II

Table 1. Explosives/Vendor Identification (HNS)

, Identification Vendor Identification (lot) Typ•

2232 British PERME 343 I

2417 British PERME 553 I

2297 United Tech Inc. 3 I

2413 United Tech Inc. 8 I

2262 Che~rrtronics 114-11 I

2087 Chamtronics 64-19 I

2247 NSWC 96-8433-48#2 I

2407 Silas Mason Hanger 7157-07C-011 I

2132 Tel McC Selph 1014

2130/21.:- Tel McC Selph 1125 I

j 1479 Del Mar Engr 250-7 II

2299 Silas Mason Hanger 6348-07H-001 II

2323 Ensign Bickford 30 II
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FIGURE 2 HEXANITROSTILEGENE: BRITISH PERME 343 4102232)
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FIGURE 3 HEXANITROSTILSENE: NSWC 96-8433B43-2(ID2247)
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0 1 2

FIGURE 4 NEXANITROSTILBENE: UNITED TECH. INC. 3 (1D2271 -

kr

5=0 X 1D ;I=7 1 0

0 1 2

FIGUIIE 5 HEXANITROSTILBENE: CHEMTRONICS 64-19 (1D2067)
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FIGURE6 HEXANITROSTILSENE: TELCC/S 1125 (1D21341

r
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FIGURE?7 EXANITROSTILBENE: DELMAR ENG. 250-7 (ID1479)
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FIGURE 8 HEXANITROSTILBENE: $ILAS MASON HANGER 6348-07H-001 (1D2299)

50 X ID 2323 1 cm 20011

0 1 2

FIGURE 9 HEXANITROSTILBENE- ENSIGN BICKFORO 30 (ID2323)
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It should be pointed out that the test results in reference 1 show

that HNS-I is more 3ensitive to fragment initiation than HNS-II. In

addition, the samples tested in that study show that at the 50% response

level of the acceptor-closure thickness of shim, the shim was approximately

twice as thick for the HNS-I (NSWC ID 537) as for the HNS-1I (NSWC ID 528).

The data collected by McDonnell Douglas Corporation using the

QUEST method is summarized in Table 2. End-to-end configuration testing

shows the approximate 50% response level for the acceptor-closure thickness,

"for HNS-I, to be 0.20-inch. One exception is NSWC ID 2087 which was

0.017. The results show HNS-II to be about 0.10-inch for a 50% response

level in this configuration. These test results not only confirm the

sensitivity difference between HNS-I and HNS-II, as measured in reference

1, but also show that the test will distinguish between the sensitivity

of HNS-I samples with grossly different particle sizes. This test however

is not sensitive enough to differentiate sensitivity between samples of -

comparable particle size. As is shown in Figure 5, ID 2087, this

HNS-I was larger in particle size than the HNS-I explosives in Figures 2,

I, 4, and 6. HNS sample ID 2087 was found to be less sensitive to fragment

A initiation than the other sraller sized HNS-I particles as is shown in

Table 2. However, this conclusion was drawn from, a small sample

population and should be expanded statistically for a more definitive

answer.

If one considers the purity of the explosive, i.e., the percentage .-

of hexanitrobibenzyl and other materials in the HNS, then a review of

the chemical assays and fragment sensitivity will indicate the reaction

or sensitivty to fragment initiation is not a function of the purity

of Che material (Table 2). Further, a comparison of the surface areas

of the HNS shows the more se.,sitive HNS-I to have a much greater surface

area than the HNS-II. The c(nly sample in which deviates in sensitivwty

iZ the single ý.a:,;ple of HNS-I (ID 2087) which hao been measured by a

high speed surface analyzer and found to have about half the surface

area of the standard HNS-I (ID 2297, 2232). These results suggest t•,at

there is no significant improvement to fragment initiation when tile

1 3surface area exceeds 27,000 cm,/cm . This can be seen in a plot of

the steel barrier thickness vs the surface area in Figre 11. in.
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addition, a comparison of barrier thicknesses reveals that HNS-II is

too insensitive to be used in the end cup of the SMDC end booster.

The data in Figure 12 indicates HNS-II will not initiate in a side-to- •

end configuration at a steel thickness greater than 3 mils (50% fire

response). The implication here is the stainless steel cup used to

enclose the end booster on a standard SMD)C tip measures 5 mils thick

and would therefore cause reliability problems in the side-to-end

configuration.

Acceptability of HNS-I in SMDC Hardware

The acceptability of various lots of HNS-I, produced by different I

manufacturers, was to be accomplished by measuring their performance

in doing work by incorporating the materials into Shielded Mild Detonating

Cords (SMDC). This work was done concurrently with (a) sensitivity-

to-fragment initiation and (b) particle size analysis of several lots - -S
of ENS-I.

The test method and equipment selected for this task was the McDonnell

Douglas Corporation Energy Sensor.2 It utilizes precalibrated aluminum

honeycomb as a crushable element with the output energy of the end booster

determined in units of inch-pounds. The SMDC line was assembled into

the energy sensor as shown in Figure 13 where it is initiated by a

blasting cap. A piston is propelled forward from the explosion of the

Stip of the SMDC. The measurement of energy output is determined from

length of honeycomb crushed in that fixture. Each honeycomb element

is precalibrated to determine the crush strength as a function of distance.

This force multiplied by the distance (length of honeycomb crushed) yields

the effective energy (in inch-pounds) of the explosion used to do work.

This test was used during development qualification and is still used

for the acceptance testing of F-111 aircraft SMDC hardware. As a result

many thousands of test firings that have been made, the average energy

output and variation of output are well established. R

The explosives tested were selected from a representative production

lot of HNS-I produced by each of several vendors. All of these vendors

were the primary producers of HNS-I in the United States except for

one vendor in England. The object of the selection was to determine
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if HNS-I, as a production explosive, would show any variable output

when used in the SMDC vehicle. The Naval Surface Weapons Center (NSWC)

and vendor lot identifications are shown in Table 1. The energy sensor

is identified as a MCAIR P/N 12K016-07 Initiator Output Test Fixture.

The standard for the tests were the F-111 SMDC end tips furnished by

MCAIR. SMDC lines were loaded with explosive from the various vendors

and fabricated by Explosives Technology.

A total of eighty-four (84) SMDC-end tip energy output tests were

made at ambient temperature. In addition to the seventy (70) tests

with the NSWC-supplied end tips, fourteen (14) tests were performed

with the F-111 end tips for control data. Initially, six (6) F-111

end tips were fired to verify proper functioning of the energy sensor;

then eight(8) more F-111 end tip firings were interspersed throughout

the tests of the NSWC-supplied end tips.

The test pattern used with the NSWC-supplied end tips where the

first thirty-five (35) NSWC-supplied end tips were tested was as follows:

Five (5) end Lips from one of the seven lots were fired before proceeding

to five from the next lot, etc. With the last thirty-five (35) NSWC-

supplied end tips tested, one end tip from, the first lot was fired

followed by one from the second lot, etc., rotating through the seven

lots sequentially five times.

The results obtained from the F-111 end tip control firings are

tabulated in Table 3. The results obtained from the NSWC-supplied end

tip test firings are tabulated in Table 4.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The testing of HNS-l and HNS-II by the McDonnell "QUEST METHOD"

resulted in differentiating between both materials but it is not sensitive

enough to distinguish differences between HNS-I samples.

2. All materials tested from, vendors in the United States and

England were deter•nined to be acceptable for use in SMDC hardware -ram

the viewpoint of explosive initiation sensitivity.

3. Comparison oi surface a:oea analyses and sensitivity to fragmert

initiation reveals that thE HNS-I minimum surface arec should be greater

than 27,000 c,,2 /cm3 (approximately 1.55 m,2/g).
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4. HNS-II is not recommended for use in SMDC end booster design

(this remark does not imply the detonating cord). Marginal performance

U is expected since test results indicate 3 mils of steel barrier will

yield a 50% fire response to other SM.DC tips.

5. Within the limitations of the energy sensor capability, there

is no significant energy output difference among the seven HNS lets

tested, since each lot produced an average energy value within the

400 + 50 in-lb range. Also, none of the test lots shows much statistical

difference from the results obtained with the F-111 end tips, which

averaged 406 in-lb. Finally, all of the data obtained during this test

program is comparable to that obtained over past years from acceptance

tests with new F-111 and F-15 SMDC-end tips.

6. It has been shown that HNS-I manufactured throughout the United

States and England will perform in the SMDC vehicle.

iL
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ENERGY OUTPUT OF DIFFERENT PYROTECHNIC IGNITER SYSTEMS

GUENTER KLINGENBERG
FRAUNHOFER-INSTITUT FUER KURZZEITDYNAMIK

ERNST-MACH- INSTITUT
ABTE!LUNG FUR BALLISTIK (EMI-AFB)

HAUPTSTRASSE 18, 7858, WEIL AM RHEIN, WEST GERMANY

ABSTRACT

A special igniter case designed by Dynamit Nobel AG was used for

measuring the energy output of four different igniter formulations in

terms of gas pressure, flame temperature, and gas velocity in order to

study the performance of pyrotechnic igniter systems, and to evaluate

the energy efflux at the igniter vent. Four igniter systems were defined

which consisted of (A) B-KNO 3 , (B) black powder, (C) nitrocellulose, and

(D) mixtures of nitrocellulose with black powder. Open air firings were

carried out with these igniters to obtain their general characteristics.

Peak values of (A) 5 MPa, 2000 0 K, 1200 m/sec; (B) 5 MPa, 1600'K, 1300 m/sec;

(C) 12 MPa, 2500'K, 1400 m/sec; and (0) 4 MPa, 1600 0 K, 1300 mr/sec were

measured at the igniter vent. From these data mass and energy flux werp

evaluated. The compositions of nitrocellulose and B-KNO 3 both had higher

energy citput than the black powder formulation. Due to condensation

reactions, B-KNO 3 generated an extremely high particle concentration while

the nitrocellulose composition produced extremely low particle concentra-

tion in the gas outflow. However, due to the confinement conditions, the

nitrocellulose was only partly combusted. Results that will be presented

will include flow visualization through the use of shadowgraph and

schlieren photography, flame spectra and pressure measurements, gas veloc-

ity by means of Laser-Doppler-Velocimeter, and spectroscopic temperature

measurements at the igniter vent.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the effect of pyrotechnic propellant charge igniters on igni-

I iition and combustion is still poorly understood, a panel of scientists was

assembled in Germany from ballistic institutes, universities, and private

industries to study basic ignition processes (Ref. 1). A fundamental pro-

gram was formulated with each group performing specific projects. These

projects include the (a) construction and development of a special

igniter system with different igniter compositions, (b) investigations

of the processes occurring inside the igniter and at the igniter vent,

(c) studies on the effect of the igniter on the propellant bed, and (d)

ignition modeling. Initially, these studies were focused on the design

of the igniter system including the selection of suitable igniter formu-

lations and on the igniter performance measuring the vent characteristics.

One of the tasks of EMI-AFB was to determine the energy output of these

igniters in terms of gas pressure, flame temperature, and gas velocities

employing optical and pressure measurement techniques, radiative emission-

absorption techniques, and a Laser-Doppler-Velocimeter (Ref. 1). Prior

to describing the experiments which have been conducted, the igniter-

" L" chamber design is discussed and the selected igniter formulations are

reviewed in light of the requirements.

A schematic of the special igniter case designed by Dynamit Nobel

A.G. (Ref. 2) (DNAG) is shown in Fig. 1. The general nbjective was (a)

to control the internal combustion by means of the flow channels in

order to obtain a better defined outflow at the igniter vent, and (b) to

load the igniter case with four different igniter compositions. An

electrical device first ignites the initial igniter producing hot gases

which initiate subsequently the igniter composition contained in the

igniter case. The combustion gases pass through the transverse flow

channels, merge in the conical part of the nozzle, and escape at the

cylindrical igniter vent expanding into the surroundings. However, as

revealed by these stjdies, there are some negative features associated

with this system (Ref. 1). Due to the inadequate confinement, part of the

gases produced by the initial igniter escape through the transverse flow
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channels forming a precursor flow at the igniter vent, as indicated in

Fig. 1. In addition, the cone-shaped part of the nozzle causes rapid

flow expansion within the igniter system enhancing possible condensation

reactions which may increase the internal energy. Consequently, the

energy output at the igniter vent is dependent on the internal flow de-

vel opment.

"The criteria for sclecting four different igniter formulations as

defined by the ignition panel were to obtain the following igniter vent

characteristics:

" 1. hot, gas-poor

2. cold, gas-poor

3. hot, gas-rich

4. cold, gas-rich

In addition, the objective was to obtain one extremely particle-poor and

one particle-rich outflow in order to study both the gas and gas-particle

ignition. 'The question of characterizing the igniter formulations was

C further discussed by the ignition panel. Of the possible parameters, L

i.e., heat of explosion, activation energy, reaction energy, and reaction

enthalpy, the heat of explosion was chosen since it can easily be determined

experimentally by a calorimeter. Therefore, it was decided to load the
• ~~igniter so as to have equal heats of explosion for all four igniter formu-'....

lations taking into account different loading densities (Ref. 1).

To match these requirements the DNAG selected the following four

igniter compositions:

1. Boron-Potassium Nitrate (B-KNO 3 ) - Code: AZM 953-1

2. Black Powder (S-C-KNO 3 ) - Code: Y593

3. Nitrocellulose (Nc) - Code: MV 7308

4. Nitrocellulose-Sulfurless-
Black Powder (Nc-C-KNO 3 ) - Code: NKP-S-536

as listed in Table 1.

2L
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Table 1

FOUR IGNITER COMPOSITIONS

HEAT OF P
LOADING EXPLOSION

CODE NO. NAME QUALITY MAIN CONTENTS DENSITY (J)

AZM 953-1 Boron- Hot, Gas- 70.7% KNO 3  0.45 g/cm3 793
Potassium Poor 23.7% B
Ni trate

Y 593 Black Cold, Gas- 75% KNO 3  0.90 793
Powder Poor 10% S

15% C

MV7308 NC-Powder Hot, Gas- M8% NC 0.65 793
Rich

NKP-S 536 NC Cold, Gas- 39% NC 0.85 792
Sulfurless Rich 47% KNU3
Black 12% C
Powder
Mixture

To obtain equal heat of explosion if 793 joules for all four igniter

formulations required rather drastic deviations in the loading densities

from 0.9 to 0.45. Experimental determinations of the specific heat of

explosion and the activation energy by Brede (Ref. 2) and Krien (Ref. 3)

are shown in Table 2.

Table 2

EXPERIMENTALLY DETERMINED PROPERTIES OF IGNITER MIXTURES

IGNITION GAS HEAT OF ACTIVATION-
TEMPERATURE VOLUME EXPLOSION ENERGY

CODE NO. (K) (CM_)) (J/g) (kJ/mol)

AZM B 848 194 6612 105
B-KNO3~

Y 593 696 208 3051 61.9
S-C- KNO 3 P
MV7308 495 617 4288 251
tic

NKP-S 536 554 375 3298 77
Nc-C-KNO

3
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I..

Kut!ie (Ref. 4) calculated the thermodynamic data of the four igniter

formulations by a thermochemical model using the ideal gas equation. In

addition, he assumed an expansion ratio of 200:1, and an isentropic expan-

sion in order to evaluate the influence of cundensation reactions by a

parametric study. Some of the results are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, which

display the concentration of condensation products and the reaction enthalpy

, vs. temperature at constant pressure p = 20 MPa. For B-KN0 3 with the

cooling of the igniter gases a dramatic change of the condensation products

occurs with a corresponding change of the reaction enthalpy for temperatures

below 24000K. Apparently, the condensation reactions release energy in-

creasing the internal energy of the flow. Since, for the B-KNO3 composition

AZM 953-1, one of tlhe main combustion products is boron oxide (Ref. 1),

a high concentration of condensation products is found to occur with the

cooling of the igniter gases during expansion which is associated with an

increase of reaction enthalpy. The nitrocellulose composition MV 7308 P

for a flame temperature above 1800 0 K shows no formation of condensation

products. However, due to the formation of soot particles an increase of

the condensation products and a corresponding small change of the reaction

enthalpy was founct for temperatures below 1800 0 K, Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

According to the simple approximations made, this analysis is only

capable of predicting the general tendency of the reacting gas-particle

flow. A more detailed description of the unsteady flow inside of and at

the exit plane of the igniter case awaits the development of a 2-D-2-phase

gas dynamic model including the chemistry. Nevertheless, it became obvious

that due to the expected flow expansion within the conical part of the

igniter nozzle, the igniter vent characteristics will be partly dependent

on internal condensation reactions. Furthermore, when firing into open I . -

air data on the energy output in terms of pressure, flame temperatures,

and gas velocities should be measured in the vicinity of the exit plane

of the igniter vent to avoid additional effects caused by the rapid flow

expansion in front of the nozzle (Ref. 1). I
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EXPERIMENTAL

* Experiments were performed when firing the four different igniters

into open air using a special fixture to permit recordings of the

igniter output (Ref. 1). About 100 usec after the electrical ignition

pulse the first gases arrive at the igniter vent. The jitter of the time

between electrical pulse and arrival of the gases was measured to be less

than 20 wsec. Time zero in these experiments is the arrival of the gases

at the igniter vent, i.e., about 100 lisec after electrical ignition.

In order to study the igniter vent characteristics the following

experiments were performed (Ref. I):

1. Flow visualization through use of shadowgraph and schlieren

photography employing multiple exposure techniques (24 spark sources).

2. Investigation of the formation of flames and particles by

means of still pictures and time-resolved drum camera recordings.

3. Recording of the visible and near infrared spectrum of the

flames through use of spectrographs.

4. Pressure measurements using a KISTLER gage (603B) at lo-

cation M3 (see Fig. 1), i.e., in-case measurements 2 mm from the end of

the igniter nozzle.

5. Spectroscopic temperature measurements employing a modified

line reversal technique at position X = 2.5 mm in front of the igniter

vent, i e., in the center of the so-called primary flash,

6. Gas velocity measurements by means of a new Laser-Doppler-

Velocimeter (Ref. 8) within the gas outflow 2.5 mm in front of the

igniter vent.
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The employed experimental techniques for flow and flame visualization,

flame spectra recordings, spectroscopic temperature and pressure measure-

ments as well as gas velocity measurements are well established and were

used in the field of ballistic studies. They are thoroughly documented

in References 5 to 9. No further detail will be given here except to

mention that a special setup was employed for the modified reversal method

to record the radiation flux from the primary flash with and without

superimposed radiation of a calibrated tungsten ribbon lamp simultaneously

by separating the imaged radiation through light pipes, see Fig. 4.

IGN ITER PHOTOMULTIPLIER

SHUTTER LIGHT PIPE

TUNGSTEN INTERFERENCE
RIBBON LAMP NEUTRAL DENSITY Ft LTER

FILTER

Fig. 4. Scheme of Set-up for Spectroscopic Temperature tleasurements
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From the measured flow parameters at the igniter vent, the energy

flux at the igniter vent can be calculated using the equation given by

Celmins (Ref. 10) for a cylindrical nozzle: 0

dE E m 12 2
dt y v Te Ue)

dmt A (2)

dt e Ue

where A = ir 2 denotes the area of the vent, pe' Tet and ue the vent

characteristics (ne = f(p)), and cv the specific heat for p = const.

Since the pressure, temperature, and gas velocity histories pe' Toe

U e vs. time are known from experiment, and c can be derived from thermo-

chemical calculations (Ref. 4) the energy efflux t can be evaluated. However,

"one has to be cautious about interpreting the results. Even if the real

measured data are used including effects of condensation reactions the

role of the gas-particle flows is neglected since Equation (1) was derived .

from gas phase calculations. Therefore, particle-rich flows as generated

by the K-BNO3 composition AZM 953-1 can lead to an underestimation of the

energy efflux neglecting the energy content of the boron oxide particles.

Nevertheless, Equation (1) was used to calculate the energy efflux of the

igniter vent.

RESULTS

In case measurements of pressure histories at locations Ml, M2, and 0 .

M3 (see Fig. 1) performed by DNAG and EMI-AFB, reveal that a drastic pres-

sure decrease occurs from location Ml/M2 (transverse flow channels) to

M3 (igniter vent) indicating the rapid flow expansion in the conical

part of the nozzle. Table 3 summarizes the results for average peak

values of pressure.
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Table 3

PRESSURE MEASUREMENTS IN IGNITER -- -

(SEE FIGURE 1)

MAXIMUM GAS PRESSURE PRESSURE DECREASE
OBTAINED ALONG TRANS- TO IGNITER
VERSE CHANNELS AND DNAG EMI-AFB FROM

NOZZLE VENTS MI/M 2  M3  M1 ,2 to M3

AZM 953-1 (B-KNO 3 ) 24.8 MPa 4.8 MPa 1/5

Y 593 (Black Powder) 13.7 MPa 4.8 MPa 1/3

MV7308 (Nc) 46.6 MPa 11.0 MPa 1/4

NKP-$536 (Nc-Black
Powder) 27.0 MPa 3.7 MPa 1/7

Consequently, an effect on the vent characteristics is to be expected,

especially in the case of the B-KNO 3 composition AZM 953-1, consistent

with the thermochemical calculations, mentioned above. Characteristic

blast fields are generated by firing the four igniters, as shown in the

case of the nitrocellulose composition MV7308, Fig. 5. Fig. 6 shows

time integrated pictures of the flames occurring after discharge of the

four igniters.

Due to the high gas pressure ratio of Pe/P- > 37, where P- denotes

the pressure of the 'urrounding atmosphere, the gases issuing from the

igniter vent form a blast field characterized by (a) a highly underexpanded

supersonic flow rea terminated by inner shocks, (b) a turbulent accumu- . ..

lated gas zone which surrounds toroidally the underexparded flow area,

and (c) an outer strong blast wave containing the flow which propagates

into th( atmosphere in a nearly spherical mariner, Fig. 7. The blast

field is associated with an intense flash of light in distinct areas of

the flow field, i.e., the primary flash at the igniter vent, the intermediate

flash in front of the mach disk, and the seconddry flash in the outer tur-

bulent layers (Ref. 1), Fig. 7. These flow and flash pheomena correspond
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to the unsteady flow expansion generated by gun firings, and are investi-

gated in details in References 5, 7, 11, and 12. Of importance is that

the primary flash can be seen as simply an extension of the hot compressed

gas column inside the igniter nozzle (Ref. 7). Thus, spectroscopic temp-

erature and gas velocity measurements within the center of the primary

flash give the initial condition at the igniter vent.

The still pictures of Fig. 6 further display traces of hot, luminous 0

particles produced by condensation during expansion; especially in the

case of the B-KNO3 composition AZN 953-1. Apparently, the B-KNO 3 compo-

sition produces particle-rich flows while the nitrocellulose composition

HV7308 produces extremely low particle density gas flow in agreement with

the thermochemical calculations, see Fig. 2. However, due to the high

expansion ratio at the igniter vent, condensation reactions are more

effective in the gas flow expanding in front of the nozzle. In order to

study the effect of in-case expansions occurring in the conical part of O

the igniter nozzle, the "primary flash" at the exit plane of the igniter

vent was in.vestigated spectroscopically. Fig. 8 shows the time integrated

recorded spectrum of the B-KNO 3 igniter gases, with identified boron oxide

emission. A more detailed analysis of the particles produced by the four

igniter compositions was most recently performed by Trinks and Schilf, and

Mach (Ref. 13 and 14) applying mass spectrometry and scattering techniques.

Besides the BO-bands for B-KNO 3 , the spectrum of the primary flash for the

four igniter compositions contains both spectral lines and a strong back- S _

ground of continuum radiation (Ref. 1). The emitted lines in particular

Na- and K-resonance lines stemming from the additives to the igniter com-

positions, are excited because of the high flame temperature. Therefore,

line revesal was applied at wavelength 589 nrn (Na-D-line) and 769 nm

(K-line) both giving the same temperatures.

The results of pressure, temperature, and gas vclocity measurements

at the igniter vent are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. Since the precursor
-a

gases stemming from the initial igniter output arrive first at the igniter

vent for to < t < 30 ,sec, the same vent characteristics were obtained
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with peak values of p : 2 MPa, T = 2800 K, and V = 1600 m/sec for all four

igniter formulations indicating the effect of the initial igniter gases.

The second pressure increase is associated with the arrival of the

igniter composition gases at the igniter vent at t > 30 visec. Fig. 9a

displays further the effect of condensation reaction occurring inside of

the igniter case. About t = 20u iisec after t a maximum occurs in the

temperature-time history associated with the minima of pressure and gas

velocity. This shows the effect of condensation of boron oxide on the

flow. Small effects of the condensation reactions were also found in the

case of the black powder formulations Y593 and the Nc-black powder mixture

NKP-.S, while the nitrocellulose produced very little particulate matter

during expansion.

A different behavior is displayed in the p, T, u - curves of the
nitrocellulose composition MV7308 (Fig. lOa) indicating that the internal

combustion is not complete. The second temperature peak at t = 40 ts.c

first approaches the calculated maximum flame temperature of 2600 K. -'. 0

ever, a rapid decrease of T follows, 3ssociated with a relatively slow

pressure increase and a rapid decrease of gas velocity. The first layer

of the previous nitrocellulose is fu'ily ignited and reaches the flame

temperature. Due to inadequate confinement the grains (0.3 to 0.4 mm-

diameter) move into the flow passage which becomes clogged with individual

* Grains (Fig. 11) causing a quenching of the reactions.

T;.e calculated energy efflux for 30 - t < 400 Psec is shown in

Figure 12. Considering the restrictions discussed above, the "hot"

igniter comipositions nitrocellulose and B-KNO are found to produce
3

higher energy output than the "cold" bla(k powder formulations. Comparable

results were obtained by Br->,; . f. 2) using the ýnterrupted ignition

technique. Tht data in Fig. i2 does not include the effect of the pre-

cursor flow coming from the initidi igniter device. Table 4 compare:

the precursor energy (Epr) with the igniter energy (Eig). These were .0

obtained by a time integration of the data in Fig. 12. The igniter energy

2C,9
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Fig. 11. Post Firing Section of Nitrocellulose (MV7308) Igniter
(Note the'Unburned NC-Grains in the Chamber and Flow Channels)

2000- E: m.cv'Te*1/2"u2)-1I000 - •..
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Fig. 12. Energy Flux at the Igniter Vent for 30 - t • 400 psec

(Particulate matter is not Considered)
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(Eig) is also compared with the total energy calculated from the thermo-

chemical model (Ec). The effect -f the precursor (5 joules) is small

"compared to the high energy output of the igniter composition gases.

Table 4

EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL VALUES FOR IGNITER OUTPUT ENERGIES O

PRECURSOR FLOW
(INITIAL ISNITION IGNIIER FLOW

DEVICES) (IGNITER COMPOSITIONS)_

Epr Epr/Eig Eig Ec Eig/Ec
(JOULES) (1 (JOULES (JOULES) (%)

B-KNO3 (AZM 953-1) 5 2.8 178 540 33

Black Powder (Y 593) 5 5.7 88 580 15

Nitrocellulose (MV7308) 5 1.1 458 720 64

Nitrocellulose- (NKP-S) 565
Black Powder 7.3 68 565 12

CONCLUSIONS

1. Due to the inadequate confinement, a precursor flow is formed so that

only part of the initial igniter gases interact with the igniter com-

positions. A confinement should be implemented to improve the perform-

ance.

2. The nitrocellulose composition is only partly combusted. Reduction of

nozzle diameter can improve the reaL.ion.

3. During the flow inside of the igniter case, flow expansion occurs

associated with condensation reactions changing the igniter vent char-

act, ,-ist.ics. h

4. The nitrocellulose comptsition prodices extremely low pa;'ticle density

gas flow and represents the gas ignition type.

0
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5. The B-KNO 3 composition produces particle-rich flows due to condensation

reactions during free in-case flow expansion and represents the gas-

particle ignition type. .

6. The "hot" compositions nitrocellulose and B-KNO 3 generate higher

energy output than the "cold" black powder formulations.
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USE OF A JET AIR MDXER FOR PYROTECHNIC COMPOSITIONS

by

D. M. Koger

U.S. Army ARRADCOM
ARRADCOM Resident Operaticns Office -

NASA National Space Technology Laboratories
NSTL Station, MS 39529

ABSTRACT

Continuous flow techniques for material handling in the explosive and chem-
ical industry are replacing conventional batch methods because of inherent ad-
vantages in terms of cost, efficiency, and safety. The Jet Airmix Blender ® -'

is a component of the proposed Continuous Flow Process (CFP) for pyrotech-
nics, and represents a new method in the production of dry pyrotechnic com-
positions. The Jet Airmix blender is pneumatically operated, and has a work-
ing capacity of 2170 pounds with a blending cycle of less than one minute.

The application of pneumatic mixing to pyrotechnic composition is rela-
tively new. Associated hazards include: surface charge due to triboelectrifi-
cation, various amounts of dust suspension at different concentrations, high
impingement velocities of particles, and large masses of pyrotechnic materials
due to larger batch sizes. Because of those inherent conditions a detailed
analysis was undertaken to determine the hazards associated with this blending -
concept, and whether the degrees of those hazards are within acceptable limits
for fullscale production.

The results of this study indicate no risk or hazards attached to charging,
blending, or discharging the Jet Airmix blender during production of up to
2170 pounds of pyrotechnic compositions as formulated by Pine Bluff Arsenal,
Pine Bluff, Ark., using dry air as the carrier medium. The full spectrum of
potential hazards concerning the complete continuous flow process (CFP) was
not within the scope of this study; rather, specific worst-case situations were
analyzed.
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INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

Pyrotechnic compositions are usually blended by one of two methods: wet

or dry. Dry blending is accomplished in a tumble device such as a ball mill,

double-cone blender, a Vee blender, a motionless mixer or a pneumatic mixer. .' -

Wet blending is accomplished in various types of mixers that range from dough

type planetary blenders to highly complex liquid mixing systems. Wet mixing

is accomplished by adding a volatile liquid carrier to the mix to form a paste-

like substance or, as in some cases, as much as 50% by weight to form a

highly viscous composition.

Mixing in general is performed in small batches ranging from several

hundred grams to a maximum of 45.5 kg (100 lb) depending upon the type of

mix and the quantity required. For most mixing processes the 45.4-kg (100-1b)

limit is imposed because all pyrotechnic compositions are considered to be a

DoD Class 7 (U. N. 1.1) during mixing, granulatingsdrying and loading opera- r

tions. Only after consolidation can the pyrotechnic composition be considered

to be less sensitive or DoD Class 2 (U. N. 1.3) when appropriate test data indi-

"cate.

Problems associated with mixing are many, ranging from agglomeration of

constituents to stratification and incomplete mixtures. Generally, the oxidizers

are hygroscopic and in the raw form they may be chunky or in a solid block, and

milled in a hammer mill or in an attrition mill to obtain the desired particle

size. So that the fuel and oxidizer do not come into intimate contact with one

another, either the fuel or oxidizer may be premixed with the diluent before

the final mixing of all ingredients. Some of the fuels also pose problems in

that they may have to be coated with an oil to make them less hazardous to use.

Sieving and screening operations of all constituents are required prior to mixing

and in the case of most wet blends after drying, the composition is broken up

and screened prior to loading. UI no diluent is added to the formula, then the
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fuel and oxidizer are carefully loaded in layers with either the fuel or oxidizer

loaded first and alternate layers of constituents added. Another technique is

to add constituents to the mixture of specified intervals of time during the

mixing cycle. The mixing cycle varies from 10 minutes to an hour, with some

blending operations taldng longer. In all cases, mixing of pyrotechnics should

be performed remotely.

Dry blend is accomplished in several different types of apparatus. Regard-

less of the actual device, specific tasks should be accomplished prior to load-

ing the ingredients. A simplified flow diagram depicting these steps is shown - -

in figure 1. In almost all cases, a pyrotechnic formulation is based upon a

percentage of ingredients by weight. Weighing of the constituents, while funda-

mental, is critical and these percentages are often held to less than 0. 5%.

Milling may be accomplished in a hammer mill or an attrition mill. All ingre-

dients are screened or sieved to meet the specified particle size and the oxi-

dizer and additive may be premixed. This is an important step which, besides

dilutihg the oxidizer, prevents agglomeration from reoccurring. Then all in-

gredients are added to the blender in a specified sequence. Dry blending is

usually accomplished in approximately 30 minutes. If the mixing cycle is too

long, stratification or separation of the ingredients may occur or if too short,

an intimate mixture may not be obtained.

Wet blending is accomplished in various types of devices where the mixture

is wetted by a volatile to form a paste-like substance, or it may be ivetted 3uf-

ficiently to acquire the consistency of a cake dough. A planetary dough mixer

may be used or a Muller type mixer may also be used. The mixing bovwl and

blade for the planetary mixer are made of nonsparking stainless steel; in the

Muller type all tools, mullers and pan are also constructed of stainless steel.

The weighing, sieving, and milling operations are similar for wet blending as

for dry blending. The ingredients are placed in the pan or bowl and the liquid

carrier is added in sufficient quantity to form a tPdck paste. The planetaryF blade and/or the mullers were previously adjusted so as not to touch the bottom
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Figure 1. Simple Flow Diagram of Prepreparation for Dry Blending

or the side of the pan or bowl. The mixer is operated remotely but stopped

periodically to allow for scrape down of the sides of the bowl or pan. If addi-

tional liquid is needed to maintain consistency, it is usually added at this time.

The mixing cycle ranges from 20 minutes to 2 hours. The mixture is then gran-

ulated by screen and the mix is dried. It may be loaded in the granular form or

broken up into smaller particle size prior to loading. A typical planetary type

mLxcr is shown in figure 2.
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Figure 2. A Typical Hobart Planetary Dough Mixer 1

The Muller type mixer or planetary blender for wet mixes and double-cone

or ball mill devices have been utilized almost exclusively from the early days of

manufacturing until the present. Large batch sizes are obtained by operating

many mLxers to blend small quantities anid then cross-blend to achieve an accept-

able batch size for loading operations. With the advent of the arsenal moderni-

zation programs, new types of blending techniques and larger batch sizes have

begun to find their way into the manufactuiing process. Because of this, begin-

ning in 1973 an extensive investigation was made of several types of blenders

or mixers that utilized new technology and mixed large quaitltles, up to 907 kg

(2000 lb), in a single operation. The purpose of the investigation was to deter-

mine: 1) the hazards associated with large quantities; 2) what type of mixers

were available, and the problems associated with the new mixing systems.

A candidate blender known as the Jet Airmix® blender was selected for this

program (Ref. 1 and 2).
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OB3JECTIVE

The objective of this study was to generate empirical safety data from tests

performed to evaluate the potential hazards associated with full-scale blending.

TEST PLAN

Pneumatic mixing as in a jet Airmix device was new. The Airmix device

has a working capacity of 984 kg (2170 lb) with a blending cycle of less than one

minute. A pulse of air with a duration of 2 to 5 seconds is passed through 36

de Laval nozzles at a preset angle. This lifts the ingredients up the total height

of the column. This is followed by a pause of 5 seconds allowing the ingre-

dients to come to full rest; then the pulse cycle is repeated until 5°full pulse-

and-pause cycles have occurred. After these cycles the composition is com-

pletely mixed. The hazards associated with pneumatic mixing were thought to

include: 1) surface charge due to triboelectrification, 2) dust suspension at

different concentrations, 3) high impingment velocities of particles and (4) mass

3 effects from such a large quantity of mixture. Particular emphasis was placed --

on the measurement of the surface charge and the determination of initiation

levels for various pyrotechnic compositions. At present, only smoke compo-

sitions have been tested in the Airmix blender. Initially, tests were conducted

in a one liter bench model Airmix blender shown In figure 3. Each constituent

Air meter
control

Detector
Electrometer head " "

Armix chammber

Figure 3. One-Liter Airmix Blender Set Up
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was placed in the one-liter model and a series of measurements were obtained;

then mixing of several constituents such as diluent and fuel, dtluent/oxidizer,

dye fuel/dye oxidizer and fuel/oxidizer were tested. The ultimate tests were

conducted on all complete formulations in the 1-m 3 (35-ft3 ) model in 454-kg _

(1000-1b) quantities for colored smoke and 984-kg (2170-Ib) quantities for HC

white smoke. Figure 4 shows the 1-m 3 (35-ft3 ) jet Airmix test configuraticn.

Over 3000 different electrostatic measurements were obtained on colored

smokes and screening smoke in various scaled models to full-size production

models. Full-scale tiermal ignition tests were then conducted to determine if

the hazards associated with large masses c' pyrotechnic compositions were

thermal or explosive in nature. In these tests 454 to 984 kg (1000 to 2170 lb)

of signaling smoke and screening smoke mixtures were thermally initiated

under static and dynamic mixing conditions in the ftill scale jet airmix blender.

Test Pad Test control center •"

Cover Jet Air Electrostatic
mix simulator [ j measurement

Flex hose to

press gageIgnition source Elcrmee 1T1•
•,Electrometer lBrsow/probe I U. B ristol :

West thermocou le- jstrip chartWet hen'ocu erecorders
(chromel A ame) ,r

H Temperature
I measurement

Ice bath
East thermocouple Reereace
(chromel Alumnl) Junction

Figure 4. Test Set Up for Electrostatic Measurements and Full-Scale

Thermal Initiation Test
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RESULTS

DATA ANALYSIS

The mixing vessels for the purposes of these analysis represent a solid

cylindrical capacitor and each has a specific charge densit, for each configura-

tion. The total electrostatic charge generated within the mixing vessel was

measured with an electrometer. These measurements were monitored contin-

uously and recorded every 5 seconds. The highest value obtained during each

period was also recorded. All values were then reduced by a computer program

aaid the values for each point were determined. The high, low and mean values "

were reported for each significant operation.

Data analysis of the full scale burn tests included temperature and pres-

sure measurements. Only the peak values were reported. Visual observation 0

and motion picture coverage aided the determination of the overall reaction.

TESTS RE SULTS
.o

Results of the scale model test for the constituents of HC white smoke and

violet smoke in the scale model tests are shown in table 1. The surface charge

values for the individual constituents and combination of constituents for the HC

smoke mixture were generally less than the complete m!x. The electrostatic

charge was found to be in the microjoule range. The reported initiation value for

HC smoke mixture is 0.122 joules for electrical spark initiation and >50K joules

in a dust cloud. (Refs. 3, 4, and 5). The surface charge values tor violet

smoke cor.stituents and their combinations were found to be higher than the com-

pleted mix. T.ids was opposite of the findings for the HC smoke mixture. Still,

in all cases the measured values were significantly less than reported initia-

tion values (Ref. 6). Results indicate that the surface charge due to triboelec-

trification was minimal.

2
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Table I

ELECTROSTATIC MEASUREMENTS OF CONSTITUENTS AND COMPLETE

Energy level Q2

Joules E 2=c

Sample material and
charging sequence High Low Mean

Zinc oxide 2 x 10- 8  2 x 10- 9  1 x 10-9 -

Hexachloroethane 3 x 10-8 1 x 10-9 9 x 10-9
Aluminum 3 x 10-9 1 x 10-11 5 x 10-10
Hexachloroethane/zinc oxide 3 x 10-7 3 x 10-9 1.5 x 10-7

r Hexachloroethane/aluminum 2 x 10-9 4 x 10-10 1 x 10-9

Zinc oxide/aluminum 1 x 10-8 4 x 10- 9  7 x 10-9
Hexachloroethane/zinc oxide/ 9 x 10-7 1 x 10-7 5 x 10-7

aluminum
Sodium bicarbonate/sulfur 3. 52 x 10-7 6. 95 x 10-10 5. 87 x 10-8

Sodium bicarbonate/potassium 5.45 x 10-9 3.64 x 10-10 5.78 x 10-10

chlorate
Sodium bicarbonate/violet dye 1. 28 x 10-9 2. 05 x 10- 1 0 4. 37 x 10-10

Sulfur/violet dye 1.68 x 10-9 9.75 x 10-10 3.17 x 10-1 )
Potassium chlorate/violet 2. 77 x 10-9 2.05 x 10-10 4.32 x 10-10

dye
Potassium chlorate 9.33 x 10 7  7.2 x 10 8  4.88 x 10-7

Sulfur 1.54 x 10-6 1.29 x 10-7 2.83 x 10-7

Sodium bicarbonate 4. 63 x 10-6 6. 30 x 10-8 4. 86 x 10-7

Violet dye 4.56 x 10-6 1.15 x 10-7 2.67 x 10-7
Sodium bicarbonate/ 1. 86 x 10- 8  2.06 x 0-1 0  4.14 x i 0 -I0

dye/sulfur
Sodium bicarbonate/ 3.30 x 10-9 2, 06 x 10-10 3.05 x 10-10

dye/potassium chlorate
Sodium bicarbonate/ 2.07 x 10 9  3.64 x 10 1 0  5.51 x 10 1 0

sulfur/potassium chlorate
**Sodium bicarbonate/ 1. 28 x 10-9 3.64 x 10-10 5. 25 x 10-10

sulfur/dye
potassium chlorate

"**Complete mix

Results of the electrostatic surface charge measurement for full scale pro-

duction are shown in table 2. The electrostatic values for the I1C white smoke

%%w-re similar to those found in the small scale tests, However, the mea-

I %alues for the violet smoke were significantly higher than those found in
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Table 2

FULL-SCALE BLENDING TEST ENERGY LEVELS

S~Energy level

Weight Joules
kilograms

Composition (pounds) High Low Mean

" HC white smoke 984 7. 86 x 10-6 1. 12 x 10-6 2.91 x 10-6 6

mixture (2170)

Preblend* 340 1.24 x 10- 2  5.57 x 10- 3  9.54 x 10-3

(violet smoke) (750)

Final blend 454 8.66 x 10-3 4.88 x 10-3 6.98 x 10-3

(violet smoke) (1000)

*Without the oxidizer

the small scale apparatus. Still, the results are several orders of magnitude

less than that being reported for initiation in a dust cloud or by electrical

sparks. The higher readings were attributed to the ambient humidity and tem-

perature for the open-field test. The environment for the laboratory tests was

humidity and temperature controlled.

The results of the full-scale thermal ignition tests are given in Table 3.

Test results show that the burn times ranged from a low of 110 seconds for

Table 3

RESULTS OF FULL-SCALE BURN TESTS

Total Gross Maximum Quasi-static
Weight burn reaction temperature pressure

kg time rate 0C kPa
Material (lb) (sec) kg/sec 9F (psig)

HIC white smoke 984 34.5
jet Airmix (static) (2170) 564 1.74 (1740) (5)

Violet smoke 454 110 4.13 154 34.5
jct Airmix (static) (1000) (309) (5)

Violet smoke 454 175 2.23 334 8. 27
jet Airmix (dynamic) (1000) (633) (1.2)
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violet smoke in the static state (initiation occurred when the material was at

rest) to a high of 564 seconds for HC smoke. The gross reaction rates are .

quite slow when compared to burning of propellants or explosives in similar

quantities. The static pressure measurements are indicative of a slow reac-

tion as well and remained constant while burning as venting through the top

occurred. The venting function was an additional requirement of the test

series to simulate manufacturing conditions. It was shown from these tests in

both dynamic (ignition during the fluidized state) and static conditions that the

potential hazards were thermal in nature versus an explosive hazard.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The hazards associated wvitL pneumatic mixing are no greater than con- ...

ventional dry or wet blending.

2. Pneumatic mixing may be sater in that actual mixing time is significa-ntly

less than conventional methods, thereby reducing exposure time....

3. Mixing large quantities of pyrotechnic Is feasible.

4. The hazards associated with mixing large quantities of certain types of

pyrotechnic mixtures (in this case, smoke mixtures) are primarily thermal

in nature.

5. Electrostatic hazards due to triboelectrification are extremely low.
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SYNTHESIS OF STABLE PYROTECHNIC COMPOSITIONS AFTER -

INVESTIGATION BY CALORIMETRIC PROCEDURES

Author : G. KRASSOULIA
SOCIETE EUROPEENNE DE FROPULSION - B.P. no 37

33160 - ST-MEDARD-EN-JALLES - FRANCE

ABSTRACT Calorimetry applies to the various pyrotechnic substances

and can be used to facilitate the research and synthesis of pvrotecn-

nic compositions for specified purposes.

This paper deals with the utilized equipment -nd the recommended me-

thods to achieve pyrotechnic operation answering a pressure-time law.

The case of a small gas generator squib is given as an example of ap-

pI icatioon.

KEYWODRS : Calorimetry - Programmed differential calorimetry - Heat of

combustion - Pyrotecninics - Pyrotechnic compositions - EnergeTic corn-

posite materials - Initiator - Squibs - Gas generator.

1 . INTROCDUCTION

Basic pyrotechnic substances are fairly wel I cataloc~ued by the spe-

cialists as well as their uses in recent /-1 7, /2 7, /3 7 and less

recenl / 4 7 /-5 7 formulations.

Our purpose in this account is to show how tIhe measurement fad Ii-

ties, mainly assigned to laboratory work, car be used to the deveicp-

ment of composite pyrotechnic materials ýacable cf answering a func-

tional law dictated by a specification.

Our purpcse further is to show pyrotech ni sts who do not alw avs rave

the research facilities of advanced irdustrics at tneir disposal,
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that they can however apply to such facilities at an advanced stage

i of pragmatically acquired data, when they are bound to bring about a 0

guarantee of the validity of their development work and of the resul-

ting hardware construction, to their contracting authorities.

As a matter of fact the recording of the stability or thermal history 0

of pyrotechnic components and comnpositions subjected to programmed

differential calorimetry ("CDP") /6 7 corresponds to an identity

card that gives a most valuable guarantee as to the reproducibility

of their effects.

Hereafter in this account we shall deal with in succession

the calorimetric equipmenet implemented and the corresponding mea- -

surirng methods of the parameters characterizing the pyrotechnic

substances and Their mixtures, with the purpose of ascertaining the

formulation of a pyrotechnic composition (reminder of the stability

criteria).

- The description of the results obtained during the development of

a gas micro-oenerator in accordance with the previously establis-

hed principles.

Through this process we shall bring a continuation to our previous

D ulication, namely :

"Tne advantages offered by prograrrmed differential calorimetry ("CDP")

rake it an efficient tool in terms of : research, characterization P

and control of power generating suustances at every stages of their

development, fabrication and utilization".

2. ECU I PMENT A

2.. - Summary description of tne equipment

Of industrial production design, and used in prograr.rned diffe-

rential calorimetry for other purposes, (fin. 1) the equipment
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(DSC III from SETARAM - fig. 1) is comprised of five major

parts

- the calorimetric sensor

- the electronic unit

- the gas atmosphere control unit

- the recorder

- the sample-holder crucibles.

A computer may be added to eliminate manual integration of the

curves data.

-. 4

fig . I

-~~ 1

2.1.1. -Calorimetric sensor (fig. 2)

The heat of the calorinieter is a programmable block, arranged

in an external enclosure at ambient temperature. Thin refrac-

tory tubes pass throughout the enclosure and the block : their

mid-part serves as the test chamber. Such mid-part is largely

lovered with a thermocouple calorimetric fluxmeter which con-

nects it up directly wilh the reference block through the
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TIAN-CALVET process. The arrangement is fully symmnetrical.

Quick cooling down of the calorimetric block is achieved by -

built-in gas circulation.

2.1.2. - Electronic unit : It is comprises of three housings

- temperature programming, enabling working under dynamic con-

ditions (minimum speed I K/hr, maximum speed 30 K/mn) or

under static conditions.

- derived integral proportionally acting (P.I.D.) control.

- amplification enabling to work in various sensitivity ran-

aes (25 iiV to 100 mV full scale).

I E " U U d'
_ U"

-_ 4_ _ 4 creusets- -X_ c.d.p.

fig. 2
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2.1.3. - Gas atmosphere control Two possibilities are offe-

red I

- scanning of the samples under any a+mosphere.

- working under pressure by using special type crucibles

(withstanding 100 bar under 3500 C).

2.1.4. - Recorder

It allows recording the generated calorimetric signal, namely -

the variation of heat power versus time or temperature.

2.1.5. - SamE12e holder crucibles (fig. 2 bis)

They are of most varied types according to the work to ce car-
3ried out ; their maximum capacity is 0.3 cm , with corresponds

to a tes! sample capability close to 100 mg.

2.2. - Principle of operation (fig. 3)

When a heat effect develops, heat exchange occurs between the

cell enclosing the sample and the reference block. The heat

flux That builds up is measured directly by a thermoelectric

cell. In fact, two thermoelectric cells located on the test -

fl:__
ii .
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tube and on the reference tube are mounted opposite to each

other, in order to get free from secondary thermal effects,

and continuously compare the transmitted electromotive forces.

2.3. - Interpretation of the curves

The unbalance occuring between the two thermoelectric cells

as a thermal effect develops, is amplified and recorded on a

potentiumetric recorder. According as This will be an exother-

mic or endothermic effect, the obtained signal shall produce

on the recorder a deflection in one direction or in the other.

Previous calibration of the equipment either through joule's

effect or through measurement of the melting heat of pure pro-
ducts allows aetermination of the electromotive force/delive-

red power ratio, which gives the sensitivity of the equipment.

It varies with temperature but remains close to 10 pV/mW.

The obtained curve therefore represents the heat amount deli-

vered per unit time Hversus temperature or versus time.
dT

I Integration of this curve thereby leads to direct measurement

of the power.

3. MEASUREC CRITERIA 0F STABILITY

The stability of the components is revealed in programmed diffe-

rential calorimetry ("CDP") by the temperature rise through which

all the transitions related to state changes appear on the thermo-

graph (subl irrarion, evaporation, loss of crystallization water, mel-

Tinr, etc ... ) /-7 /8_7.
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In the selection that he has to make between preselected components,

-tne pyror.cnnist attempts to eliminate the component that exhibits

chances below a temperature level stipulated by a specification.

The compatibility between thus selected components ib verified, accor-

ding to the same cri+erium, on binary mixtures of equal weights or

equal volumes.

Tne compatibility ard stability of the component mixtures systemati-

cal ly appeals to change cf state calorimetry.

Reaction calorimetry reflects the transient contact reactions that

sometimes correspond, in the course of what some call "sterel izai ion"

/-97 /-io7 to intergranular slabi lization reactions which may someti- -• - -

mes be deliberately introduced on an a priori basis.

The total decomposition of the components corresponds to a sudden

charge that is retlecTee on Tne Tnermograph by a mdxinium hedi release.

The change is particularly marked where the involved components are

known for their affinity and their tendency to interchange their

atoms, with a significant heat release in agreement with the date in

the Thermochemical tables 'I_7 /--127.

The chemical kinetics of such a reaction is indicated on the thermo-

graph by the steepness of the plot of the heat release. A pyrotechnic

composition considered to be stable and reliable, shows the start of

the reaction at a high temperature leve! (self-ignition or flash point)

and unvarying heat release profile (see therrograph fig. 9 no 5).

Taking The above consi6erations into account we have designed a numberSI
of measuring methods adapted to The capabi I Ities of "CDP" (Programned

Uitterent;al Calorimetry) such as the determination of the self-igni-

tion point of a pyrotechnic compositioi, of the energy transmitted,

etc ... /-137.
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Originally the numerous preliminary tests that we conducted, using

* "CDP", by icniting a composition through temperature programrmirg,,

evern at hiah rates showed that the energy values obtained were most

dispersed and quite far from the values given in the literature.

This result was easily explained by the fact that gradual rise of S

temperature causes a thermal change or decomposition before the self-

ignition temperature is reached, which leads to a much incomplete

reac-ion (fig. 4).

1--

- -. - -, -

f i.i

Ignition thrcugh temperature programming from ambient temperature

therefore does not allow determining through this process the heal of

corrtustion of the composition but allows accurate determination of

their self-igiition point.

Tne knowledge of the self-ignition point makes possible the measure-

men÷ of the heat of combustion by carrying out ignition Bt constant

terr.2ereture by introducing the sample in the sensor already placed

Lt a temperature slightly higher tharn the self-ignition polnt. The

termerature rise is then extremely fast, and chances have no time to
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occur, since the self-ignition temperature is reached as through hot

wire initiation. Such quickness of ignition no longer allows diffe-

rential measurement because the response time of the calorimeter is

too long. The recommended method is to use a single tube and pro-

ceed as follows (fig. 5).

eI - i2

FI

- the sample (about 5 mg) is p!aced into a stainless steel crucible

crimped with a nickel joint, and located in the active part of the

calorimeter. The obtained signal Q1 is the summation of three

factors

Q = Q + QE -QR

QC = heat amount required to brine the crucible from ambient tem-

perature to working temperature.

Q E =heat amour;, required to bring the sanmp' from ambient tempera-

ture to working temperature.

QR = heat amount generated by the reaction.
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That first step, which takes about 5 minutes being completed, the

crucible is removed from the sensor, cooled down to ambient tempera-

ture, and placed again in the calorimeter.

The obtained signal Q2 now is represented by

Q2= QC QE

It will be considered, given the low weight of the test sample and

disregarding the heat capacity change of the sample prior to and after

combustion, that

The difference between the two curves therefore a! lows finding the va-

lue of the hEat of combustion within about fifteen minutes.

The use of "COP" visual izes, exp icits and complements the chemical

and pnysicochemical knowledge of the pyrotechnist who is thereby in

a pcsition to extend his research to new synthesis compounds, either

organic, inorganic, metallic or orgametallic, according to the assi-

gned purpose, and whatever the final function : generation of gas,

heat, smoke, or radiation, for optimum reaction efficiency.

It aiows el iminatinc the sacred fear of the enemy named moisture,

through systematic early delection and control led selection of the

components : non hygroscopic ones treated not to contain water or na-

turally hydrophobic.

It allows, as we shalH see, to eliminate any subsiarce that exhibit

a transition point below. a prescribed temperature level.

The ;ormulation of a pyrotechnic composition basically is govcrred

by rules pertaining to 1he chemistry of exidaTrons arid con bustiorns
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/_14 7 /-15 7 mainly with regard to the reactic.ns in the condensed

phase, it should take into account the chemical and physical nature

of the combined substances. To build up a stable construction from

every viewpoints, it involves the elements of its functional speci-

ficity that are active mostly in the flame or in the gaseous phase

depending on the sought for prevailing effect.

The contribution requested of "CDP" in the establishment of a pyrotech-

nic formulation is temporarily restricted to the selection of the com-

ponents and the definition of the basic reaction regarded as the major

source of heat power of which the functional action is known.

The determination of the parameters related to the effects of the reac-

tion products requires other means that we have attempted to obtain by

adaptation of a micro-calorimetric bomb (fig. 6) appropriately modified

to measure

j peak pressure

* residual pressure

* maximum reaction temperature,

with the assistance of an associated eiectronic system. -4

The diagrams of the figure annexed hereto, illustrate two views, one

of them corresponding to the conventional version of the bomb that al-

lows calibration, and the other one corresponaing to the modified

version.

Without going into further details on this type of calorimeter, we

wouid like to emphasize the number and simultaneity of the measure-

merts that it makes possible.

29
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4. APPLICATIONS DEVELOPMENT OF A GAS MICRO-GENERATOR

The component, shown on fig. 7 annexed hereto, represents a gas gene-

rating squib intended to comply with a pressure-time law (peak pres-

sure and residual pressure) Illustrated on fig. 8. This component is

a small size squib comprising :

- 1 A - I W 5 mn Initiator (1) with double resisting elements, equip-

ped with four 90' elbowed pins for electric power input purposes.

- attachment nut.

- body (4) enclosing the functional charge.

The genera! specification that should be complied with by this device

is the one applying to space vehicles.

- The problem was solved through the following procedure

j Adjustment of the charge of the initiator acting as the igniter.

Adjustment of the primer located on the functional charge to

comply with the pressure-time !aw of the peak pressure.

* Adjustment of the functional charge to comply with the resi-

dual pressure required at the end of the operation after return

to ambient temperature.

- The major constraints originated from

* The confinement dictated oy the very small dimensions of the de-

vice.

The sTringent environmental condition; laid upon equipment inten-

ded for space applications.

5y applying the principles as stated under paragraph 3 hereabove,

various compositions and their respective substances have been inves-

tinateo.
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- The thermograph on fig. 9 represent

. the initiating composition of the I A - I W initiatcr (no 5).

the igniting composition of the functional charge (no 6).

. the priming mixture of the functional charge (no 7).

the basic composition modified by a regulation additive (no 8).

Fig. 9 shows thermographs of a number of substances among which the

regu!ation additive was selected to comply with the stability and

function of the composition of the functional charge (no I to 4).

Finally, fig. 8 shows the pressure recording taken as the device was

mounted in a 35 cm3 test bomb.II
5. CONCLUSION

The extent'of the subject matter did not allow dealing further, as

would have been advisable, into more cases of application, the main

point being to know that calorimetry and programmed differential

calorimetry are in fact a valuable tool in pyrotechnics, applying to

corroborate the syntheses conducted by the pyrotechnist and avoid

wastes of time.

L
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SHOCK COMPACTION OF A POROUS PYROTECHNIC MATERIAL

L. M. Lee
Ktech Corporation

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87110

A. C. Schwarz
Sandia Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87115

ABSTRACT

The results of an experimental program to generate Hugoniot data

for an unreacted pyrotechnic material are discussed and the data pre-

sented. The program included both sample fabrication and experimental

determination of stress-particle velocity Hugoniot data for the pyro-

technic, titanium hydride-potassium perchlorate (TiH 2-KCI0 4 ), at two

densities.' The TiH 2-KCI04, which was supplied as a powder mixture, was
pressed to the desired bulk sample density and size using a ram and die

technique. Samples were produced with nominal 2.02 or 2.27 g/cm3 den-

sities. Hugoniot data were generated on the porous pyrotechnic samples

using standard flat plate impact techniques.

The experimental program provided information defining the shock -

compaction behavior of porous TiH 2-KC104 up to 70 kbar. The Hugoniot

data for both sample densities indicated full compaction was achieved

in the 15 to 20 kbar stress range.
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INTRODUCTION

Pyrotechnic materials are utilized in a number of system and

component applications. Effective design and performance analyses of

systems employing pyrotechnic materials are dependent upon proper mod-

eling of the materials' thermodynamic behavior. A complete thermody-

namic equation of state is based on numerous types of material proper-

ties data, including the shock response or Hugoniot of the unreacted

pyrotechnic. The primary purpose of the study reported here was to

experimentally determine the shock loading behavior of a specific unre-

acted pyrotechnic material at two densities, and provide information to

support equation-of-state modeling efforts.

The pyrotechnic studied was titanium hydride-potassium perchlorate

(TiH2 -KClO 4 ) supplied in powder form. A sample fabrication technique

was developed to make reproducible, high quality samples that could be

used to determine dynamic material properties data. The development

effort resulted in a ram and die sample pressing apparatus that made it

possible to fabricate free-standing reproducible, porous pyrotechnic

samples with controlled bulk densities. Two sets of TiH2 -KCI04 samples

were made, with one set having a nominal bulk density of 2.02 g/cm3 and

the other set having an average density of 2.27 g/cm3. Theoretical
*I solid density of the TiH 2-KClO 4 mixture was calculated to be 2.85 g/cm3 .

No binder was used in the sample, which resulted in minimal sample

structural integrity.

The experimental program provided Hugoniot data for both the 2.02

and 2.27 g/cm3 density IiH 2 -KCI0O, using gas gun impact techniques. The

dynamic response of the porous, unreacted TiH 2-KCI04 was determined

under conditions of uniaxial-strain shock loading. The shock loading

characteristics of the pyrotechnic material were obtained from plate-
impact experiments performed with a 102-mm bore compressed gas gun. The

basic experimental coinfiguration used to generate the Hugoniot data

employed a piezoelectric transducer mounted in the projectile to measure

stress. The projectile-mounted transducer design was adopted so that
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the pyrotechnic sample could be placed in the target and not subjected

to any acceleration loads. Previous experience indicated that pressed -

pyrotechnic and explosive samples cannot be mounted on projectiles and

directly impacted into targets successfully because of their limited

structural integrity.

The pyrotechnic samplc! was impacted with a tungsten carbide (WC)-"

plate backed with a shunted quartz gauge to make the stress measurement.

Higher impact stresses were attainable for a given impact velocity using

the WC impactor plate rather than impacting with quartz directly because

of the higher mechanical impedance of WC. The WC plate also separated -

the quartz gauge from the porous pyrotechnic sample, which helped to

minimize gauge failure caused by local discontinuities at the gauge

front electrode.

The experimental program provided information defining the shock •

compaction behavior of porous TiH2-KCI04 up to 70 kbar. The Hugoniot

data for both sample densities indicated full compaction was achieved

in the 15 to 20 kbar stress range. The stress-particle velocity data

were transformed to the stress-specific volume and shock velocity-

particle velocity planes using the Hugoniot equations to facilitate

utilization of the experimental results.

MATERIAL AND SAMPLE FABRICATION DESCRIPTION--

The Pyrotechnic investigated was a mixture of 33 weight percent

TiH2 powder and 67 weight percent KC104 powder supplied by Sandia Lab-

oratories, Albuquerque, NM. The crystalline density of the pyrotechnic

powder, which was very fine, was calculated from the simple mixture law:

1 + l-x
P12 Pi P2

where P12 is the mixture density, oI and P'2 are the two constituent den-

sities and x is the weight fraction of constituent one. The solid

densities used in the calculation were 3.90 g/cm 3 for the Till2 and
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2.52 g/cm3 for the KClO4 (Ref. 1, 2), with the resulting solid mixture

density being 2.85 g/cm3 .

The fabrication technique developed for making the pyrotechnic

samples was guided by a number of factors, ranging from safety to ease

of operation. One nf the first decisions made was to attempt to fabri-

cate a free-standing pressed sample from the pyrotechnic powder. A

free-standing sample (i.e., not in a retaining ring or cup) facilitated

makinq bulk density measurements, as well as sample flatness and paral-

lelism measurements. Based on these factors, and discussions with

people experienced in the field , a ram and die pressing apparatus was

designed and fabricated. The ram and die approach made it possible to

completely remove the sample from the die and inspect it prior to use

in the impact experiment.

The fabrication apparatus used in making the pyrotechnic samples

is shown schematically in Figure 1. The ram and die were designed to

make a constant volume sample (30.48-mm diameter and 2.80-mm thick) by

pressing to a fixed position (shown in the enlarged view in Figure 1)

and holding the load for 5 minutes. Consequently, the bulk density of

the sample was controlled by the mass of the pyrotechnic powder placed

in the die. The sample was placed on a flat plate upon removal from the

die and weight and linear sample measurements were made. rhe sample

* bulk density was calculated from the dimensional and mass measurements. 9

The finished sample had limited structural strength because no binder

was used in the pressing and, consequently, was easily broken during

handling.

A backer plate of plexiglass was attached to the pyrotechnic sample

following the sample density determination to alleviate the breakage

problem. The backer plate and pyrotechnic sample were bonded together

using 5-minute cure epoxy that was initially applied to the circumfer-

ence of the recess in the backer plate (Figure 2). A minimum amount of

* Matson, P. E., Sandia Laboratories, and Harrell, D., Pantex Div. of
Mason & Hanger, Amarillo, TX (Private Communication).

Devcon "5 Minute" Epoxy, S/N 14250, Devcon Corp., Danvers, MA 01923. 0
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I I
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Figure 1. Schematic of Pyrotechnic Sample Fabrication Apparatus.
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Plexiglass Pyrotechnic .
Backer Sample

Figure 2. Schematic of Pyrotechnic Sample and Plexiglass Backer Used
to Hold the Sample.

epoxy was used on the circumference and only a thin film was applied to

the flat surface that was in contact with the sample. The small amount

and location of epoxy used in mounting the sample did not influence the :0
Hugoniot measurements. The backer plate provided a convenient way for

mountinq the samples in the targets and also minimized sample breakage

due to handling.

The low density pyrotechnic samples were fabricated by pressing to

a stop. However, the load applied to the ram was also monitored during

fabrication and compared with previously determined pressure vs. sample

density data. Slight sample distortion was observed when the lower den-

sity pyrotechnic samples were removed from the die. The final sample

thickness was approximately 7.5 percent larger than the design thickness

based or, ram, die, and spacer dimensions. The increase in sample thick-

ness was attributed to material spring-back after load removal. The

diameter of the sample also expanded slightly upon removal from the die a

(approximately 0.5 percent). The pressing technique was used to produce

fifteen samples with an average density of 2.02 g/cm3 and a range of

+ 0.03 g/cm3 . The mass of the powder used in each sample was well con-

trolled, which was a major factor in producing the high quality samples.

All of the powder handling and sample pressing was conducted behind

plexiglass shields, as shown in Figure 1.
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The high density pyrotechnic samples used in the Hugoniot experi-

ments were fabricated in the same manner as previously described with

one exception. The load required to compress the powder and force the

ram down to the spacer position could not be achieved with the hydraulic

oress available. Consequently, these samples were fabricated by press-

inq to a known ram load of 1.43 kbar, and nit to a known volume. Nine

of the eleven density samples were held at load for 5 minutes. The load

for two samples was held for 30 minutes, with a 2.5 percent increase in

bulk density being observed. These results indicated that the final
Dressing density was somewhat time-dependent, but not a strong function -

of time at load. The higher density samples had an average density of

2.27 + 0.05 g/cm3 and proved to be as reproducible as the lower density

samples which were fabricated by pressing to a known volume.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND ANALYSIS

The dynamic response of the porous, unreacted TiH2 -KCIO 4 was deter-
mined under conditions of uniaxial-strain shock loading. The shock load- _ -

ing characteristics of the pyrotechnic material were obtained from plate-

impact experiments performed with a 102-nmn bore compressed gas gun (Ref. 3).

Analysis of the shock loading data employed the Rankine-Hugoniot jump

equations, which assume steady wave behavior and thermodynamic equilibrium

behind the shock front (Ref. 4).

1. HUGONIOT EXPERIMENTS

The basic experimental configuration used to generate essentially

all of the Hugoniot data is shown schematically in Figure 3. In this

configuration the piezoelectric transducer used to measure stress was

mounted in the projectile rather than the target. The projectile-mounted

transducer design was adopted so that the pyrotechnic sample could be

olaced in the target and not subjected to any acceleration loads. Prev- -

ious experience indicated that pressed pyrotechnic and explosive samples
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cannot be mounted on projectiles and directly impacted into targets

successfully because of their limited structural integrity*.

The pyrotechnic sample was impacted with a tungsten carbide (WC)t

plate backed with a shunted quartz gauge (Ref. 5) to make the stress

measurement. Higher impact stresses were attainable for a given impa~zt

velocity usinq the WC impactor plate rather than impacting with quartz

directly because of the higher mechanical impedance of WC. The WC plate
also separated the quartz gauge from the porous pyrotechnic sample,

which helped to minimize gauge failure caused by local discontinuities

at the gauge front electrode. The thicknesses of the sample, WC buffer
plate, and quartz gauge were designed such that the initial stress wave

generated at impact could propagate into the quartz gauge without being
influenced by side or edge rarefaction waves. The measured experimental

quantities included impact velocity and the time resolved current output

of the quartz gauqe as measured by the voltage across a 50-ohm termina-
tion resistor. Impact velocity was determined from time interval read-

ings obtained from three l0-nsec counters triggered by charged pins with
known distance intervals. Impact velocity was calculated from these

data with an estimated maximum error of +0.4 percent. The maximum

experimental error associated with the quartz gauge measurements was

estimated to be + 3 percent.

2. DATA ANALYSIS

The buffer plate experiments yielded stress-particle velocity data

directly, as shown schematically in Figure 4. Continuity of stress and

particle velocity across the WC-pyrotechnic sample interface requires:

Aos = Aob

and

Aus IV-ýub -

where _as and aub are the stress changes in sample and buffer plate,

respectively, and Aus and ýub are the particle velocity changes in the

• Mitchell, D. E., Sandia Laboratories, Private Communication.

t Type K-68, Kennametal Inc., Latrobe, PA.
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Shot 808 Shot 796
Impact Velocity - 0.412 mm/ps Impact Velocity = 0.739 mm/ws 0

0.05 .is/Time Mark 0.05 ps/Time Mark 0
1.70 Volts Cal. 6.50 Volts Cal.

Impact Stress /

-S
W4C Buffer

Sample
Hugoniot~ Quartz

.7 Measured Hugoniot
Quartz

IV
Particle Velocity

Fiaure 4. Representative Ouartz GAuqe Records from Pyrotechnic "
Hunoniot Shots and Schematic Diaqram of Data Analysis
Technique.
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sample and buffer plate, respectively. Impact velocity is denoted IV.

The stress and particle velocity state reached in the buffer after impact _

was calculated from the measured quartz gauge stress amplitude 0 q and

the known Huqoniots for the WC* buffer material and quartz crystal

(Ref. 5). These experiments do not provide explicit information on

stress wave shape or the loading path followed by the porous pyrotech-

nic. Measurements of the wave profile after it has propagated through

the unreacted material are necessary to suitably define this portion of

material response. The pressure-particle velocity data from the buffer

* plate experiments were transformed to the shock velocity-particle veloc-

ity and stress-specific volume plane by using the Hugoniot equations.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experimental program provided information defining the shock

compaction behavior of porous TiH 2 -KCIO 4 up to 70 kbar, as well as a

technique to fabricate free-standing pyrotechnic samples. The impact

testing portion of the program was broken into three phases: (l) system

check shots; (2) low density pyrotechnic Hugoniot shots; and (3) high

density pyrotechnic shots. The system check shots were fired to verify

the experimental design and to check all recording systems. Two experi-

ments were performed with TiH2 -i'C10 4 samples mounted on projectiles.

Acceptable data were recorded on the first of these two tests (Shot 801)

but anomalous results were recorded on the second test (Shot 802). The

limited data recovery from these two shots was attributed to sample

break up due to acceleration loads.

The results of the Hugoniot experiments on the 2.02 and 2.27 g!cm3

TiH2 -KCI0O samples are given in Tables I and 2, respectively. The ini-

tial sample condition and type of experiment used to generate the data

are also listed. The stress-particle velocity data are plotted in Fig-

ure 5 for both densities of material. Also shown in Figure 5 are poly-

nomial fits to the data dEtermined using a least squares technique and

* Karnes, C. H., Sandia Laboratories, Private Communication.
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constraining the fit through the origin. The relations derived in this

manner are:

o = 12.84u + 41.31u 2 - 0.69U3

for the 2.02 g/cm3 density material, and

S= 28.Olu + 20.OOu 2 + 26.21u 3

for the 2.27 g/cm3 density material, where stress a is kbar and

particle velocity u is mm/ps.

The stress-particle velocity data were transformed to the shock

velocity-particle velocity plane by using the Hugoniot jump equation.

Shock velocity was calculated from:

111
U1 - ZUlPo

where Ul is shock velocity, &o is the change in stress, Aul is the

change in particle velocity, and po is the initial sample density.

Linear fits to the two sets of data were obtained, as shown in Figure 6,

with the relations being:

U = 0.61 + 2.04u

for the 2.02 g/cm3 density material, and

U = 0.92 + 2.19u -

for the 2.27 g/cm3 density material, where U and u are mm/us. The data

were also transformed to the stress-specific volume plane using the

Hugoniot equation:

1 -U--I

where pl is the material density at shock state I. Both densities of
pyrotechnic mriterial displayed essentially the same compaction response

above 20 kbar as shown in Figure 7.
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STATUS OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF
2--(5-CYANOTETRAZOLATO)PENTAAMMINECOBALT(III)

PERCHLORATE FOR DDT DEVICES

By

Morton L. Lieberman
Sandia National Laboratories

Albuqueraue, NM 87185

and

John W. Fronabarger
Unidynarnics Phoenix, Inc.

Phoenix, AZ 85062

ABSTRACT

The inorganic explosive 2-(5-cyanotetrazolato)penta-
amminecobalt(III) perchlorate has been the subject of an •"

ongoing development program. This material, designated CP,

is of interest for low-voltage, hot-wire detonator applica-

tions. Synthesis of CP is accomplished by conventional

coordination chemistry preparative methods. Its structure

has been established via 15N NMR spectroscopy and x-ray dif-
fraction techniques. Impurities have been identified and
characterized. Procedures for qualification of the powder for
detonator use have been established. Investigations of ther-

mal properties are under way and no corrosion or compatibility

problems have been determined under nornal detonator environ-
ments. The physics of deflagzation-to-detonation transition

(DDT) of CP is being addressed. Studies are in progress to
determine the shock characteristics of unreacted material,

detonation parameters, equation of state of the reaction
products, and characteristics of the transition to detonation.

Engineering considerations have included measurements relat-
ing CP particle size, compaction behavior, spark sensitivity,

shock sensitivity, thermal ignition sensitivity, growth-to-

detonation in device hardware, and output.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Inorganic explosive materials have been of interest to

Sandia Laboratories for low-voltage, hot-wire detonator

applications because of their relatively high thermal sta-

bility, ease of ignition, and good explosive output. A

major objective of our studies has been the development of a

safe material which can be readily ignited from a bridgewire

with a low energy input, and which can rapidly grow from

deflagration to detonation in a short distance.

Sandia activities in high energy cobalt coordination

compounds have been performed primarily in-house and at

Unidynamics under contract since 1961. A variety of these

chemical compounds have been shown to exhibit attractive

properties. Little of this information, however, has been

reoorted in the open literature. One material of particular

interest for detonator applications is 2-(5-cyanotetrazolato)-

pentaamminecobalt(III) perchlorate, designated CP. This

compound was initially examined in 1969 (1) and has been the

subject of an extensive ongoing development program since

1975 (2-19). It is currently being incorporated in detona-

tors for weapons applications. Many results of unpublished

studies have been included in quarterly reports of the Sandia

neflagration-to-Detonation Transition (DDT) Project (13-17).

!I. CHEMISTRY

2. Preparation

The synthesis of CP is accomplished by conventional

coordination chemistry preparative methods as depicted

by the following sequence (10):
1. H20

2Co(NO 3 ) 2 + RNH 3 (S) + 2(NH 4 )2 C03 + /, 0 2 ý2(NH 3 )SCO3 NO3 + 2NH 4 N0 3 + H20

CPCN
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2, CPCN + 3 HC10 4 M CO(NH 3 )S H2 0] (C10 4 )3 + C02 +- HNO 3

APCP
H20 N - C-CN

3. MCI + NaN 3 +C 2 N2 cl 11 1 + NNCC

N N
\N 7

H
CT

N - C-CN
II ii
N N

\N

H2 0 H3 N NH3
4. APCP+CT -O * (CO4 ) -2

N 3 N NHM3N NH3

cP
yellow crystals. 2.01 Mmg/r3

Steps 1 and 2 are well known and are described in
a variety of literature sources. The APCP is purified

by recrystalization from an excess of aqueous perchlo-

tic acid. 5-Cyanotetrazol] (CT), step 3, is prerared - .

essentially by the method of Henry (2) which involves

the addition of one mole of azide at low temperature

(5-10°C) to the activated cyano group of cyanogen. The

CP is prepared by a typical anation reaction of CT

(approx. 35 percent excess) and the aquo complex (APCP)

in aqueous media (90°C, 3 hours). Cooling of the reac-

tion mixture to 250 C provides a crude product containing
about ten percent of a hydrolytic impurity 5-carboxamido-

tetrazolatopentaamminecobalt(III) perchlorate ("amide

complex").

The crude is recrystallized from slightly acidified
(HClO 4 ) aqueous solution containing ammonium oerchlorate.

The purified material contains 2-3 percent of "amide

complex" and i• of ratheL large particle size. In order

to arrive at a particle size suitable for detonator
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applications, the purified material is reprecipitated
from slightly acidified (.HCIO 4 ) aqueous solution by
controlled addition to chilled stirring isopropyl alco-
hol. After air drying, the product is sieved through
a USS-ASTM 140 mesh stainless steel screen. Overall,
3200g APCP yields about 1200g of yellow-orangc screened
CP. "

B. Structure

The chemical structure of CP was arrived at via a
series of analytical treatments each succeeding tech- S

nique providing a clearer concept of the true structure.
Initially, the compound was quantitatively analyzed for

perchlorate and cobalt content. Subsequently, the elec-
tronic (UV-visible) and infrared spectra were obtained
(1). Also, the proton and carbon-13 natural abundance
NMR shifts were determined (21). All the data generated

supported the original concept of the CP structure. The
spectral characteristics and assignments are summarized .
in Table 1.

The remaining uncertainty was the specific position
of cobalt substitution on the tetrazole ring. This was

determined by the appropriate nitrogen-15 labeling of

115

CP (1) and determination of the 5N NMR shifts of CT and

the corresponding CP samples (21). The 15N labeling of
CT in two modes is as follows:

N ' N N " SN "

CNO CN

I 4;C0 1 2 3 4
0.5:0.5:1.0 0 .25:0.25 : 0.25:0.25CT (cyn) CT (az)

(from C2 
5 N2 ) (from K15 NN2 )
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TABLE 1

SPECTRAL CHARACTERIZATION

NMR
Proton

cis NH 3  3.65-3.71 ppm

trans NH3  3.50 ppm

1 3 c

CN 111.6 ppm
C-CN 141.1 ppm

IR •
v(NH 3 ) 3230 cm-1

v (CN) 2266 cm-1

s(NH3 ) -1625, 1330, 830 cm 1

vd(CIO4) 1080-1145 cm-1
s (CIO•,) 942 cm-1

d (CIO'4) 630 cm-1

Tetrazole ring 1430, 1040 cm-1

(also 1295 and 1170
cm- 1 but not apparent
due to CIO)

TLC
Rf .75..79

TA ,nm I, (moles/ý)- 1

I2 1 334 60
T'Ig Ag 464 60
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The N NMR spectra of the two labeled CT forms and

their corresponding CP forms are illustrated in Figure 1.

Analysis of these data resulteR in assignment of the 0
tetrazole ring substitution by cobalt as N-2 as shown in

Steo 4 of the synthesis sequence (Section II, A).
Briefly, the arguments are as follows:

1. Previous studies have shown that direct attachment
of a group to a tetrazole ring nitrogen results in a

downfield shift of that nitrogen. Ring nitrogens
adjacent to the substituted nitrogens are shifted

upfield. '

2. For CP (C2
1 5 N ) N-i and N-4 are no longer equivalent

as in CT (C2 1N 2 ). N-i is shifted upfield.

153. For CP (K NN2 ) N-I is shifted as in item 2. N-3 is
2 r15

shifted upfield relative to N-3 in CT (K NN2). N-2
is shifted downfield relative to N-2 in CT (K5 Nr2 ).
Note that N-1, N-4 and N-2, N-3 are magnetically

equivalent pairs in CT (K 5NN 2 ).

4. Further evidence for N-2 substitution is broadening

of the N-2 peak in CP (K 5NN 2 ).

The complete structure of CP was determined by
Graeber and Morosin (A) via single crystal x-ray diffrac-
tion analysis. Crystals are monoclinic, P2 1 /a, with

24.777(9), b = 7.673(3), c = 7.884(3)A, a = q0.0,
0

I, = 101.20(l), y = 90.0 , and Z = 4. The calculated

density is 1.974 Mg/m3 compared to Marchi's (16) experi-
mental determination by helium pycnometry of 1.965 Mg/m3.

The tetrazole ring is N-2 bonded, in agreement with the
NMR results, and is a slightly distorted pentagon with .*
mean bond length of 1.34A. One perchlorate group of the

unit cell is disordered.
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Figure 1. N NMR Spectra

CN
246.3N, -1,4

CT (cyn)
306.6

N-2,3 N-1,4 CT (az)3 304.6• A A
z

CN
w• 246.9
cr N-4

N-1 CP (cyn)
326.8

N-4
N-3 N-1 308.9

377.1 326.4 N.2 (N.Co) CP (az)

278.0

A

NH"

400 300 200 0 pmH0  -

* Establishes Cobalt bonding to N-2 ol cyanotetrazole
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As previously mentioned, the major impurity in puri-

fied CP is the "amide complex" (2-3 percent). This

impurity is quite difficult to remove completely (<1 per- 0

cent) which is surprising in view of its relatively high

water solubility. Although no in-depth structural stu-

dies have been oerformed, it is assumed the material has

the structure shown by structure I below.

0
N-Ce-NH- N-N

N N

7 II IH 3  HP/ NHNJ-
HPcI., c.0 (. 4)2

NH3  H3  N 3
NH 3  - NH3

I -

S0
An additional impurity is formed in the preparation of

CP and is depicted by structure II. This compound is

referred to as the "amidine chelate" and its structure

has been oroven by 15N NMR (22) and single crystal x-ray

diffraction (12) studies much in the same manner as CP.

In purifying CP, it is recalled that acid media is always

employed. Neutral or basic conditions result in the for-

ration of both "amide complex" and amidine chelate as

shown in Figure 2 (1).

C. Analytical Qualification

The qualification of CP powder for detonator appli-

cations involves a number of tests as indicated in

Table 2. Several of these techniques were based on those

utilized in the previously discussed structure proof.
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TABLE 2. ANALYTICAL QUALIFICATION TESTS

1. Moisture content

2. Water uptake at 98 percent humidity

3. pH of a 1 percent standard CP solution

4. Chloride ion content

5. Perchlorate content

6. Cobalt content

7. 5-carboxamidotetrazolatopentaamminecobalt(III)
perchlorate content ("amide complex")

8. Ammonium ion content

9. Functionality tests in detonator hardware

10. Surface area analysis by low temperature Krypton
absorpticn (BET technique)

11. Nitrate ion content

12. Free cyanide ion content

13. Trace metal content

14. Infrared and UV-Visible spectrum

15. Sensitivity

16. Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

17. Microscopy
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The last seven tests in this list are for information

only, and no specified limits have been established.

Typical analysis values for CP are provided in Table 3.

Data for items 9, 15, i, and 17 are not given but are

discussed in subsequent sections of this document.

Most of the analytical procedures are relatively

straightforward. Moisture content (test 1) is actually

weight loss on drying, and water uptake at 98 percent

humidity (test 2) is determined by weight gain of the

same sample dried in test 1. The chloride (test 4) and

ammonium ion (test 8) concentrations are determined

using specific ion electrodes (3). Perchlorate (test 5)

is determined gravimetrically as tetrapentylammonium

perchlorate (23). Cobalt (test 6) is deterrined by the

classical method of electrolytic deposition of metal

(24) after digestion of the sample in sulfuric acid.

Jungst and Peterson established a method for the

determination of "amide complex" (test 7) based on deu-

teration of the coordinated ammonias by D2 0 (5). This

shifts the degenerate deformation NH3 band thus permitting

unobscured observation of the "amide complex" carbonyl at
-i

approximately 1700 cm by IR spectroscopy. A reasonable

estimate of "amide complex" content can be made using

thin layer chromatography (1) ; however, the method does

not give precise results. Efforts are currently in pro-

gress to develop simpler and more reliable methods for

this determination. The surface area (test 10) is deter-

mined by low temperature krypton absorption (BET tech-

nique), and a specified requirement exists. Howev'er,

the surface area requirement can be waived if the deto-

nator functionality test is satisfactory. Nitrate ion

(test 11) is determined by a calorimetric method using

diphenylbenzidine (25). Cyanide (test 12) is determined
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TABLE 3. TYPICAL ANALYSIS VALUES FOR CP

Test Requirements Typical Results

Perchlorate 45.54 ± 0.3% 45.3 - 45.6

Amide Complex <5.0% 1.5 - 2.5

Cobalt 13.44 ± 0.3% 13.6 - 13.7

pH >4.5 5.6

Chloride <100 ppm not detected (30 ppm)

Ammonium <100 ppm 30-75 ppm

Nitrate -- 250 ppm max (range
70-250 ppm)

Cyanide not detected

Trace Metals obtained (no metal
greater than 0.02%)

Ultraviolet-vi-ible obtained

and Infrared Spectra

Moisture, content <0.1% 0.02 S .

uptake <0.2% 0.12 - 0.27

Surface area 0.4 - 0.6 m 2/g 0.4 - 0.6
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by a titrametric method based on the following reaction

(3):

HCN + 1 - HI + ICN

Starch indicator is used to detect the disappearance of

iodine. Trace metals (test 13) are determined spectro-

graphically after the sample has been digested in a mix-

ture of nitric and sulfuric acids.

CP of acceptable purity and particle size for use

in detonators can be pzoduced in 1 kg size lots. The

process has been developed and documented (1, 10) to the

extent that good reproducibility can be expected for sub-

sequent lots. Total elapsed time for the preparation

and qualification of a lot of CP is 6-8 weeks exclusive

of functionality tests.

III. THERMAL PROPERTIES 2

Searcy and Shanahan (7) have examined the thermal decom-

position of CP by means of thermal analysis, gas chromato-

graphy, mass spectroscopy, and chemical analysis by the

techniques developed by Merrill (3, 18). Their data show

that decomposition occurs via a three-stage process. The

first stage is endothermic and commences with the evolution

of ammonia. Cobalt(III) is reduced to cobalt(II) and cleav-

age of the tetrazole group occurs producing nitrogen. The

second stage is exothermic and commences at 286 0 C. Reaction

of perchlorate ion with ammonia and partial oxidation of the

cyanotetrazole occur. This stage occurs in parallel with -,

the first stage. In the final stage, additional undetermined

redox reactions, consecutive to those in the other stages,

take place.
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Aging and compatibility studies have been in progress

for 3 years. Massis and coworkers (19) have shown that,

over that time period, the formation of Co(II) at or below 0

80° C is nominally -800 ppm and is not significantly greater

than that obtained at room temperature. Storage at 1200C,

however, has resulted in -2.5 percent conversion. Typical

materials of igniter construction (alumina, kovar, and S

nichrome) have shown no evidence of corrosive attack when

examined via scanning electron microscopy.

Physical thermal properties are also under investigation.

Collins (16) has determined the heat capacity of CP via dif-

ferential scanning calorimetry. Over the temperature range

80-i80C C, it is given by the equation

C = 0.1545 + 0.0003Tp

where T is the Kelvin temperature and C is the heat capacityP
in cal/g-K. The coefficient of thermal expansion has been

determined by, Massis (16) via thermal mechanical analysis of

pressed pellets. Values range from 52 x 10-6 mm/mm-'C for

the range -50 to -250C up to 66 x 10-6 mm/mm- C for the range

100 to 125°C. The room temperature value is 60 x 10 mm- M/
mm-mC.

IV. DDT PHYSICS

A. Goals

To understand the behavior of CP as a DDT material,

a number of theoretical and experimental studies have
been undertaken. The ultimate objective is to develop

a model capable of estimating growth to detonation behav-
ior for specified configurations, densities and initiation

stimuli. To support this modeling effort, experiments are
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being conducted with CP to measure 1) the shock charac-

teristics of unreacted material, 2) the detonation

parameters, 3) the equation of state for the reaction

products, and 4) the characteristics of the transition

to detonation. In the following sections, the results

of these studies are discussed.

B. nDT Modeling

Krier and Gokhale (26) have developed a model based

on a reacting, two-phase flow. The model was originally
developed for study of growth to detonation in granular

propellants. The solid material is treated as a com-

pressible porous bed through which the hot gaseous reac-

tion products can flow. Thus, energy is transferred
pt

ahead to the unburned region by convection and by mechan-

ical deformation. Arrhenius kinetics are assumed and

accelerating reactions are predicted. Present work is

directed toward incorporation of this model into an

existing wave propagation computer code.

C. Shock Hugoniot for Unreacted CP

As part of the input to the model, it is necessary

to provide the shock compression characteristics of the

unreacted material. These characteristics have been

obtained by Lee (27) in a series of controlled, planar

impact experiments (see Figure 3). The projectile con-

tained a quartz stress gauge to monitor the stress at the

impact interface. The initial Jump in stress upon impact,

the measured impact velocity, and the known characteris-

tics of the impactor buffer material permit computation

of a point on the Hugoniot for the explosive sample.

Subsequent output from the gauge revealed induction time

to initiation for step input stress to the CP sample.

3.6
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The experiments were performed using porous CP sam-

ples at 72 and 82 percent TMD. The resulting Hugoniot

information is summarized in Figure 4 which shows the

data plotted in the stress-particle velocity plane.

The corresponding shock velocity-particle velocity

relationship are

us = 0.49 + 2.26 Up (Up < 0.5)

3
for an initial density of 1.47" Mg/m , and

us = 0.54 + 3.Y7 u (up < 0.7)

3
for an initial density of 1.66 Mg/mr

u and uD are shock velocity and particle velocity,

respectively, in km/s. For stresses above about 2-3 GPa,

initiation was so prompt that unreacted Hugoniot data

could not be observed.

Substantial effects due to initial porosity were

expected and observed. Shock loading of porous materials

has been studied extensively (28, 29) in inert materials

and found to result in much larger internal energies than

for non-porous samples of the same materials, compacted

at the same pressure. The excess internal energy was

considered by Hayes and Mitchell (30) to be concentrated

in the vicinity of the initial pores. These regions then

become the "hot spots" where ignition occurs. The porous

xnatezial description developed by Sheffield and coworkers

(31) for HNS is being applied tc develop the mechanical

description of CP.
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D. Detonation Parameters

The detonation velocity and pressure of CP have

* been measured in several independent tests. The deto-

nation velocity in a confined, 6.35 mm diameter sample

is given by West (32) as

D* = 0.868 + 3.608 0

where velocity is in km/s and p is CP initial density
3 0

in Mg/m3.
S*1

The detonation pressure has been obtained by

Stanton (33) using VISAR (34) velocity interferometric

techniques to measure the particle velocity imparted to

thin samples of aluminum, copper, and polymethyl meth-

acrylate. Those results, shown in Figure 5, yield the

release adiabat below, and the recompression Hugoniot

above, the CJ point for two initial densities of CP.

A straight line from the origin having slope 0°D* inter-

sects the curve at the CJ point. Indicated CJ pressures

are about 28 GPa and 21 GPa for initial densities of

1.77 and 1.52 Mg/m3 , respectively.

P. Reaction Product Fanation of State

Cylinder expansion tests by West (32) give the mea-

sured velocity of a thin copper cylinder wall as a func-

tion of time after a detonation sweeps down the explosive

charge contained in the cylinder. The data will be fit

to a model from which the parameters for the reaction

products will be obtained.

These tests indicate that CP is intermaediate in

strength in terms of its Gurney energy (35) or ability

to accelerate metal. At TMD, the Gurney energy would be

3
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about 3 MJ/kg, which compares with 4.44 and 2.81 MJ/kg

for HMX and TNT, respectively.

F. Characteristics of the Transition to Detonation

The transition from deflagration to low order deto-

nation and on to high order detonation occurs very

rapidly in CP. Streak camera techniques have been used

by Igel (17) to observe the transition in samples loaded

into transparent assemblies in both flat disc and long

cylinder configurations. Ignited from a hot wire, the

deflagration phase, if present at all, lasts only a few

microseconds. A rapid transition to low velocity deto-

nation occurs for samples in the density range of 1.3
3Mg/m and greater. The low velocity detonation proceeds

at velocities in the range of 0.75 to 1.2 km/s, with the

higher velocities obtained in higher density samples.

The low velocity detonation abruptly transitions to

high velocity detonation after a run distance which -4
varies with initial density. At a density of 1.3 Mg/m3 3

the run distance is only 2-3 mm. At a density of 1.5
3Mg/m , the run distance is thought to be in excess of

J.5 mm. Further work is in progress to define these tran-

sitions as a function of density.

V. ENGINEERING CONSIDERATIONS

A. Design Factors

A schematic illustration of a detonator is given in

Figure 6. The igniter is attached to a steel housing.

The explosive CP is loaded in the igniter, transfer col- - -

umn, and output regions in a series of increments. Dif-

ferent loading pressures and/or particle sizes may be

utilized in the three regions to affect performance
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characteristics. Loading conditions in the igniter are

selected to provide satisfactory ignition characteristics.
Those in the transfer column are chosen to produce relia- -

ble transition from deflagration to detonation. An out-

put charge loaded to greater density than that of the
transfer column may exist in detonators which reauire an

increased detonation output.

B. CP Lots

Because the CP synthesis process (10) includes a

final particle size adjustment step, considerable varia-
tion in particle size distribution can be deliberately

introduced. Figure 7 shows optical photomicrographs

that illustrate the extent of variation obtained. Lot A
is typical of those lots being incorporated in produc-

tion detonators. The individual particles consist of
agglomerates of many smaller crystals. Data for CP
properties and performance presented in the report have

been determined with such material except where otherwise

noted.

C. Loading

The relationship between loading pressure and resul-
tant density in smooth metal sleeves as determined by

Laib (36) and by Munger and Seubert (37) is given in
Figure 8. Using scanning electron microscopy, Colman

has shown that at low loading pressures (5 kpsi, 34 MPa)
the agglomerates are broken with minor breakage of indi-
vidual crystals (38), while at a pressure of 10 kpsi
major fracturing of individual crystals occurs (16).

No significant increase in fracturing is observed at

pressures up to 40 kpsi.
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TO. Electrostatic Discharge

The determination of ignition sensitivity to elec- ...

trostatic discharge (ESD) is determined by discharging

a 600 pF capacitor charged to a preselected voltage

through a 500 ohm resistor in series with the test mate-

rial. Loose powder and unconfined pellets of CP are

not ignited by the human body equivalent electrostatic

discharge (20 kV, 600 pF, 500Q). For pellets confined

in a metal sleeve, however, the ignition sensitivity to

ESD has been found to initially increase (decreasing

voltage) sharply with increasing density and decreasing

particle size (Figure 9) (9, 15). Fronabarger and Heckes

have shown that various degrees of densensitizing can

be achieved through the use of additives (8). Recent

work given in Figure 10 establishes that the sensitivity

of CP initially increases but then decreases as the den-

sity -is increased (1). Figures 9 and 10 coupled with the

microscopy obtained as a function of loading pressure

(Section V. C) suggest that the initial increase in sen-

sitivity with increasing density is simply due to a

decreasing particle size effect. The subsequent decrease

in sensitivity with further increases in density is sur- . - -

mised to reflect the increasing effect of the dielectric

strength of the explosive. The U-shaped sensitivity

curve (Figure 10) is the net result of these two inde-

pendent effects.

E. Shock Sensitivity

One measure of the impact sensitivity of an explo-

sive is the run distance to detonation after a sample is .e
subjected to step shock. This run distance depends upon

the amplitude of the shock. Lee (27) has measured step

shock response for two densities of CP and the results
P
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I.i
are shown in Figure 11 in comparison with some other

common explosives. Based on this measure, CP is com-

parable in shock sensitivity to PETN. S

F. Thermal Ignition

Ignition of CP in detonators is performed via hot

wires. The effect of powder particle size on the energy

required for ignition is shown in Figure 12. These data
show that reliable ignition at low energy is favored by

small particle size and relatively high density. While - -

the particle size used in a given detonator is normally

held constant, the density in the igniter is maintained
at a high value relative to that in the transfer column.

A typical igniter (1Q, 0.051 mm diameter Tophet A

bridgewire) sensitivity curve is shown in Figure 13.

Laser initiation of CP has also been investigated.

With a ruby laser, a 50 percent initiation threshold

was obtained at 0.03 J/rm and the no-fire level was p
0.01 J/mm 2. Davies (39) obtained an initiation threshold

of 0.25 J/mm2 (1.0 mm diameter, 630 ps pulse) with a

neodymium laser.

G. Empirical DDT and Outnut Studies

Leslie, Dietzel and Searcy (2) examined the DDT
characteristics of an early lot of CP. Results of their
studies, Figure 14, established that growth to detonation e

3,occurs readily at relatively low densities (<1.5 Mg/m3
and that it does not occur under comparable conditions at

higher powder densities (>1.7 Mg/m3). An ongoing study
by Schaeffer (40) has confirmed that current production- A

type CP lots behave similarly. As a result, detonators

are designed to have transition charges of 1.5 Mg/m 3

density.
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The study by Leslie, et al (2) also examined the

effects of confinement and column length on output for a

powder density of 1.4 Mg/mr3. They found that some mini-

mal confinement is required to grow from deflagration

to detonation and that a column length of ,.10 mm is

appropriate in the 1.9 mm diameter test units. A deto-

nation subsequently developed by Lieberman, Villa, and -

Lause (41) incorporated a 5.97 mm transfer column of

2.95 mm. diameter and 1.5 Mg/mr3 powder density which fol-

lowed an igniter loaded to higher density. They also

showed that increasing the density of the output column

following the transfer column increased the resultant

output.

An ongoing study of other high energy cobalt inor-

ganic coordination compounds (17) has shown that DDT can

be enhanced (shorter run distance) through the use of

larger particle size material. Additional work is in
progress to determine the particle size, density, and

column lengths recuired to achieve a CP detonator of mini-

mal size.

VI. SUMMARY

The status of the development of the explosive CP for

DDT devices has been reviewed. A variety of studies dealing

with the chemistry, thermal properties, DDT physics, and

component engineering have been completed, while others are

currently in progress.
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VISAR STUDIES OF A REEFING LINE CUTTER

By

Morton L. Lieberman
Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, NM 87185

and

Russell S. Wilson
Systems, Science and Software

P. 0. Box 1620
La Jolla, CA 92038

ABSTRACT

The VISAR has been used to study the output performance

of a pyrotechnic-driven reefing line cutter. Velocity-time

and displacement-time profiles were obtained during blade

motion, both with and without the reefing line present. The

data yielded measures of the utilization of the blade's

momentum and kinetic energy. Units of two different designs

were tested. Those that leaked gas yielded considerably

lower kinetic energy and momentum values. The VISAR data

also showed evidence that gas leakage in such units occurs
prior to, or during, the initial several millimeters of

blade displacement.
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INTRODUCTION

Since the development of the Velocity Interferometer -

System for Any Reflector (VISAR) (1), the instrument has

found considerable application in studies of the performance

of pyrotechnic devices (2-8). Generally, these studies have

addressed the development of valve actuators. This report

describes the application of VISAR measurements to the devel-

opment of a pyrotechnic-driven reefing line cutter.

EXPERIMENTAL

The reefing line cutter is illustrated in Figure 1.

The actuator is loaded with boron/calcium chromate against

the bridgewire, followed by titanium subhydride/potassium

perchlorate (nominally 83 mg). The mass of the steel cutter

blade is nominally 21 g. It is positioned over the actuator

and the 0-ring is designed to act as a gas seal during

motion of the blade. Some free volume exists in the cavity S

between the actuator and the blade. A shear pin extends

into the blade to prevent premature motion. During travel,

the blade must completely cut the Kevlar reefing line and

its confining two Teflon centering spacers.

Routine measurements performed during component devel-
opment include time of initial blade motion (t ), time of

blade flight (tf), and depth of dent in the aluminum back-up

block (D). Values of to and tf are determined by breaking a

pencil lead switch located in the hole of the body near the

tip of the blade and by cutting a wire switch located between

the reefing line and the aluminum block, respectively. The

depth of dent provides a measure of output at the end of the

stroke.
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In order to perform VISAR measurements, units were spe-

cially modified. As showi. schematically in Figure 2, a small
hole was drilled in the wall of the blade for attachment by 0

welding or brazing of a small diameter (1.0 mm), long (66.0

mm) kovar rod. The plastic connector that is attached behind

the actuator and blade (not shown in Figure 1) was machined

to accommodate the rod and minimize oscillations durinq 0

motion. The opposite end of the rod was threaded so that a

sandblasted, flat, aluminum part could be attached. The

latter provided a diffuse surface for reflection of the VISAR

laser beam during blade motion. The length of the rod

extending beyond the plastic connector was sufficiently long

to permit measurement of complete blade motion.

All tests of the specially modified units were performed S

at low temperature. Assembled units (without the diffuse

reflectors) were conditioned at approximately -54*C for a

nominal period of 2 hours prior to firing. The VISAR was

pre-focused with a dummy unit. Then the test unit was

removed from the temperature-controlled chamber, the reflec-

tor was attached, electrical connections were made, final

focusing was performed, and the unit was fired. The reflec-

tor was not refrigerated in order to avoid condensation on
the reflecting surface. The time elapsed between removal of

the test unit from the temperature-controlled chamber and

firing was nominally 5 minutes. For comparison purposes,

tests were performed both with and without the reefing line

and centering spacers present.

Two different designs of the reefing line cutter were

tested. The first was that shown in Figure 1 with an O-ring S

lubricant of Dow-Corning No. 55 but without the shown volume

reduction washer. The latter employed the soft silicone rub-

ber volume reduction washer in the cavity between the actuator
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|_ ~Figure 2. Cutaway drawing of modified reefing_ •

line cutter.
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and the blade. This reduced the free volume by .70 mm 3

(-A0 percent). In addition, this design incorporated a

Super-O-Lube lubricant. 0

A VISAR has a sensitivity which is readily adjustable

by means of a time delay built into the system. The orig-

inal VISAR design used solid quartz etalons to provide the .0

delay and was limited to sensitivities of approximately

100 m/s per fringe. The velocity of the reefing line cutter
was less than this value and therefore a greater delay was

required for adequate resolution. For this work, the VISAR .0

was operated with a delay in air, a type which may readily

be extended an order of magnitude longer than the delay

available with an etalon. Two slightly different sensitivi-

ties were used. Tests of units cf the first design were S

performed with a fringe constant of 29.2 m/s per fringe and
for tests of the second design, 24.1. m/s per fringe. The

necessary imaging in the delay leg of the interferometer was

accomplished with a pair of identical lenses whose focal
lengths were 330 mm for the initial tests and 400 mm for the

later experiments. The velocity resolution obtained with

these sensitivities is approximately 0.5 m/s.

The VISAR provided three channels of data: two velocity

channels in quadrature (900 out of phase) and a beam inten-

sity monitor to record variations in the light received by

the VISAR from the moving target. The two quadrature chan-

nels are required to eliminate ambiguity in the sign of the

acceleration which would otherwise exist at each maximum and
minimum of the interference signal. This ability was essen-

tial for deciphering the oscillatory velocity data produced --

by the blade. An additional benefit of the quadrature tech-

nique is that it increases the average velocity resolution

by providing continuous coverage with the high sensitivity
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portion of the fringe signals, between the maximum and mini-

mum, thereby eliminating the need to read data from the less

sensitive region of the peaks.

The pulsed photo detectors normally used with the VISAR

were replaced with continuous detectors to provide a record-

ing window sufficiently long to capture data from the entire

transit of the blade. This also eliminated the need to trig-

ger the detectors, which would have been difficult to do with

precision given the significant scatter seen in the function

times.

All VISAR data were recorded on digital oscilloscopes

having pre-trigger recording capability. The trigger signal ...

was obtained from the breakage of a pencil lead placed

directly in front of the blade. Since the detectors were
continuously on, the pre-trigger feature permitted recording

the initial motion of the blade while the shear pin was being

cut. This was found to be a significant feature since the

initial motion of the blade preceded the breakage of the

pencil lead by a much longer time than expected.

A lens of 750 mm focal length was used to focus the

laser beam on the target attached to the piston. This lens

was moved 13 mm away from the target after the optics of the

VISAR had been aligned, thereby minimizing the defocusing of

the system as the blade moved through its approximately 26 mm - - -

long stroke. After the target moves back through the position

of optimum iocus there is a continuous reduction in the

amplitude of the VISAR signals. Velocity data were obtained

as long as the signal amplitude was great enough to provide -

an unambiguous record. This generally extended past the

time of impact of the blade on the aluminum back-up block of

the reefing line cutter housing so the velocity history
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includes the deceleration of the blade and frequently its

rebound from the end plate.
S

The displacement data were obtained from a numerical

integration of the velocity data. In addition to providing

a continuous position-versus-time record, these data also

permit an independent check of the VISAR results to be *0

obtained by comparing the measured displacement at the time

of the wire fiducial with the known position of the wire.

RESULTS -0

Figure 3 shows VISAR data obtained for units of the

first design (no volume reduction washer) both with and with-

out the reefing line present during blade motion. In these -0

and subsequent plots, the upper curve is the blade velocity

(m/s) versus time (ps) plot and the lower curve is the dis-

placement (mm) versus time plot. The effect of the reefing

line on the velocity profile is apparent. In its absence,

the velocity increases smoothly in a near-exponential manner

to a maximum value of 63 m/s. Some additional displacement

of the blade occurs beyond the velocity maximum as it cuts

into the aluminum block and comes to rest. With the reefing A..

line present, a broad velocity maximum is observed. This is

followed by a decreasing velocity during the latter portions

of the blade motion. The maximum velocity is 46 m/s and the

value at the surface of the aluminum block is only ^-25 m/s.

Clearly, a considerable decrease in the blade's velocity

occurs as a result of cutting the reefing line. Kinetic

energy of the blade is expended during the cutting process.

The velocity profiles of Figure 3 both exhibit peaks

within the first millimeter of displacement. This phenomenon

has been observed in all of the tests and is believed to be
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associated with cutting of the shear pin (diameter = 1.59 mm).

Thus, the shear pin apparently limits early motion and has a

measurable effect on the velocity profile.

Figure 3 also shows the fiducials associated with break-

ing the pencil lead and cutting the wire. Note that the

VISAR-measured motion commences over 100 ps prior to breakage

of the pencil lead, which had previously been defined as the

time of initial blade motion. The displacement profiles show

that the blade travels a relatively short distance during

this early period, i.e., the velocity, or slope of the curves,

is relatively low in this period. Comparison of the profiles

obtained with and without reefing lines also shows tnat the

presence of the cord increases the time of blade motion by

Iý150 Ps.

Reefing line cutters of the first design were regarded
as marginally batisfactory because of tests in which only
slight dents were obtained in the aluminum block. Evidence

existed that the O-ring seal did not prevent gas leakage.

The second design (with changes in tolerances and assembly

procedures) was adopted to alleviate that condition.

Figure 4 shows data obtained in Lwo tests performed

without the reefing line. The oscillations in the data are

believed to be due to vibrational motion of the -.ser target

superimposed on the net trans'.: •nal moJon of the blade.

Accordingly, these peaks are bel.eved to repre ent only the

moý:io!- of the target, not the motion of the overall blade.
The profiles are virtually identical. Total blade motion

occurs in 500 Vs compared to over 600 jis in the first design.
Final blade velocity, is -80 m/s compared to 63 m/s in the

earlier case. Breakage of tha pencil lead occurs after only
20 us conpared to over i00 I•s in the first design.

_.
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Figure 5 shows VISAR data obtained in four tests per-

formed with the reefing line present. The data are highly

reproducible. A broad velocity maximum of •60 m/s occurs in

each case. Final velocities are nominally 40-50 m/s and

total blade motion takes 530-61.0 ps. All of these values

exhibit output improvements over those obtained from the

first design. Unlike units of the first design, none of

later devices showed any evidence of gas leakage (i.e., dis-

placed O-rings or smoke deposits on the exterior of the

actuator).

Output comparisons for the eight tests are given in

Figure 6. In (a)-(c) the circles and stars symbols repre-

sent tests of the first and second design, respectively.

The parameters used are defined as follows: S

D = depth of dent in aluminum block,

vf =.velocity of blade at time of wire fiducial,

d = displacement of blade from initial position, and

vd = velocity of blade at displacement d. 0

The superscript zero is used to designate Lhe value of a

parameter obtained when the test was performed in the absence

of the reefing line.

Figure (6a) shows the relationsnip between vf and D.

The curve is smooth and non-linear. The three greatest dents

are for the tests performed without reefing lines. Note, S

however, that the units of the first design clearly produce

outputs (vf and D) that are considerably lower than those of

comparable units of the second design. Good reproducibility
of units ii. the latter group is again apparent from the dent S

values. The- marginal natur,Ž of the first design is indicated

by the extrapolation which suggests that a 20 percent reduc-

tion of vf wo,il(l yield no det . This is shown further in

3Y"
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(b) and (c), where the percentages of momentum and kinetic

energy, respectively, are plotted against the percentage of

dent, all relative to the second deEign no-cord condition.
From the latter curve it can be seen that the unit of the

first design possessed cnly ,10 percent of the kinetic

energy available from the actuator at the end of the stroke.

Figure (6d) shows the effect of displacement during
cutting on the decrease in kinetic energy. Units of the

second design are reasonably reproducible. The kinetic
energy decreases in a smooth, possibly linear manner after

the first 5 mm of displacement. The unit of the first

design also shows a relatively linear relationship, except

possibly at the end of the displacement. In this case,
-Ahowever, the kinetic energy values are considerably lower i

than those of the second design for all displacement values.

This observation suggests that venting of units of the first

design occurs prior to much, if any, motion. The previously - -

noted relatively long elapsed times between VISAR-detected

motion and breakage of the pencil lead for such units fur-

ther supports this conclusion.

Previous work (7) has shown that for such actuators the

motion of a projectile is given by the relation

2Mv a
max t A

a

where P = maximum gas pressure,
max

M = mass of projectile,

v = velocity of projectile at zero acceleration,a
ta = flight time corresponding to vat and

A = area over which the gas is ariving the pro-
jectile.
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For units of the second design, Figure 4 yields values of

va and ta. With the known hardware parameters of M and A,

one finds that the maximum gas pressure is 97MPa (14 kpsi).

SUMMARY

A VISAR has been used to study the performance of pyro-

technic-driven reefing line cutters. Differences in design
of the cutter have shown considerable differences in a

variety of measured parameters. The detection of early

motion by the VISAR suggests that major differences in per-

formance result from gas leakage during that period.
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CERTIFICATION TEST FOR THE FLUID BED SPRAY GRANULATION
PROCESS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF COLORED SMOKE MIXTURES

by

F. L. McIntyre 6

Computer Sciences Corporation
NASA National Space Technology Laboratories

NSTL Station, MS 39529

ABSTRACT

Violet smoke, red smoke and CS pyrotechnic mixtures were tested in accor-
dance with Army Technical Pulletin 709-2 for both bulk and end-item configurn- .0 _..
tions. The results of these tests indicate that they are a probable Class 1.3
(formerly DoD Class 2). These same mixtures were tested dur~ng the manufac-
turing process in a new type mixing device known as the Fluid Bed Spray Granu-
lation Process and found to generate minimal amounts of electrostatic enurgy
during the mixing, graulation or drying process. Full-scale simulation tests
utilizing mass quantities, 336 and 426 kg (740 and 940 lb), indicated that there
were tio mass detonation hazards during dynamic mixing conditions. There is
no apparent difference in the degree of hazards as associated with large quanti-
ties of pyrotechnic mixtures using the fluid bed spray graunlation process. In

fact, due to less handling requirements the hazards may be less than older con-
ventional methods. _
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INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND

Pine Bluff Arsenal (PBA) is a primary source of colored smoke signaling

and screening devices for the Department of Defense (DoD). At the present

time safety constraints limit the amount of pyrotechnic that can be blended in

a single mixer to 45. 4 kg (100 lb) because It is considered a hazardous mater-

ial with a classification of 1. 1 (formerly DoD class 7) during mixing and

prior to consolidation in an end item. A daily production run requires approxi-

mately 907 kg (2000 Ib) per day for each specific smoke device. To meet pro-

duction requirements, it is necessary to use miltiple blenders and then cross-

blend so that appropriate batch sizes for daily production requirements can be

met. PBA requested through the ARRADCOM Resident Operations Office at

NbrL, MS, that a series of studies be conducted to investigate the use of new

and improved mixing equipment, allowing the increase of batch sizes from

45. 4 kg to 907 kg (100 lb to 2000 lb). Such studies (Ref. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5) were

undertaken over a period of several years and the results indicated that it was .

feasible to blend large quantities of colored and screening smoke without any

increase in hazards. The quantity distance requirement based upon classifica-

tion was changed from a 1.1 to a 1.3 (formerly DoD class 7 to 2). As a result

of these studies, certification of 907-kg (2000-1b) batch sizes for HC smoke

mixture and 454-kg (1000-1b) batch sizes for colored smoke were granted when

blending was accomplished in the jet Airmix* blender.

During this same period, PBA was in the process of screening new and

improved equipment to be utilized in the blending process that would further

reduce potential hazards from dust and excess handling and reduce the number

*Trade name of Sprout-Waldron Company for a unit produced under a patent

purchase from Grun, Lissberg, Germany.
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of rejected batches. Pine Bluff Arsenal selected a new process known as the

Fluid Bed Spray Granulation Process in which approximate batch sizes of 336 kg

(740 lb) of colored smokes and CS pyrotechnic mixture could be blended, granu- -

lated and dryed in a single process that would reduce dust hazards and allow for

a reduction of personnel on the load assembly and pack (LAP) line. This system

required the same certification tests that were conducted on the jet Airmix sys-

tern.

OBJECTIVE

The objective of this study was to determine the potential hazards associ-

ated with the Fluid Bed Spray Granulation Process (FBSGP) and determine if

the process was safe for blending large quantities of colored smoke mixtures.

However, formula changes were required in this process and these new formu-

las were to be classified in accordance with TB 700-2 on both the bulk mixtures

and end-item munitions.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

MATERIALS

The mixtures considered for the certification program were: 1) MIS violet

smoke, drawing no. B143-5-1 with a chemical composition of violet-dye 42",

sodium bicarbonate 24%, potassium chlorate 25%., and sulfur 9%; 2) 40mm red 0 .

smoke, drawing no. B143-3-1 consisting of dye red 40.20, potassium chlorate

31.3%, sulfur 12.3', and sodium bicarbonate 14.37c; and 3) CS pyrotechnic

miXture, drawing no. B143-14-7 consisting of CS agent 41.2%, potassium chlo-

rate 27.8-, sugar 18.5%, and magnesium carbonate 12.3%. The binder solu-

tion consistcd of approximately 85/15.,%( water/dextrin which is added to the

m!xture once blending has occurred.

The mixtures were first blendc_ in a pilot plant model, then bulk classifi-

cation tests were conducted and, finally, the same formulations were blended

in the full-scale production model for the full-scale simulation and end-item

tesis.
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TEST PLAN

Bulk quantities of each of the pyrotechnic mixtures were tested in accor- -

ance with chapter 3, U. S. Army TB 700-2 which provides the requirements to

assign hazards classification for bulk materials. These tests are designed to

determine the ease of initiation and stability and include: 1) card gap test,

2) detonation test, 3) ignition and unconfined burning test, 4) impact sensitivity

and 5) thermal stability tests.

End-item tests of each type of pyrotechnic device were tested in accor-

dance with chapter 4 of U.S. Army Technical Bulletin 700-2 (Ref. 6) which

provides for the requirement to assign hazards: classification for end items.

These tests include: 1) detonation test A, 2) detonation test B, and 3) external

test C.

Mixing in the fluid bed spray granulation process (FBSGP) is accomplished

by placing the desired quantity of constituents into the hopper, then positioning

it over the low,•r air duct and pneumatically sealing it with the upper chamber.

The ingredients are then blended in a fluidized bed for a specified time, follow-

ed by a shaking cycle to clean the filter bags and then a repeat of the blending

cycle. Once the blending cycle is completedthe binder solution, water, is

added at a specified rate until granulation is achieved. Drying is accomplished

by blowing heated air, 65 0C (150 0 F) for approximately 30-40 minutes. The haz-

ards associated with this type of mixing were thought to include: 1) surface

charge due to triboelectrification, 2) dust suspension at different concentrations,

3) high impingement velocities, 4) increased surface area for burning in this

fluidized state and 5) mass effects of large quantities.

Electrostatic measurements were obtained in the WSG15 pilot model shown

in figure 1 using 9.07 kg (20 lb) quantities and in the WSG300 full scale produc-

tion model shown in figure 2, using 290 kg (640-1b) guantities. These measure-

inents determined the amount of electrostatic energy generated during blending,

wetting and drying cycles.
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Electrostatic I 0
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Spyrtechnic
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and drying RigO

1.*--w(28 in)

Figure 1. Plan View of WSG15 Pilot Plant Fluid Bed Spray Granulator

Full-scale simulation tests were performed to determine if mass detona-

tion would occur during the blending cycle under dynamic conditions. The pre-

mixed compositions in 318-kg (700-lb) quantitie. were placed inside the sirnu-

lator and ignited by a single hot spot ignition source while the mixture was

being fluidized. The test setup is shown in figure 3.

To Exhaust

Positi ve pressure
rlief

Wilson Plate Filter bags and
Model 2501C Typical antistatic rods
2 places Upper chamber

with wetting nozzle

Kiethley 610C 'a

Kiethley 615D Lopper with .0
pyrotechnic mixture

Inlet Air (Ambient/heated)

Figuire 2. Full-Scale WSG300 Fluid Bed Spray Granulator
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Figure 3. Full-Scale Blending Simulation Test Setup

INSTRUMENTATION

Electrostatic measurements were obtained using Model 610C and Model

615D Keithle3V electrometers. Each unit was attached to the surface of both the

pilot model and the full-scale FBSG at the viewing port with a 7.62-cm (3-in)

Wilson plate static detector. A typical electrical equivalent circuit Is shown in

figure 4.

Kcithley 610C/615D Kelthley 2501

I 11dtco probe-
electrometer detector probe

C2C

I.Caiibrated cable of

I~f f.___I_1_____

-urface [nC 0. 016p fd full-scaleI.- -•Surface of

granulator 0.006P (d pilot mode;i

Figure -4. Equivalent Circuit of the Electrometer for Measuring the
Electrostatic Charge (Coulombs)
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The electrometers were read remotely at specified intervals via closed

circuit televibion and were recorded directly. The highest value for each

* specified time was recorded, not the average value. 6

Temperature measurements for the pilot and full-scale tests were stan-

dard measurements as specified by the supplier which include inlet and outlet

temperatures. No direct contact measurements were made of the various mix- ..

tures. As previous studies (Ref. 3, 4, 5) had indicated, there was no increase in

temperature due to blending of colored smoke mixtures.

- RESULTS

DATA ANALYSIS

Electrostatic measurements were obtained remotely using an electrometer

* affixed to the surface of the test articles. Measurements were monitored con-

tinuously and recorded manually every 30 seconds. The highest value obtained

during each measuring period was the recorded value. All values were then

placed into a computer and the calculations for each point were made, then the

high, low, and mean values were reported for each significant operation. .0

Data analysis of the bulk and end-item classification tests are based upon

the go/no-go results of the prescribed tests as outlined in chapter 3 and 4 of

TB 700-2. Interpretation of the results for DoT and DoD purposes leads to the

following designations:

DoT Forbidden - if the results from the thermal stability test indicate

either an explosion, burning, or marked decomposition of the sample.

DoT Restricted - if the impact sensitivity tests result in an explosion at

a drop height o[ less than 10. 16 cm (4 In).

SDoT Class A (U. N. Class 1.1) - If one or more of the following occur:

(1) the detonatiun test indicates sensitivity to a No. 8 blasting cap hy mush-

rooming the lead block; (2) the card gap test indicates a sensitivity value

greater than 70 or more cards; (3) the impact setnsitivity test produces .n
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explosion above 10. 16 cm (4 in) and (4) the ignition and unconfined burning

test produces a detonation.

DoT Class C (U. N. Class 1.3) - if all of the following occur: (1) the igni-

tion and unconfined burning test does not result in an explosion; (2) the

thermal stability test does not result in an explosion, burning or marked

decomposition; (3) the detonation test does not result in an explosion and

(4) the card gap test results in a sensitivity of less than 70 cards or no

reaction at zero cards.

This is shown diagrammatically in figure 5.

-1-A .... aCT VIO
QP 'i,,04

Figure 5. Interpretation of Test Results per TB 700-2. Change 1

Interpretation of end-item test results are shown in figure 6 and leads to the ...

following designation:

DoT Class A (U. N. Class 1. 1) - if an explosion results from the detonation

test A, detonation test B and external heat test C and/or fragments disper-

sion.

DoT Class C (U. N. Class 1. 3) - if there were no explosions in detonation

test A zind external heat test C and fragment dispersion is minimal.
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IS

No Intrapropagatlon [ntrapropagaUon and/or outside damage to shipping
I container or explosion 0

No Lnterpropagation, no frragmetntation i~ t n to est "U'i

and/or no explosion

I [ ~Explosion. ..

External heat External damage 0
No explos ion• Explosion

(DDcass 2) (DoD class ?1

§1101. U. N. It I

Figure 6. Interpretation of End-Item Test Results in Accordance
with TB 700-2

TEST RESULTS

The results of the bulk tests in accordance with chapter 3 of TB 700-2 are

given in table 1. None of the pyrotechnics exhibited characteristics of an explo-

sion as the results of detonation tests, card gap tests or ignition and unconfined

burning tests. There was no weight loss or change in configuration due to ele-

vated storage temperature for a 48-hour period as outlined in the thermal sta-

bility test. From interpretation of results in accordance with chapter 3 para-

graph 13, subparagraphs a, b and c, a Class C, (DoD Class 2) U.N. Class 1.3

was assigned to these bulk mixtures.

TABLE 1, BULK CLASSIFICATION TEST RESULTS

Ignition and Impact Card
l)ctonation unconfined sensitivity Thermal gap •

,, l. crl.I tcst burning test* stability test

Vioiet Smoke

Mixture D1%g, N, No 0 at 9.43 cm No explosion No
,,~ Bl3-5-1 detonation explosion 1 at 25.4 cm no wt. loss detonation
lied Smoke
ML•'e Dwg. No No 0 at 9. 53 om No explosion No# Dl43-3-l dltonation explosion 2 at 25.4 0m no wt. loss detonation

CS P, rotechnic -
Mixture Dwg. No No 0 at 9.53 cm No explosion rio

L-UI3_14_7 detonation explosion 0 at 25.4 cm no wt. loss detonation
minicat-s numbcr of -xploolona at each drop height.
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E nd-item test results indicate that there was no variatlonof previously reported

results (Ref. 7) due to a formula change. None of the pyrotechnic end items pro-

pagated within the container or caused outside damage to the packing container in

the detonation test A configuration. Therefore, detonation test B was not per-

formed. There was no explosion and minimal fragmentation for the M18 grenade

and M47 riot control grenade from the external heat test C. Fragmentation was

limited to sporadic ejection of components individually. During the total burn-

ing of the pyre there were no explosions. Results are shown In table 2.

TABLE 2. SUMMARY OF RESULTS END ITEM CLASSIFICATION

External heat test C
Detonation Detonation MN1 im njn
test A test B Exploslon Fragment- fragment-

Material rep ..te results ation ation dist.

Grenade, Hand No N/A* None None 0
Smoke, Violet. M18 propagation
Dwvg. # D 13-19-17

40 mm Projemi~e
40 Markerc. 0No N/A* None Yes 15.7 m
Dwg. # D 932r253 propagation (150 It)

Grenade. -Hand, Riot
CS, M47 No N/A* None None 0
Dwg. # D 13-25-70 1 propagation

•Not performed due to detonation test A results.

Summaries of the electrostatic data as measured during the pilot plant pro-

duction of colored smokes and CS pyrotechnic mixture are given in table 3. Data

giver are taken from an average of 90 measurements each throughout the blend-

ing, granulation, and drying cycles. The amount of electrostatic energy gener-

ated during any given phase is several orders of magnitude less than the n.:ni-

mum energy required for initiation by electrical spark. Figure 7 shows the

initiation level o( the pyrotechnic mixture and the capacitance of the WSG15 pil 'L

model. It can be seen that less than 100 volts is being generated during any given

operating cycle. Based upon test results, electrostatic energy does not constitute

a hazard due to mixing, wetting, and/or drying of these pyrotechnic rnixtur,'r.
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TABLE 3. PILOT MODEL WSG15 BLENDING ELECTROSTATIC

CHARGE GENERATION

l'ormuation W IgN Operation Energy Irvl (jouhlI E I

(IbI (min) hligh 2 o"I

__ ixi 2.13 x 10-6 ', 92 x 10" 7-.
\'Nfix m,,mke 13.6 WetLn 9.4 1 0- 4. x 10- . 11 ., x in"MiXuire IV" t•O • _______

Dr 2.13 x 10-0 9.01 r 10-7 1. 5 10

M iWInz • io X 10 15 1.71 x 10" 7.7? I
-3

Red Sm,,ke 9.07 \Aetli5

Nfixiurr III 3.19 X 10" 1. 0, X 10 1. . 2 K -;upxur III H 14 31)} 21

Lj. D3 .5r 1.03 x 10.
5  

".2t 1, - 4.X3 1

NJrc n 2.49 x 9. - x - . I9

~;I) • I43*147 9(1? 25lf 9.01 a -7 1.16 X 10"7 3.04 x [O"

Dr 2.61 z 10-7 5.93 X 10 9.64 x 100'

A summary of electrostatic data as measured during full-scale plant produc-

tion of colored smokes and CS pyrotechnic mixtures is given in table 4. The

TABLE 4. FULL-SCALE MODEL WSG300 BLENDING ELECTRO-

STATIC CHARGE GENERATION (AVERAGE CHARGE

GENERATED FOR TWO BLENDING CYCLES)

Weight Operatio' Energy level (Jouics) E - Q 3
SI Formulation (Ib) (min) High Law n

5.58 X 10 17 .99 . 1.-9 1.66 x I

\Volet Smcke 299 Wetting 3.2 X 10'
6  

3.46 x 10-6 1.31 i 10-; I

MaxturC IV (660) 8 3 5.5

14 3 I Drying 2.04x 10 6 2. Oh X IO"11 .. 3b x Io"'

59 _

Mixin 3.31 x 10.6 1.3 x 10-6 2.10 6''-6

Rrd 4,n,ýkc5.5R~i S~m,,kr . _______

ltixture III 29 We Ing 3.23 x 10-
6  

8.32 x 10-13 ,.6 1 X I0"7

INK e 11443 . (660) 1 54_
Dryng 3.32 x 10-6 6.74 x 0"11 1.43 X lo"

.0

CS -----.- xn-- g 7.0 4 x 10 "7 1. 7 X 10 .8 1.4 " M 10 -

s p mrcerhrc 290 M_ 
__ _
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Figure 7. Nomograph of Electrostatic Charge Generation During

Mixing, Granulating and Drying in Pilot and Full-Scale

Fluid Bed Spray Granulation Process.
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data for the full-scale tests are on the same order of magnitude as the pilot plant

tests. There are no apparent hazards due to electrostatic charge buildup during

*tha mixing, granulating or drying cycle.

A summary of the full-scale simulation tests is given in table 5. None of

the mixtures exhibited characteristics of an explosion. The burn time of each

mixture varied from a low of 44 seconds for red smoke to a high of 320 second-,

for CS pyrotechnic mixture. The measured surface temperat,.res ranged from

a low of 318 0 C to a high of 468°C. There was no measurable pressure external

to the simulation vessel.

TABLE 5. SUMMARY OF RESULTS OF FULL-SCALE SIMULATION TESTS

Weight Burn Maximum Maxirnurm Maximum
kg Time temperature external internal

Test nintorial (Ib) Sec 0C pressure pressu r .

No external 34.5 kP.,
Viol.t smoke 336 126 365 pressure (5 psi)
Dwg. B B143-5-1 (740) recorded

No extcrrul
16-.d smokc 336 44 318 pressure 34. 5 k]: R
11%kg. 1 11143-3-1 (740) recorded (5 psi)

No external

Chtrmic:jl agent 435 369 463 pressure 13. 8 kiPa
[)%%g. 1 B143-14-7 (9q0) recorded (2 psi)

There was no damage internally or externally to the vessel due to blast pres-

sure; however, there was some domage to the external ducting due to the miae.

The same simulator was utilized for all test series.

The use of the fluid bed spray granulation process to manufacture pyrotech-

nics has several advantages over conventional mixing methods in that mixing, wet-

ting, kneading, granulating, drying, breaking-up, admixing and sieving of fines

that were formerly accomplished in separate steps can now all be accomplished

in a single apparatus. Because of this, the normal hazards associated with hand-

ling are mininized to a single loading operation of constituents and discharging of
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the finished product. The apparatus itself has no impact points due to no moving

parts; there is no friction other than moving particles of the mix which do not

constitute any hazard. The binder added to the mix is nonvolatile which also mini-

mizes hazards. There is no pressure.type stimulus associated with the operation.

Electrical component and switching are remote from the mixing operation. Elec-

trostatic hazards are at a minimum and the temperature of the air used for drying

60-80°C (140-1750 F) is significantly below the autoignition or decomposition tem-

perature of the pyromixes. This apparatus then affords the minimum number of

possible stimuli under normal operation conditions and further reduces potential

hazards sources. In the event of an accidental initiation, no matter how remote,

the system has a built-in relief system that should preclude the hazards of an

explosion bY automatic relieving with a minimal pressure buildup. The mixing

cubicle at Pine Bluff Arsenal utilizes an ultraviolet fire detection and suppression

system that, in the event of such an incident, provides sufficient corrective action

from a water deUle system to lessen any potential damage to equipment or facil-

ity. Results of the "worse case" scenario tests conducted during the course of

this investigation indicate that explosive hazards associated with manufacturing

large quantities 300-400 kg (660-880 lb) of colored smoke and CS pyrocechnic mix-

tures are at a minimum and and that the fluid bed spray granulation process affords

the least hazardous method of production.

CONCLUSIONS

1. None of the colored smoke or CS pyrotechnic mixtures indicate that there are

any apparent hazards due to electrostatic charge buildup during the mixing,

wetting and drying cycles in either pilot or full-scale production in the fluid

bed spray granulation process.

2. None of the colored smoke or CS pyrotechnic mixture exhibit characteristics

of mass detonation in 371-454-kg (700-1000-lb) quantities due to initiation dur-

ing a "worse case" scenario under dvnamic mixing conditions.

3. Based upon interpretation of bulk materials test results in accordance with
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TB 700-2 chapter 3, all o! the colored smokes and CS pyrotechnic mixture

would constitute a probable DoT Class C, (DoD Class 2), U.N. 1.3.

U 4. Based upon interpretation 3f end-item test results in accordance with TB 700-2

chapter 4, the probable classification of the end-items tested would warrant a

DoT Class C, (DoD Class 2), U.N. 1.3.

5. Under -ll conditions of tests in various configurations of pyrotechnic mixtures

ranging from 371-454 kg (700-1000 Ib) quantities, the hazards associated with

these pyrotechnic mixtures are a probable en masse fire hazard only, as there

is no tendency for any of these mixtures to mass detonate.
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FLAMESPREAD PROPAGATION RATES OF VARIOUS BLACK
POWDERS USI[G THE PCRL-FLAMESPREAD TESTER

N.A. fNessina, L.S. Ingram, and Il. Summerfield
Princeton Combustion Research Laboratories, Inc.

Princeton, New Jersey 03540
and

J.C. Allen
U.S. Army Armament Research and Development Command

Dover, New Jersey 07801

ABSTRACT

Princeton Combustion Research Laboratories, Inc. has utilized its

Fib. Flamespread Tester, developed for ARRADCOM, Product Assurance Directorate,

Dover as an end-of-line quality assurance technique for continuous-line

product Class 1 Black Pow.der, for aetermination of flamespreaJ properties

of various granulated and pelletiz(d Black Powder-base formulations. The

purpose is to evalu3te each formulation as a possible candidate for

artlillery priher applications. The underlying proposition of this new

test method is that the main function of Black Powder primers in guns

or howitzers is to spread the ignition flame in a control led manner

through the propulsive charge. Therefore flamespread propagationi

velocity is chosen as the quantity to be measured in the rating proce-

dure. The PCRL-Flamespread Testermeasures the flame front propdgation

through a packed bed of sample Black Powder by means of the timewise

response of three equidistant phototransistor light sensor assemblies.

Further, combustor pressure-time history is monitored for determination

of peak pressures, ignition delays, and pressurization characteristics.
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INTRODUCTION
The particular combustor configuration selected for flamespread

I velocity determination was adapted from the configuration of a cased

105 nm-. owitzer round. In actual use, the M28B2 primer of the field

round is loaded partially with a specified mass of Class 1 Black Powder
(mesh size between 4 and 8 per inch). The pyrotechnic initiator starts

combustion at one end, which then spreads along the tube in a few milli-
seconds, shooting flame gases radially outward into the p. cked propel-

lant bed of the cartridge chamber. These flame gases initiate and help

spread the combustion wave through the propellant bed in a prescribed

manner. Recent ballistic research has disclosed a correlation between

such flamespreading in the propellant charge and phenomena such as
chamber pressure waves and breech pressure spikes, which suggests that

flaruespreading rate in the primer tube may have an important effect on

internal ballistic characteristics.

The apparatus designed for the flamespread tests in this project

is shown schemotically in Figure 1. Figure 2 displays photographs of

the Flamespread Tester in the disassembled and assembled states. In
addition to the obvious "boiler plate"nature of the design, several

significant changes were made from the standard 128B2 primer:

(i) To assure more reproducible flamespread rates, although

admittedly slower than in the actual primer, the Sample tube was packed

as fully as possible, e.g. nominally 25 g Class 1 Black Powder granules.

Tnis gave a fixed and predictable porosity.

(ii) To avoid erratic flamespread behavior due to occasional

p)lugging of the orifices by granules or pellets of Black Powder, the

orifices were made into narrow slots of the same vent area per unit 0

length of Sample Tube as the t128B2 primer. Experience showed that such

vent slots could not be plugged by the powder granules or pellets.

ExDerience showed also that this change improved the uniformity of

the miasured flamespread rate data.
0iii) To assure more reproducible start-up at ignition (commercial

squibs were found to be erratic), an 'integrating chamber" was placed

between the squib igniter and tne bed of Black Powd1er, which served to
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collect the gases from the squib and release them into the Black Powder
bed at a controlled rate (exhaust time about 1i millisecond). It has been

suggested by us that this "integrating chamber" technique could have
useful application not only to a test apparatus like this one but also
to bayonet primers of actual artillery in order to improve ballistic

reproducibility.

(iv) To provide a directly detectable means of tracking the advance
of the flame front in the Sample Tube, phototransistor light sensors
were designed into the tube with thin glass light pipes to convey the
radiation from the tube to the light sensors.

EL[(I Ki TRANS iT ION LIGHT SENSOR LIUH l c{ENSOI LIGIII Si-N'.,SQIiCHAMBER #1 C #2

--. HOTO-
TRANSISTOR. . .

SLOTTED SAMPLE TUBE CONIAINING

BLACK POWDER

1 IkAS 1i IN (4A•I1•\ R PLENUM CHAMBI[RV
'RLSSURL JRANLLLL, P[1P:KSU1\L 1 1kANSDIILL

V1INI

Figure 1. Schematic Drawing of Flamespread Tester.
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2 r

a. DISASSE1MBLED FLAMESPREAD TESTER: (1) Flamespread Tester Chamber;
(2) Light Sensor System; (3) Slotted Sample Tube mounted onto
Variable L* Igniter Head; (4) Transition Chamber Assembly and Lonax
Gland; (5) Igniter Orifice Plate; and (6) CAD Electric Squib. 0

L ..- *

- "t

A I
b. ASSEiIBLED FLAMESPREAD TESTER (In Laboratory Configuration). 0

Figure 2. Photographs of the PCRL-Black Powder FlameoreAd Tester
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As diagnostic aids for evaluation of candidate Black Powders, .1
pressure measurements were made in the plenum chamber that simulated

the empty cartridge chamber. The plenum chamber was provided with a

vent valve as shown, and a vent duct to discharge the combustion gases

to an appropriately harmless collection system. Solid residues were
found deposited after each firing, in the tube and in the plenum chamber,

but they could be removed rather easily in preparation for the next

firing.

Another approach to qualifying Black Powder for primer applications

would be to measure the conventional relative quickness and/or induction

time in a closed bomb type firing. Flamespread rate can be related to

powder ignitability,.as measured by induction time, and to burning rate

as measured by relative quickness, so there is some logic to adopting

this approach. In fact, Black Powders that burn fast also display
* rapid flamespread rates. However, although the techniques are well

established, the closed bomb measurement is no more simple to operate

than the present flamespread system. Mioreover, it is not clear that an

apparatus that was really designed to measure mainly burning rate and

not flamespread directly is suitable for use in qualifying Black Powders

for its proper function in a gun. After all, Black Powder is not the
propelling charge of the gun, and so a device that measures relative

quickness may not be reporting the correct functional property. Thus,
it is conceivable that a particular powder sample that, for some reason, -

has a slow burning coating on the granules but a fast burning interior

would show a slow flamesprcad rate but a high relative quickness. The
result of the closed bomb test might therefore be misleading.

DISCUSSION

The following describeý an evaluation of the sensitivity of the

PCRL Flamespread Tester for determining variations in flamespread rate

associated with deviations in Class 1 granulation Black Powder

speci fication.
A series of ten deviant Black Powder lots (Class 1) was prepared

b, ARRADCOr1 for the purpose of evaluating the sensitivity of the test
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apparatus to off-specification deviations by comparing flamespread

propagation velocities with that obtained for a "Stanaard"Lot GOE 75-44.

Identification of the Deviant Lots are presented in Table 1.
TABLE 1

Identification of Deviant Class 1 granulation Black Powder Lots.

TEN (10) BLACK POWDER LOTS ARE TO BE IANLFACTURED IN TIHE PILOT
PLANT. EACH LOT WILL HAVE A SPECIFIC MANUFACTURED DEFECT AS
LISTED BELOW.

LOT 1 - HIGH KNO3:KNO3-78,01% C-11.951 S-8.50%*
LOT 2- LOW KN03: KN03-73% C-1E.3% S-10.4%
LOT 3 - POOR AGGLOiIERATION (POOR BLENDING HO1OGENEITY)
LOT 4 - HIGH DENSIIY POWDER (ABOVE 1.80 GM/CC)
LOT ) - LOW DENSITY POWDER (1.60-1.70 GM/Cc)
LOT 6 - NON-STANDARD GLAZE (0.2% GRAPHITE vs. 0.1%)
LOT 7 - CHARCOAL WITH HIGH CARBOII CONTENT (67.8.)
LOT 6 - CHARCOAL WITH LOW CARBON CONTEAT (52.58%)
LOT 9 - LARGE PARTICLE SIZE INGREDIENT (JET MILL PRODUCT)
LOT 10 - SMALL PARTICLE SIZE INGREDIENT (JET !1ILL PRODUCT)
LOT 11 - G.O.E. "GREEN GRAIN" (UNGLAZED) BLACK POWDER GLAZED

WITH [ION-SPECIFICATION R= GRAPHITE (HIGH ASH 09
CONTENT) IN A HARPERIZER

THESE LOTS HILL BE PROCESSED THROUGH AN INTENSIFIED BLENDER,
T.HE JET MILL, AND PRESSED INTO CAKES WITH THE DENSITY BEING
NONITORED. ThE CAKES WILL BE PROCESSED THROUGH THE PREBREAKER,
GRANiULATOR, SCREENED, AND THEN DRIED, POLISHING AND GLAZING
WILL BE DONE IR THE HARPERIZER.

Various Black Powder-base compacted pellets were prepared at

ARRADCOM, Dover with different weiqht percent of nitrocellulose included

in the formulation. Tables 2 through 6 present the formulation of

the compacted pellets and the associated pellet density. In each case

the relative weight percent of charcoal (and carbon black), sulfur, and

potassium nitrate is nominally equal that of Class I granulation Black 0
Powder, Standard Lot. The weight percent of nitrocellulose in these

compacted pellets ranges from zero to 67 percent. Table 7 presents the

mass loading and packing density of each of the pelletized mixes.

Initial flamespread tests performed with Class 1 granulation

Black Powders were conducted with the combustor continuously venting

to atmosphere through a 0.18-inch diameter vent orifice. Flamespread

rates for each lot of Class 1 granular Black Powder were remarkably
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TABLE 2

roRNulATION OF TYPZ C PELLETs (P - 1.56 q/ecl

CONSTIXJENT ?IRCElT BY WZIT

Pleriell 155 Caer~. leek 2,5 .5
(Citiel SeFVL~ee

CharcOai, Roseeville, fines 2.5

Sulfur. sumor. 1.13

Pptd. LNOB 25.0

me Fluid bll Powder' 1.67
(11.66 N}

NC l*lid boll Powd.r4 65.0

Thermoplastic PoIyurethen-, 1.33 ADUED
EZt&no 5702 F9.. Goodrich)

nso hydrophobic sIlica 0.5 ADDED

*lg PC*-Coat~d

TABLE 3
FORMULATION OF TYPE I PELLETS (c " 1.637 g/cc)

CONSTITUENT PERCENT BY WEIGHT

Peorless 155 Carbon Black 4.5

(Cities Service) I

Charcoal Airofloat r 4.5

(IAAP)

Sulfur, amos . 6.24

Pptd. KNO 3  
45.0

NC Fluid bali Powder 40.0

100,24

Coatings, Binder 1.90 ADDED

TABLE 4

FORMULATION OF TYPE J PELLETS (p - 1.564 g/cc)

CONSTITUENT PERCENT BY WEIGHT

Peerless 155 Carbon Black 2.5

(Cities Service)

Charcoal 2.5

Sulfur, amor. 3.4?

Pptd. KNO 3  
25.0

NC Fluid Ball Powder 66.E7

pesorcinol 1.0 ADDED

KNO 3  
6.iS ADDED

Boron, aimor. 1.67 ADDED

109.06

Coatings, EBnder 0.98 ADDED
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TABLE 5

rOM3ULATION OpF (ODI+ 1W~CK POWDEH PELLETS
-( .5! g/cc)

CONSTITUENT PERCENT BY WEIGHT

Pptd.1K140 with It polypropylene, 75.0

Peerless 155 carbon Black 7.5
(Cities Service)

Powdered Charcoal, Maple 7.5
(IA.M')
Sublimed Sulfur 10.0
(J.T. Baker)

Thermoplastic polyurethsne, 1.33 ADDED
ZEtane S702 (D.P. Geodr.ch)

TABLE 6

":ASELINE" GRADE A5
(CLASS 7) BLACK POWDER DUP-32-2, 10/3/63

(V - 1.906 q/cc)

Coatings, Binder 0.72 Percent by Weight

TABLE 7

MASS LOADING AND PACKING DENSITY Of VARIOUS BLACK POWDER-BASE FORMULATIONS

MASS LOADIN4 PACKING DENSITY
DESIGNATION i c-(q1cc)

TYPE C PELLET 19.36 0.87

IYPE I PELLET 21.20 0.96

TYPE J PELLET 19.60 0.88

MODIFIED B.P. PELLET 18.11 0.82

CLASS 7 B.P. PELLET 24.75 1.12

CLASS 1 B.P. GCLANULZ 24.64 1.i1

3

9
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consistent. Fivc firings were made in most cases, and the indicated

error bars in Figure 3 embrace all five of the firing measurements.
16 0 C

3500 FLAMESPREAD VELOCITY
OF SEVENTEEN I T

1400 CLASS i BLACK POWDERS j

~i
120-i

6UA

1400 - - -

303- T 'j~

I t

2800-.

S•700-

SI i
0-•-ol500 ""

123q56, 1 1 L!,.

Deviant Lots GOE CIL
(Norwegian-ICI Process') LOTS LOTS

I

Figure 3. Flarnespread Velocity Data of Seventeen Class 1 Black Powders
Using the PCRL-Flanfiespread Tester.
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In general, the differences in the composition and in physical make-up

within the series of ten Class 1 granulation deviant Black Powder lots

M leads to definite differences in flamespreading rates that could be

detected without ambiguity.

It is apparent that the flamespread propagation velocity of

Deviant Lot 11 (GOE 75-44, green grain glazed with non-specification

high ash content Dixon graphite in "Harperizer") is not much different

from that associated with the Standard Lot, GOE 75-44, both being in

the range of 1300-1500 in/sec. Flamespread propagation velocities

of most other Deviant Lots are a factor of 3.5-6 times slower than

the GOE 75-44 Standard. Flamespread tests of Deviant Lot 2 (low KNO 3

content)resulted in propagation velocities a factor of 2-3 times

slower than the GOE 75-44 Standard.

It is interesting to note that the flamespread propagation velocity

of lot GOE 75-2 and lots CIL-7-6 anH CIL-7-11 are a factor of 2 times

slower than the GOE 75-44 Standard. Similar observations have been

noted in closed bomb RQ measurements of these particular lots, performed

at ARRADCON, Large Caliber Weapon Systems Laboratory, Dovet, in which

the cbserved RQ is only 60-70% of .hat for the GOE 75-44 Standard. 1

It should be pointed out th. . a hang-fire occurred w~th the I20-3

igniter system (combination base paa and center core sy _.m employed in

the top-zone bagged charge which is used in the 155 mm howit 2r). The

origin of this problem was traced to the igniter and specific lot of
2

Class 1 granulation Black Powder used, that being CIL-7-11. PCRL

flamespread tests of this Black .-uwde' indicate a 50% performance factor

when compared to Standard Lot GOE 75-44. Further, M483 and M549 pro- .0

jectile tests a -60OF with CIL-7-11 resulted in ignition delays (time from

initiation of percussion primer to ignition of center core) 1.5-2 times

more severe as that obtained for the Standard Lot. 3

The results of the PCRL flamespread tests for the Deviant Lots -.

are compared with other ballistic Firing test evaluation methods in

Figure 4. This is a summary plot of data form ARRADCOM, Large Caliber
4

Weapon Systems Laboratory, Dover closed bomb firings , (inverse induction
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-6 FLAMES R6AD RATE

ISO CLOSED BOMB,r,=O.044,•C ( I
(INDUCTION TIME)

I" CLOSED BCMB, c-O.O0C44qtt I.*D•C-1ION TIME)- /
130PPE

*CLAMSrEAD BOBRATE

FLAtMESPREAD RATE
110 COSED, BMB A R v-[ Q

_ 90 A/

S 80 -

70

6 3

40P, 3C

101

2 3 4 5 6 6 9 10 11

DEVIANT CLASS I -
BLACK POWDER LOTS

Figure 4. Normalized Flamespread Performance Data of Various Class 1
Black Powders.

time for two different closed bomb loading densities); the open air 5
flamespread tests performed by ARRADCOH, Ballistic Research Laboratory

and the M28B2 bayonet primer flamespread tests performed by ARRADCOV.,

BRL.5 Normalized performance of the various Class 1 Black Powder lots

is reported, the normalizing factor being the test data associated

with Standard Lot GOE 75-44. Note that the performance data of the
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various flamespread velocity tests for the Deviant Lots are compared
with inverse induction time performance data of closed bomb tests rather

than conventional relative quickness data, RQ, since flamespread rate is

a measure of grain-to-grain ignitability in the bed rather than rate of 0

pressurization of the bed.

Table 8 summarizes the conditions and results of the various

flamespread tests of Class I Black Powders.

TABLE 8

COPARTSON OF VARIOUS FLAMESPREAD MEASUREMENTS FOR CLASS I BLACK PODER LOTS

NOMNAL FLAMESPREAD
VOID PRESSURE. VELCITY RANGE, 0T YPE.•_ FR TIOm KPIMa IN/S(M/S)

PCRL FLAMESPREAD 0.41 n.S-1.4S(3.5-1C.) 315-1575
TESIER. REF.7 (8-40)

NZ8B2 PRIMER, 0.54 1.45 (10.) 1180-3940
REF.5 (30-100)

OPEN AIR FLAMESPREAD, N/A 0.015(0.1) 11-28
REF.S (0.3-C.7)

Flamespread propagation velocities of Black Powder in open air

are considerably less than those obtained when the bed is confined in

a tube, as is to be expected. In fact, recent observations of Black

Powder flamespread rate as a function pre-pressurization level in the

PCRL Flamespread Tester indicate a strong dependence of flamespread

rate on pressurization level of the environment into which the Black

Powder combustion products exhaust. 6 , 8

Furthermore, the flamespread rate as determined from M28B2 primer S __

tube tests is 2-3 times that obtained in the PCRL Flamespread Tester.

This might be attributed to rather large differencesin void fraction of

the Q2882 primer tube vs. the PCRL Sample Tube. In order to obtain

flamespread propagation rates with minimal data variation in the PCRL _

Flamespread Tester, extreme care was exercised to achieve maximum

reproducible loadings, i.e., minimal void fraction, in the Sample

Tube. The nominal void fraction achievable in the PCRL Sample Tube is

0.41. The larger void fraction in the BRL M28B2 primer tube, 0.54, is _

representative of a looser bed packing whic iay permit a more rapia

flamespread rate. Inspection of t . norma' zed performance results

for the Deviant Class I Black Powder Lots obtained from BRL f128B2
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primer tube flamespread measurements reveals that 6of the 11 Deviant Lots

perform within ±5% of the GOE 75-44 Standard Lot. It is our belief that

this is a result of the large void fraction in the M28B2 primer tube

tests. This is further suggested by the observation that 10 of the 11

Deviant Lots produce flamespread rates in the PCRL Flamespread Tester less

than 50% of the Standard GOE 75-44 Lot.

Normalized performance based on inverse induction time of Closed

Bomb firings of the Class 1 Black Powder lots at two different loading

densities indicate trends similar to the flamespread rate results of the

PCRL Flamespread Tester although the magnitude of the performance factor

for the Deviant Lots is approximately 40% larger for the Closed Bomb

firings. Note that all the Deviant Lots except Lot 11 underperform

the Standard GOE 75-44 Lot in the Closed Bomb tests.

A final point should be made regarding the comparisons of normal-

ized performance of Figure 4. The void fraction in the M28B2 primer

flamespread tests most nearly duplicates that of the bayonet primer in

the 105-mm Howitzer. Therefore, the propagation rates reported in these

experiments may be typical of nominal values achievable in actual operation

of the Mk28B2 primer in the artillery round. However, the sensitivity

and reproducibility of the flamespread measurement data in the PCRL

Flamespread Tester to variations in Black Powder formulations and to intra-

class and interclass size variations make the device attractive for use as

a laboratory simulator for comparative analysis of various primer form- .

ulations and igniter trains for artillery applications.

The vented chamber mode of operation of the Flamespread Tester

proved unacceptable for flamespread determination of compacted pellet

formulations with nitrocellulose added because of the fizz-burn or

dark zone burning characteristics below approximately 7-10 atm
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(100-150 psi). No discernible flamaspread rate can be extracted from

the oscillograph records of lighc sensor outputs vs. time, since the
precise point of departure of tie light sensor responses from base-

line cannot be identified. As shown in Figure 5, oscillograph records

t=O SQUIB IGNITION

L $2-

LS3-
500

FIZZ BURNING• FLAME BURNING . mec

Figure 5. Oscillograph records of initial flamespread test performed
with TYPE C pellets indicating low pressure dark zone burning
characteristics resulting in non-detectable flamespread
through the packed pellet bed.

of TYPE C pellet (67. INC), all light sensors appear to respond at approxi-
mately the same time, that being 90 msec after squib ignition. Note

that the onset of pressurization in the Sample Tube associated with the 0
burning process occurs 40 msec prior to the detection of radiation from
the combustion zone. Note also that the departure of the light sensor

responses from their respective baselines occurs at a pressure of
approximately 100 psig. What is being observed is the non-luminous 0
f fiz,-burn regime for HC formulations.

In order to obtain flamnespread propagation rates for these Black
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PowdEr-base pellets with NC added, the dark zone burn regime must be by-

Spassed. This is achieved by operating the Flamespread Tester in the

closed chamber mode (removal of vent) and pre-pressurizinq the combustor

to 50 psig prior to firing. This pre-pressurization level was chosen

for all flamespread rate tests of pelletized Black Powder-base formu-

lations. A typical oscillograph record of flamespread test performed

with TYPE C pellet at a chamber pre-pressurization of 50 psig is shown

in Figure 6. The light sensor responses indicate that flaming times,

LS1-

LS2 -

LS3-

! I msec

t=o
SQUIB IGNITION

FIZZ BURNING-o FLAME BURNING

Figure 6. Oscillograph Record of Flamespread Test performed with
TYPE C pellets at pre-pressurization of 50 psig.

i.e., propagation velocities, are indeed measurable. For comparison

purposes, additional flamespread tests were performed with Class 1

granulation Standard Lot GOE 75-44 at a pre-pressurization level of

50 psig.

Figure 7 displays the timewise evolution cf chamber pressure for

the various compacted pellets, including Class I granulation Standard
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Figure 7. Temporal Development of Chamber Pressure for Various

Black Powder-base formulations.

Lot Black Powder. Several observations are noted insofar as plenum

chanber history is concerned:

1. The chamber pressurization associated with Black Powder-base

compacted pellets TYPE C, TYPE J, and hodified Black Powder (B.P.) is

considerably slower than tnat produced by Class 1 granulation Black

i Powder. -

2. Both TYPE I pellet (40! HJC, 60', BP equiv.) and Class 7 Black

Powder pellet (manufactured from Lot DUP-32-2 with less than one percent

by ,%-eight of binder added) each produce a chamber start-up pressuri-

zation rate approximately equal that of Class I Black Powder granules, 0

although the peak pressures attained are somewhat less. P-ak chamber

pressure for Class I granulation Black Powder is approximately 700 psig.

That attained for TYPE I pellet is 600 psig, while Class 7 B.P. pellets

produce Pcmax - 500 psig. It should be pointed out that the Pcmax -

produced by these various mixes is not only a function of the gas-

Vroduclnc constituents of the formulation but a combined effect of

gas evolution and rate of water vapor condensation and inherent heat
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loss to the chamber walls.
3. TYPE J and TYPE C pellets, both containing a large percentage

of nitrocellulose in their respective formulations (in excess of 60%-
by weight), show a transitional behavior in the Pc-t history, occurring
at Pc - 150 psia. This is indicative of the transition from fizz-burnina
to flaming for these NC-added formulations. Apparently, for an NC-

added formulation with KiC < 40%, rapid chamber pressurization occurs
with no transition evident, e.g., TYPE I pellet.

4. Modified B.P. pellets, manufactured from basic ingredients
(KNO 3 , carbon black, charcoal, sulfur), produce peak chamber pressure - • A
approximately 125 msec after squib ignition compared to 35 msec when
the pellet is formed from Class 7 granulation Black Powder. Inspection
of the Modified B.P. pellets indicated a poor homogeneity of the mix
resulting in poor pressurization performance. A pronounced effect on
flamespread propagation velocity is also obtained,as will be seen in Fig. 8.

Flamespread propagation rates of the various compacted pellets
are shown in Figure 8. These flamespread rates are average rates based

r!

- I
-160

W --

U.

C I CLASS MODIFIED CLASS
7 SLP I

PELLET PELLET GRANULE

Figure 8. Flamespread Velocity Data for Black Powder-base Compacted _ -Pellets.
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on the flaming time between the first and third light sensors (LS1 and

LS3). The "I-beams" indicate run-to-run variation in extracted flame-

spread velocity in the interval LS1 - LS3. The flamespread rate for

Standard Lot GOE 75-4d is shown for comparison purposes. The propaga-
tion velocity of the Standard Lot is approximately 1900 in/sec. It

should be remembered that this series of flamespread measurements was

performed with a combustor pre-pressurization of 50 psig, while the

flamespread rates displayed in Figure 3 are for a continuously

vented chamber with no pre-pressurization.

The following observations are noted:

1. Both TYPE C pellet and TYPE J pellet display a considerable

shortfall in achievable flamnespread rates compared to the Standard Lot.

A 20's. performance factor is obtained for these high percentage NC-

added pellets. This is commensurate with the chamber pressurization

histories of both mixes, as seen in Figure 7.

2. The flamespread velocity of riodified B.P. pellets is only

5`. of that obtained for the Standard Lot. However, if the pellet is

fonned from Class 7 granulation Black Powder, the flamespread rate

increases dramatically to approximately 1200 in/sec. Although the -

basic ingredients of both pellets are nearly identical, structural

differences in the resulting pellets, due to different ways of niaru-

facture, produce large variations in achievable flamespread rates. It

is suggested that better control of the homogeneity of the mix of .

I'iodified B.P. pellets will increase the performance of these pellets.

3. TYPE ! pellet produces propagation velocities of approximately

1300 in/sec, only a 25'. shortfall from Standard Lot rates. Thus, from

the standpoint of pressure production and flamespread propagation perform-

ance , TYPE I pellet compares favorably with Standard Lot Class I

granulation Black Powder.

4. The flamespread performance of TYPE C, TYPE J, and Modified

B.P. pellets is no better than the flamespread characteristics obtained _

for the majority of Class 1 granular Deviant Lot Black Powders.
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CONCLUSIONS

In general, comparisons of flamespread propagation velocities of

Deviant Class 1 Black Powder Lots with corresponding measurements for

Standard Lot GOE 75-44 indicate a significant reduction in flamespread

performance for the majority of the Deviant Lots. Similar trends have
been noted in closed bomb firings performed at ARRADCOM], Dover, in
which inverse induction time is considered the relevant performance

parameter for comparison with flamespread velocities.4 In those

instances where anomolous behavior of an actual gun firing has been

traced to a specific lot of Black Powder, flamespread tests of that

powder indicate anomolous propagation velocities.

The results of experimental flamespread perforrmance tests

with TYPE I pellet, an NC-added, Black Powder-base formulation, lend

merit to the application of this compacted pellet for artillery primers.

Of course, vast improvements in performance may be achieved by

considering such structural variations as the pellet length-to-diameter

ratio, pellet packing density, and optimization of constituent weight

percentages.

The flamespread tests of Class 7 Black Powder pellets demonstrate

that a pelletized rather than a granular formulation of Black Powder

may have useful applications for artillery primers, especially

from the standpoint of manufacture. It remains to be established

whether a modified Black Powder pellet can be manufactured from basic

ingredients which produce flamespread propagation rates and chamber

pressurization characteristics equivalent to either Class 7 Black Powder

pellets or Class I Black Powder granules.

It is premature to speculate at this time as to the effects of

these various Black Powders on the ballistics of artillery. The

relationship between flamespread rate in tile primer tube and in the

packed propellant bed of the charge assembly must be established in

order to provide the link between the flamespread rates as obtained

by the PCRL Flamespread Tester and acceptable gun firing performance.
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Only after study of the correlations between muzzle velocity, breech

pressure, ignition perturbations ifaany, etc., for each of the Black

Powders and the measured flamespread rates would it be possible to draw

final conclusions as to the full implications of new primer formulations.

However, the sensitivity and reproducibility of the flamespread measure-

ment data obtained with the PCRL Flamespread Tester to variations in

Black Powder formulations make the device quite attractive for use as a

laboratory simulator for comparative analysis of new primer applications

and ignition trains for artillery applications.
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ROLE OF SURFACE CHEMISTRY IN THE IGNITION
OF PYROTECHNIC MATERIALS

W. E. Moddeman, L. W. Collins and P. S. Wang
Monsanto Research Corporation

Mound Facility*
Miamisburg, Ohio 45342

and

T. N. Wittberg
University of Dayton Research Institute

Dayton, Ohio

ABSTRACT

Due to the interaction of fresh metal surfaces with oxygen of the

atmosphere, native oxides always form on reactive metals, such as tita-

nium and aluminum. In this paper, the chemistry of the native oxide will

be discussed in light of its role in pyrotechnic (Ti/KCIO4 ) and thermite

(Al/Cu20) reactions. Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) and x-ray photo-

electron spectroscopy (XPS) were used to characterize the surface chem-

istry of the native oxide at ambient (25 0 C) and at elevated (<lO000C)

temperatures. From the AES data it was concluded that the oxide on

titanium began dissolving at 300 0C, and above 350%C the data showed the

presence of "free" metal on the surface. XPS data showed the dissolu-

tion process to proceed through the formation of titanium suboxides.

Similar AES data recorded on the native oxide of aluminum indicated that

no dissolution occurs over the temperature range of 25 0 C to >660 0 C (the

melting point of aluminum metal). However, AES analysis of Al/Cu20 pel-

lets revealed the presence of an interfacial reaction zone between the

aluminum fuel and the Cu20 particles. These AES and XPS results were
found to complement the thermal property measurements, such as DSC arid

DTA, on the Ti/KClO 4 pyrotechnic ard Al/Cu 20 thermite mixtures. A reac-

tion mechanism is presented for the Ti/KCIO4 pyrotechnic mixture illu,-

trating the role of the surface oxide in the ignition process. A model

is also presented for AI/Cu 20 ignition.

*•Mound Facility is operated by Monsanto Research Corporation for the
U.S. Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-ACO4-76-DPOO053.
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INTRODUCTION

The basic chemical mechanisms which control the thermal ignition of

pyrotechnic materials are not well known. A series of studies to deter-

mine these mechanisms for a limited number of pyrotechnic blends is

presently underway at the Mound Facility. As part of this effort, a

study of the surface chemistry of TiHx/KClO4 (0.15 5 x - 1.9) pyrotechnic

compositions began in 1975 followed by studies on Al/Cu20 thermites a

year later (Ref. I to 7). Early results established that the titanium

subhydride particles are coated with thin layers of titanium oxide,
- +4

suboxide, and/or hydroxides with Ti as the primary oxidation state.
Also, a contaminant layer of carbon was always present on the fuel sur-

face. In more recent studies, it was shown that simply mixing titanium

powder with the KCIO 4 oxidizer lowered the surface concentration of

titanium suboxides (or hydroxides). The surface oxides were shown to
dissolve upon heating through a process which increased the surface

concentration of the suboxides followed by an increase in free titanium

metal at the surface at higher temperatures. These surface processes

have been related to the electrostatic and thermal initiation mechanisms

for the TiHx/KC0O4 system (Ref. 8 and 9).

The surface chemistry of aluminum fuel, Cu20 oxidizer, and both
powdered and compacted Al/Cu20 thermites has been investigated at the

Mound Facility (Ref. 3 to 7). The native oxide coating on the Al pow-

ders as received from the manufacturer was found to increase by approx-

imately 20% after mixing with the Cu20 oxidizer at room temperature.

Pressing the mixture for 15 minutes at 425%C doubled the thickness of

the aluminum oxide coating on the fuel. It was also shown that the

surface of the Cu20 contained small concentrati,-is of CuO that disappeared

upon heating.

For most applications, the Al/Cu 20 th~rmites are pressed at elevated
temperatures and pressures to form special shapes and densities required

to meet specific needs. This hot pressing utilizes temperatures of

4250 to 500 0 C and pressures in excess of 10,000 psi. These conditions
plastically deform the fuel so that a matrix of Cu.,O oxidizer is

40_
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established in a continuum of aluminum. An interfacial region of at

least 100 A between the Al and Cu2 0 is produced by the pelletizing

process which was examined by scanning Auger microscopy (Ref. 7).

In this study, the surface chemistries of Ti/KCIO4 and Al/Cu2 0

are related to thermal data for these systems. Mechanisms to explain

the roles of the surface oxides in the ignition of these pyrotechnics

are proposed for each system.

EXPERIMENTAL

The titanium based pyrotechnic materials used in this study have

previously been described in some detail (Ref. 8 and 9). Polycrystal-

line titanium and aluminum foils were used for both the AES and XPS

experiments to minimize the influence of surface roughness on the

measurements.

Theoretically stoichiometric thermite mixtures (11 wt % Al and

89 wt % Cu20) were produced by dry mixing Reynolds XD28 aluminum flake

and Cerac "'Pure" cuprous oxide in a V-blender for one hour (Ref. 10).

Aluminum flake was used as received while Cu2 0 powders were sieved .
through a 400 mesh screen prior to blending. Thermite pellets about

6 nmn in diameter, 2 mm in height, and at 90% of theoretical density

were pressed from powders with preheated graphite dies under dry nitro-

gen at 425%C and 12,000 psi for 15 minutes (Ref. 12).
Thermal data were generated with a DuPont 990 thermoanalyzer

using the 12000 high temperature DTA cell, the DSC cell and the 951

thermogravimetric analyzer. A Varian Auger spectrometer (Model

981-2707) having a maximum electron beam energy of 10 keV and a minimum

spot size of 5 vim was used for the AES measurements. -beam energy of

5 keV and a beam current density of 20 mA/cm2 (2 vA beam astered over

10 4m 2) was selected. The XPS data were obtained with an extensively

modified AEI ES-100 photoelectron spectrometer. Modifications to this
instrument include the addition of a 220 1/sec turbomolecular pump and

a 110 1/sec ion pump for evacuaticn of the sample chamber. The heater

assembly in the AES and XPS systems has been used in cathode studies
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and is described elsewhere (Ref. 11). In both cases, the temperature

of the foil was measured using a chromel-alumel thermocouple which was

spot-welded directly to the foil.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Titanium

Unprotected titanium metal powder is pyrophoric; that is, a fresh 0

metal surface of titanium can ignite spontaneously in air at room tem-

perature. However, if the metal powder is passivated, e.g., with its

- native oxide, oxidation rates become negligible so that the powder is

stabilized to temperatures in excess of 5000 C. Figure 1 illustrates 0

the DTA curves for titanium powder (TiH 0 . 15 ) and for the TiHo.15 mixed

with KCIO 4 , KI0 4 , KC10 3 , or RbClO4 oxidizers. The exothermic oxidation

reactions for these pyrotechnic systems were relatively slow until the . .

"temperature exceeded 5000 where the reactions became self-sustaining,

i.e., ignition occurred. All of the major features in these curves

below 500' can be attributed to processes associated with the oxidizers;

for example, the strong endothermic peak at 3000 in the curve for

TiH 0 . 15 /KCIO 4 is due to a rhombic to cubic phase transition in the

KCIO 4. Thus, the DTA thermal data establish that thermal ignition of

titanium based pyrotechnics is controlled by processes associated with

the fuel and is relatively independent of the oxidizer.

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) is a well-documented surface S

characterization technique capable of probing the top nanometers of
material. AES surface scans were recorded for a passivated titanium

foil sample as a function of temperature and the ratio of the intensity

of the L-MM 418 eV line of titanium to the K-LL 509 eV line of oxygen
was calculated. This ratio is shown as a function of temperature in

Figure 2. The increase in the '[i/O ratio beginning just below 300 0C

is characteristic of the dissolution of the oxides of titanium into

the metal substrate. This is indicative of an increase in surface

reactivity due to increased availability of unoxidized titanium metal.

While AES clearly indicates the dissolution process, it cannot

provide direct evidence for changes in the oxidation state of titanium
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which would be expected to accompany this process. It has previously

been shown that it is possible to detect lower oxidation states of

titanium such as TiO, Ti 2 03, and Ti 30 5 within the passive TiO 2 film

by using XPS (Ref. 12). Therefore, the 0 Is and Ti 2p spectra were

recorded at eight different temperatures in order to study changes in

the surface chemistry during dissolution. Peak deconvoILitions were

carried out using a DuPont 310 Curve Resolver under the assumption that

titanium was bound as Ti°, Ti+ 4  or Ti+n where o<n<4. The total counts-

per-second under each titanium peak was then ratioed to the total

counts-per-second under the 0-2 portion of the 0 Is spectrum and plotted
as a function of temperature. This plot, shown in Figure 3, shows that

the Ti°/0-2 ratio begins to increase at ,3500 which is in good agreement

with the AES data. The Ti+ 4 /O- 2 ratio begins to decline at %300 0C coin-

cident with the increase in Ti°/0-2 and Ti+n/o- 2 ratios. Interestingly,

the Ti+n/ 0 -2 ratio does not peak until a temperature of 4500 is attained.

Thus, we conclude from the XPS data that the dissolution process proceeds

through the formation of lower titanium oxides.

It should be noted that ultra high vacuums were used in generating

the AES and XPS data. In normal oxidizing environments such as those

used in generating the therrnoanalytical data and in pyrotechnic blends,

the replacement of the native oxide is sufficiently rapid between 3000

and 5000 to keep the active titanium surface concentration very low.

This reoxidation of the surface is indicated by DSC as a weak exotherm

which we have superimposed on the Auger data in Figure 2.

These data then provide a basis for understanding the chemical

processes associated with the thermal ignition of titanium based pyro-

technics. The rapid oxidation reaction necessary to qenerate sufficient

heat for self-sustained reaction is controlled by the availability of

reactive titanium at the surface of the fuel particles. At temperatures

below 500°, the dissolution reaction that generates the active specie at

the surface was relatively slow so that there was insufficient fuel

available for sustained oxidation in the DTA sample configuration. At

temperatures in excess of 5000, the dissolution became rapid enough

that the oxidation reaction which mirrors it generated sufficient heat

for ignition. Thus, the ignition process seems to be kinetically
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controlled by the dissolution of the titanium oxides with the con-

comitant production of reactive titanium on the surface. The diffusion

controlled reaction with oxygen gas at the inner titanium-titanium

oxide boundary also occurs but has been shown to be slow as compared

to the surface oxidation process (Ref. 2).

2. Aluminum

Aluminum, like titanium, has an oxide coating which stabilizes

the very reactive metal against further oxidation until relatively high

temperatures. The oxidation process is again controlled by the avail-

ability of reactive metal on the surface. When the unoxidized aluminum

is exposed to even trace quantities of oxygen, it rapidly reacts as

shown by the thermogravimetric curves in Figure 4. A gain in mass is

shown for the spherical aluminum powder beginiting at about 6000 regard-

less of the atmosphere surrounding the sample; the high affinity of the

free metal for oxygen removes trace contaminates of oxygen from the

"-inert" atmospheres. For the spherical aluminum which has a nominal

particle size of 10 jim, the increase in oxide thickness represented

by the weight gain shown in Figure 4 is of the order of 4000 •.

The oxidation of aluminum powder at about 600 0 C is also shown by

the DTA curves in Figure 5. Again, the exotherm is relatively inde-

pendent of the atmosphere surrounding the sample. The endotherm

corresponding to the fusion of aluminum at 6600 is very weak or com- .

pletely absent due to the coincident oxidation process which is much

more energetic. However, after the powder has once been heated through
this region, the increased oxide layer slows the oxidation process so

that the exotherm disappears and the fusion endotherm is well resolved.

It should also be noted that the oxide coating appears to remain intact

through heating cycles to temperatures of l100OC: the powder remains

unchanged in appearance after heating whereas other metal powders such

as the titanium flow together upon melting.

The oxidation process occurring at about 6000 that is indicated by

the thermoanalytical techniques corresponds to an increase in the con-

centration of unreacted aluminum at the surface of the particles. This

increase in concentration is shown directly by the increase in the A!/O
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ratio versus temperature plot presented in Figure 6 which was obtained

by AES. Since the oxide coatings remain intact, this increase must be

due to diffusion of the metal to the surface rather than an oxide S

dissolution process as observed for the titanium. The continued increase

in oxide thickness opposes the increase in the diffusion rate as the

temperature increases. Therefore, this type of process is less likely

to kinetically control thermal ignition than a dissolution process. S

When aluminum was mixed with Cu20 to form the thermite blend,

thermal reactions for the fine powder were relatively easy to control

as indicated by the DTA curve shown in Figure 7. Two strong exotherms
are evident but the powder did not ignite. However, when the thermite S

was consolidated, ignition occurred at 5450. While heat flow differences

could produce this behavior, there also seems to be a subtle change in

the chemistry for the two conditions. The strong endotherm just prior

to ignition of the consolidated material is not present in the powdered
form and is ar indication of a change in the material due to the hot

pressing. The nature of this endotherm is indicated by the DSC of

aluminum powder in copper pans as shown in Figure 8; an aluminum-copper

alloy forms upon heating the two metals together. The endotherm at

5400 is characteristic of a phase change associated with this Al-Cu

alloy. Thus, the presence of the endotherm in the DTA curve for con-

solidated thermite indicates that the Al-Cu alloy was formed during

the consolidation process.

Ignition of the thermite powder seems to depend on heat generated

by aluminum diffusing to the surface of particles for reaction. However,

if the thermite has been consolidated, the high pressures in a nitrogen

blanket exclude air while the elevated temperatures generate free . -

aluminum at the particle surface. This aluminum can then alloy with

copper from the Cu20. Ignition can occur due to heat generated by the

oxidation of the alloy rather than aluminum. The phase change at 5400

apparently makes the alloy oxidation reaction favorable which can .

generate the heat to achieve ignition of the thermite reaction which

is thought to occur at higher temperatures (perhaps the second exotherm

in the DTA of the powder).

419
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SUMMARY

The surface chemistry of fuels has been shown to play a key role
in the ignition of pyrotechnic materials. Since these fuels are 0

usually easily oxidized, the surface must provide protection from un-

desirable oxidation processes such as pyrophoricity while permitting

the desirable pyrotechnic reactions. For both titanium and aluminum,

these criteria are met by metal oxide coatings which control the

accessibility of the fuel to the oxidizer. However, we have shown

that the mechanisms through which this control is exerted are substarl-

* tially different. The ignition of titanium based pyrotechnics seems

to be kinetically controlled by the dissolution of the titanium oxide

coating to generate a reactive surface for the pyrotechnic reaction.

Reactions of aluminum seem to depend on diffusion of aluminum (or

oxygen at higher temperatures) through its oxide coating. It was also

shown that the accessibility of aluminum can be improved by alloying.
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POWER INDEPENDENT IGNITION ENERGY MEASUREMENTS

Jonathan Mohler
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ABSTRACT

A portion of the electrical energy supplied to hot-wire ignitable

materials is dissipated, largely through thermal conduction, to the unig- 0

nited portion of the charge and to the containment and igniter system.

The remainder of the energy deposited by the igniter wire raises the mass

of material required for sustained reaction to the critical reaction temper-

ature. The amount of energy dissipated is a direct function of the time S

from first application of power, to ignition. Time to ignition can be

controlled by altering firing pulse power. Integration of the power

pulse from start until ignition yields the ignition energy. Repetition

of this procedure at different power levels permits one to plot energy .

versus firing time. Since conduction losses are time dependent, extra-

polation of the resulting curve to zero time yields an ignition energy

value that is independent of losses due to thermal conduction.

A key to the success of the procedure is accurate observation of

ignition time. It was found that the reaction energy released at ignition

causes a discernible deflection in the firing current record. By compari-

son of light emission and current traces, it was found that the onset of

deflagration occurs at the inflection point of the current trace

deflection.

This procedure has been successfully applied to hot pressed thermite

samples, yielding ignition energies that are in qualitative agreement

with the expected sensitivities of the samples.

*Mound Facility is operated by Monsanto Research Corporation for the U.S.
Department of Energy under Contract No. DE-AC04-76DP00053.
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INTRODUCTION

A portion of the electrical energy supplied to hot-wire ignitible

materials is dissipated, largely through thermal conduction, to the un-

ignited portion of the charge and to the containment and igniter system.

The remainder of the energy deposited by the igniter wire raises the mass

of material required for sustained reaction to the critical reaction

temperature. The magnitude of these losses is dependent on many variables,

such as the thermal properties of the materials involved; the shape of

the charge and configuration of the vehicle; but perhaps most importantly,

A it is dependent on the time to ignition. At low power levels an infinite

amount of energy might be applied without ignition, whereas at high

power levels the time to ignition is shortened and thermal losses are

minimized. The nondissipative part of the ignition energy should be

characteristic of the pyrotechnic load for a given wire type and size.

We are investigating a procedure for establishing the minimum, power

independent ignition energy.

EXPERIMENTAL

Ignition energies are determined by integration of firing pulse

power curves, from first application of power to ignition. Firing current

and voltage are recorded on a digital transient pulse recorder. The

recorded data are transferred to a computer where the power curve is

calculated then integrated to yield ignition energy.

Accurate observation of ignition time is a key to successful

measurement of hot wire ignition energy. We have found that ignition

time can be accurately determined from the shape of either the voltage or

current curve. Figure 1 shows current, voltage and light emission

records for a bare nichrome wire. The voltage trace is essentially flat - -

prior to rupture. Rupture is marked by a very brief light flash con-

current with cessation of current and recovery of the voltage pulse. 7,

wire loop imbedded in a free-standinq hot-pressed thermite (69% Cu2O,
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I

11% Al-Si, 87% TMD) pellet shows significantly different behavior. Fig-

ure 2 shows the current, voltage and light emission records under these

conditions. It is clear that light emission is broader under these con- 1

ditions, starting approximately 5 msec. before wire rupture. This pre-

wire-rupture light is attributed to light emitted by the reaction. A

positive voltage inflection and negative current inflection (note that

the current trace is inverted in Figures 1 and 2) occur at the time of

the first appearance of reaction light emission. This is thought to be

a result of a temperature jump in the hot wire as the highly exothermic

thermite reaction begins, adjacent to the hot wire ignition source. A

similar effect can be seen for B/CACrO, fired in the hot wire mode in an

SE-I detonator. The wire is 1.5 mil by 40 mil gold. The first set of

curves (voltage, current and light emission) shown in Figure 3 for a

bare wire shows, as before, that rupture and light emission are con-

current. The second set of curves for an inert load of B/CaSO4 indicates .6

some very low level emission preceding rupture. The live B/CaCrO4 load

shows obvious reaction light more than 100 Wsec before rupture. A drop

in current is concurrent with the start of the reaction. These inflec-

tions in the current or voltage record can be utilized to determine the

time of ignition. Depending on the average slope of the record, the *

inflection may not form a maximum, so the ignition time becomes even

clearer when the second derivative curve is generated. This is illustrated

in Figure 4 with the voltage record and the second derivative thereof for

a thermite hot wire ignition. In calculating ignition energy from the

firing current and voltage data, the upper limit of integration was set

by the ignition time taken from the second derivative voltage record.

RESULTS

Ignition energy-ignition time profiles have been determined for

three thermite blends having different fuels--pure alum.inum, aluminum-

12% silicon, aluminum-50% magnesi-um. In each case, thE particles were

spherical and sized to pass through a 325 mesh screen. Each blend con-

tained a stoichiormetric quantity of Cu 2 0. The profiles for these three

4
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thermite blends are shown in Figures 5, 6 and 7. Second degree polynomial

regressions were made, providing the three parameter Eo, b and c for the

equation O

E(t) = Eo + bt + ct2

Where E(t) is the time dependent ignition energy, E., b and c are

adjustable parameters. A summary of the parameter values and the R2  O0

measure of data precision are given in Table 1.

TABLE 1 0

Second-Degree Polynomial Regression Analysis of Ignition
Energy-Ignition Time Data for Cu 2 0 Thermites

Fuel E b c R'

Al 6.60 0.0519 0.0023 0.943

Al-Si 2.81 0.3090 0.0005 0.985

AI-Mg 3.03 0.2770 0.0001 0.932

DISCUSSION

From the form of the above equation, the parameter E. is a time

independent energy value. It can therefore be thought of as the non-

dissipative ignition energy. As previously stated, the nondissipative

power independent ignition energy should be a measure of the ignition

sensitivity of the pyrotechnic material.

The lattice loosening effect of additives such as silicon or

aluminum is expected to increase the sensitivity of Al-Si/Cu 2 0 or

Al-Mg/Cu 2 0 compared to Al/Cu 2 0 I. The Eo values listed in Table 1 are

consistent with this expectation.

1A.F.E. Welch, "Chemistry of the Solid State", W. Garner (ed.) Butterworths,
London, 1955, pp. 305-309.
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Further work is needed to test this procedure with other pyrotechnics

and other igniter configurations. The use of a second degree polynomial

to represent the relationship between ignition time and energy is arbi- .

trary and with more experience it may be possible to develop a more

realistic function.

L
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THERMAL PROFILE AND REACTION CHARACTERIZATION -COMPUTATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS*

M. R. Birnbaum
C. T. Oien
C. L. Yang

Sandia National Laboratories
Livermore, CA

A. C. Munger
Mound Facility
Miamisburg, OH

ABSTRACT

This paper shows that heat powder output can be tailored to a desired level

with the initial design and parameter studies being done by numerical analysis.

Experiments can then refine the design and provide confirmation of the

computations. The measurement of the physical constants required for computa-

tions and long term compatibility studies would continue as experimental

endeavours.

*This work supported by Department of Energy.
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THERMAL PROFILE AND REACTION CHARACTERIZATION - COMPUTATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS

Introducti on

The focus of this work is on an experimental/numerical program to

understand and tailor the use of Fe/KC1O 4 as a heat source. Surface

temperature measurements and calculations show good correlatijn both as to

peak temperature and the time required to reach that temperature. This

correspondence was demonstrated for two geometries and a powder mixture of .0

80/20* compacted to a density of 4000 Kg/M 3. These results now permit one

to use computations to do the initial design work and parameter studies

required to produce desired temperature profiles for particular geometries. •0

Then, experimental verification can be performed to finalize the design

parameters. Density determinations were achieved via radiography as well as

through the use of compaction curves determined for the powders of interest

and direct measurements of the mass and volume of fabricated pellets.

Dynamic radiography proved to be of great value in allowing the viewing

of heat powder movement inside its stainless steel shell during functioning.

The dynamic radiography showed that the powder does not retain its geometry during

the chemical reaction. Compared with the lengths of shell used and the time

to achieve peak temperature the reaction time of the powder was quite short. -I.-

This is by weight ratio
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It must be noted that analysis does not solve all the problems, some

parameters can only be determined experimentally. Long term compatibility,

degradation with exposure to temperature and moisture and proper blending and

drying conditions are some of the items requiring experimental determination.

Also, computations depend on measured physical constants, such as thermal

conductivity and calorific output, for their usefulness.

Geometries and Testing Procedure

Two geometrical configurations were considered (Figures 1 and 2). All of

the tubes were fabricated from stainless steel. The closure disc was hermetically

sealed to the tube via laser welding.

Each heat tube tested was instrumented with two or four Chromel-Alumel

thermocouples. The thermocouple juncture was formed by twisting the wire pair

together and placing the wire against the tube. The juncture was formed when

a laser pulse welded the juncture to the heat tube wall. Thermocouple wire of

0.13 mm was used because a fast response was desired. The 0.13 mm diameter

wire was then attached to 0.3 mm diameter standard pair thermocouple lead wire

and attached to a differential amplifier for each channel of data collected.

The heat tube was mounted into a test stand that held the thermocouple

leads secure and provided a mounting flange for the MAD-1031 ignitor that was

used to initiate the heat powder charge.

The MAD-1031 ignitor (Figure 3) contained 38 mg of Titanium Subhydride

(0.65)/Potassium Perchlorate in a 33/67 weight mixture ratio. This material

generates hot gases and burning particulates that penetrate the thin closure

disk of the heat tube and ignite its contents. The output of the ijnitor is

directed at the heat tube by the use of an orifice plug that is placed on top

of the pyrotechnic charge in the ignitor. The MAD-1031 is a test device used

by Mound facility as an inexpensive alternative to more costly hardware.
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The MAD-1031 Ignitor was initiated with a 3.5 ampere constant current

source. The records of the firing pulse were recorded as oscillographs and

retained as part of the shot record. The application of the firing pulse to

the ignitor was also used to trigger a Biomation 1015 Waveform Recorder. This

unit has a four channel input capability and the thermocouple responses from

the differential amplifiers were recorded digitally by the Biomation.

The digital data was obtained from the Biomation by use of a Hewlett-

Packard model 9825 desk top computer. The data was then recorded on magnetic

tape and transferred to a Hewlett-Packard model 9845 desk top computer. The

voltage analogs were manipulated into temperature profiles for each thermocouple

location and stored for further processing.
-o

The stored analogs could be manipulated to obtain desired information

such as peak temperatures, time to peak temperature and temperatures at

various times after ignition of the heat powder.

Compaction Considerations

The density versus pressure relationship was derived for the blend

mixture studied. The data for the density dependency was measured on a

device that monitored the force applied to and transmitted through a pellet

during compaction. When the two forces were equal, the assumption of uniform

density was made. The pellets for this study had a mass of 12 mg, and were

approximately 0.25 mm thick. An example of the derived relationship is shown

in Figure 4.

When the pressure-density relationship is known, the density gradient can

be evaluated using the same experimental set-up as above. The desired density

variation in the loaded tube was + 100 Kg/N 3 . Various loading parameters

such as compaction pressure and pressing height were tried and a Length to

Diameter (L/D) ratio of 0.22 proved to be satisfactory. The tooling used to
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develop the ratio was 4.3 mm in diameter, while the actual part was 6.7 mm in

diameter. The L/D ratio was applied to the new diameter, which is common

practice with high explosives, and the first part loaded. The results were

not as expected, the density acheived was 10-15% lower than the target density

of 4000 Kg/M 3 .

The experimental data was rerun and checked and the same results were

obtained. By further experimentation, the correct L/D ratio was obtained. The

pellet thickness was nearly the same as used in the preliminary determinations,

but because the diameter was larger the L/D ratio was now 0.14. This ratio

was found to be appropriate for densities of 3500 to 4500 Kg/M 3 . For the

long tube (Figure 1), twelve pressings were employed and, for the short tube

(Figure 2), seven powder pressings were used. 0

The inability to scale the loading process based upon the L/D ratio

indicates that a two dimensional compaction model is needed to predict the

behavior of a two component pyrotechnic material. The internal parameters of

the mixture, such as particle size distribution and surface configuration,

affect the compaction performance as much as the container parameters.

High Temperature Heat Powder Degradation

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was employed to determine the

exothermicity of the heat powder as a function of temperature. Heating rates

affect this as is seen in Figure 5. Tubes with powders heated to 3000 C and

held there for 15 minutes were then cooled to ambient conditions and ignited.

Temperature measurements on the exterior surface of the tube were significantly

lower than unexposed specimens and this agrees with the DSC measurements. The

test was then performed at 2000 C and no degradation in output noted. The DSC

results show an endotherm at -300 0 C, indicating a phase change in the KCIO 4

with a corresponding degradation in the performance of the powder due to high

temperature exposure. This was not noted at 200 0 C exposure.
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Long Term Compatibility

Considerable effort has been expended to determine the best methods -

of handling these heat powders. Due to previous experiences with similar

pyrotechnics and their susceptibility to corrosion, this became a point that

acquired a great deal of attention. To avoid activation of the iron, it and

the KC1O 4 were not dried until after the heat powders had been blended and

pressed Into the required form. It was then dried at 750C for 7 days at a

pressure of less than 0.05 Torr before the system was closed hermetically via

laser welding.

It was realized that moisture combines with the free chlorides in the

powder which might serve to start corrosion of the steel shell as well as 9-

reduce the output from the powder. To demonstrate this, powders were pressed

into containers and then exposed to various humidities (0, 55 and 80% relative

humidity) before they were sealed. These are stored at 650C with samples to
,o

be withdrawn over a period of 12 months and the calorific output of the

powters examined for degradation. The metal surface that the powder was

pressed against will also be examined for signs of corrosion or other anomalies.

Samples two months old have given no evidence of problems.

Density Measurements

The pressed powder density and density variations are determined by •

recording the difference in X-ray transmittance between an empty unit and a

loaded unit. Figure 6 is a schematic of the process for determining the

pressed powder density variations. The heat tube is radiographed in the empty _

condition, loaded with heat powder and then reradiographed in the same

orientation. These radiographs were scanned using a Joyce-Loebel densito-

meter line scanner model MK3CS. The difference between the scans of the empty 0
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"and loaded heat tubes shows the pressed powder density variation. Quantitative

densities can be obtained by radlographing a step wedge standard of known

composition and density with both the empty and loaded tubes and having the

standard also scanned with the densitometer. The empty and loaded tube

densitometer scans can -hen be compared to the scans of the step wedge

standard to yield an equivalent standard thickness for the empty and the

loaded tubes. The difference in these equivalent thicknesses can then be

- related to the pressed powder density. Figure 7 is a schematic of this

process.

There are several areas where one must be careful in order to yield very

accurate results with these processes. The orientation of the tubes for

radiography before and after loading is very critical. If the orientation of

the tubes is not carefully duplicated for the empty and loaded configuration

radiographs small variations in tube wall thickness can cause a several

percent error in quantifying the pressed powder density. Also the x-ray

energy, film type and film density as well as film processing procedures must

De carefully controlled. To date we have analyzed tubes with these procedures

and have established an accuracy on the pressed powder density determination

at + 3.5% of nominal at 1 a confidence level. Figure 8 shows the pressed

powder density as a function of tube axial position for two long tubes as

determined with this method. Also plotted on this figure is the density at

these same locations as determined from pressing data. lhe pressing data

yields an average density for each pressing by noting the amount of powder

pressed into a known volume. There are several areas where the accuracy of

these radiographic measurements can be improved. These are where the data is

reduced manually and also in the tube fixturing and scanning procedures.

Plans are being developed to fully automate these areas to reduce the system

type errors if the accuracy as established now is deemed insufficient.
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Dynamic Radiography

A noninteractive method for viewing a heat powder burn in a sealed tube

was used to image the burn of the Fe/KClO4 heat powder. The method

involves the use of the Delcalix* electro-optical radiation imaging system

shown in Figure 9. This system essentially converts the spatially modulated

radiation beam, after it has passed through the object of interest, into light

which is then amplified and converted to a video format. This recorded video

signal is then analyzed frame by frame to determine the apparent powder burn 1>

rate. This is an apparent burn rate since the system records only a material

density change caused by heating and not an actual heat transfer as a series

of thermocouples might do. A sample of the frame by frame data available is

shown in Figure 10. Four heat tubes were analyzed with this method and the

data illustrates several points; (1) the burn characteristics of the four

tubes were very similar, (2) the apparent burn for all tubes was complete in

less than 0.7 seconds and (3) in all four tubes there was no significant change

in the configuration of the reacted powder after the burn was complete.

Thermocouples attached to the outside of the tubes indicated that the maximum

temperature on the heat tubes occurred at about 3 seconds after initiation.

This type of comprison indicates that the powder in the tube fully reacts in

the first second and then tube and powder continue to evolve heat for several

seconds. Table I lists the material movement front location In the heat tube

versus time after initiation and the calculated rate at which this front

moves for one of the tested tubes. -

*Delcalix is a registered trademark of Old Delft Corporation of America,

based in Holland.
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Figure 9 - Delcalix Electro-Optical Radiation Imaging System
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Thermal Analysis

Calculations to determine temperature response to initiation of heat powder -

within the two tube configurations were made both to complement and extend

experimental work. Several aspects of the process determined experimentally

were considered important in terms of modelling. First, there is a discrete

point of ignition. That is, the firing of an ignitor is required to start the

burning of the heat powder. Consequently, a burn rate can be determined from

thermocouple measurements along the tube. Total burn time can then be calculated

from this rate and the tube length. Second, a known amount of energy is

released. For the 80/20 Fe/KCIO4 mixture, 370 kcal/kg was measured in a

Parr Bomb calorimeter. Third, voids develop within the volume occupied by the -

heat powder. Examination of this volume both during and after firing shows

that these voids are neither of uniform size or distribution.

With these points in mind, a model was formulated based on the following

assumptions:

1) Energy is released at a uniform rate simultaneously throughout the
heat powder. .

2) A 0.2 mm gap exists between the heat powder and the inner surface of
the tube.

3) The tubes are fired in air with their axis in a horizontal position.

4) There is fixturing about the flange.

5) The ambient and initial temperatures are 25*C.

The geometrical information required for this analysis was generated

using HEATMESH( 1 ). This code takes a 2-dimensional description in the x-y

plane and either rotates it about the x-axis to generate an axisymmetric

geometry or projects it in the z-direction to produce a constant cross-section

geometry. The meshes used for each of the two tube configurations are

axisymmetric and shown in Figures 11 and 12.
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Output from HEATMESH was then used as input to SAHARA( 2 ) a multi-

dimensional, finite difference heat transfer code which employs high speed

successive relaxation solution techniques. It treats conduction. convection

and radiation. Energy release in the heat powder was specified as a step

function of energy rate over a time interval. The 0.2 mm gap was specified

as a contact resistance. The convection and radiation boundary conditions

appl ed only to the surface of the tube forward of the fixturing. Convection

was described as a function of temperature differential. Initial conditions

in the tube were 250 C and specific heat and thermal conductivity were treated

as temperature dependent variable properties. The time intervals at which the

code calculated temperatures were specified so that an appropriate number of

calculations were made when large temperature gradients were seen. This

ensured that the numerically calculated transient response closely followed

the analytical solution. The convergence criterion was relaxed since the

default value was overly conservative for this problem.

Stored output was conveniently examined using an interactive post

processor. Plots of temperature as a function of both time and distance were

generated and the temperature distribution over various portions of the tube

was also examined. Although some transient effects are masked by modelling

simultaneous heat release, peak temperatures and time to reach these temperatures

match well. The development of any large voids during burning would significantly

affect measured temperatures but cannot he taken into account in modelling

because they are not predictable. However, the use and value of analysis lies

in its ability to predict trends. This, then, makes it possible to formulate

a heat powder mixture giving a desired thermal output in a specified geometrical

constraint.
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Computational and Experimental Results

Surface temperature versus time are plotted in Figures 13a and 13b for

the long and short tubes respectively. The data is shown for two physical

locations on the tube with the comparisons between the experiments and

the calculations. Agreement between the computations and measurements is
10

quite good, with respect to both the maximum temperature and the time required

to reach that value.

The calculated maximum internal temperature is 18000C which is above the

melt temperature of iron (1535*C). Figures 14a and 14b show cross sections of

fired tubes. The iron in the heat powder indicates melt and resolidification

for both tube geometries. Additionally, the Delcalix data described earlier - -

shows the reactants, including motlen iron, moving and then resolidifying as

the system cools. Thus, the experimental data support the computations.

The thermocouple results were us'.d to measure an effective surface burn

rate by noting the time at which each thermocouple first indicated a temperature

rise. Most of the data showed a surface burn rate of between 50-70 mm/s. On

some samples, however, the apparent burn rate was over 400 mm/s. This is

believed due to the jetting actions from the ignitor when it fires into the

tube. On several Delcalix tests, the jetting was observed and would account

for a much more rapid initiation of the heat powder. Thermocouples inserted

into the mixture indicated a burn rate of between 60-78 mm/s, in good agreement

with the external thermocouple measurements.

Conciusions

The agreement between the experimental and numerical results demonstrate

that analysis can be employed for initial design and parameters studies,

assuming that one has the proper values for the needed physical constants. S

Thus, the heat powder can be tailored to produce a desired temperature profile
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for various geometrical conditions. Numerical studies are then followed by

the required number of experiments to ref'ne and finalize the design.

Experimental studies are necessary to establish the long term capability

of the heat powder and heat powder/tube interface. Similarly the powder

handling and drying procedures must be determined by experimental techniques.
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ELECTROTIIEPMAL RESPONSE TESTING, A COMPONENT DEVELOPMENT TOOL

A. C. Munger

Mound Facility*
Miamisburg, Ohio

ABSTRACT

The Electrothermal Response Testing (ETR) technique used

during the developmental stages of a component measures the

thermal response of a bridgewire stimulated with a low level
current pulse and thus uncovers flaws in component design or

manufacturing procedures that no other NDT method can detect.

The use of the testing technique has uncovered component
flaws that x-ray, resistance testing, or visual inspection has

not detected. The process of powder comprction is not always

predictable; for example, the calculated . "ge density does

not necessarily relate to the powder density at the bridge-

wire due to the length to diameter and side wall friction fac-

tors. ETR has detected. these changes. Thermal extremes cause

the powder to recompact or pull away from the bridgewire in
certain component designs. This test has uncovered such con-

ditions. Structural failure of a component may lead to an
air gap forming around the bridgewire; this condition has al-

so been detected.

The test is not a pana:.'a and does not predict individual
.. omponer'. rformai_.e, but rather will indicate the probabil-
ity of noi.- nctional uni', 3 in a given population. An experi-

enced operator can be invaluable as he can detect "nonclassi-

cal" response analogs which may be as important as the numeric
data. Thi' testing system has become an integral part of the
component development cycle at Mound Facility.

*14ound Facility is operaLed by the Monsanto Research Corpora-
tion for the U. S. Departincent of Enercgy under Contract No.
D2-AC04-?6-DPOO053.
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INTRODUCTION

Electrothermal Response Testing (ETR) as a nondestruc-

tive "ality assurance tool can identify potential product

faults. This technique has been instrumental in the develop-

ment of an actuator for the Department o. Energy. The data

obtained from the ETR tests performed on this item resulted

in the alteration of the component design and the modifica-

tion of fabrication procedures.

BACKGROUND

Electrothermal Response testing in various forms dates

back to the early 1960's. L. A. Rosenthal of Rutgers Univer-

sity and V. J. Minechelli of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory

developed the technique of Transient Pulse Testing using a ....

low level constant current source to pulse the bridgewire of

an actuator. (1)

The following relationships were developed that describe

the electrothermal behavior of a bridgewire as a result of a

current pulse:

0 = AR/uR (0)

where 0, the temperature rise above ambient of the bridgewire

in 'C, is defined by the change in resistance of the bridge-

wirc divided by the temperature coefficient of resistance of

thc £ridgewire (TCR or (x) times the cold resistance of the

wire at a specific time along the response.

-= cI 2 R2 /AR (2)

or by substituting Equation 1
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S= I R/6 (3)

* where y is the thermal conductance across the bridgewire/

powder interface, expressed in mW/°C, at a specific point in
time along the response curve. The value of I is determined

by the recorded value of the current pulse used to test the

unit.

Ce = RI2 R 2/slope (4)

where Ce is defined as the tharmal capacity of the bridgewire S

and the surrounding powder, expressed in WJ/!C. The slope is

determined by AR/At as 5hown in Figure 1.

R initial cold
resistance

T time of Gamma
calculation

cc ii . - thermally induced
resistance change

I current

T RR0

tt

FIGURE 1 - Derivation of EY'R parameters.

C= Ce/y (5)

where -c is the t.LAne constant for the heat transfer expressed

in msec. This parameter is analogous to the time constant

measured for a dischargin] capacitor.

-g

Arnold Strasburg of Sandia Albuquerque used the above

eluatiuns and added computer technology to the test. (2) The

use of high-speed analog-to-dig[ital converters and a small
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computer enabled the rapid calculation of the response

parameters. This new-found speed allowed the test to become

an inline test to which all hot wire devices could be sub-

jected. With this inline capability, the data base could be
developed as a reference standard for evaluating actuator per-

formance.

This testing technology is used at Mound Facility to
evaluate the proposed fabrication processes on all new pro-

ducts and to evaluate component performance under environ-

mental conditions.

CURRENT STATUS

The ETR test is currently used to evaluate pyrotechnic - - -

hot-wire devices. These components usually have a bridgewire

resistance of 1 P or greater and a TCR that is sufficiently

large to facilitate their testing with low current levels.

The level of current used is generally kept below 1 A
and is selected to keep ttie temperature rise of the bridge-

wire less than 100 0 C.

The duration of a square wave current pulse is usually

limited to 100 msec.

When a fabrication process is under control, the ETR

analog is a smooth and continuous trace and no special con-

sideration need be taken. There are many times, however,
when the traces become perturbed by some outside factor; the

data as calculated by the computer are of little benefit
when this occurs. The operator of the test equipment must

be trained to observe the analogs that are displayed and re--

port the occurrence of any unusual ETR response.
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When the data from a day's run or some other unique

grouping are analyzed, trends in the data may be observed.

The primary data analyzed are the y values. This value is

sensitive to the powder compaction process. The magnitude of

this value can also be affected by thermal environments that

cause the powder column to reconsolidate or otherwise move.

Generally, the test will not allow separation of good or bad .0

units, but rather will identify a shift in the quality of the

units within a given population.

ETR data that are considered acceptable will show a y

value of 4 to 10 times the magnitude of the y value of a bare

bridgewire. The standard deviation for any ETR data should be

less than 10% of the average of the data. Certain types of

components have been fabricated with standard deviations as -

low as 4%.

One caution must be made, however; that is, a loaded unit

cannot be evaluated without first having the unloaded condi- S

tion documented with ETR. This test is relative and the data

can only be evaluated as changes induced by the loading pro-

cess. This is also true when the effects of environmental

exposure are evaluated. it is always wise to have "before"

and "after" data for a given evaluation. Bare bridgewire

data would be the lower limit of expected results for a loaded

unit, although the unit would not be considered acceptable.
0

Discontinuous ETR analogs of bare bridgewires, although

yielding no useful numeric data, can be very informative. A

trained operator of the test can detect that certain responses

are caused by mechanical movement of the bridgewire at the

weld juncture.

The zone between the weld and the free wire of a welded

bridgewire unit has very little strength. If this zone is
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large it tends to peel (open up) when the wire is pulsed.

The wire changes length as a result of electrical heating,

and the resultant bowing causes the peeling moment. Bridge-

wires can be welded so that when they are pulsed, they will

produce duplicate traces, pulse after pulse. Bridges that are

of this type are preferred from the standpoint that whatever

irregular traces develop after loading they can be attributed

to the loading process. Typically the noise or trace pertur-

bation caused by weld-zone peeling occurs in the first third

of the thermal response. Figure 2A shows the effect of the

peeling, and Figure 2B shows the same bridgewire when pulsed

a second time.

Units that exhibit the peeling irregularities as bare

bridgewires will probably show the same phenomenon as loaded

units. This is caused by two factors. First the weak zone

around the weld is not completely destroyed by one pulse, and

the data taken after loading may be a continuation of this

process. Secondly, the wire may be pushed down against the

conductive feedthrough during loading. The induced movement

of the wire during the test may disrupt this contact resis-

tance.

Resistance changes caused by mechanical motion induced

by bridgewire heating do not always result in discontinuous

traces. The change may occur as a smooth function which is

added to the thermal response analog. This can be detected

when a second pulse is superimposed over the first; the re-

sistance imbalance causes the second trace to be displaced up-

ward from the first at the beginning of the response. See

Figure 3. This displacement is usually caused by mechanically

pushing the bridgewire down against the conductive post of

the header. This condition has given rise to the practice of

applying two separate pulses to each unit and performing the
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FIGURE 2A - ETR response with ist pulse.

FIGURE 2B - ETR response with 2nd pulse.
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FIGURE 3 - Resistance change due to peeling.

calculations on the second pulse. The second pulse is not

exaggerated by the resistance change as a result of mechani-

cal movement, and a more accurate thermal resistance is cal-

culated.

There have been specific cases where the ETR test has

shown significant degradation to the powder/bridgewire inter-

face. A test of development actuators was conducted where

the units were subjected to very high G-loads. These units

were ETR tested before and after the environmental test. The

results after the test indicated that many of the units had

suffered a complete loss of powder contact with the bridge-

wire. These data are shown in Table 1. This nondestructive
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Table 1

THE EFFECTS OF HIGH G-LOADS ON ETRU
Resistance y 0

(ohms) (mW/K)
Actuator Bridae Before After Before After

1 0.971 0.989 1.13 0.49
1-

0 1.025 1.072 1.38 0.43

1 0.982 0.984 2.01 0.59
2

0 1.062 1.079 1.51 0.42

1 1.044 1.067 1.96 0.29 .0

3
0 1.051 1.077 1.82 0.66

1 0.997 1.005 1.80 1.67

0 1.020 1.023 2.05 1.78 -O

1 1.010 1.016 2.04 1.73
.5

0 1.016 1.056 1.70 2.05

1 1.046 1.057 1.43 0.98 e
6

0 1.027 1.034 2.05 1.20

test suggested that the units would fail during destructive

testing. The actuators were destructively tested, and more

than 50% of them did fail.

The same effect of failure can be induced in some com- 0

ponents by subjecting them to extreme thermal environments.

The powder compact expands more than the surrounding charge-

holder. This differential in expansion causes the powder to

reconsolidate and pull away from the bridgewire when the unit .0

is returned to ambient conditions. ETR data that reflect
this fact have been recorded many times. See Table 2.
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Table 2

THE EFFECTS OF THERMAL ENVIRONMENTS ON ETR

Tested y Tested y
Ohms) (mW/K) Ohms (mW/K)

Actuator 7 Actuator 8

Before 0.884 7.90 0.790 4.72

After 0.921 6.27 1.013 2.48

Actuator 9

Before 0.825 13.39 0.854 12.43

After 0.897 10.32 0.931 9.14

The effectiveness of the test is generally not readily

apparent. A data base has to be established for each com-

ponent, and then the data can be evaluated for trends that

are indicative of a change.

When subtle changes in the data obtained are observed,

the task of controlling a process has just begun. ETR y

values can go only up or down. The cause for the shift has

to be deduced from the assembly records or by other NDT tech- A

niques. In some cases the cause is not found for months even

with intensive investigation.

The cause of a shift in ETR data may be insignificant;
however some have been found to be indicative of total pro-

cess failure. Excessive friction in a loading tool that is

being operated in a constant pressure mode has been detected

and corrected before the tooling was broken or uncompacted

units were fabricated.

The surface finish of the charge cavity into which the

powder is compacted can affect the density of the powder at
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the bridgewire and thus the y value. (3) The density may

also be affected by moisture or binders added to the powder.

The tap density of the powder, affected by vibration and
handling of the loading tool, dictates the final density
achieved during the compaction cycle. All of these effects

have been observed. Table 3 gives some examples.

The data derived from the ETR test are only as good as

the analogs from which they are calculated. If repeatable
smooth curves are obtained, the data should be very informa-
tive. The data obtained from perturbed analogs are of little
value; however, the analogs themselves may be significant

and assist in determining the cause of the abnormal response.

The meaning of the perturbations in the first third of the

trace was discussed earlier. In the last two-thirds of the .5

trace, bridgewire decoupling may be observed. The responses
may take many forms; a few are shown in Figures 4 through 7.

Table 3

THE EFFECTS OF CHARGE CAVITY FINISH
ON ETR USING WET AND DRY POWDER 0 -

Charge Holder
Surface Finish Powder y

Group (.IM) Condition (mW/k)

A <0.2 Dry 3.92 _

B 0.8 - 1.6 Dry 2.58

C >3.2 Dry 2.97

D <0.2 Wet 2.87
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The analog will show erratic heating and cooling or at

least an erratic variation of the recorded resistance of the

wire during the pulse application. Heating and cooling can

be explained by flexing of the bridgewire and subsequent inter-

action with the poC'er compact. The wire can be visualized as

residing in an irregular tunnel in the powder compact. The

wire then interacts with this wall causing the random cooling
of the wire.

Resistance changes can be induced in the same manner if

the powder is electrically conductive. The resistance in

this case is purely electrical and has nothing to do with the

heating and cooling of the wire. An example of this type of

response is shown in Figure 8. The drop in the observed re-

sistance is so large that the last half of the analog is lost

off scale of the recording device.

1) I

FIGURE 8 - Severe resistance depression.
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The tunnel or gap at the powder/bridgewire interface

can be the result of flexing of the wire caused by environ-

mental temperature extremes, or by flexing of the wire 6

caused by excessive temperature induced by the ETR test.

Mechanical and thermal environment exposure may cause shifting

of the powder compact causing a gap to be created at the

bridgewire interface. The gap may be large enough that the 0

bridgewire does not interact with the powder when pulsed at

the current level required to achieve the nominal 80-100°C

temperature rise. When this occurs, a smooth response will

be obtained, but the y values will be significantly lower

than a normal unit. In some cases where perturbed traces are

being obtained, a lowering of the pulse current will yield

smooth traces. Gaps of approximately 0.15 mm or larger tend

to yield data comparable to the data obtained from bare

bridgewires. Bridgewires of loaded actuators that exhibit

this condition may fail to fire as was discussed earlier.

The location of a bridgewire in the powder compact af-

fects the ETR behavior. A bridgewire that is placed tightly

against the supporting substrate may not exhibit an ETR re-

sponse until the energy input is sufficient to overcome the

heat-sinking ability of the substrate. In some cases this

may be 400 mA or more. The practice of bowing the bridgewire

away from the substrate or placing a cavity under the wire

causes the response to occur at a lower current level and

lowers the y value. These data and practice can be related

to all-fire and no-fire levels for the component.

A question that is encountered many times is "Are the
data, in particular -, independent of the current used to

2 2
pulse the bridgewire?" Equation 2 shows tnat I R2 (the resis-
tive heating functimJn) is dividc-d by AR (the change in resis-

tance caused by the heating), or Equation 3 shows J2R divided
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by 8 (the temperature change), It is clear that, mathemati-

cally, the y is independent of the test current as long as

the TCR is constant. The TCR is known to be constant for

most bridgewire alloys up to 100 0 C. This known relationship

is a good reason to limit the upper extremes of temperature

experienced by the bridgewire during testing. Data taken

from an experimental component that was pulsed with 300 to

600 mA are shown in Table 4. The gamma values vary approxi-

mately 4% over the range of current used. The variation of

three runs at the same current was about 1%. Other components

exhibited up to an 11% change over similar ranges. When

the variation of the test current is 100 mA or less, the bias

introduced to the data should be inconsequential.

Table 4

THE EFFECTS OF VARIED CURRENTS ON ETR DATA
Milliamperes

Tested 300 400 500 600 500 500

y (mW/K)

X 1.91 1.96 1.97 1.99 1.95 1.97
Sigma 0.16 0.16 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.19

Tested Ohms

X 0.988 0.989 0.988 0.989 0.989 0.989
Sigma 0.027 0.026 0.028 0.027 0.027 0.027

CONCLUSIONS

The ETR test is not a panacea for detecting all defec-

tive components. This test is but one more NDT technique

that can be used to evaluate the quality of the components
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produced. The test can help identify types of environments

that are degrading, or help to evaluate component changes

that affect powder density. The variability of loading and

weighing processes may be quantified and process changes that

affect loading and subsequent compact stability can be eval-

uated.

The testing technique can be used to monitor the daily

variance of an established process. The test can indicate

units that 2re different from the normal, and generally when

these 'sports" are removed from a given population, the sta-

tistical performance of the population is improved. The ig-

nition time and the total function time of an actuator or ig-

nitor is dependent upon the heat transfer from the bridgewire

to the pyrotechnic. If this variability is reduced through

the use of ETR, generally the variance of the function time is

reduced.

The rare occurrence is when the data indicate that a

unit or group of units is so severely degraded that the units

will fail to function properly. Units of this type have been

found 6nd eliminated from the production run at the point of

detection, thus avoiding the expenditure of needless labor. -
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